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Part One

REVOLUTION
of the MIND

Voltairine de Cleyre in 18gl, the year of "The Gates of Freedom." (Courtesy of the
Labadie Colleetion, University of Michigan Library.)

INTRODUCTION
I bdi<:\'� the hanks! question in lhe whole solution ofthc pn)b!em ofhu1l1an
justice, is how to make people think equality is possible. . . . The problem,
Mhow to get rid orinslitutions� always means the problem of getting the insti
tutions out ofmeu's minds first.

-Vohairirll: de Cleyn:,

"Ye I-lave the Poor Always with You"

Life and Work

Voltairine de Cleyre belongs to a group orwriters in the United States
late-nineteenth-century freethinkers, anarchists, and sex radicals-who
arc excluded 110t only from the canon in general but even from the most
progressive textbook anthologies. This exclusion renders their achieve
ments im�sible; i t also obscures the broader social, cultural, and political
cont.ext of many canonical authors, including such figures as Mark
Twain and Walt Whitman. De Cleyre has been the subject of excellent
historical work, beginning with Paul Avrich's biography and followed by
Margaret's Marsh's chapter in Ana'YCM�1 Women, but with the exception of
Catherine Palczewski's important considerations of her rhetoric and
views of sexuality, and Wendy McElroy's positioning of her work in the
context of nineteenth-century anarchist feminism, the project of explor
ing her place in American literary history has only just begun. For that
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reason, everyone who writes on de Cleyre has the privilege of retelling
once again-and once again with the hope ofa widening audience-the
story of her life.
Voltairine de Cleyre was an American anarchist feminist who pub
lished hundreds of works-poems, sketches, essays, lectures, pamphlets,
translations, and short stolies-from the I 880s until her death in 1912
at the age of forty-five. I Born in 1866 into the poverty of a working-class
family in Michigan, she inhelited the New England abolitionist back
ground of her mother's family and r.he French freethinking and com
munist background of her lather, who named her for Voltaire. Despite
his philosophical commitments and revolutionary roots, her father sent
her to a convent school, which she said left "white scars" on her soul and
drew her "Will" inexorably toward "the knowledge and assertion of its
own liberty" ("Making" l56). Soon after graduating, in l 886 and 1887
she became a writer and lecturer in the cause offreethought, an eclectic
movement that included atheists, agnostics, and deists as well as religious
thinkers (Unitarian, transcendentalist, sometimes Quaker) who shared a
scorn for religious dogma as a source of truth or authority; a rejection of
biblical miracles and the divinity ofJesus; an aggressive, activist commit
ment to separation of church and state; and an insistence that human
progress depends on the exercise of each individual's reason with regard
even to su�jects held most sacred. The term infidel \vas often applied to
all of them, and many, including de C1eyre,� used it themselves as a mat
ter of course to describe their philosophy. The related tenn liberal, at
first designating in a nineteenth-centulJ' American context simply a
belief in separation of church and state, was eventually applied to a
whole constellation of beliefs associated with freethinkers' diverse but
always "infidel" views across a broad political, social, and cultural spec
trum. Many of them by the end of the century also described themselves
as "radical."3 Over the course of histoI)" de Cleyre confidently predicted,
"It is the radical who always wins at last" ("Crime and Punishment" '74).
De Cleyre's career as a freethinker was propelled in unexpected direc
tions when the sequence of events that Paul Avrich has called "The Hay
market Tragedy" began on the night of May 4. ,886, at an anarchist rally
near Chicago'S Haymarket Square to protest police violence in the
McCormick Harvester strike. As storm clouds gathered near the end and
the crowd began leaving, police suddenly marched on the three hun
dred or so remaining protesters. Confronted with a column of 180
policemen and an order to disperse peacefully, the last speaker, Samuel
Fielden, replied, "But we are peaceable," and then to a repealed order
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agreed, "All right, we will go." As he was stepping down from the
speaker's wagon a bomb exploded and lhe police began firing wildly, hil
ting each other as well as members of the crowd. Possibly a hundred peo
ple were wounded; eventually the death toll included seven policemen
and at least seven or eight civilians (David 198-204, 281-85; A\'rich, HT
197-210).
De Cleyre said later that "when the echoes of the Haymark.et bomb
rolled through the lillie Michigan village where I then lived, I, like the
rest. of the credulous and bnnal, read one lying newspaper headline,
'AnarchisLS throw a bomb in a crowd in the Haymarket in Chicago', and
immediately cried out, 'They ought to be hanged'" ("Eleventh" 23). In a
trial that became notorious all over the world, eight anarchisLS were
arrested and sentenced, five to death by hanging and three to long
prison terms.4 They were not condemned, however, [or throwing the
bomb, since it was easily proved that none of them did so, and the police
never found the perpetrator, whose identity cannot be conclusively
established even today. Instead, they were sentenced for advocating
ideas that could be argued to have inspired the unidentified bomb
thrower. As de Cleyre said in 1903, "The infamy of thaL trial has passed
into history" ("Making" 156). John Altgeld, governor of Illinois, con
cluded in 1893 after an extensive re\�ew of the trial that every aspect of
it-from the selection of ob\�ously biased jurors, to police influence of
testimony with lhreaLS of torture and bribes of money and jobs, to the
sheer "fabrication" o[ evidence, to the judge's unprecedented final
instmctions to the jury that the st.:"1te need not prove that the defendants
had influenced the perpetrator or even find out who the perpetrator
was-represented a serious miscarriage o[justice (David 494-95; Avrich,
HT422-23). For de Cleyre as for many others, it represented even more:
the awakening of a question as to whether 'Justice under law" is ever pos
sible ("Making" 1 56). She was especially struck by the state aLLomey's
insistence that Anarchy was on trial. In other words, she said, "It is a polit
ical opinion which is to be hanged, here in this astounding Republic,
which sprang into existence as the expression of the free political opin
ion" ("November 11th" 7). The Haymarket martyrs were, in her words,
"done to death for speaking" (6).
Not long after November I I , 1887, when Albert Parsons, August
Spies, George Engel, and Adolph Fischer were executed (Louis Lingg
had committed suicide in prison the day before) , de Cleyre hersel[was
an anarchist. Her anarchist tendencies were "ripened . . . to definition"
by the Haymarket allair; aftcr a brief cspousal of socialism inspired by a
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speech by Clarence Darrow i n December 1887, she lost a debate to a bril
liant anarchist and began studying anarchism in earnest ("Making"
156---57) . The message of the Haymarket anarchists, she concluded, was
simply "that real justice and real liberty might come on earth; that it was
all faise, all unnecessary, this wild waste of human life, of bone and sinew
and brain and heart, this turning of people ilHo human rags, ghosts,
piteous caricatures of the creatures they had it in them to be, on the day
that they wel·e born; thaL what is called 'economy', the massing up of
things, is in reality rhe mosr frighrtiJI spending-the sacrifice of rhe
maker to the made" ("Our Martyred" 17-18). Her conclusion echoed
August Spies' statement to the court: ''You may pronounce the sentence
upon me, honorable judge, but let the world know {hat in A.D. 1886, in
the State of lllinois, eight men were sentenced to death because they
believed in a better future, because they had not lost their faith in the
ultimate victory of liberty and justice!" (Avrich, HT 286). Not only were
the accused men innocent and their trial a sham, de Cleyre had come to
believe; their ideas were the key to human freedom.
Within the next few years de Cleyre forged her lifelong vocation as an
anarchist activist. Seuling in Philadelphia, she earned a scant income by
teaching English in the Jewish immigrant community, where she put
down deep emotional roots, learning Yiddish well enough to read the
Yiddish anarchist papers and translate some articles into English. Her
friend George Brown said she often taught from seven in the morning
until eleven o'clock at niglll (Kelly et al. 150); even so, she engaged at
the same time in an arduous schedule of writing, translating, editing,
organizing, and speaking. Mostofher speaking engagements were in the
eastern and midwestern United States, but she lectured also in England,
Scotland, and Norway-sometimes to small audiences, but often to hun
dreds; sometimes to over a thousand.!· The Ne7.V York T'ribune reported in
1 902, "Her writings are said to be known to anal"Chists all over the world"
("Dying" 5). The wide international circle of her acquaintance included
anarchist writers and activists from Russia, England, Scotland, France,
Germany, Spain, Italy, Norway, and Mexico, among them some of the
major theorists and revolutionaries of her time-Peter Kropotkin,
Louise Michel, Errico Malatesta, Ricardo Flores Mag6n.
In the last eight years of her life she suffered from a long illness that
included a terrible roaring in her ears, which she described LO her friend
Nathan Navro as "louder than the noise of the locomotives stationed
\\�thin a few yards from her house" (Avrich, AA 1 84). Except for a brief
period from 1904 to the spring of 1906 (Avrich, AA 185-89), she
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nonetheless persisted in her work. When she died in I 9 12, long before
most of the prominent anarchists of her generation, over two thousand
people attended her burial in 'Waldheim Cemetery, next to the tomb of
the Haymarket martyrs. In a memorial issue of Mother Emth, one of the
many anarchist journals that had published her work, Alexander Berk
man described her contemporaries' sense of her: "Her life was a protest
ag-<l.inst all sham, a challenge to all hypocrisy, and an inspir.Hion for
social rebellion" (Kelly et al. 153).
Yer. the inspiration of which Berkman spoke has been almost lost to
subsequelll generations of fe m i nists, despite the slanling comcmporary
relevance of de Cleyre's ideas, On the op-ed page of a twenty-first cen
tury newspaper, almost any of her positions-her call tor the abolition of
prisons, her atlacks on the ideological distortions of history textbooks,
her opposition to an educational system that measures "every child's
head , , . by every other child's head," her arguments that a standing
army is "a standing menace to liberty," her analyses of the economic
interests behind ,American intelVentions abroad, or her insistence that
the term literature should be expanded to include "the poorest, paltriest
dime novel, detective story, daily newspaper report, baseball game
account, and splash advertisemenC6-would bring her to the heart of
current debate across a mnge of disciplines, including literary criticism.
Her feminist rhetoric and analysis, often eerily prophetic of Shulamith
Firestone or Sisterhood i.I Pownful, retain their power to elate or scandal
ize her readers,just as the most famous incident of her life relains its dra
matic impact.
In December 1902, Herman Helcher, a former studem of de C1eyre,
shot her three times point blank as she was boarding a streetcar. "The
boy who shot her was taken the next morning to her bedside for
identification," one of her friends recalled, "She said she knew him as a
comrade and tonne." pupil, and when they asked her if she ."ecognized
him as the man who shot her, she said, 'No'" (Duff 106-7). Refusing to
identify or testify against her assailant, de Cleyre "wrote him a leLler of
forgiveness" (Duff 1°7) and raised money tor his defense. The New Yorh
Tribune quoted her reasons: "I des ire to spare this man from punish
ment, because in my opinion punishment is illogical, brutal, stupid and
cowardly. All so-called criminal acts are in my opinion manifestations of
disease, e ith e r in society or in the individual. I would consider it as sense
less to punish Herman Helscher [sic] as to punish a [ever patient [or see
ing visions" ("Won't Appear" 4) . To a Philadelphia newspaper she
explained, "I have no reselllmelll towards the man, If society were so
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constituted as to allow every man, woman and child to lead a normal life
there would be no violence in this world. It fills me with horror to think
of the brutal acts done in the name of government. Every act of violence
finds its echo in another act of violence. The policeman's club breeds
criminals" (Philadelphia North Amnican, Dec. 24, 1902, qtd. Avrich, AA
175). This incident was one ormany that caused de C1eyre to be revered
in her lifetime not only as a powerful voice, but as a powerful exemplar,
of anarchist thought.
Ideology and Imagination

When Paul Avrich introduced the works of Voltairine de C1eyre to a
modern audience in his still definitive biography (1978), he stressed the
need for a commensurate study of her literary contribution. This book is
intended in part as a response to that call, which has gone essenlially
unheeded for a quarter of a century. Since then, important shorter stud
ies have enhanced our understanding of the intersections between de
Cleyre's life and her anarchist feminism (Marsh), her broader place in
anarchist feminist history (McElroy), her views on sexuality and her
rhclorical tcchniques (Palczcwski). The time has come for a longer crit
ical study that takes into account the full range of her work in order to
establish her place in the history of progressive literary art in the United
States.
Angela Davis describes "progressive art" as assisling people "to learn
not only about the objective forces at work in the society in which they
live, but also aboUl the intensely social character of their interior lives"
(200). Throughout her brief but prolific career as a writer, de Cleyre
worked to create just such a "progressive art" aimed at provoking social
and psychological transformation-an art that would enable her to
speak herself and her readers free of the dominant ideologies of her day.
The challenge of "getting the inslitutions out of men's minds" defined
the development of that art not only at the level of its revolutionary con
tent, but also at the level of rhetoric, narrative structure, and poetic
form. It is at this level, in fact, that de Cleyre works in the most interest
ing ways to destabilize the ideological configuration of her readers' inte
riOl" lives. disrupting habits of imagination that confine it within domi
nant ideological paradigms. This study. then, explores the literary
strategies de Cleyre used to create rhetorics of self-decolonization: ways
of rearticulating internal and external experience in terms of opposi-
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tional paradigms that make resistance to oppression imaginable and
therefore possible.
The significance of this inquiry is twofold. First, it is intended to illu
minate the work of one of the most original American feminists of the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The analysis presented
here is based on a reading of the many works de Cleyre pubJished in
small anarchist and freethought periodicals, as well as her correspon
dence and some unpublished manuscript.s. On a number of these works
no literary scholar has commeilled at all; none of the ticr.ion discussed in
this study has received any literary critical alle1 1lion, for example, and
one of the works discussed in chapter 3, her story "The White Room,"
has received no mention in any publication on de Cleyre. Second, de
Cleyre was a significant force in a m<uor turn-of-the-century social move
ment---one of the two or three such movements with the most dramatic,
if finally unrealized, potential to transform American society and culture
at its roots. Setting her work in this broader context demonstrates not
only her literary significance but the importance of her work for the
fields of feminist theory, women's studies, litemry and cultural studies,
and progressive social and cultural analysis.
Port 1: Revolution of the Mind

One reason de Cleyre's rich intellecwal legacy has been left essentially
unclaimed for so long is its deep-rootedness in the milieu of late-nine
teenth-century anarchism-a context that, from her day onward, has
been subject to widespread misrepresentation, compounded in our own
time by misappropriations of the term anarchist for ideas and actions that
de Cleyre would have abhorred. To recover her legacy, then, involves
recovering its historical context. For this reason, chapter I, "Freeing
Thought," examines the roots of what de Cleyre called her "opposition
to things as they are," exploring the social and intellectual context of her
early involvement with freethought and her progression to anarchism as
refieCled in her essays, lectures, and poetry. In particular it examines her
relation to "infidel" and "liberal" thought, beginning with her lecture
"The Economic Tendency of Freethought" (1 890), a blasphemous ser
mon against "the fiend, Authority." In its structure (his work t.-aces the
logic of de Cleyre's early move from freethought to anarchism, as does
her diptych of poems "The Christian's Faith" and "The Freethinker's
Plea" (1887). In these poems the characteristic fusion of Enlightenment
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rationalism and high romanticism in de Cleyre's pOelry first manifests
itself in the imaginary landscapes (spacescapes, in this case) that she
offered for her readers' interior explorations of what it might feel like to
become "free." The chapter concludes with de Cleyre's understanding
of freedom in the context of the particular versions of anarchism she
engaged.
With the context established in chapter I for de Cleyre's generdl
interpretation of, and relation to, anarchism, chapter 2, "Fated Fruit,"
approaches one of the most. difficult_ issues in her work, her analysis of
violence. The chapter distinguishes among three different categories:
her most general position on whether violence is ever justified; her posi
tion vis-a.-vis other anarchists in internal debates about the use of indi
vidual acts of violence as a tactic lor spreading anarchism and anarchist
views; and her perspective on the relationship between various cate
gories of individual violent actions on the one hand and sLale violence
on the other. Setting her complex interpretations of violence in the con
text of the spectmm of anarchist positions on violence and the historical
shifts in those positions during her career as a writer, this chapter argues
against the idea that de C1eyre began as a pacifist and later embraced a
different position. The argument is based on an analysis of her criteria
for evaluating acts of violence, whether by governments, desperate vic
tims of the social "order," theoretical anarchists, or those who erro
neously identify their ideas as "anarchist." Arguing that for de C1eyre
those criteria depended on the relation of the act in question to the
exercise of human freedom, the chapter looks specifiCally at her images
of McKinley and Czolgosz in "McKinley's Assassination from the Anar
chist Standpoint," of Bresci in her essay "'Anarchism," and of the mother
who kills her child in her poem "Betrayed." It provides a more extended
analysis of three of her works: her poem "Vt Sementem Feceris," on a
woman flogged to death in czarist Russia; her essay on the martyred
Spanish educational reformer Francisco Ferrer; and her story "A Rocket
of Iron," about an industrial accident that provokes an explosion of rev
olutionary consciousness. (Like the works analyzed in chapter I , none of
these has received critical attention of any kind.) The latter is notable for
its intriguing representation of the narrator's consciousness, in which a
sequence of narrative reversals draws readers toward various interpreta
tions that are then disrupted or refuted. The chapter argues that this
shifting of representation enacts the shifts in vantage point necessary for
seeing the full complexity of de Cleyre's views on forcible resistance.
One of de CIeyre's major interests was the question of how women in
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particular can resist the configuring of their inner lives by the social,
political, and economic configurations of an oppressive society. Her
analysis of women's oppression and resistance is the subject of chapter 3,
"Sex Slavery," one of the key terms in her work that associate her with the
movement known as "sex radicalism." De Cleyre's feminist elaboration
of sex radical principles, fused with her anarchist principles more gen

erdlly, makes her one of the most revolutionary feminists writing at the
turn of the twentieth century. lL is this aspect of her writing th at has
brought her t.he m ost. im portant. critical allent.ion she has received in
recent years in the work of such critics as Marsh, McElroy, and Pal
czewski. This chapter seeks to move beyond the fron tiers orthat work by
taking into account a wider range of sources, i ncl udi ng several stories of
which there has been no published analysis, as well as de CIeyre's femi
nist essays, articles, and lectures. These sources help identify the dose
intertwining of questions of love, sexuality, and economic justice in de
Cleyre's anarchist feminist thought: her scathing psychological and eco
nomic indictments of marriage in "Sex Slavery," "The Death of Love,"
"They Who Marry Do Ill," and "The Case of Woman vs. Orthodoxy"; her
analysis of th e connections among sex slavery, wage slave I)" an d ideolo
gies that di,�de (he soul from the body in her slOries "To Sl1ive and Fail"
and "The Sorrows of the Body"; her contributions to anarchist ethnical
them), in "The Past and Future of the Ladies' Liberal League"; and her
analysis of gender oppression as a version of class oppression in "The
Heart of Angiolillo." An extended analysis i s devoted to this StOI)', an
antiromance that explores the interlocking physical, psychological, and
social dynamics of sex slavery in an account of a couple who set OUl ide
alistically to pursue the path of sexual freedom but become trapped in a
killing relationship of subordination and dependency.
Chapter 3 concludes with an analysis of de Cleyre's most complex and
intriguing consideration of the relation between sex slavel), and the insti
tutions in "men's minds": her story "The White Room," i n which an
artist's conception of his wife is figured in a symbolic architectural space
he creates for her bUl from which, paradoxically, she is excluded for the
fifteen years during which it is his secret lifework. Drawi ng on Judith BUl
ler's discussion of abjection and discursive materialization in Bodies Thai
MalteJ� the conclusion of the chapter discusses the White Room as a
figure for the process by which the ideological construction of the per
fect virtuous wife is identical both to the construction of the husband's
subjectivity and to the abj ection-here the Iiterdl casting-out-of the
real woman, who becomes homeless as a result of his grand project. II
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ends with de Cleyre's perspective on a paradox Butler describes: that the
"abjected outside, , , is, alter all, 'inside' the sul�ect as its own founding
repudiation" (3),
De Cleyre's resistance to the construction of "woman" embodied in
"The White Room" was part of her lifelong engagement in what Cerda
Lerner has called "a struggle for the control of (he symbol systems of a
given society" (222), Such struggle was at the core of her understanding
of the word revolution, which she defined as "some great and subve"sive
change in the social insr.itmions of a people, whether sexual, religious,
political, or economic." She cites as an example the "great religious rev
olution" of the Reformation: "a profound alteration i n human
thought-a refashioning of the human mind" ("Mexican Revolution"
254), I n the sen.rice of such a refashioning, de Cleyre crafted a rhetoric
that would dismantle a hegemonic discourse and construct an opposi
tional set of metaphors capable of reconfiguring (to invoke Althusser's
description of ideology) her audiences' "imaginary relation , , , to the
real relations in which they live" ("Ideology" 1,1)5)' This rhetoric is the
su�ject of chapter 4, which argues that de Cleyre's quintessential rhetor
ical device is a spi.'aling art of .'epetition that, through its turnings and
remrnings, becomes not only a call for revolution but a rhetorical enact
ment of revolution: a liberation of words to liberate the mind.
Part II: Selected Writings

The analysis described thus far constitutes part I of Cales ojFreedom. Part
I I provides a selection of de Cleyre's work, organized thematically in sec
tions, Section I corresponds to the biographical sketch in this introduc
tion, providing a chronological overview of the hope, despair, and soli
darity revealed in de Cleyre's achievements as a teLLer writer. Section 2,
"F.'eedom,Justice, Anarchism," corresponds to chapte.'s I and 2, with a
chronological selection of works representing de Cleyre's analysis ofvio
lence, its causes, and the failures of the justice system. Section 3, which
corresponds to chapters 3 and 4, focuses on her views of women, sexual
ity, and the body.
In choosing works for this necessarily limited selection, I have been
guided first and foremost by the need for textually accurate transcrip
tions of all of de Cleyre's feminist work, most of which is included
unabridged in section 3, The space limitations resulting from the com
pleteness of that section have necessitated abridging slightly some texts
presellled in sections 1 and 2, The guiding principle has been 1O pre-
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serve passages of most relevance to current social and political debates;
to avoid cUlling anything directly relevant to th e woman question"; and
to cut primarily from works that are accessible in the 1 9 1 4 Sekcled Works,
Franklin Rosemont's collection of her poetry (Written in Red), or Paul
Avrich's collection of the Haymarket speeches (The First M(l)'da)l). I have
"

chosen to omit entirely some long and important texts, even though they

are discussed in part I, which are available in the collections mentioned
above or in I"elatively accurate web versions. These include, most nO�lbly,
"The Economic Tendency of Freel.hought," the fem i nist. poem
"Betrayed, " and "Francisco Ferrer" and "Direct Action," versions of
which are available at the Anarchy Archives website (Pitzer College), a
rich, invaluable, and constantly expanding resource for research in the

history of anarchism. 7
My hope is that these selections, together with the analysis presented
in part I, \\�ll help to end de Cleyre's long exclusion from the canon of
U.S. lite ratures an exclusion puzzling not only because of the extent of
her work but because of her literalJ' achievement. Ga.les ojFreedom is thus
a response to the need for a major literary study of a writer who was
a,"guably the most radical, revoluti onalJl feminist at the turn ofthe twen
,

tieth ccntury--one whose relevance early in the twenty-first century will

become more clear as more work on her continues to emerge.
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One

FREEING THOUGHT
.

,

. . . not in demanding: li ult: nol in sLriking for an hour less, not in lIlollllain
L
labor to bring forth mice, can any lasting alleviation come; but in demanding
much-all.
-VoltairilH: de Clcyn;,
MThe Elt:venth of November 1 887"
,

Freethinkers

"The history of intellectual progress is written in the lives of infid els,"
freethinker Robert Ingersoll proclaimed in 1894 ("Voltaire" 177). In the
hundreds of works Voltairinc de C!eyre published from the 1880s until
her death in 19I 2-poems, sketches, essays, lectures, pamphlets, trans
lations, and sharL sLariesl-she was proud to counl herself among the
infidels. De Cleyre defined frecthoughl broadly as "the right to believe as
the evidence, coming in contact with the mind, forces it to believe. This
i mplies the admission of any and all evidence bearing upon any subjecL
which may come up for discussion" ("Economic Tendency" 3). Among
lhe many su�jecLS that came up routinely in late-nineteenth-century free
thinking circles were marriage, sexuality, birth control, women's rights,
race relations, labor relations, evolution, the existence of God, and the
relation of the individual to the state. � The names of fi·eeth ough t peri-
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odicals reflected their commitment to follow truth wherever it led: the
BO.\·lon InvesligalOJ; the Tmlh Seekn; the O/Jell Cowt, the Liberal, and at the
far left end of the spectrum Lucife/� the Light BatTn. As a young free
thinker in 1886, de Cleyre wrote for and then edited a now lost periodi
cal, the Progressive Age, presumably of a similar nature (Avrich, AA 40).
The ideas espoused by such peliodicals, and by the various "secular"
and "liberal" organizations for whom de Cleyre lectured, had their ori
gi ns in ei ghteenth-century French rationalism, to which de Cleyre, of
course, owed even her name. American freethinkers traced their more
recent heritage to American revolutionaries whom the French wrilers
influenced, especially Thomas Paine, an object of near idolatry among
some of de C1eyre's peers. Paine had vehe me n tly opposed "the adulter
ous connection of church and state" and rejected all religious creeds, the
divine authority of all religious texts, and all forms of organized religion.
In The Age ofReason, the sensationally controversial book of 1794-95 that
led Teddy Roosevelt a century later to call him a "filthy little atheist" (S.
Warren I I I ) , Paine announced his belief in "one God, and no more,"
his hope for "happiness beyond this life," his belief in "the equality of
man ," and his c onc ept of reli gious dUly: "doing j ustic e, loving mercy,
and endeavouring to make our fellow-creatures happy. " Sayi ng, "My own
mind is my own church," he set about systematically, and with an acerbic
contempt for anythi n g that cannot be rati onally demonstrated, to di s
prove almost every tenet on which Christian churches were founded
(948-49 and passim) . In de Cleyre ' s day as in ours there was a society
named for Thomas Paine, and his books were regularly advertised in the
freethought periodicals to which she contributed. American free
thinkers often copied bOtll his style and his i deas; indeed de Cl eyre imi
tates his method in an early lecture, "The Economic Tendency of
Freethoughl" (1890), which opens \\�th a quotation from Paine but pro
ceeds imm ediately to a syste mati c attack on the one aspect of reli gious
thought he had not rejected, the existence of God.
De Cleyre's terse deconstruction of deism in "The Economic Ten
dency of Freethought," so indebted to Paine's own methods, bespeaks
even in her ability to go beyond him-the liberatol1' eHect he must
sure ly have had on her life as she struggled out of th e spi ritual and intel
lectual crisis of her late adolescence. This eflect is evident in a diptych of
poems she wrote in 1887, "The Christian's Faith" and "The Free
thinker's Plea," which she introduced \\�th a note: "The two following
poems were written at that period of my life when the questions of the
existence of God and the divinity ofJesus had but recently been settled,
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and they present the pros and cons which had been repeating them
selves over and over again in my brain for some years" ("'Christian 's
Faith" 18). The form of the second poem, heroic couplets, announces
the kinship of "The Freethinker's Plea" with eighteenth-century nl.lion
alism, reflected strongly in the deist view that grounds its argument:
"Then learn the law if thou woulds't live aright; / And know no unseen
power, no hand of might, / Can set aside the law which wheels the stars;
/ No incompleteness its pel"fection mal"s" (24). De Cleyre argues here
for a law-abiding, NewT.onian nalUre and a corresponding sysr.em of nat
ural justice that accounts, in purely natural and logical terms, for the
truth of the biblical decree that we will sow what we reap ("Think not, 0
man, that thou cans't e'er escape l One jot of Justices' law"). But the
rationalist argument is fused with a passionately Romantic view, strongly
inflected by transcendentalism, which comes close to replacing a deity
\\�th a deified Nature. Tnl.l1sfigured by this romanticism, Paine's mordl
imperative of contributing to others' happiness expands into a more
sweeping, ecstatic version of his creed of human equality:
Then let your life-work swell the great flood-tide
Of love towards all the world; the world is wide,
The sea of life is broad; its waves stretch far;
No range, no barrier, i ts sweep may bar. . . .
Go down into the ICion's gloomy cell;
Send there the ray of love: as tree-buds swell
When spring's warm breath bids the cold winter cease,
So will his heart swell with the hope of peace.
Be filled with love, for love is Nature's God;
The God which trembles in the tender sod,
The Cod which tints the sunset, lights the dew,
Sprinkles with Slal"S the firmament's broad blue,
And draws all hearts together in a free
Wide sweep of love, broad as the ether-sea.
No other law or guidance do we need;
The world's our church, to do good is our creed.

This fusion of Enlightenment rationalism and high romanticism was to
characterize all of de Cleyre's work; it provided a logical and acti\�st
vision of her place in the world, but also a substitute for the affective
dimensions of the religion she was renouncing. In the first poem of the
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diptych, "The Christian's Faith," these dimensions are present i n the
wrenching emotion of Jesus' desperately longing plea for all sinners,
significantly including "prisoners in cells"-a phrase to which "the felon
in his cell" corresponds in "The Freethinker's Plea"-to accept the "gifts
of penitence, / Forgiveness and charity and hope!" Jesus stretches
"hands of mercy through the bars," otreling his crucifixion to expiate
the prisoner's "deep guilt" and promising seductive "peace" for all: mar
tyrs, sinnel"s, mournel"S, those who suffer, those who "live for others'
good" ( 2 2 ) . The blank verse, comrasting with the optimistic heroic cou
plets of the second poem, accentuates the tragedy of this first, Christian
plea of the diptych-not onlyJesus' urgency as the lines end with his call
unanswered, but also, in the light ofthe next poem, the implici liy tragic
consequences of offering a mere symbol, the cross, as a response to the
literal fact of human suffering. In "The Christian's Faith" the prisoner is
presumed guilty, in need of expiation; and those who live for others are
somehow subtly summoned away from that commitment, called toward
a "peace" that will transcend their engagement with tlle problems of
their fellow humans. "The Freethinker's Plea," in what is clearly a
specific rebuttal, ends with the prisonel"'s hope of "peace" deriving from
human action-a real person's descel1l into the telon's cell. Imerest
ingly, Jesus' call for his disciples to visit those in prison is imputed in
these poems not to him but to the freethinker; the internal debate rep
resented by the diprych centers not on the historical Jesus, whose teach
ings some freethinkers admired, but rather on the idea of a Savior
whose divine sacrifice, as opposed to earthly and human expressions of
love, is erroneously viewed by the Christian as a solution to the world's
problems.
While Paine's influence is strong in "The Freethinker's Plea," the
poem also reveals de Cleyre's early rejection of his deism; the ending
seems to eschew even his tentative hope for an afterlife, and the poem's
emphasis on a universe ruled by inexorable natunl.l law, without inter
vention by a higher power, seems carefully to exclude the deist idea of a
creator who set those laws in motion. The "God" of this poem is love,
"Nature's God," not the deist watchmaker. As Sidney Warren points out
in his history of free thought "Al t hough the more radical freethinkel"s
worshipped at the shrine of Thomas Paine," the "true inheritors of his
philosophy" were the Free Religionists, the most conservative wing orthe
freethought movement ( 1 10). Free Religionists organized the National
Liberal League to work for sepanl.lion of church and sLate, and laLer, in
response to some members' desire to expand its agenda (to include, for
,
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example, such "liberal" goals as women's suffrage) , succeeded in sus
taining that focus under the new, less ambiguous rubric of the American
Secular Union. It was under the auspices of this organization that de
Cleyre delivered her lecture "The Economic Tendency of Freethought"
to the Boston Secular Society.3 The deist legacy of the American Secular
Union, as well as its almost exclusive dedication at this time to the ques
tion of separation of church and state, sheds some interesting light on de
Cleyre's tributes to, and departures from, Paine in this speech, which
undoubt.edly I.races, in iTS ST.ruCT.ure, T.he logic of her early move from
freethought to anarchism.
Ironically appropriating a traditional sermon structure for her infidel
purposes, she opens her lecture with a reference to a text from Paine,
cited as a preacher might cite an opening verse from the Bible: "On page
286, Belford-Clarke edition, of the 'Rights of Man' . . . " Later she under
scores the analogy to a sermon by referring to another quotation as "a
sort of supplementary text," which she presents, however, with calcu
lated disregard for accuracy: "taken, I think, from a recent letter of Car
dinal Manning, but if not Cardinal Manning, then some other of the var
ious dunce-Glpped gentlemen." The pairing of faithfulness to chapter
and verse in Paine with an airy refusal even to velify the name of her cler
ical source is a comment on the relative sanctity of her sacred and secu
lar points of reference. The cardinal is j ust any one of many inter
changeably dunce-capped religious fools who recently objected to a
monument to the freethinkers' martyr Giordano Bruno; Paine was an
individual who thought for himself, an author with a name (like
Bruno's) that we can be sure of. Appropriately for a blasphemous ser
mon against "the fiend, Authority" i n any form, however, de Cleyre
immediately undercuts even Paine's authority ,,�th her attack on deism,
and proceeds to accord Manning a perverse, or inverse, authority by
proving that his frightened predictions about lhe atheist and analThisl
tendencies of freethought are exactly right.
In this, as in her deconstruction of deism, de Cleyre's (relatively) con
servative audience would not for the most pan have wished 10 follow, but
her procedure in this lecture, presumably with exactly this audience in
mind, is to push freethinking methods to their furthest logical limit,
applying them even to fi'eethought itself. Ha\�ng dismantled any rational
basis for deism, she disproves in short order the existence of God,
demonstrates that the logic of atheism is the logic of anarchism since
both refuse homage to Authority, and urges that freethinkers pursue
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their syllogisms to their logical conclusions. She argues that the true ten
dency of freel.hought is, first, beyond deism and toward atheism, and
then beyond a preoccupation with religious questions toward an antigov
ernment stance: a recognition that vesting supreme authority in govern
ment repeats the mistake of conceptualizing supreme authority as God.
In both cases a concept of privileges granted by an authority (God, gov
ernment) is substituted for the concept of rights: "Once more the
hypothesis is that the Government, or Auth ori ty, or God in his other
form, owns all the righrs, and grants privileges according to irs sweet
will."
At issue, implicitly, is the American Secular Union's myopic focus on
separation of church and state. Freethinkers who continue un question
ingly to support the state despite their opposition to the church fail to
see that they have merely chosen a new God: "Do you know what YOll
do?-Craven, you worship the fiend, Authority, again!" ("Economic Ten
dency" 3 ) . Stop "digging, mole-like, through the substratum of dead
issues" centered on religion, she urged; there is no point in wasting time
hugging oneself in the camps of dead enemies-those who burned
Bruno at the stake in 1 600, fOI" example. Freethinkers should stop "gath
ering the ashes of fires burnt out (wo centuries ago"-an image that, by
implication, places freethinkers in the intellectual camp oftheir already
dead enemies the cardinal and his fellow dunces. The great questions
now are not religious or political but economic: "the crying-out demand
of today is for a circle of principles that shall forever make it impossible
for one man to control another by controlling the m eans of his exis
tence" ("Economic Tendency" 3 )
Does freethinking, as Cardinal Manning (or some such person)
insists, lead to the subversion of social and civil order? De Cleyre answers
triumphanLly in the affirmative, if "social and civil order" means the trav
esty of "order" that constitutes the satus quo. Her proof reveals the
influence of another enlightenment freethinker, Mary Wollstonecrdft,
whose impact on de Cleyre it would be hard to exaggerate. De Cleyre
adm ired her as much as she did Paine, deploring the absence of equal
recognition for WollslOnecraft among freethinkers: "It shows that their
pretended equality belief is largely on their lips alone" ("Past" 4 3 ) . The
i megrarion of gender and class issues in de Cleyre's demonstration that
the current "order" is a "arce reveals that women's issues, which modern
critics have sometimes sorted into a separate category in analyzing her
works, were central to her social criticism from the very beginning.
t
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Social Order! Not long ago I saw a lelter from a young girl to a
friend; a young girl whose health had been broken behind a counter,
where she stood eleven and twelve hours a day, six days i n the week,
for the magnificent sum of $5. The letter said: "Can't you help me to
a position? My friends want me to marry a man I do not like, because
he has money. . . . " Social Order! When the choice for a young girl lies
between living by inches and dying by yards at manual labor, or
becoming the legal property of a man she does not like because he
has money!
Walk up Fifth Avenue in New York some hot summer day . . . Look
at palaces going to waste, space, furniture, draperies, elegance. . . .
Then take a car down town; go among the homes ohhe producers of
that idle splendor; find six families living in a five-room house . . . .
Space is not wasted here . . . . This is social order!
Next winter, when the "annual output" of coal has been mined,
when the workmen are clenching their hard fists with impotent anger
. . . while the syndicate's pockets are filling. . . . Moralize on the preser
vation of social order! . . . watch a policeman arrest a shoeless tramp
for stealing a pair of boots. Say to your selt� this is civil order and must
be preserved . . . .
Subvert the social and civil order! Aye, I would destroy, to the last
vestige, this mockery of order, this travesty upon justice!
Break up the home? Yes, evel)' home that rests on slavery! EveI)'
marriage that represents the sale and transfer of the individuality of
one of its parties to the other! [very institution, social or civil, that
stands between man and his right; every tie that renders one a master,
another a serf; every law, evel), statute, every be-it-enacted that repre
sents tyr<l.nny; eveI),thing you call American privilege that can only
exist at the expense of international right. ("Economic Tendency" 7)

As the progress of this argument makes abundanLly clear, the antiau
thoritarian principles of freethought, including enlightenment femi
nism, had laid the groundwork for de C1eyre's move (oward a position
beyond them; and it seems reasonable to suppose that the steps in this
al'gument, published only two years after de C1eyre began her career as
an anarchist, reproduced the progress of her own ideas as she moved out
of an Enlightenment-based version of freethought toward anarchism.
The relation, and tension, between the two positions is implicit in the
fact that while she presented this lecture to the freethinking Boston Sec
ular Society, she published i( in the anarchistjournal Libel'!)', one of many
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periodicals whose names-the Rebel, the Alarm, the Firebrand, Fra)'e A1veler
Shlime (Free voice of labor), Free Society, Freedom, Freiheit (Freedom), the
Herald ofRlruolt-reveal both their ties with, and their distance from, the
freethought to which journals such as the Investigator or the Truth Seeker
were dedicated. Freethought and anarchism were close in some respects;
if not all freethinkers were anarchists by any means, on the other hand
most anarchists were freethinkers (Avrich, AA 39) . But there was in fact
a greater distance than this might imply between de Cleyre's association
with the Pmgn:,uive Age and with Uberty, a dislance measured by the long
year and a half of the Haymarket alTair of 1 886--87. Soon alter the end
of it-her progress mediated by Darrow's socialist interpretation oflabor
issues and her readings in anarchist theory-the broad outline of the
anarchist views de Cleyre would elaborate over the course of her career
was in place.
A Normal Life

When Herman Helcher shot de Cleyre on December 19, 1902, her
refusal to prosecute him or even identity him as the assailant was based
on the central tenets of anarchism as she and her anarchist contempo
raries articulated them: that society must be reconstituted on a founda
tion of human liberty to allow each individual "a normal li fe"-a life "in
full possession of [one's] seHhood"; that LO this end "the sources of life,
and all the natural wealth of the earth, and the tools necessary to co
operative production, must become free of access to all"; and that such a
social order can exist only in the absence of government, which "is, has
always been, the creator and defender of privilege; the organization of
oppression and revenge" ("Eleventh of November" 26; "Direct Action"
240; "Eleventh of November" 27).
In place of government, all forms of which "rest on violence, and are
therefore wrong and harmful, as well as unnecessary," anarchists called
for "a new social order based on liberty unrestricted by man-made law"
(Goldman, "Anarchism" 50); "a condition ofsociery regulated by vol un
rary agreement" ( Motherf:arlh7.s, July 1 9 1 2 : 1 5S). What condition this
might be, especially what economic system i t might en ail,
t
was a source
of debate, but about the essential requirement-"no compulsion," as de
Cleyre put it-lhere was agreemem, based on lhe principle thal human
freedom requires "the total disintegration and dissolution of the princi
ple and practice of authority" ("Anarchism" 1 1 2 ; "Our Present Attitude"
79-80 ) . For that reason, at the core of every anarchist vision of the "new
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social order" was a decentralized arrangement of people in charge of
their own productive lives, joined in forms or association that would
enrich, rather than diminish, their freedom. As Kropotkin explained in
his article on anarchism for the I g I I En0'ciojJaedia Blitannica, these asso
ciations would be created by mutual agreement and would be, like all
"organic life," not fixed and immutable but open to change in response
to ever-changing circumstance. In place of a rule by law and authority,
harmony [would be] obl.ained, not by submission '-0 law, or by obedi
ence lO any authority, but by free agreements concluded between the
various groups, territorial and professional, freely constituted for the
sake of production and consumption, as also for the satisfaction of the
infinite variety of needs and aspirations of a civilized being. In a soci
ety developed on these lines, the voluntary associations which already
now begin to cover all the fields of human activity would take a still
greater extension so as to substitute themselves [or the st.,He in all its
functions. They would represent an intenvoven network, composed
of an infinite variety of groups and federations of all sizes and
degrees, local, regional, national and international-temporary or
more or less permanent-for all possible purposes: production, con
sumption and exchange, communications, sanitary arrdngements,
education, mutual protection, defence of the territory, and so on;
and, on the other side. for the satisfaction of an ever-increasing num
ber o[ scientific. artistic, literary and sociable needs. On the con
trary-as is seen in organic life at large-harmony would (it is con
tended) result from an ever-changing adjustment and readjustment
of equilibrium bep,veen the multitudes of forces and influences, and
this adjustment would be the easier to obtain as none of the forces
would el�joy a special protection from the state. ("Anarchism")
As for the economic system implied in such arrangements, the spec
trum of theory ran from individualist anarchism at one end to commu
nist anarchism at (he other, with a range of ideas in between: socialism,
mutualism, the various ideas that coalesced into anarcho-s)'Tldicalism by
the turn of the centm)', and other theories of collectivism and voluntary
cooperation. De C1eyre's I gOI lecture "Anarchism" and her lecture
"The Economic Phase of Anarchism" describe her sense of the diHcr
ences among these theories, and of the different role economic theol]'
in general played in American as opposed to European anarchism. Writ
ing for a European audience in "The Economic Phase of Anarchism,"
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she explained that while most European anarchist.s entered the move
ment "by the door of economy," Americans originally "got at anarchism
from the political and social side," and as a result developed distinctive
"notions of anarchist economy" that are "quite different" from those of
the Europeans. The older generation of American anarchists, she says,
see these notions as a sine qua non of anarchism, while "the younger
recruits"-"the new light.s," among whom she includes herself. "do not
exaggerate the economic credo," and do nOL require a particular eco
nomic "label" as a sign of membership in "the circle of the elect" Ha\';ng
begun with these cavealS, she proceeds to describe the "two great divi
sions" of individualism and communism, locating collectivism as a mid
dle position "representing the concession of socialism to individualism,"
and mutualism as a middle position representing the reverse. All posi
tions begin with the assumption that because "what no man has pro
duced, no man can lay more social claim to than another," everyone is
rightfully entitled to what every government in history has sought to
deny: "equal social right to the use of the earth." The disagreements
alise over the question to which this assumption leads: "What kind of
land tenure undel' freedom would best secUl'e the ti"ee right of man to
the use of the earth, and tend most to destroy the germs of a rebirth of
government?" ( 1-2).
Individualism, she explained in her essay "Anarchism," took "let
alone" as the "key-note" of ilS economic program, assuming that the
basic "institutions of Commercialism, centering upon private property,
are in themselves good, and are rendered vicious merely by the interfer
ence of the Slate" ( 1 08). Individualist anarchists would thus keep such
fundamenlal arrangements as "employer and employed, buying and sell
ing, and banking," but change practices of land ownership by basing it
on use, \\.;th periodic redistributions based on community decisions, and
an option for those who disagreed with those decisions to move 1.0 unoc
cupied "outlying lands" ( 1 08-g). Individualists, she says, emphasize
competition as a great boon in a free society, opening "new avenues of
industry." To this de C1eyre responds with suspicion: "As 1.0 opening up
new industries, which looks rather glittering. it's a serious question
whether there are not a deal too many industries already. Competition
has brought the world's products to our doors. It is a question whether it
would not be beLler for us 1.0 go out of our doors into the world. It is also
a question whether i t would not be better instead of dragging things over
the earth to develop the capacities of the earth about us" ("Economic
Phase" 1 2 ) .
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This critique she identifies with anarchist communism (it was also her
own, reiterated in other forms elsewhere, although she consistently
rejected communism). Anarchist communism, she says, looks to obviate
the need for "complicated administrations" by relying on cooperdtive
association and local resources ("Economic Phase" 1 2 ) , emphasizing
worker self-regulation and organization illlo "independent producing
groups" that take what they need and deposit the rest in warehouses for
others to lise ("Anarchism" 1 06). De Cleyre saw anarchist communism as
an "evolut.ion" of anarchist socialism, rhe disrincr.ion being that the for
mer emphasized "more self�reliant development of home resources,"
while anarchist socialism assumed much the same economic and urban
developmelll as then existed, only with the state, "the business agent of
the property-owning class," vanishing in tandem with that class. Anar
chist mutualism placed the trade union at the center of "the free co
operative group." Eliminating the need for employers, the union would
"issue time-checks to its members, take charge of the finished product,
exchange with different trade groups for their mutual advant.:"1ge
through the central federation, enable its members to utilize their
credit, and likewise insure them against loss" ("Anarchism" 106, 1 03-4,
1 I I).
One of de Cleyre's major criteria for evaluating each economic posi
tion was the interpretation it offered of the state and its origins. She crit
icized anarchist socialists for assuming that the stale has a simple origin
in "a cert.:--.i n material condition" which, if eliminated, will simply elimi
nate the state; she saw the st.:"1te as rooted not merely in material condi
tions but also in "the religious development of human nature," and the
task of eliminating it as therefore more complex than anarchist socialists
believed. The individualists went too far in the other direction, she
thought, relying exclusively on their undersLanding of the spiritual,
metaphysical origins of the state and discounting it.s malnial o,-igins.
The truth lies not somewhere between these insights, she said, but in a
"synthesis" ("Anarchism" 103-4, 105, 1 1 0- 1 1 ) .
Much of the debate abom the ideal economic arrangements under
anarchism centered on what kinds of colleClive arrangement'i were com
patible with individual freedom. De Cleyre wrote satirically, for example,
of communist schemes for regulating supply and demand: "Madam,
about how many balls do your boys lose annually over the neighbors'
fence? . . . Miss, have you a lover? Ifso, how often do you write him, and
how many sheets of paper do you use for each letter? . . . This is not
intended as personal, but merely to obt.:--.i n correct statistics upon which
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to base next year's output" ("Glance" 10-1 1 ) . Although de Cleyre was
eclectic enough for Leonard Abbott LO mistake her for an individualist
anarchist (268)4 and Emma Goldman to mistake her for a communist
anarchist (de Cleyre, "Correction" 473), for most of her career she took
a stand in neither camp, preferring some middle ground between what
she and most other anarchists saw as the dangerous egotism of the
extreme individualists on the one hand-"the self the centre and cir
cumference of all considerdtion" ("Philosophy of Selfishness" 2872)5and, on I.h e other, (he danger that communist anarchism would simply,
as nonanarchist forms of socialism threatened LO do, reconstitute stale
authority in another form.6
Abboll quoted de Cleyre, in his review of her posthumous Selected
WadiS, as saying she was an individualist anarchist, without explaining (or
realizing?) that she later changed that position. De Cleyre did refer to
herself in 1892 as having been one of the "individualists" in an earlier
debate between individualists and communists ("Glance" 10), and she
took this side in her 1893 speech "In Defense of Emma Goldman: The
Right of Expropriation" when she distinguished between Goldman's
views and her own: "Miss Goldman is a Communist; I am an Individual
ist. She wishes to destroy the right of property; I wish to assert it" ( 2 1 7 ) .
While several of her letters to her mother are equally unequivocal and
consistent in rejecting communism (e.g., summer 1 893), her embrace
and then rejection of Individualism is more complex. In "The Economic
Phase of Anarchism" she calls attention to the individualists' need to
guarantee security of property, which would require some kind of vol
untary associations whose definitions of crime and systems of punish
ment would vary widely from place to place, depending on the sub
scribers' degree of "brute instinct" or enlightenment. "I confess that I am
not in love with all these lillie states, and it is . . . the thought ofthe anar
chist policeman that has driven me out of the individualist's camp,
wherein I for some time resided" ("Economic Phase" 1 3 ) .
What she meant by individualism i n such statements i s more clear
from "A Suggestion and Explanation" ( 1 900), in which she refers to her
selfas having been. but no longer being. "an Individualist in economy. of
the Dye.· D. Lum order." Lum serves in de Cleyre's essay "Anarchism" as
the example of "Anarchist Mutualism," which she calls "a modification of
the program of Individualism, laying more emphasis upon organization.
cooperation, and free federation of the workers" ( I I I ) . i Although mutu
alism is a tenn from Proudhon, de Cleyre lIses the American Proudhon
ian Benjamin Tucker, editor of the influential anarchist periodical
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Liberty, as an example of the individualism from which she is distinguish
ing Lum's mutualism ("Anarchism" I I I ) ; indeed in "The Economic
Phase of Anarchism" she calls Tucker individualism's "high priest" (5).
The distinction implies that even when she called herself an individual
ist anarchist, what she meant by that term WdS Lum's mutualist individu
alism rather than Tucker's version of individualism, which she saw as
deriving in part from his lack of direct personal contact with industrial
oppression and workers' associations.8
Evemually, as Avrich has demonstrated, de Cleyre took a position that
the Spanish anarchists Ricardo Mella and Fernando Tarrida del Marmol,
followed by Elisee Reclus and Errico Malatesta, advocated i n the 18gos
as "Anarchy without adjectives" (AVlich, AA 1 49-50) . "I am an Anarchist,
simply, without economic labels attached," she replied when Goldman
misidentified her to the Amsterdam Congress as a communist anarchist
("Correction" 473). "I am not now, and never have been at any time, a
Communist," she explained. "I was for several years an individualist, but
becoming convinced that a number of the fundamental propositions of
individualistic economy would result in the destruction of equal liberty,
I relinquished those beliefs. In doing so, howevel", I did not accept the
proposed economy of Communism, which in some respects would entail
the same result" ("Correction" 473).
In general de Cleyre's economic vision \\ldS based on a confidence that
true freedom would produce forms of society we have yet le imagine: "I
simply leave the form of future economy to the JutUTe, assured of one
thing: it is lhe height oJJoU)' to build (L !')'slemJar theJutnre based upon present
mechanical development. I reckon always that lhe as Jet 1tnrievelolml Jac
tor, the un/mown, will revolutionize all our economic schemes . . . . Mean
while all plans involving more liberty are good, as tentative effort in the
right direction" ("Suggestion"). She believed that the economic fonlls a
truly h"ee society would take cannot be fully imagined in an unfree soci
ety, would depend anyway on local conditions, and might well combine
arrangements that are now assumed to be incompatible. Anarchism, she
said, "is not an economic system; it does not come to you with detailed
plans of how you, the workers, are to conduct industry; nor systemized
meLhods of exchange; nor careful paper organizations of 'the adminis
tration of things.' It simply calls upon the spirit ofindividualiry to rise up
from its abasement, and hold itself paramount in no matter what eco
nomic reorganization shall come about" ("Anarchism" 1 1 2 , 100-- 1 0 1 ) .
I n her view as i n Kropotkin's, the formal details of the new society would
develop naturally, organically. In the meantime, the task of anarchists
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was not to dissipate their unity in debates over the merits of this or that
system bUl LO agitate for the conditions ofliberty that would be germinal
for a new order: most fundamentally, the abolition of government and
the establishment of "world wide freedom to use all natural sources";
"the restoration and the perpetual indivisibility of the earth and the
great stores within her bosom" ("Ye Have the Poor" I 2; "Our Martyred"
18).
"'-'hat de Cleyre envisioned most broadly as the new social order \vas a
"nat.ionless world" of free indi\�duals; more expliciliy, "thousands of
small communities stretching along the lines of transportation, each
producing very largely for its own needs, able to rely upon itself, and
therefore able 10 be independent" like its indi\�dual members ("Novem
ber Eleventh, Twenty Years Ago" 4 1 ; "Anarchism and American Tradi
tions" 134). In such a world "all natural resources would be forever free
to all, and the worker individually able to produce for himself sufficient
for all his vital needs, if he so chose, so that he need not govern his work
ing or not working by the times and seasons of his fellows" ("Anarchism"
1 1 2 ) . Such a system would bring an end to the "economic insanity" of
"drdgging products up and down the world, which is the great triump h
of commercialism." De Cleyre gives as an example of this insanity a
friend in Philadelphia who makes shoes in a factory next to the house of
a senator. The senator's wife orders shoes from a Chicago firm, which
orders them from this same facLOry next LO her house, which ships them
from Philadelphia to Chicago, where they are then shipped back to
Philadelphia to the senator's wife-"while any workman in the facLol)'
might have thrown them over her backyard fence!" ("Why" 29) . In con
trast to such insanity, "Anarchism affirms the economy of self-suste
nance, the disintegration of the great communities, the use of the earth"
("Anarchism and Amelican Traditions" 133).
As this statement suggests, de Cleyre assumed that a "normal life" is
one in communion with nature, and she longed for a social trdnsforma
tion involving "The death of cities, the people resurgent upon the land"
("November Eleve11lh" I I ).9 Like most anarchists of her day, JO however,
she did not oppose industrialization, only the horrifying consequences
of the means by which industry was controlled and opemted: the loss of
the dignity of labor, the theft of the products of labor from those who
produced them, the grotesque overproduction of useless "things, things,
things" while the workers who produced them starled for basic necessi
ties, the concomitant production of false "needs" and artificial desires,
the military imperialism necessary to create and sustain global markets
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to support the whole system of exploitation, and the necessarily violent,
repressive role or the stale in protecting the interests of the tiny minority
who profit from that exploitation ("Dominant Idea").
Voluntary Abundance

Both the agreements and disagreements among anarchists of de Cleyre's
generation Glme oUl of a long tradition of mordl, social, and political
philosophy. Typically, I I Amel;can anarchists traced their int.ellecrual
legacy to late-cighteenth-centulY British and American political theorisLS
who believed individual liberty could be realized only by the elimination
or severe curtailing of state institutions. These theorists, 10 some of
whom freethinkers also traced their lineage, included ThomasJellerson,
whose pronouncements on the dangers of government de Cleyre often
quoted (e.g., "Anarchism and American Trdditions" 1 1 g-20, 125; "Anar
chism in Literature" 140) ; Thomas Paine, whose view that "Governments
are, at best, a necessary evil" de Cleyre cites as a foreshadowing of anar
chism ("Anarchism i n Litemture" 140); and William Godwin . De Cleyre
admired Godwin's al'guments in PoliticalJustice against state i nstitutions,
including marriage. She quoted his call for the abolition of marriage
( " Marriage is law and the worst of all laws. . . . Marriage is an affair of
property and the worst of all properties" ) , and saw him as "more deeply
radical" than either Jefferson or Paine because of his concern with eco
nomics: '''My neighbor,' says he, 'has just as much right to put an end to
my existence with a dagger or poison as to deny me that pecunia'l' assis
tance without which I must starve' " ("Anarchism in Literature" 14(}-4 1 ) .
Beyond these Enlightenment predecessors, American anarchists
looked to the nineteenth-centu'l' American inventor and social innova
tor Josiah Warren (ca. 1 798-1874), to whom de Cleyre refers in "A11ar
chism" ( I I I ) . Warren was the founder in 1 833 of the fil'st American
anarchist journal, the Peaceful Revolutionist. Believing that "The man of
virtuous soul commands not nor obeys" (qtd. Reichert 68), Warren
sought a social arrangement. that would lead to a higher expression of
human potential through the social harmony that can only develop in an
atmosphel'e of true li berty. He argued that individuality is "the vi al
l prin
ciple of order"; that "the absolute SOVEREIGNTY OF EVt:RY I N O I V I O U A L" is
the true foundation for social harmony; that the only legitimate function
of government is the protection of that "self-sovereignty," \·."hich "rises
"
ABOVE ALL INSTITUTIONS ; and that the regulation not of each other but
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of our commerce with each other is the proper means of achie'�ng true
civilization. By regulating our commerce rightly, we can "withdraw the
elements of discord, of war, of distrust and repulsion, and . . . establish a
prevailing spirit of peace, order, and social sympathy" ( :flue Civilization
16g; t:quilable Commerce 18, 1 2 ; T'rue Civilization l off.; Eqllitable Commerce
I g, 1 2 , xi). Beginning in 1 827, Warren experimented in the right regu
lation of commerce by opening "Time Stores" where exchange was
based on payment in hours of labor, and by founding three expe ..imen
tal communities. The first, in 1 835, soon failed, bUl oneoflhem, UlOpia,
was quite successful for almost thirty years, from around 1 846 to 1 875.
Another, Modern Times, succeeded briefly until its fame drew an influx
of eccentric "impostors" whose nudism, selt�starvation, polygamy, and
other such newsworthy activities contributed to its demise ( Reichert
66-68, 74-75). The notoriety o[ Modern Times was based in part on its
association with sexual freedom, which Warren, although not a personal
advocate of free love (worse than a "crown of thorns" [or those who try
it), saw "as a dear, direct expression of an individual's self-ownership"
(Reichert 75; McElroy, "Free Love").
\-Varren was one of many early anarchist or Ixotoanarchist thinkel"s
who sought to reframe the question of the just constitution of society in
economic rather than political terms. All of them saw the systems of
order they advocated as inevitable or necessary final stages in hislol�cal
progress toward what Warren called "true civilization" and Pierre:Joseph
Proudhon was apparently the first, in 1840, to call "anarchy"-a term he
appropriated to designate a principle of order rather than disorder. 1 2 By
anarchy he meant the absence of a "sovereign" in any form, "the
insufficiency, of the principle of authority" as the basis for order in soci
ety, and "the government of each man by himself'-an "absolute liberty,
which is synonymous with order" (Proudhon 8g, go, 95)
Proudhon defined anarchy as "a fonn of government or constitution
in which public and private consciousness, formed through the develop
ment of science and law, is alone sufficient to maintain order and guar
antee all liberties" (92). He saw society as in fact moving "closer . . . every
day" to this form of order based on the absence of government---o n the
rejection not only of a sovereign but of authOl"ity altogether: "the notion
of authority. like the notion of an absolute being, is only an analytic con
cept that is powerless to provide a constitution for society. regardless of
the source of authority and the manner in which it is exercised" (go).
Proudhon deplored all government:
.
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To be governed is to be . . . noted, registered, enrolled, taxed,
stamped, measured, numbered, assessed, licensed, authorized,
admonished, forbidden, reformed, corrected, punished . . . trained,
ransacked, exploited, monopolized, extorted, squeezed, mystified,
robbed; then, at the slighlesl resistance . . . repressed, fined, despised,
harassed, tracked, abused, clubbed, disalmed, choked, imprisoned,
judged, condemned, shot, deported, sacrificed, sold, betnl.yed. (Qtd.
in Avrich, AP 1 42)
He called for a peaceful social transformation whereby. through a
"People's Bank" and a system of "mutualism" (what his influential Amer
ican proponent William B. Greene termed "mutual banking" [Avrich,
AP 138-39] ) , producers of goods and services exchange them on the
basis of equivalences i n hours of labor, money is lent at almost no inter�
est, and the power to earn interest on capital, together with any need for
a state, dissolves into a system "based on free agreement and regulated
by mere account keeping" (Kropotkin, "Anarchism") .
Proudhon's definilion of liberty as "nol lhe daughter bUl the mother
of order" was the masthead of one of the foremost anarchiSl periodicals
in the United States, Benjamin Tucker's Libmty, a formative influence on
de Cleyre in her first explorations of anarchisl lhoughl ("Making" 1 5 7 ) .
Proudhon's other most f�lmous aphorism was the sometimes misunder�
stood "Proper[}, is lheft"-that is, the false conception of proper[}'
derived from Roman law, as opposed to the idea of "real property'"' that
de Cleyre explains as meaning "to the producer the exclusive possession
of what he has produced" ( Kropotkin, "Anarchism"; de Cleyre, "Anar�
chism" 1 10 ) . Proudhon's emphasis on theft as the basis of the current
social order strongly informs de Cleyre's views of property, especially as
expressed in her recurrenl images of the "theft of the sea and air" ("Bas�
tard Born" 37), "the thievery of pure air . . . the robbery of toil" ("Eco�
nomic Tendency" 3 ) ; the illicil "approprialion" of "the earth, the money,
and the machines" ("Direct Action" 233) . "I wish a sharp distinction
made between the legal institution of property, and property in the
sense that what a man definitely produces by his own labor is his own,"
she said in 1 908. "It is the legal institUlion of property which has pro�
duced this condition, in which the elemental cries of humanity are
swelling up in a frightful discordant chorus, because the elemental
needs of humanity are being denied" ("Our Present Attitude" 78-79).
Proudhon's sense thal the elimination of monarchy is a stage on the
road to eliminating government itself would have placed him, to writers
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like de Cleyre, self-evidently in the line of thought in which she located
the architects of the American Revolution (most prominenL1y Thomas
Jefferson ) , as well as the American transcendentalists, whose writings
from the 1830S through the 1 850s, like Josiah Warren's, provided Amer
ican anarchists with one of the distinctively American precedents they
were fond of citing to prove that "the spi li t of Anarchism, so far from
being a foreign importation, is rooted in our very soil" (Abbott 266). De
C1eyre called atLention to Emerson's "spil'itual Anarchism": "from the
serene h�ight.s ofselt�possession, r.h e Ego looks our. upon iTS possihiliries,
unawed by aught without" ("Anarchism in Literature" 145). Thoreau
was even more clearly a predecessor, especially in "Resistance to Civil
Government," in which he responded 10 Jetlerson's dictum, "That gov
ernment is best which governs least" with what anarchists saw as the log
ical next step: "That government is best which governs not at all" ( 1 67 2 ) .
Many anarchists of de Cleyre's generation also admired Walt Whiunan as
a great voice and embodiment of anarchist principles. De Cleyre praised
him as "the stanch [staunch] proclaimer of blood and sinew, and the
gospel of the holiness of the body. . . . supremely Anarchist" ("Anarchism
in Literature" 143, 1 52 ) , but her friend George Brown noted thatjust as
she "cared little for Shakespeare and much for Olive Schreiner," she
found Swinburne "glorious" and "Whiunan hardly interesting" (Kelly et
al. 1 50). Both her prose and poetry reveal that she preferred Byron,
Swinburne. Rossetli, and most of all Shelley: " /-Ie was the Prometheus of
the movement, he, the wild bird of song, who flew down into the heart of
storm and night, singing unutterably sweet the song of the free man and
woman as he passed" ("Anarchism in Literature" (47) . ' 3
De Cleyre would have been most strongly influenced, however, by
what Kropotkin described as "modern anarchism," which h e saw as
emerging after Proudhon, and of which the most prominent early "lead
i ng spiri t" was Michael Bakunin ( 1 8 1 4- 1 876) ( Kropo lki n , "Anar
chism"). Bakunin's abhorrence of church and state, his collectivism-in
the sense of the call for "labour groups and free communes" to own in
common "all necessaries for production" (Kropotkin, "Anarchism")
and his role as Marx's chief opponent in the struggle over decentraliza
tion that led 1.0 Bakuni n s purging from the First International i n 1 872,
made him a powerlhl influence on many anarchists in the United States
in the 1 870S and 1880s (Wexler 46-47; Avrich, AP 26-27. 2 9 ) . Among
these were the Haymarket martyrs Albert Parsons and August Spies
(Avrich, HT 1 1 5, 1 24),"1 whose ideas and experiences in turn
influenced de Cleyre, Bakunin's influence in the United States was thus
'
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at its peak just as de Cleyre beg-.m studying anarchism in the wake of the
Haymarket incident and of the 1888 debate in which, newly influenced
by Clarence Darrow, she argued the socialist side against an anarchist
whose rebuttals pushed her to\\"drd her first serious engagement with
anarchist writings ("Making" 1 57 ) .
De C1eyre never alllibmes her ideas to Bakunin by name, perhaps
because of his association with an eLhical code she would not have con
doned, 01" perhaps because she was more drawn to the works of
Kropor.kin by the r.ime she had hit the full stride of her career in rhe
1 890s, the period during which his ideas came to dominate American
anarchist theory, according to AJice Wexler (47) . 1 5 Even so, i n speeches
throughom her career de Cleyre referred approvingly to the ideas of
Haymarket martyrs drawn from Bakunin; II) she was strongly influenced
at the tum o[ the century by anarcho-syndicalism, which drew on
Bakunin's vision of freciy federated trade unions as " 'living germs' of a
new social order" (Avrich, AP 30); and she admired the Industrial Work
ers of the World, founded in 1 905 and influenced by Bakunin's theories
(Avrich, AP 30) . In "Direct Action" ( 1 9 1 2 ) , one of her last works, de
Cleyre praised the IWW as the only union to recognize that thel"e was a
"social war" going on (232).
In addition, Bakunin's popular God and the Stale had been translated
into English in 1 883 by Benjamin Tucker (David 1 02, 107; Avrich, AP
28), whose periodical LibfrrL)' was such an important formative influence
on de C1eyre's anarchism, and his works were advertised in this and
other periodicals de Cleyre read. Whatever his direct and indirect
influence on de Cleyre, church and state figure prominently as the twin
pillars o[ oppression in such works as "Sex Slavery" or "The Economic
Tendency of FreeLhought," the latter of which she published in Libert)'.
Because vehement opposition to the church was a staple of the free
thinking tradition that de C1eyre inherited from her father and
confirmed during her ferocious emotional struggles against the authori
tarian rebqme of her convent school ("Making" 156), Bakunin's views on
religion would already have been congenial to her. Funher, Bakunin's
pairing of church and state as co-oppressors resonated with freethinkers'
traditional opposition to an "adulterous" union of the two, which the
"Liberal" and "Secular" organizations that sponsored so many of de
Cleyre's lectures were dedicated to severing.
In addition to her tours [or the American Secular Union in the late
1 880s, for example, de Cleyre lectured i n Kansas in 1890 and 1 89 1 for
the Woman's National Liberal Union, founded in 1890 by tlle free-
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thinking feminist Matilda Joslyn Gage (Marsh 60) . ' i De Cleyre shared
Gage's illlerest in the ways church and Slate collude to oppress women
particularly; she also shared the platform with Gage, Olympia Brown,
Marietta Bones, and Helen Gardener at the first convention of the
WNLU, as the Washington Post reported, mistaking the impoverished,
working-class de Cleyre for one ofthe educated elite: "Miss Voltairine de
Cleyre, a tall, Vassar-like maiden, then gave a highly scientific discussion
of 'The position of woman in the present crisis.' I t was hardly a paper for
a public, miscellaneous gathering, bill suited rather to the class-room . . . .
'The latter half of the century bids fair to run with more streams,' she
declared, 'than flowed from the throne of Louis Seize a hundred years
ago.' This blood-thirsty sentiment met with enthusiastic approval" (qtd.
Brammer 17, 1 8 ) . The WNLU had been founded partly i n protest
against the exclusive focus of the National Woman Suffrage Association
on votes for women-a goal that anarchists, by definition, saw as funda
mentally irrelevant to social transformation. As Marsh points out, Gage's
organization passed some resolutions that were "congenial to the anar
chist \�ewpoint": a resolution, for example, "That the centralization of
power, whether in the Church or in the State, is dangerous to ci'\�l liberty
and 1.0 individual rights, and . . . must be constantly and firmly opposed"
(qld. Marsh 60).
Freethinkers opposed the union of church and state, and most
opposed the church; anarchists also opposed the state-"God in his
other form" ("Economic Tendency" 3}-and saw the church as logically
imbricated with current fonns of the state by its very nature. Hostility to
religion and the church were lhus, by definition, a given in most anar
chist thought, expressed, [or example, in a workers' march through
downtown Chicago in 1885 with banners reading "Down \\�th Govern
ment, God, and Gold" (Avrich, HT 93) or in Johann Most's much
reprinted essay "The God-Pestilence."'!:! \I\'hen de Cleyre argued in "The
Economic Tendency of Freethought" that the logical tendency of
freethought is not only atheist but antigovernment, in effect she was
arguing that freethinkers should recognize the second of Bakunin's two
amhorilarian "hetes noires," church and state, as a logical concomitalll
of the first.
De Cleyre's long medilation on religion throughom her career
derived no doubt both from frcethought and anarchist theory and from
the indelible imprint o[ the convent school. Her Grand Rapids
freethought paper, the Progressive Age, included essays that her friend
and lover James Elliott implies were particularly expressive of her anger
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at the Catholic Church, as the editions he had found (now apparently
lost) contained "a number of articles by her on convent life" (letter LO
Ishill, Feb. 3, 1 9 1 7 ) . In a leLLer to her sister from Pittsburgh dated "Feb
ruary 7, E.M. 2 88" (Era of Man, 288 years after Bruno's martyrdom by
the church), she rejoices at an overflow audience for her lecture on
"Convents": "the biggest house . . . that has been in the hall in three
years." Similarly, her 1 887 article "Secular Education," calling for an end
to religion in the schools, invokes a fearful vision of the influence of the
church in general-a "vast. array of falsely instructed minds, fonified
with the barrier, 'Thou shalt not think'" (774). The church is a "rich,
grinding, hated, accursed monopoly" (77S ) , a juggernaut rolling over
"the writhing form of mental liberty" (774); and the Catholic Church,
with its "nefarious schemes," its "dark and damnable doctrine of igno
rance," and its elaborate organizational network, is most dangerous of
all: "There are 225 000 000 Catholics in the world, and the United States
has its full proportion of them. Do you realize the power of that army of
dupes . . . ? Do you realize that they multiply like rats, and are daily and
hourly making proselytes? . . . Do you realize that the stratum of our lib
erties has a sub-stratum . . honeycombed, tunneled through and
through by these never-ceasing never-tiring forces . . [?]" (774).
This intense hostility to religion placed de Cleyre squarely in the tra
dition orthe most angry and blasphemous freethinkers, especially in her
early years. il underlies many of her most sarcastic rhetorical flights,
such as her irreverent deconstruction of a passage from Song of
Solomon ("Case of Woman vs. Orthodoxy") and her description of the
New Testament as a "garbage-heap of logic," although she sees in this
heap a mixture of the "most beautiful" stories among the "most repel
lent" (''Ye Have the Poor") . In generdl de Cleyre's anarchism was closely
bound up \\�th this rebellion against religion; indeed, in "The Making of
an Anarchist" she concludes that "what Anarchism finally means" is "the
whole unchaining of life after two thousand years of Christian asceticism
and hypocrisy" ( 1 62). Her early mentor (perhaps lover) Dyer D. Lum
inspired her with his easy ability simply to renounce his religious back
ground, thus achieving a liberation-an "unchaining of lifC-"-that she
found more difficult to attain. As a "man of action," she said, Lum had
the advantage over her, the "theorist": "Ha\�ng 'weighed Him, tried
Him, found Him naught,' he threw the Jewish God and cosmogony over
board with as much equanimity as he would have eaten his dinner. . . .
the man of action . . . settles the question at once; if there is any suffer
ing attached to the anempt, he suffers once and has done with it; while
.
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the theorist, the fellow who W'..t.lks tiptoe round the edge of the baule
field, dies a hundred times and still sutlers on" ("Dyer D. Lum," 5·W28g).
Such passages imply a complete rejection of religion intellectually; at
the same time they suggest an emotional kinship to the religious sensi
bility, something that has always been recogniLed in interpretations of
de C1eyre as a kind of anarchist nun. In addition, even de C1eyre's intel
lectual views on religion were more complex than might at first appear,
as many of the occasional references to religion th rough out her lettel"s
and publicarions confirm. In an address commemorating Thomas Paine,
for example, she praised him for laking a position with which she-and
most freethinkers---d id not agree, a religious position that offended
both the faithful and the infidel French philosophes. She was touched by
his perception that
underneath the gewgaws and tinsel of religions the undying heart of
man, the man of all the past. had been expressing its noblest aspira
tions. And Paine stripped off the tinsel and said, "Put your hand
here,-it beats"; and because he tore the tinsel, the orthodox would
have stoned him; and because he said "it beats," the philosophel"s
would have wheued the knife. And between the two he stood firm,
proclaiming what he believed, not counting the cost. ("Thomas
Paine" 282)
De C1eyre, too, recognized the humanity of the "beating heart" of reli
gion. Most strikingly, her essay "The Philosophy of Selfishness" in 1891
warned agai nst the dangerous tendency to respond to "the death of
God" by descending into mere egocentrism, "making self the centre and
circumference of all consider..t.tion" (2872). Bound up in the trappings
of religious devotion, she says, there was always "something that was
true " which m i gh t be lost if mere individualism replaces the kind of
selfless devotion to a cause expressed in earlier ages through religion.
Indeed, although de Cleyre subscribed initially to the idea that anar
chism and religion were incompatible, she evelHually came (0 believe
instead, with C. L. James, "that one's melaphysical system has very litlle
to do wi th the matter"-lhat even a belief in God could be compatible
with anarchism, as in Tolstoy's case ("Anarchism" 97). She nonetheless
retained an intense personal hostility toward religion throughout her
life, expressing it wordlessly even on her deathbed as a priest passed by
her hospilal room (Avrich, AA 235). "God is deaf, and his church is our
worst enemy" ("Sex Slavery" 3.�o-5 1 ) is a characteristic example of her
,
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view, as is a stanza from one of her poems anacking the ch urch' s disre
gard l'or material need:
You have seized, in the name of God, the
Child's crust from famine ' s dole ;
You have taken (he price of its body
And sung a mass for its soul!
("The Gods and the P eople" 52)
Oe C1 eyre never reneged on this gene ral viewpoint. but her work is
nonetheless full of bi blical allusions; as a Protestant at the convent
school she was allowed to read the Bible (Avrich, AA 3 1 ) , and perhaps
she took advantage of this small l iberty as a f'orm of rebellion. At any rate,
she knew the Bible well and chose her biblical references carefully, using
the m primarily for two purposes. First, she often throws in the faces of
oppressors the prophecy of their scriptures that those who sow the wind
reap the whirlwind (Has. 8:7), and that the measure they now mete out
\\�ll be measured to them again (Matt. 7 : 2 ) . " [I]n the end the reckoning
will be paid," she said in 1 906 of a wave of repressive laws ag-ainst anar
chists: "You will burn it in, and brand it deep into lhe sluggard b rains of
the peopl e at last, that their brothers are to be hunted down and killed
for trying to liberate them. You will have laught them the lesson of cru
elly; and they will show you that they have learned it. 'For with what
judgement ye judge, ye shall be judged ; and with what measure ye mete,
it shall be meted back unto you again, and heaping full ' '' ("Memorial"
33). Her sense that such retributions are the consequence of natural,
not divine, law infuses the irony with which she calls attention to oppres
sors' disregard of their own scriptures. Second, she uses biblical allusions
to reveal the ironic distance between the teachings of the "outlaw" Jesus
and the current practices of "Christian" nations whose civilization is sup
posedly based on his ideas. Thus, for example, in her defense of Gold
m an 's expropriation speech , she quotes the whole of Matl. 23:2-7 and
1 3-33, with its attack on (he scribes and Pharisees who love (he upper
most rooms at feasLS, devour widows' houses, are full of extortion and
excess, resemble whited sepulclll"es hiding dead men's bones, and par
take of the prophets' blood. The passage culminates in the peroration :
"Ye serpents! Ye generati on of vipers! how can ye escape the damnation
of hell!" De Cleyre follows this long Bible reading with an indignant
commentary: ''Yes; these are the words of the outlaw who is alleged Lo
form the foundation SlOne of modern civilization, to the au thori ties of
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his day. Hypocri tes, extortionists, doers of iniquity, robbers of the poor,
blood-partakers, serpents, vipers, fit for hell!" ("In Defense" 207-8).
In keeping with this view ofJesus as a protoanarchist (a view she elab
orately rejects in "Ye Have the Poor," however), de Cleyre compares
Goldman's ad'�ce to the hungry to take bread with Jesus theft of corn
on the Sabbath-"This grand, foolish person, this beggar-tramp, this
thief who justified the action of hunger, this man who set the Righ t of
P roperty beneath his foot, thi s Individual who defied the State
."
(208). Many anarchists were fond of pointing OUi. that t.heir ideas
accorded beller with Jesus' teachings than did the practice or Christians
who purported to believe those ideas. "Christmas Adventures ofJesus,"
an unsigned article published in Mother Ealth for December I g07, is a
typical example. In this sketch,Jesus returns to earth and visits the Holy
Land, where he sees on disp lay the very nails with which he was
crucified-"of American manufacture, furnished to the foreign markets
at lower prices than at home" (427). Discouraged by the marketing of
his passion, he visits Europe, where he hears ubiquitous complaints that
military budgets are "altoge ther inadequa te to meet Cillistian demands"
(428). At Ellis Island he is locked up as insane, then rescued by a
preacher who sees his potential as a mission prayer-leader and kitchen
help. Tramping the streets of New York at Christmastime, he reflects bit
terly that he is "a success" after all-"as the unpaid agent of the depart
ment stores" (430) . Finally he enters an anarchist meeting, where he
briefly feels his own spirit on earth for the first time,jusl before the meet
ing is broken up by "a uniformed mob"-that is, the police (430).
Whether or not de C1eyre had an editorial hand in this piece, as is pos
sible,'9 it expresses one of her vie\vs of Jesus, whom she describes vari
ously as a gentle, pitiable figure persecuted by the state for his beliefs; as
a gmnd tram pler of properly rights; and as mistaken on key issues. While
she sometimes quoted Jesus "subve rsive teach i ngs" (''Ye Have the Poor"
I ) for purposes similar to those in "Christmas Adventures," she insisted
that Cillistianity's founding on a belief i n a supreme authori ty, sup
ported by Jesus' explicit identification of himself with that authority,
makes Christianity "utterly at variance" with anarchism despite some mis
leading similarities of the kind that always characterize opposi tes ("Ye
Have the Poor" g ) . Jesus said, "Render unto Caesar the things that are
Caesar's, and unto God the things that are God's"; the anarchist says,
"There is no Caesar, and there is no God-except orman's making" (''Ye
Have the Poor" 1 2-13). Interestingly, one of de Cleyre's objections to
Jesus was what she regarded as his version of communism: "The philoso.
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phy of Christ was a simple voluntary communism among his disciples;
The philosophy of Anarchism is voluntary arrangemelll by the people of
their economic concerns, whether communistically or othenvise, and
world wide freedom to use all natural sources" ( 1 2) .
The title of De Cleyre's lecture ''Ye Have the Poor Always with You,"
delivered in 1 9 1 1 to what was presumably a small audience in (he parlor
of the Iroquois Hotel in Buffalo, points to her sense of the danger of
Christianity as a rationale fOI" inequality. She was disturbed pal"ticularly
by the ascer.ic narure ofJesus' Teachings, which she saw as t.he opposit.e of
anarchism: "The philosophy of Christ was voluntary poverty. The philos
ophy of Anarchism is voluntary abundance" ( 1 2 ) . Anarchism encour
aged people to seize the abundant life to which they were entitled in this
world; Christianity encouraged resignation and waiting. Her reactions to
an African .American church selVice in Atlanta sum up her sense of the
dangers of religion. Listening outside the church door on the theory
that in a city where African Americans were excluded from white gather
ings she should not intmde on theirs, de Cleyre was disturbed by the
"narcotic sleep" induced by religion ( I 1 ) . She seems to have been
unaware of the AJi"ican American liberation theology of her day, but
would presumably have criticized its grounding in a concept of absolute
authOlity anyway, since she saw authority as always and everywhere
incompatible with fi"eedom. It would be difficult, she thought, to wake
former slaves from the "opium" of religion, to convince them
that nowhere is there a kingdom ofCod wherein the ignorant and the
exploited shall be rewarded for their denial here; that nowhere shall
useless suffering be made good; that nowhere shall they ever see the
face of that dead man who said, "The last shall be first and the first
last" ; that he is dust and ashes like all the dead, and never rose and
never will rise from it; and that they too shall pass and be no more,
and leave no memory nor imprint of themselves save as they struggle
here and now for the equal lives of men in this world. (''Ye Have the
Poor" 1 2)
De Cleyre believed passionately that the struggle for "equal lives" in
this world must be a real response to real needs. When the Mexican Rev
olution came, she remarked on some anarchists' slowness in taking up
the cause, warning of the dangers of living "in the clouds of theory,"
becoming "so theory-roned" that one is "helpless" to act ("Report" 62).
Like anarchists all over the world, then, de Cleyre looked back not only
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to a legacy of theories but of acts. Foremost among these was the Paris
Commune of March I S-May 2S, I S 7 1 , "the clinging point for many leg
ends," as she called it ("Paris" 243). In the Commune, the possibility of
taking over a local government and transforming it along communal
principles, many of which reflected anarchist ideals, \vas briefly realized
before a horrific bloody suppression. De Cleyre saw the Commune as
having failed because it was the work of too small a group of people,
without the mass base that would have pmvided the insight necessall' to
avoid it.s most. talal misLIke of leaving "common resources in privat.e
hands" and "stupidly derend[ing] the property right of its enemies"
("Commune" I I ; "Paris" 246). "They attempted to break political chains
without breaking economic ones," she said, "and it cannot be done"
("Commune" 1 2 ) . Nonetheless she revered the spirit of the Commu
nards-"the redolence of outbursting faith, that rising of the sap of hope
and counl.ge and daring, like an incense of spring" ("Paris" 245). She
spoke evel)' March at commemorations of the Commune (Avrich, AA
g6), and one of her last, unfinished projects was to translate a work of
Louise Michel, the Communard "saint" to whom she has often been
compared (Havel 1 3; Avrich, AA 234).
Finally, like most American anarchists of her time, de Cleyre was pro
foundly influenced by Peter Kropotkin ( 1 842-lg2 I ) , whose works
began to appear in American anarchistjournals in the I 880s, and whose
popular All/leal Lo the Young appeared in English in , 887 (Avrich, A P 8 , ;
David 1 0 2 ) . De C!eyre met Kropotkin i n London i n 1 897; h e also made
highly publicized, successful tours of the United States in that year and
' go l . Kropotkin wrote on the ethical basis of anarchism, one of de
Cleyre's interests, and elaborated the scientific basis of anarchism in his
theories of "mutual aid" as an evolutionarily adaptive mechanism that
characterizes all successful species. As de Cleyre pamphrases this part of
his message, "men worked in common while they were monkeys yet; if
YOll don't believe it, go and watch the monkeys. They don't surrender
their individual freedom, either" ("Anarchism" 107).
De Ckyre's anarchism was influenced in some way by all these strands
of thought, from Paine and Warren, through Proudhon and the tran
scendentalists, to Bakunin and Kropotkin, as well as by her extensive
study of many other anarchist writers and publications and by her broad
reading in literature, always with an eye LO what she saw as the "innu
merable bits of drift here and there, indicative of the moral and intellec
tual revolt" of anarchism ("Anarchism in Literdture" 140). She found
such signs not only in Zola and Ibsen and Olive Schreiner, bm also in
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Edmund Burke, Hawthorne, Henry James; even in "a toady like Walter
ScOtl" ("Anarchism in Literature" 1 50). In addition, despite her often
impassioned atheism, she admired the pacifist Christian teachings of
Tolstoy, who took his title War and Peace from Proudhon, and whose
views de Cleyre, like many anarchisLs, regarded as a form of anarchism.
De C1eyre thus saw herself as pan of this broad community ofwliters
and thinkers, past and present, who shared in myriad forms a commit
ment 1.0 "Anarchy, the dream of social order without government"
("Eleventh of November" 27). Her infidel freedom of thought-includ
ing her infidel departures from the less radical version of freethought
she inherited from Wollstonecraft and Paine-was translated not only
ilHo her prolific cOlHlibUlions as a speaker and writer, but into the goal
of "being what we teach" ("Gates of Freedom"). Among her contempo
raries she was, sometimes with irritation, noted for her success in that
project. As Marsh says, de Cleyre's insistence on living out her ideals
"forced those who came in contact with her to confront her philosophy
in the particular as well as in the abstract" ( 146). Most memorable in this
regard was her letter to Senator Hawley after McKinley's assassination by
a supposed analThist:
Dear Sir:-I see by this morning's paper that you are reported to have
said you would be willing to "give $ I ,000 to have a good shot at an
Anarchist." I wish you either to prove that you were in earnest, or to
make you retract the utterance as one unworthy of-I will not say a
sena.tor, but a man.
I am an Anarchist, have been such for fourteen years, am publicly
known to be such, having both spoken and written much upon the
subjecL. I believe the world would be far better off if there were no
kings, emperors, presidents, princes, j udges, senators, representa
tives, governors, mayors, or policeman in iL. I think society would have
great profit (and more in the omission than the commission) if
instead of making laws, you made hats--or coaLs, or shoes, or any
thing of some use to someone. I hope for a social condition in which
no man restrains his fellow but each restrains himself I refer you to
the catechism enclosed, an expression of the principle of the Anar
chists of Philadelphia.
Now if you desire to have a good shot at an Anarchist, it will not
cost you a $ 1 ,000.
You may by merely paying your carfare to my home (address
below) shoot at me for nothing. I will not resist. I will stand straight
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before you at any distance you wish me to, and you may shoot, in the
presence of witnesses.
Does not your American commercial instinct seize upon this as a
barg-..t.in?
But if the payment of the $1 ,000 is a necessary part of your propo
sition, then when I have given you the shot, I will give the money to
the propaganda of the idea of a free society in which there shall be
neither assassi ns nor presidenlS, begg-..t.,·s nor senators.
VOLTAIRINE DE CLEYRE.

Philadelphia, 807 Fairmount Ave.
March 2 l , 1902.
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Two

FATED FRUIT
Anan;hisls an� opposed [0 evel}' kind of\'iokJl(;e; eVel)'OI1t: knows thaL Tilt:
main plank of anarchism is the remO\�\1 of violence li'om human relations.
-Errico Malatesta

Anan;hislIl has nothing in common with vioknc;e, and can never" come "bolll
save through the conquest of men's minds. But when some desperate and
lifc-denied victim of the present system docs strike back at it, by violence, i[ is
not our business to heap infamies upon his name. but to explain him as we
explain others, whether our enemies or our friends, as the lilted li'uit of the
existing "ordcr.M
de Cle}'n:,
�Olll' Pn:sent Au.itude"

-Vohairim:

The Question of Methods

De Clcyrc's position on the means by which "the dream of" social order
\\�lhoUl government" could be realized belongs to a late-nineteenth-cen
LUry anarchist debate too complex to be rendered here in full, but its
broad outlines are necessall' LO fram e clearly her particular version of
anarchism and the revolutionall' rhetoric she developed to express it. As
she said, "Apart from the question of ideals, there is the question of
method. 'How do you propose to gel all this?' is the question most fre-
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quently asked us" ("Making" 1 62 ) . It was also a question frequently
asked among anarchists themselves, although there was fundamental
agreement on one major point: the necessity for "direct" methods of
bringing about social tnmsformation rather than indirect, "political"
meLhods. By definition as opponents of government, anarchists agreed
in rejecting the ballot box-the "dice-box" de Cleyre called it in "Sex
Slavery" (343}-because, in the words of a more modern anarchist slo
gan, "No maLLer who you vote for, the government will get in." As
Kropolkin explained, because the state throughout history has been "the
instrument for establishing monopolies in favour of the ruling minori
ties," it is impossible to use it for the purpose of destroying those monop
olies; thus anarchists should eschew any (actics, such as the fOllnation of
political panies, that would have the elfect of "infusing fresh blood" into
the state (Kropotkin, "Anarchism"). This rejection of "political" means
for change went hand in hand with the call for social revolution-a fun
damental change in the entire social order that would establish individ
ual liberty by restoring free access of all to the earth's resources, as
opposed to some form of alleviation that would fix small inequalities but
leave intact the structural framework supporting them. "There are
those," de Cleyre said, "who think they know precisely how oven.vork and
underwork and poverty, and all their consequences of spiritual enslave
ment, are to be abolished. Such are they who think they can see the way
of progress broad and clear through the slit in a ballot box" ("Paris"
251-52).
The anarchist emphasis on direct action was founded in a view Noam
Chomsky describes: the location of freedom in the productive life of the
individual rather than, for example, in the forms and procedures of rep
resentative democrdcy. Anarchists ofthe trddition he is referring tol crit
icize representative democracy, "First of all because there is a monopoly
of power centralized in the Stale, and secondly-and critically-because
representative democracy is limited to the political sphere and in no seri
ous way encroaches on the economic sphere. Anarchists of this tradition
have always held that democratic control of one's productive life is at the
core of any serious human liberation, or, for that matter, of any
significant democratic practice" (Radical Priorities 245-46) . In de
Cleyre's words, "to be free one must have liberty of access to the sources
and means of production." In her thinking about the American Revolu
tion, she concluded "that the political victory of America had been a bar
ren thing; that a declaration of equal rights on paper . . . was after all but
an irony in the face of facts; that what people wamed to make them really
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free was the right to things; that a 'free country' in which all the produc�
tive tenures were already appropriated was not free at all . . . " ("Why"
22).

I n keeping \\�th this focus on control of one's productive life as the
core of freedom, the method de Cleyre advocated for bringing about a
new social order, the "New Time" ("November Eleventh" 1 3) , was the
immediate and direct expropriation, by the dispossessed fro m the dis
possessor, of the resources of nature, machinel"}" and labor that no one
is emilled to own, and lO which everyone should have free access. In her
paraphrase of the Haymarket anarchislS' message. "You are not helpless
. . . you workers who labor and do not share . . . you have only to learn
. . . to trust yourselves to take your rights, by no indirection, through no
intermediary, but openly on the spot where they are denied from the
one who denies them . . . " ("November Eleventh" g). De Cleyre's only
arrest was at a I g08 anarchist demonstrdtion at which she told some two
thousand workers, according to the newspaper, that her audience
should unite in "direct universal expropriation" of "the land, the mines,
the factories."z One of her most powerful speeches was "In Defense of
Emma Goldman: The Right of Expropriation," in response to Gold�
man's 1 893 imprisonment for telling workers at a mass rally that, ifthe
rich denied them work and bread, they should take bread. Opening with
an allusion to Jesus' theft of corn on the Sabbath and his instructions to
his disciples to steal a young colt because he had "need of it." de Cleyre
cited Cardinal Manning's statement in the Fortnighll), Review that "a stalV�
ing man has a natural right to a share of his neighbor's bread." At fifty
cents a copy, she remarked. his argument was merely "a piece of ethical
hair-splitting to be discussed in after-dinner speeches by the wine-mud
dled gentlemen who think themselves most competent to consider such
su�jecLs when their dress-coaLs are spoiled by the vomit of gluttony and
drunkenness," whereas Goldman made her statement to hungry working
people and was therefore arrested (206-g). De Cleyre goes on, like
Shakespeare's Mark Anthony (indeed she alludes Lo the passage) LO
praise Goldman's admonition while pretending, elaborately, not to
praise it
what shall those do who are stan�ng now? That is the question which
E MMA GOLDMAN had to face; and she answered i t by saying: "Ask, and
if you do not receive, take-take bread." I do not give you that advice.
Not because I do not think the bread belongs to you; not because I do
nOl think you would be morally right in taking i t . . . not that I do not
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think the world will ever be saved by the sheep 's virtue of going
patienliy to the shambles; not that I do not believe the expropriation
of the possessing classes is inevitable, and that that expropriation will
begin by just such acts as EMMA GOLDMAN advised . . . ( 2 1 2- 1 3 )
Ideas such as (hose d e Cleyre expressed i n this lecwre-the rejection
of half-measures, the insistence on the complete restoration of all that
has been u nj ustly stolen from the m<�jority by a privileged few-were
what set anarchist methods apan from those of most other groups who
envisioned social change. Samuel Fielden, one of the two anarchists con
demned to a life imprisonment in the Haymarket affair, had summed up
the difference: "When a burglar enters the house, they tap him on the
shoulder and say, 'let's us argue this thing; let's harmonize: take seventy
five per cent of what I have but leave me the rest.' We . . . say to him, 'lay
it down' (Avrich, HT 93).3 De Cleyre described her turn toward anar
chism as a realization that merely agitating for belLer wages or an eight
hour workday was not enough, "that all such litlie dreams are folly. That
not in demanding litlie, not in striking for an hour less, not in mountain
labor to bri ng forth mice, can any lasting alleviation come; but i n
demanding much-all" ("Eleventh of November 1 887" �,q.-25 ) . Evcnw
ally de Cleyre identified this ultimate demand for "all" with the anarcho
syndicalist strategy of a worldwi de general strike ("Ave" 73; "Direct
Action" 240-42). Workers "can win nothing permanent unless Lhey
strike for everything,-not for a wage, not for a minor improvement, but
for the whole natural wealth of the earth. And proceed to the direct
expropriation ofil all!" ("Direct Action" 240). She rejected the idea that
such an action would require an anarchist army to defeat the military
forces the state would undoubtedly call oul. The military would be pow
erless "against a real Gen eral Strike," she argued-"against the solid wall
or an immobile working-mass" who simply cease work, thereby revealing
"that the whole social structure rests on them; that the possessions of the
others are absolutely worthless to them without the workers' activity"
("Direct AC(ion" 241-42).
A general strike and direct expropriation were among the many tac
tics analThists discussed, as were other forms of union action and the
many kinds of "peaceful experiment" through which de Cleyre believed
the only "final solution" could come ("Making" 1 62 ) . These experi
ments included the establishment of anarchist communities, alternative
forms of commerce such as mutual banking, and the founding of "mod
ern schools" based on the models of the revolutionary Spanish educator
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Francisco Ferrer, whose execution in 1909 brought his ideas worldwide
renown. De Cleyre's lecture "Francisco Ferrer" ( 1 91 0) reveals her spe
cial faith in education as a method of social transformation. Responding
to those who were baffled that the Spanish government shOllld execute
a mere teacher, she mocked their conclusion that he must have been
teaching "the overthrow of social order in Spain" by advocating "sedi
tion, rebellion, riot, in his schools!" (300). The truth, she said, is that
"the real offense was the real thing that he did" (302): teaching ideas
science, especially evolur.ion and chemistry-that would indeed have the
ellcct of "instigating the overthrow of social order in Spain" (3°0). That
social order should and will be overthrown, she said, "and Ferrer was
doing a mighty work in that direction" (300-30 1 ) . At the same time she
criticized those who concluded that Ferrer must have been a pacifist. He
surely knew the kind of education he promulgated would lead to revolt,
she said; his whole aim was to raise up a generation to resist [yr.-mny. How
they might resist was not his concern. He had himself participated in an
abortive revolution in his twenties, but by the time of his execution his
views had changed: "Slowly the idea of a Spain regenemted through the
storm blasts of revolution, mightily and suddenly, f�lded out of his belief,
being replaced . . . by the idea that a thorough educational enlighten
ment must precede political transformation, if that transformation were
to be permanent" ( 3 1 I ) . She quoted approvingly what Ferrer told an old
friend, Alfred Naquet, who continued over the years to advocate the
forceful revolL that both of them had called for in their youth: "Time
respects those works alone which Time itself has helped to build" (3 1 1 ) .
De Cleyre's conclusions abom Ferrer's methods oHer an important
insight into her own choices and perspectives. Ferrer hoped, she said,
"to sap away the foundations of [yr.-mny through peaceful enlighten
ment. He was right. But they are also right who say that there are other
forces hurling towards those foundations; the greatest of these,-Slama
lion" ( 3 1 8 ) . Here she is endorsing the choice of education, r.-I.ther than
"forcible resistance" ("Events" 2 1 ) , as a method of achieving anarchist
goals; on the other hand, she calls attention to the fact that other forces
besides education arc at work-forces, like starvation, that may propel
their victims to mOI"e desperate, and violent, acts. Thus, running in coun
terpoint to her images of Ferrer as a peaceful educational reformer is a
pattern of metaphor centered on the Virgin of Toledo, bedecked with
"85,000 pearls, besides as many more sapphires, amethysts, and dia
monds!"
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Oh, what a decoration for the mother of the Carpenter of
Nazareth! What a vision for the dying eyes on the Cross LO look for
ward to! What an outcome of the gospel of salvation free to the poor
and lowly, taught by the poorest and the lowliest,-that the humble
keeper of the humble household of the despised little village ofJudea
should be imaged forth as a Queen of Gauds, bedizened with a crown
worth $25,000 and braceleLs valued at S 1 0,000 more . . . .
And this in the midst of men and women working for just enough
to keep the skin upon the hone; in the midst of children who are
denied the primal)' necessities of childhood. (306)
De Cleyre represenlS this statue as an emblem of the church's role in
sustaining a horrific system of oppression by withholding the kind of
rational enlightenment Ferrer advocated. Clearly, she saw Ferrer's ban
quet for seventeen hundred stalVing children on a Friday, traditional
Catholic day of self-denial, as an example of the anarchist "voluntary
abundance" to which she opposed Jesus' "voluntal), poverty" in ''Ye Have
the Poor Always \\�th You." The church taught miracles and what would
now be called creationism; Ferrer taught "the m<�jestic stOI), of the evo
lution of the cosmos," dispelling the authority of biblical miracles by
teaching that "we are one in a long line of unfolding life that started in
the lowly sea-slime!" (3 1 5) . With Ferrer's death, she says, darkness closes
in for a time "on the circle oflight he lit," and "the Virgin of Toledo may
wear her gorgeous robes in peace" (320). But against the Virgin of
Toledo's temporary ascendancy she sets another image, "Our Lady of
Pain," "Our Lady of Hunger" (3 I g)-emblem of the other "forces" at
work in addition to Ferrer's peaceful methods. This other lady hovers
"somewhere, somewhere, down in the obscurity. . . . She is still now,
but she is not dead. And if all things be taken from her, and the light not
allowed t.o come to her, nor to her children,-then-some day-she will
set her own lights in the darkness" (320).
This image is not a call for forcible resistance, nor does it rescind or
even detract from the statement that Ferrer was "right" in his choice of
methods-right that time, not the sudden and mighty "sLOrm blaslS of
revolution," must help build whatevel" lasts through time. It is Ilot a call
for violent revolurion but a prophecy that, whether prepared or not by
an educational enlightenment such as the one Ferrer proposed, the
explosive will to human freedom, which refuses to be consigned to dark
ness, will find an outlet. The image of the Lady of Pain setting "her own
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lights in the darkness" echoes an earlier reference to "the smoke and
flame of the burning convents ofJuly, 1 909" ( 3 1 8 ) , in the insurrection
Ferrer was wrongly accused of instigating. The echo, then, is ironic: Fer�
rer cast a circle of light in the darkness of superstition whereby a fabu�
lously wealthy church, together with the state, oppresses the Spanish
people; he was ostensibly executed for inciting such violence as the firing
of the convents; with his death the darkness closes in again and makes it
inevitable that the lights set in the darkness next time will not be the
liglu of educaT.ion bUl, Olll of the darkness of hunger and pain, the
torches of revolution.
It is typical of de Cleyre to leave the implications of this image at the
level of metaphor; it is also typical that she should pair it with a carefully
nuanced tribute to Ferrer's peaceful method of education-a tribute
that insists "He was right," rejects nonetheless the interpretation of Fer�
rer as a TolstoY-dn pacifist or "non�resistanl," and emphasizes, in passing,
his long friendship with a man who disagreed with him as to the advis�
ability of immediate forcible revolution. These careful nuances are fun�
dam ental to de Cleyre's work, and should serve as a caution against read�
ing her unambiguously as one of «The Tolstoyans," as Reichert does, or
even as someone whose ,�ews on the question of forcible resistance
shifted dramatically over time from nonresistance to the advocacy of
some forms of violence.
The background of the term non-1·e.sisLant is important here; in the
United States it was laden with the history of internal abolitionist debates,
during the decades leading up to the Civil War, about the ethical status
of ending slavery by the violent means of armed conflict. "Non�resistants"
supported nonviolent means only (the modern term nonviolent resistance
renders their theory and prdctice more accurdtely) . Quakers, who have
historically renounced all "outward strife" and "carnal weapons" on reli�
gious grounds, were a strong presence in this debate. Designations of cer�
tain anarchist \�ews as "Quaker" in anarchist debates on forcible resis�
tance at the turn of the century undoubtedly register an allusion to this
antebellum abolitionist context, as does the term non-resislanl in the writ�
ings of de C1eyre and other anarchists;" whenever she questions nonre�
sis[.'lI1ce as a method there is, in the background, the whole question of
how the slaves could ever have been freed without some form oh�olence.
This is not to say that, from her anarchist position, she supported the vio
lence of a state to achieve that goal; indeed she saw the Civil War as an
unjust move to consolidate state power rather than a just war on slavery
(leuer 1O mother, May 27. 1907).5
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The Use of Force

De Cleyre's complex posltJon on the question of "forcible resistance"
belongs to a historical context, dating back to the I 870s, that a long
legacy of distorted representations of anarchism in the media makes it
difficuh for modern readers to see clearly. The reason for this difficulty
is that any discussion of anarchist debates on the use of force inevitably
raises the specter of the crazed cartoon anarchist \\�e1ding bombs and
dynamite. This caricature, invented in de C1eyre's day, has functioned
since then LO obscure the range and variety or anarchist positions, the
important shifts in those positions that occurred even over the brief
course of de Cleyre's lifetime both in individual anarchists' careers and
across anarchist history more broadly, and, finally, the fundamental
assumption on which anarchist discussions of pacifism, force, resistance,
and nonresistance have consistently been based. This assumption is a
good starting point [or examining de Cleyre's position on the question
of whether force should be used in self-defense and/or as a means of
propagating anarchist goals and ideas. It is well summalized in the words
of I�
l lian anarchist Errico Malatesta: "Anarchists are opposed to evel),
kind of violence; everyone knows that. The main plank of anal'chism is
the removal of violence from human relations."6 The debate follows
from the question that then presents itself (in Malatesta's case, in the
comext specifically of the rise of fascism in Italy in the early 1 92OS).
What response should anarchists make to the violence now present in
human relations, whether enacted episodically in particular incidents of
assault on individuals, or systemically through a social and economic
arrangement that rests on and reproduces violence? As historian
Staughton Lynd says, "The ultimate goal of all anarchists was a society
that would function nonviolently ,,�thout need of the aggressive state."7
Given this assumption, the question arose as to whether violence on
the part of anarchists is everjustified as a means to this ultimately nonvi
olent, indeed antiviolent, end. On this issue there was a broad spectrum
of opinion fi'om 1 875 or so onwards, ranging from nonresistance
(pacifism or the "TolsLOyan" position) at one end LO the advocacy of
amled insurrection at the other, with a range of middle positions that
regarded the use offorce in self�efense as justifiable. Within these mid
dle positions there was again a spectrum, ranging from a strict imerpre
tation of self-defense as forcible self-protection against direct physical
assaull, Lo an argument that if the present system itself constitutes an
ongoing physical threat to the lives and welfare of those it oppresses, the
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forcible removal of that system is itself merely an act of self-defense. (The
latter is in essence the argumem de Cleyre's memor Oyer Lum made in
a letter of April I , 18go.) Once again, for U.S.-born anarchists all these
questions were posed against the recent background of antebellum
debates on methods for ending slavery.
Overlaying the spectrum defined by the dichotomy of nonresistance
and armed insurrection, and interpenetrating with it in variolls ways, was
anothel" spectrum, on which positions were defined (especially after the
I .ondon congress of the anarchisr. lnr.ernar.ional in 1 88 , ) � wil.h relar.ion
to the question of how anarchist ideals should be promulgated
through propaganda by the word alone? or also through "propaganda by
deed"? Ifthe latter, what legitimately consrituted propaganda by deed
collective uprisings only (peaceful or armed), as the teon originally
implied? or also individual, extralegal acts of sabotage (burning munici
pal records, ete.) and attacks on or assassinations of "representative indi
viduals of the existing order" (David 66)? Was the use of force justified
in one case (e.g., the American Revolution or, later, the Mexican Revo
lution) but not in the other (e.g., Dyer Lum's proposal to dynamite
Cook CountyJail to release the Haymarket anaIThists)? The distribution
of anarchist views across these interrelated spectra changed significamly
over time, especially over the last two decades of the nineteenth century.
In particular, by the turn of the century a number of eminent anarchists
had moved from support of individual terrorist acts to rejection and
often abhorrence of such acts, and some advocates of active, armed resis
tance had backed off from that position. Saul Yanovsky, longtime editor
of the anarchist Yiddish paper Fraye ArbeLer Shli11le, was an example. As
Avrich says:
By [ 1 go 1 ] .
the apocalyptic fervor of the 1 880s and 1 8gos, the
belief that the social revolution was imminent and physical force
unavoidable, had begun to fade. For the solution of social problems,
Yanovsky concluded, anarchism needed a more constructive
approach. TerrOlism he had come to oppose with evelY fiber of his
being. For him, a friend recalled, anarchism was "a philosophy of
human dignity and cooperation, of love and brotherhood, not
bombs." "Direct action," as the Fm)'e A1i)eter Shtirne put it, no longer
meant violence or subversion, bUl rather the founding of libertarian
schools, the fostering of workers' unions, the establishment of coop
erdtive organizations of every type. Outraged by the assassination of
Presidelll McKinley in Ig01, Yanovsky insisted that anarchism. above
.
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everything else, called for harmony and "peace among men." Despite
this, the offices of the Fra)'e Arbeln' Shlime
were invaded and
wrecked by an ang'1' mob and Yanovsky himself was cornered and
beaten. (AP 1 89)
.

.

.

De Cleyre has sometimes been classed, in her own time and ours, as a
"Tolstoy-oem" or, alternatively, as a Tolstoyan who moved further and fur
ther toward support of forcible methods of "direct action." I would sug
gest, on the cOlHrary, that her position was complex but consisr.enr over
time. and that it belonged consistently to what she quite accurately
described in 1 g03 as the broadest anarchist consensus: "while it would
be idle to say that Anarchists in general believe that any of the great
industrial problems will be solved without the use of force, it would be
equally idle to suppose that they consider force itself a desirable thing, or
that it furnishes a final solution to any problem. From peaceful experi
ment alone can come final solution, and that the advocates of force
know and believe as well as the Tolstoyans" ("Making" 1 6 2 ) .
Force, however-indeed, force for its own sake-\\�ds the single issue
with which the media tended, with rare exceptions,9 to identity not only
all anarchist tactics bUl all anarchist philosophy. As should be clear from
the account of anarchism in chapter I , or any historically informed
description of anarchism from Kropotkin's encyclopedia arlicle to
Chomsky's "Notes on Anarchism" in Fm' Rea.wms ojSlale, the idea that vio
lence is the essence of anarchism has always been a grotesque misunder
standing. In de Cleyre's words from a newspaper inten'iew after Herman
Helcher shot her, "Contrary to public understanding, Anarchism means
'peace on earth, good will to men.' Acts of violence done in the name of
Anarchy are caused by men and women who forget to be philosophers
teachers of the people-because their physical and mental sufferings
drive them to desperation" (qlrl. Avrich, AA 1 75)' Nonetheless, the view
that anarchism stood for ,�olence instead of "peace on earth" spread
rapidly in the mainstream press from the 1 870S through the early Ig00S
as a result of several factors.
Foremost among these factors was the use of violence against strikers
and demonstrdtors in the labor agitation that marked these deGldes
struggles for the eight-hour day, better wages, and the righl lO unionize,
for example. Police, militia, and private security forces harassed, intimi
dated, bludgeoned, and shot workers routinely in conflicts that were just
as routinely portrayed in the media as worker violence rather than staLe
violence; labor activists were also subject 1O bnnal attacks, threats of
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lynching, and many other forms of physical assault and intimidation. '"
In the United States, the question of how LO respond to such violence
became a critical issue in the 1870s, with the upswelling of labor agita
tion and allempts to suppress it violently. In the Socialistic Labor Party,
to which many people who later identified themselves as anarchists OIig
inally belonged, Gelman immigrants 111 Chicago debated die

Bervaffnungsjra�the question of self-defense or the "question of arm
ing" (Avrich, 1-1'1'45; David 59) . Should members of the SLP display arms
and munitions in their marches TO show that. they would not be physically
intimidated from their goals? Some did, organizing from 1 875 into
armed groups such as the Lehr und Wehr Vereine (Education and
Defense Societies) for mutual protection at polling places and in
demonstrations. Others argued against such displays (Avrich, HT
45-46). Certainly the spectacle of armed and uniformed immigrants
marching in the streets was not interpreted by the media as what these
groups announced it was-self-protection against potential assaults on
their rights as citizens (see Avrich, HT46). As Henry David explains, die
Bewaffnungsjrage was a source of increasing dissention in the SLP by
1 878, the year after the "Great Strike" that originated with the Baltimore
and Ohio Railroad and spread nationwide, first to other railway lines and
then to many otJler sectors of the workforce. I I Forcible repression of this
strike, which led to the death ormany workers, inspired the organization
of new armed dubs, "quasi-military societies" determined to resist such
violence in the future; SLP leadership eventually forbade such clubs, but
they persisted nonetheless (Avrich, HT45-45).
Two other facLOrs played into this context of antilabor violence and
self-defense: the European revolutionaq' context from which many
immigrant labor acti\�sts in the United States came and to ,·."hich many
socialists and anarchists looked for their theoretical grounding, and an
increasingly bitler disillusionment with the electoral system in the
United States, in which the SLP had invested a great deal of time, energy,
resources, and hope. A turning point in this progressive disillusionment
was a spectacular case of fraud in which election judges conspired to
deprive a socialist alderman of his vjeLOry but were ruled not guilty in an
expensive trial (David 5 8 50) At the same time, tightening political
repression in Europe produced a new emphasis among European revo
lutionary groups not only on armed insurrections blll also on a broad
ening of "propaganda by deed" to include individual attacks on repre
sentatives of the current social order. Concurrently with "the
-

.

broadening of the physical force tendency" among European revolu-
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tionaries and the infusion into the American labor movement of Ger
man socialisLS after Bismarck's repressive measures against aCLivism in
1878, there was a move among many members of the SLP a\·."ay from
political action and toward "physical force" not merely as a means of self
defense but more broadly as the means to social revolution. All of these
factors resulted in a split within the SLP, with those favoring political
action remaining in the party and those favoring direct action, including
force, forming social revolutional1' clubs ( Davi d 59-62) . All of the Hay
market anarchists advocated force in some form; as de C1eyre pms it,
"They were revolutionisLS, who believed that the revolution could not be
wrought out peacefully, because of the historic tendency in the posses
sors to use force, whenever their pri'�leges are threatened. They said so:
they advised their fellows to prepare for these things ("Our Mar
tyred" 1 8 ) . Public desire to see them hang for the bomb they were so eas
ily proved not to have thrown was in part linked to a sense of this fact.
In addition, public perceptions of anarchism as inherently violent
were deeply influenced by the media's partial and frightened glimpses,
especially through such figures as the German immigrant Johann Most,
of a stl"ain of anarchism, born out of revolutional1' movements in
Europe, that insisted on active offensive anion against the "property
"

beast," the "reptile brood" of capitalists, who could othellvise be counted
on to "crush the people" first: "Kill or be killed is the alternative. . . . No
use of trying reform. The Gordian knot can be cut only by the sword"
(qtd Avrich, HT66-67) . Most's speeches and articles were infused with
what can only be described as an impassioned advocacy of violence
.



not, he said, "from love of gore," but because history has taught us " there
is no other way to free and redeem mankind" (qtd. Avrich, HT67). His
biographer Frederic Trautmann quotes typical pronouncements:
"Shoot, burn, stab, poison, and bomb." "Revolutionaries with the
courage of your cOIl\�ctions and the sense to assassinate: ready, aim,
FIRE!" ( Freiheit, J une I I and July 23, 1 88 1 ; qtd. Trau Lmann 44) . When
the czar was assassinated, Most published the story, bordered in red,
under the boldface headline "AT LAST[" and urged the killing of a
monarch per month (Freiheit, March Ig, 1 88 1 , qtd. T rammann 45) . This
was far from the way de C1eyre or Tolstoy or even the fiery Emma Gold
man spoke; nonetheless the media saw Most-not for his ,�sion of free
dom, which they effectively censored, but for his views on methods,
which they confused with his ultimate goals-as the quintessence of
anarchism rather than one among many anarchist.s who held a range of
views. His role in (he media as the embodiment of anarchism was fixed
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when Thomas Nast, the cartoonist who popularized the Democrdtic don
key and the Republican elephant, portrayed anarchism in the figure ofa
crazed, unkempt, belligerent but also cowardly Most, wielding dynamite
(Trdutmann go).
Thus there is no question that for a blief period in anarchist history,
including pan of de C1eyre's adult lifetime, some anarchists favored the
use of "force" to accomplish the goal of social revolution and/or propa
gan da-no Lj ust collective armed uprisi ngs against op pression (act.s that
many nonanarchists as well as anarchists would have supponed), hili.
individual acts of dynamiting or assassination such as those advocated by
Most. 1 2 Hem)' Da\�d, in his history of the Haymarket affair, sees "increas
ing dependence upon illegal activity" as a hallmark of revolutional),
movements in the 18705 and 1 8805 (66); it was during this period that
the definition of "propaganda by deed," understood in the late 1870S as
a "social" phenomenon-"aclS of insurrectional nature perfonned by
small minorities"-shifted to mean individual acts as well. He sees this
shift as a response to the increasing repression in Europe, which made
group actions by revolutionaries more difficult and reliance on individ
ual acts mOI"e imponan t (67-68). In her bi ography of Goldman, Wexler
says that during the 1 870S and I 880s, "anarchists . . . urged a vigorous
propaganda of word and deed, including insurrectionary tactics by

secret conspiratorial groups and indi\�dual acts of revolt-destruction of
property and even assassination-to dramatize social evils and galvanize
the masses" (4., ) . Avrich likewise refers to the 1 880s and 18905 as a
period of "apocalyptic fervor" characterized by "the belief that the social
revolution was imminent and physical force unavoidable" (AP 1 89 ) .
Hen!)' David gives several examples of this felvor, including a contem
porary historian's prediction of vast upheaval incited by social revolu
tionaries, and a prophecy in the anarchist Arbeiter-Zeilung that the
"already approaching revolution" will be "much grander than that at the
close of the last century, which onl), broke out in one country" (Feb. 23,
1885, qld, David 1 27 ) '
It was in this context that, in 1 892, Alexander Berkman, in one of the
incidents that helped associate anarchism with violence in the American
media, attem pted to assassinate Hem)' Clay Frick, an act he regarded at
the time as a form of "propaganda by deed." Some years later the emi
nent anarchist editor Benjamin Tucker sarcastically referred to Berk
man's folly in imagining that "vast progress toward the acme of human
achievement is made when a knife is stuck into a millionaire" (Kell),
1 67), an evaluation with which most anarchists probably agreed. Wexler
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poinLs out that Berkman, newly arrived from czarist Russia, was at that
time "steeped in a revolUlionary tradition" in which the aUenlal-"the
assassination of a powerful agent of oppression" such as a czar-"had his
torical precedent and rdtionale"; as she says, his identification with
RakhmeLov, Chernyshevsky's hero in What Is to Be Done? "suggesLs his
remoteness from American traditions of protest." By I g o l he had real
ized that the attentat had no meaning in an American context, where
despotism is not concentrated in centl",d tyrannical figures but, as he said
asnll.ely in his p'i.�on Memoin of an Anarchi�t, "rests on t.he popular delu
sion of sell�governmelll and independence" (Wexler I 1 0, 63, 64,
1 1 1- 1 2 ) . The facts that Berkman's critic Tucker likewise admired l-Vhal
Ts to Be Done?which he translated into English, and thatJohann Most crit
icized Berkman's act, arousing Goldman's ire, are yet other indications
of the complexity of the issues, and of how little the media understood
internal anarchist discussions of force as a tactic.
The year of McKinley's assassination, I g O I , is an ironic marker for the
point by which many anarchists had shifted their positions on individual
"propaganda by deed." The assassin, Leon Czolgosz, allegedly claimed
he was an anarchist, although according to Emma Goldman, who was
arrested for supposedly having inspired him, the fact that he made such
a statement was never substantiated ("Psychology" 88). In response,
there was a frenzy of public hysteria similar to the one (hal led to the con
viction of the Haymarket anarchists. The atlack on Yanovsky after he had
actually condemned the assassination was typical of incidents across the
country both in its brutality and its irony. Goldman's first reaction to the
assassination, quoted in the New Ym-k Time.\" for September I I , I gO I , is
indicative of the gap between anarchist philosophy and the public appre
hension of it: "I do not know surely, but 1 think Czolgosz was one of those
downtrodden men who see all the misery which the rich inflict upon the
poor, who think of it, who brood over it, and then, in despair, resolve to
strike a great blow, as they think, for the good of their fellow-men. But
that is not Anarchy. Czolgosz . . . may have been inspired by me, but ifhe
was, he took the wrong way of showing it" (qld. Wexler 106) . ' 3 Johann
Most publicly condemned the act, as did other prominelll anarchists. As
Wexler says, by this time "most anarchiss
t . . . had long since repudiated
any belief in individual propaganda of lhe deed. . . . most had come to
share the view of Kropotkin that masses, nOl individuals, make Lhe social
revolution, and lhat 'propaganda of the deed' meant mass resistance to
state oppression, collective action against tyranny, the spontaneous
response of the people during a revolution-nol individual acts of vio-
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lence" (Wexler 2g8 n. 27, 109) . 1 4 This was a move back from the broad
ening of "propaganda by deed"; thus even at the theoretical level, the
period during which a small minority of American anarchists partici
pated in what Avrich calls a "cult of dynamite" (HTchap. 1 2) was short.

De Cleyre's Position

Against this complex historical background, it is important, in dis
cussing de Cleyre's position on violence, to distinguish among t.hree
differelll categories: her position in general on whether violence is ever
justified; her position vis-a.-vis other anarchists in internal debates about
the desirability or nondesirability of using individual acts of violence as
a tactic for spreading anarchism and anarchist views; and her perspec
tive on the relationship between various categories of individual violent
actions on the one hand and state violence on the other. First, then, it
is clear that over the course of her career de Cleyre identified herself
with the majority of anarchists, 1 5 who favored peaceful methods rather
than methods of "force" (e.g., "Events," "Our Present Attitude," "Mak
ing"). Again and again she argued thal there is "no end of retaliations
unless someone ceases to retaliate" ("Making" 1 63) and that nonvio
lent methods are therefore the only logical ones.I Q Even so, her posi
tion on the question of seWdefense meant she was not a strict pacifist;
hence her emphatic insistence in I g I 0, in response to the way anar
chist comrades had billed her lecture tour in Buffalo, that "once [or all,
I am not a Tolstoian, or a non-resistant" ("Tour Impressions" 3 2 3 ) . ' 7
Many times throughout her anarchist career she stated or clearly
implied that violence in self-defense is justified. Further, she called
aLLention to the fact that working people's smallest efforts to reclaim
what has been stolen from them-"an hour less of labor, a small wage
increase"-b" ing forth extraordinary violence on the part of the state,
which shoots people down in the road for the most "paltry" demands.
For this reason, she thought, any effort to reclaim all that has been
slOlen-lhe earth's resources, the working person's own labor, the
means of production-can probably be expected to meet with even
greater violence than that meted out in response to smaller demands
("Our Martyred" 1 8-1 g ) .
The idea that, against such violence, the use of force in self-defense
would be justified seems to have been de Cleyre's position from at least
some time before the midpoint in her career as an anarchist. It is
expressed again and again in her Haymarket speeches beginning with
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"November 1 1 th" in 1897, in which she refers to the bomb as the
"Vengeance" (6, 7, 8 ) . It should be noted that de C1eyre here represents
the bomb as following, rather than preceding, the firing of police on the
protesters at the Haymarket demonstnllion, although it now seems
certain that the bomb came first: "We see Parsons, Spies, Fielden speak
ing. . . . Then the police, marching in double column, coming down
Desplaines StreeL, turning about-firingl A man falls, struck by a police
bulleL. He clutches his side and writhes upon the ground; a thin line of
blood oozes OIH. Others have fallen. Suddenly a Vengeance . . . " (6). In
her Haymarket speech two years later she elaborates on the views
implicit here, saying that the bomb, whoever threw it, was a 'Just"
response to state violence ("if ever in this world an act of ,�olence was
just," she ambiguously qualifies it), and that the deaths of the policemen
killed by the bomb should be laid squarely at the door of the police cap
tain whose "treasonable order" led them to violate the workers' rights of
assembly and free speech ("November Eleventh" 1 2 ) .
One might infer that, since de Cleyre called for direct expropriation
as the means for inaugurating the new social order, and since she antic
ipated violent resistance to such an act, she also anticipated that expro
priation should involve provisions for self·defense. She follows this syllo
gism through only in her Haymarket speeches, however, and not in her
own voice but in paraphrases intended to resulTect the silenced voices of
the martyrs; elsewhere it is left unsaid or is said relatively obliquely, per
haps because of her habitual care to minimize the possibility of being
arrested for her speeches, or perhaps because of her evident ambiva
lence on this issue. , H
Overtly and wholeheartedly, however, de Cleyre supported various
anned struggles associated \\�th revolutions. When the Mexican Revolu
tion presented the opportunity to aid such a cause actively, she did so,
working avidly from 1 9 " until hel· death in 1 9 ' 2 to raise money and
support for the Mexican anarchists. On the other hand, she insisted
again and again that "revolution" should never be confused with "armed
rebellion," explaining that an armed rebellion may well be onc "inci
dent" in a revolution bUl that revolution itself is a sweeping, subversive
change in social institutions ("Mexican Revolution" 302 ) . 1 9 She hoped
such a change in her own society could come about nonviolen dy-that
is, without violent reprisals by the authorities and the necessity for self�
defense-although she was not optimistic. Thus she said, of the Hay
markeL martyrs (allying them, in a characteristic rhetorical move, with
mainstream American heroes ) :
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They believed that Lincoln and Grdnt were right, when they predicted
further uprisings of the people, wild convulsions, in the effort LO
reestablish some equilibrium in possessions. . . . they may have been
mistaken. It may be that the diffusion of ideas and of the spirit offree�
dom may take such hold upon the general mind, as will give us what
we never yet have seen, a great social change without violence or
destruction. Let us hope so. But hope cannot blind us to the fact that
so far their prophecies have been fulfilled . . . . ("Our Martyred" 1 8)
Second, however, the fact that de C1eyre was compelled, only two
years before her death, to refute "once for all" a perception shared by at
least some of her comrades that she was a Tolsloyan or nonresistant is an
important indication of the position she took in anarchist debates on the
use of violence as a tactic not simply of self-defense but of active, aggres
sive, revolutionary efforlS to bring about anarchist goals. She described
her sense of the evolving anarchist debate over this kind of violence in
1903:
FOI'merly thel'e were "Quakers" and "Revolutionists"; so there are still.
But while [hey neither thought well of the other, now both have
learned that each has his own use in the great play of world forces . . . .
The spread of Tolstoy's "War and Peace" and "The Siavel)' of Our
Times," and the growth of numerous TolsLOY clubs having for their
purpose the dissemination of the literature of non-resistance, is an
evidence that many receive the idea that it is easier to conquer war
with peace. I am one of these. I can see no end of retaliations unless
someone ceases to retaliate. But let no one mistake this [or sen-,ile sub
mission or meek abnegation; my right shall be asserted no maLler at
what cost to me, and none shall trench upon it without my protest.
("Mak;ng" , 6 2-63)
Early in her career de Cleyre had been involved in some of the
"Quaker"/"Revo]urionist" debates she refers to here. Her interest in the
friendship between Ferrer and Naquet undoubtedly reflected her own
experience debating the question of force with her friends, as in her dis
pUles in 1890 with Oyer O. Lum, who sometimes angrily, sometimes
rather fondly, mocked what he saw as de Cleyre's excess or sentiment.
Lum had at one point offered to dynamite Cook CountyJail in aid of the
imprisoned Haymarket anarchislS (they declined ) , and wrote de Cleyre
in 1 89 1 of a mysterious other plan involving some violent act (see
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Avrich, AA 65, 66; leLLer to de Cleyre, March I , 1 8 9 1 ) . In one exchange
he called de Cleyre's views on violence "Rot! Quaker rot!" and com
plained, for example, that her "damned over-loaded heart" would per
petuate the suffering of millions in Russia, merely out of concern to
spare the life of the czar's children. He took offense at the word 1·elatia
lion to describe aclS of violence he regarded as "self:..ctefcnce only"
"ReLaliation? Hellfire, no! Defence? Yes" (Apr. I , 1890) . Lum's side of
this argument reveals that de Cleyre's inteq:u-elation of self-defense was
undoubt.edly more narrow than his, which applied broadly to t.he light of
the oppressed to resist forcibly not merely in individual instances but in
"defense" against the perpetuation of a system of oppression that is
already by definition an "invasion" of individual sovereignty. Alluding to
a political prisoner, a woman who had been nogged to death i n Siberia
a few months before, Lum argued that the very existence of the czar, his
\\�ves, mistresses, and children is already ipso facto an "invasion" of indi
vidual sovereignty, and asked why the czar's children should be "spared
to live-for what? For what? To perpetuate woman nogging?"
Allhough it has been argued that de Cleyre eventually came around to
Lum's viewpoint (Avrich, AA 66) , even in "Direct Action" and the extant
Haymarket speeches she never construes "self:..ctefense" so broadly. Her
own response to the incident in Siberia, for example, a poem her editor
entitled "Ut Sementem Fecel�s, Ita Metes" (As ye sow, so shall ye reap ) ,
emphasizes the fated, natural consequences of oppression in her most
characteristic images of inevitable storm, explosion, harvest
How many drops must gather to the skies
Before the cloud-burst comes, we may not know;
How hot the fires in under hells must glow
Ere the volcano's scalding lavas lise,
Can none say; but all wot the hour is sUl-e!
Vlho dreams of vengeance has bUl lO endure!
. . . certain is the harvest time of Hate!
And when weak moans, by an indignant world
Re-echoed, to a throne are backward hurled,
"\I\'ho listens, heal-s the muttel-ings of Fate!

The pairing of "fate" with "wait" seems significant. Who is it, in this
poem, who needs merely to wait and endure i n order for vengeance LO
come? Revolutionaries all over the world? The oppressed in Russia? Or
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some sympatheLic but distant obseryer? Dyer Lum, in his letter of April
I , 18go, asks what difTerence de Cleyre's own distance from Russia
makes: "You . . . in-Russia? Would your habitat alter your nature?" "Vho,
in this poem, is imagined as waiting, and who \\�ll act? Are those who wait
and endure the same as those who will enact the vengeance? The imagery
implies that the oppressed in Russia ,,�II inevitably rise up; what of the
"indignant world"? De Cleyre represents the global echoes of the oppres
sion inside Russia as magnifying and therefore accelel'ating the accumu
lation of hat.red t.hat will finally explode, hill what. is the role of the lis
tener who hears this magnified sound, or the dreamer of vengeance who
"has but to endure"? Are the one who dreams and the one who waits and
the one who acts all the same, but at different moments in time? Or \\�II
the one who waits (outside, in the "indignant world"?) merely be watch
ing and rejoicing when fate (in Russia, or elsewhere as well?) fmally takes
its course?
"Vhatever the ambivalences in this poem, and the ambivalences Lum
identified in de Cleyre's position on violent "defense" and "retaliation"
(vengeance?), de Cleyre supported mass revolutionary movements
throughout her career and just as consistently and unambivalently
identified with those who would not personally choose the use of dyna
mite, terrorism, and assassination as methods of bringing about the
social revolution or propagating anarchist ideas. In I g07 she referred to
herself as one of "those of us who eschew force and preach peace"
("Events" 2 1 ) ; after a bombing in 1908 she stated categorically, "Anar
chism has nothing in common with violence" (Avrich, AA 140; "Our Pre
sent Attitude" 79). On the other hand, she said with equal conviction in
"Anarchism" ( 1 90 1 ) that each anarchist should choose individually the
method best suited to him or her, and she offered a catalog of methods,
including Tolstoy's pacifism; George Brown's peaceful union acti\�sm;
Johann Most's fiery denunciations of the ruling class (in this catalog, by
substituting a description of his rhetoric for a description of his meLhod,
she evades the question ofwhat he advocated ) ; Benjamin Tucker's advo
cacy of passive resistance for now, with the possibility of change in
response to new circumslances; and the stern heroism of Gaelano
Bresci, assassin of King Umberto I offtaly in I goo. In each case de Cleyre
applauded the method as perfectly expressing the individual. "Ask a
method?" she demanded. "Do you ask Spring her method? Which is
more necessary, the sunshine or the rain? They are contradictory-yes;
they destroy each other-yes, but from this destruction the flowers
result" ("Anarchism" 1 1 5- 1 7 ) .
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Similarly, in "EvenlS Are the True Schoolmasters" ( 1907), whose title,
a quotation from Lum, paid tribUle LO th e friend with whom she had
argued so in tensely over these issues de Cl eyre called for those anar
chislS, including herself, who opposed violent methods as illogical to
respect the fact that there is more than logic in this world: "There is feel
ing in the world, and a very great quantity of it . . . " (20). People moved
by strong feeling may well act ,�olently and illogically, out of suffering, or
sympathy with suffering. Sometimes these actions, in fact, "break the line
,

of the opposition and make room for wider action and fanher-l'eaching
eHort" (20). She has come LO recognize. she says. thal those who suppon
forcible resistance, which she herself sees as illogical ,
are quite as much part and parc el of the movement towards human
liberty as those who preach peace at all costs. . . . No doubt the believ
ers i n forcible resistance feel that those of us who eschew force and
preach peace are on the wrong track; no doubt the censorious among
them think we are a nuisance, a drawback, a damage to tlle move

ment, in fact, no anarchists at all. But let us neither read out nor be
read out. The ideal of society without government allures us all; we
bel ieve in i(5 possibility and that makes us anarchists. ( 2 1 )
De Cleyre's position on \�olence was complicated not only by her ob,�
ous sense that small individual explosions of \�olent rebellion paled in
comparison to the larger government.:'11 forces of violence against which
they were directed, but also by her deep empathy with tlle feel ings of out
rage at i,-uustice that moved some people to whom she was very close in
the small world of anarchism-friends and even lovers-to advocate or

practice what de Cleyre called "forcible physical resistance" ("EvenlS"
20). She was extremely close to Dyer Lum, perhaps his lover; she also
became friends with Berkman during his long imprisonment for assault
ing Frick. Despite her evident ambiV'<dence about this act ("I don't, in the
large, know whether it was good or bad" [leller to Berkman, July 10,
1 906J ) , she initiated a correspondence in 1 893 (Avrich, AA 1 95) and
provided emotional and ediLOrial support during the wriling of his P1i.�on
Memoirs oj an Anarchist, published the year she died. Thus, at a personal
level, her insight into (he feelings and mO(ives of (hose, like Berkman
and Lum, who disagreed with the "Tolstoyan" aspeclS of her anarchism
no doubt underlay her insistence on respecting otllers' advocacy ofvio
lence, sometimes even their practice ofviolence, as a genuine expression
of the anarchist spirit she shared with them.
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One of many examples is a passage Paul Avrich quotes as evidence for
his view (and Emma Goldman's) that de Cleyre eventually moved closer
to Dyer Lum's position on violence than she was in the days when he
mocked her sentimentality and called her "Gusherine": "I have gradually
worked my way to the conviction that, while I cannot see the 10hric of
forcible physical resislance (entailing perpetual retaliations until one of
the offended finally refuses to retaliate) , there are others who have
reached the opposite conclusions, who will act according to their con
victions, and who are quite as much part and parcel of rhe movemem
toward human libeny as those who preach peace at all costs" ("Events"
20-2 1 ) . This passage, however, does not necessarily illustrate what
Avrich calls her move "closer and closer to the position of Dyer Lum"
(Avrich, AA 140). Immediately after it, she reaffirms her position as an
advocate of the position opposite to that of "forcible resistance": "No
doubt the believers in forcible resistance feel that those of us who eschew
force and preach peace are on the wrong track" ("Events" 2 1 ) . The
emphasis in this passage is on her willingness to see that, despite her own
position on the issue, the "general forward impulse" of the movement as
a whole (which includes those who advocate force as well as those, like
her, who oppose it) is "cutting new barriers," and "If someone cuts my
course, why, then, I suppose I am cutting his at the same time" ( 2 1 ) . At
the core ohhe whole essay is one more iteration of de Cleyre's basic posi
tion that resistance by means other than force is the logicalposition-noL
the merely sentimental position of which Lum accused "Gusherine"
with the added qualification that she has come to realize that other, even
diametrically opposed, positions can be as wholehearted expressions of
love for human liberty as hers. The fact that the sentence Avrich quotes
reiterates nl.lher than recants her fonner position is emphasized by the
surplising syntactic turn in the middle, as it veers decidedly away from
the direction in which "I have gradually worked my way to the conviction
that" seems to be steering it initially. This opening creates the expecta
tion of a subsequent clause that might be expected to read sometJling
like, "bm now 1 see that those who articulated other views were right."
What follows, however, says only that she now realizes there are olhe
r ojJin
ions--something she already knew-which are (and he."e, presumably, is
the only change she refers to) equally an expression of anarchism.
One motive lor these sorts of rhetorical sleights-of-hand was de
Cleyre's practical concern for unity across all tJle divisions tJut cleft the
anarchist movement with sometimes dramatic discord, including Emma
Goldman's attack on Johann Most with a horsewhip at a public lecture
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when he criticized Berkman's attentat (Wexler 66) as well as the less dra
matic dissonances of lhe long tension between Goldman and de Cleyre
(Avrich, AA 86-87; Wexler 1 28-30 ) . In light of such discord, de Cleyre,
while urging nonviolent methods of resistance herself, nonetheless
argued for honoring the spirit of each individual expression of anar
chism, and deplored the selt�satisfac(ion of "plumb-line anarchists" who
think their own program for social transfonnation is the one infallible
path. When events do not beal" out their ideas, she said, they si lll ply give
a look in I.heir pockeI.-mirrors" I.o "behold ' I.he face of Anarchy' unde
generate, and wash their hands like Pontius Pilate ("Events" I g-20). 1t
was from these "reasonable, cool" anarchists that she sought to elicit a
more complex understanding of others who might share "the ideal of
society without government" but express the feelings underlying those
commitments in illogical, perhaps violent, acts ("Events" 19-2 1 ) .
"

"

De Cleyre's Views on Violence

A11 of de Cleyre's positions on the question of violence-her adamant
prefel"ence for peaceful methods her equally adamant insistence on the
right to use force in self:..ctefense, her opposition to dynamite as a tactic,
her attempt to close mnks with those who took the opposite view, her call
for pacifists to understand the emotional sources of violent acts-were
facets of her fundamental assumptions about violence. The first of these
assumptions is that the state is by nature violent and exists to protect a
minority's appropriation, by force, of the earth's resources, of techno
logical resources, and of human labor. The violence by which unjust
privilege is claimed and maintained can be expected to breed many
other kinds of violence, not only because it deprives people of what they
need and are therefore driven to take by force, and because it may breed
a vi olent desire for revenge, but because it produces sick, distorted forms
of beha,�or (Helcher's shooting of de Cleyre, for example), by depri'�ng
people of a free, "normal life" of self-fulfillment. Heichel', she told a
newspaper inten�ewer, was "crazy Lack of proper food and healthy
labor made him so" (qld. Avrich, AA 1 74 ) . Acts such as his should be met
\\�th sympathy and assistance, not condemnation and oiminalization. "It
is not the business of Anarchists to preach wild or foolish acts,-acts of
violence," de Cleyre said after lhe Union Square bombing.'"''' "For, truly,
Anarchism has nothing in common with ,�olence, and can never come
about save through the conquest of men's minds. But when some des
perate and life-denied victim of the present system does strike back at it,
,

.
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by violence, it is not our business to heap infamies upon his name, but to
explain him as we explain Olhers, whether our enemies or our friends, as
the fated fruit of the existing 'order'" ("Our Present Attitude" 79) .
Again and again de Cleyre explained acts of violence-sometimes
those that other anarchists were repudiating-as just such "fated [ruilo"
The McNamara brothers are a good example. They were defenda11ls in
a celebrated court case of 1 9 1 1 involving the 1 9 1 0 bombing of a Los
Angeles ironworks and-the heart of the case-an explosion of dyna
mite in Ink Alley next 10 the l.o.� Angele.� Tillle.� building t.hat claimed
twenty or more lives. A vigorous national and international campaign
was organized on their behalf, during which the American Federation of
Labor alone raised $1 90,000 (Robinson 6-20). In court they then
changed their innocent plea to guilty, shocking their supporters. Their
lawyer Clarence Darrow explained his decision to defend them on the
basis of his conviction that Lhey intended no loss of life: James McNa
mara planted the dynamite outside, not inside, the building, and in an
amount that would not be expected to harm anyone inside-a scare tac
tic to intimidate workers in nonunion shops, but not harm them ( S(01)'
1 8 I ) . Instead, the ink v,lpor in barrels stol"ed in the alley exploded, con
suming the building in a nightmare inferno that forced some of the
burning workers to jump from windows (King).
De Cleyre's approach to this act of violence was to search out the
causes, not condemning the perpetrators but anempting to understand
the power dynamics involved. Vnions everywhere denounced the McNa
maras and called for retribution (Robinson 1 9-2 1 ) , in a wave of anger
and revulsion that de Cieyre insisted on imerrogating. Her analysis
derived from her views in general on crime and punishment, her views
on the origins of violence, and her view that dominant ideology pro
duces a selective sense of what is "violent." Refusing to agree ,,�th the cry
that the crime must be avenged because, whatever the motive, "Murder
is murder," as Teddy Roosevelt said, she asked how "murder" and crimi
nality are commonly defined in labor struggles: "Who cries vengeance
for the criminals who killed the workers in the Cherry mine? . . . Who
now are the criminals responsible for the 200 miners buried alive al lhis
moment at Briceville? Every day they murder more, calmly and cold
bloodedly, (han died the Times disaster. . . . " She called on her readers
to identily the "fundament.al criminals" and the "fundamental crime"
and then, instead of calling [or vengeance on the McNamaras, address
the underlying source of violence by calling for "the abolition of this
scheme of property right for some in what belongs to us all, whereby we
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are brought to this horrible [class] war, and driven to conclude that
there is no way of gelling any meager portion of what is ours but by vio
lence" ("McNamara Storm"). As for Roosevelt's analysis, she said, "1 had
a vision before my eyes of a fleeing Spaniard running up San Juan hill,
pierced through the back by a rough-rider-and 1 felt like saying in R's
ear, 'Remember-Murder is murder'" ("Abunda11l Crop").
De Cleyre insisted on asking the right question-not what vengeance
should be taken on the McNamaras, but whal would make them do such
a '-hing: "rhe main quesrion '-his case puts to rhe World for its answer is,
What are the causes which make men of good feelings, kindly and sym
pathetic men, as those who know them say these brothers are, come to
the conclusion that destructive auacks upon property (I do not person
ally believe they ever meant to kill people) are justifiable." She answers
that they must have been men who knew, unlike most of us , wha t it is like
to work in an ironworks. Such dangerous work breeds "a recklessness
toward life, which is the spiriluai loil humanil)' 1nu�'1 pa)lfor the iron triumphs
of ill' iTOn civilizalion," Iron workers last at their job an average of ten
years: "Try to understand what that means-the fallen, the crushed, the
mangled, the maimed and lamed, the dead. Try to underSk
1. nd what sort
of feeling that engenders in the breast of him who sees and feels it" ("Psy
chological Storm") , These incidents in the ironworks are "murders com
milled by Society." As ifin confirmation of her almost visceral sense of
the more fundamental violence against which the McNamaras were strik
ing out, de Cleyre wrote Saul Yanovsky soon after the Times disaster
about a horrifying instance of violence against labor organizers in San
Diego. It had been incited, she felt, by Times owner Harrison Gray Otis,
in an "outrageous editorial in which he proclaimed the vigilante propa
ganda" ag-ainst labor. In a wave of antilabor violence she saw as only the
beginning, four labor speakers had been murdered; reading how they
were "compelled to stand with uplifted hands while one by one each was
clubbed into insensibility,-and threatened with the revolver if their
hands fell from exhaustion," she wrote, "made me deathly sick! In what
manner of country are we living? And this is Otis's direct instigation. I'm
only confoundedly sorry McNamara didn't hit him instead of his build
ing, wi th the POOl" 20 scabs" (leuer to Yanovsky, Apr. 1 5, 1 9 1 I ) .
Two points of interest emerge in the preceding quotations: the use of
"we" and "ours" in the descriplion of the current class war, and the wish
that McNamara had hit Otis instead of the poor nonunion workers. De
Cleyre's reiterated "Try to understand" is the walchword here. The first
person plural represents a perhaps deliberately shocking insistence on
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not pulling back from solidarity with the McNamaras at a time when
almost everyone had done so, a call to her readers to recognize-empa
thetically-that the impulses that led them to contemplate violence
(against property, not people in this case) are part and parcel of the suf
fering of all the dispossessed under the overt, sustained, and systemic vio
lence of the possessors, whose normal modus operandi involves the
sacrifice of, say, two hundred miners here and there. The emphasis is on
the desperation pmduced by such violence, the sense it produces that
there is no way r.o get whal is righrJully "ours"-a word that calls for an
empathy and solidarity intense enough to include the McNamaras
except through an answering violence. In the case of the letter, the wish
that Otis had died instead of his workers has to do with the fact that ifhe
had, the four labor organizers would not have been clubbed to death. I n
neither case is there a desire for gratuitous violence o r a n interest i n the
world of dynamite and plolS that attracted LlIm.
Similarly, in 1901 she had viewed McKinley's assassination as a reslliL
of the violence permeating the current social and economic system, of
which McKinley was himself a perpetrator and indeed a representative:
"nol A narchism, but lhe slale of socieyt which creale.� men offlower and greed and
the victims offlower and greed, is responsible for the death of both McKin
ley and Czolgosz," she said. McKinley had blood on his own hands-the
"ofRcial murder" of the Filipinos, "whom he, in pursuance of the capi
talist policy or Imperialism, had selllenced to death." However kind he
may have been in private life, she said, is irrelevant; offICially he "was the
representative of wealth and greed and power"--of capitalism, which has
made "a slaughter-house . . . or the world." Thus he died "not as a marl),r,
but (4' a gambler who II(1(l won (t high slake and W(4' �'lJ'uck down 1')' the m(m who
had lost the game: for that is what capitalism has made of human well
being-a gambler's slake, no more." McKinley died because "The hells
of capitalism create the desperate; the desperate act,-desperately!"
\I\'hether Czolgosz was an anarchist cannot be determined, she says, for
no one even knows who he was-"A child of the great darkness, a spec
tre out orthe abyss! Was he an Anarchist? We do not know" ("'McKinley's
Assassination" 304-S) . To her such violence as his was only to be
expected from the "existing 'order,' " a word she uses, here and else
where, as sarcastically as August Spies in his final speech before the Hay
marketjudge. "Go with me to the half:starved miners or the Hocking Val
ley . . . or pass along the railroads of that most orderly and law-abiding
citizen, Jay Gould. And then tell me whether this order has in it any
moral principle for which i t should be preserved," he had said (qtd.
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Avrich, HT286)-a position echoed in de Cleyre's sarcastic descriptions
of "social order" in "The Economic Tendency of FreelhoughL." I n "Our
Present Attitude," de Cleyre immediately juxtaposes \\�th tlle word
"order"-ironic sign of the profound dysfunction and disorder of the
present system-the further irony that its most telling symptoms, "wild
outbursts of desperation," are interpreted in the press as anarchism.
Such outbursts-violent symptoms-she saw as inevitable. Among the
forms such symptoms took, however, de Cleyre made crucial distinctions
on the basis of their rclar.ion to one central criterion: the exercise of
human freedom. Some she saw as pitiable, desperate acts of compulsion,
reactions to the poverty or brutal living conditions brought about by the
underlying violence that suslains a system of proper£}' based on forcible
theft. These acts she thought should elicit pity, not punishment. Some
other acts of violence she seems to have seen as quite close to this cate
gory-equally "fated fruit" of the present "order"-with the added ele
ment that rather than being simply the logical outcomes of oppression
by people pushed to the breaking point, they also expressed some con
scious social or philosophical commilment, whether rightly or wrongly
acted upon. In her commenl that all desperate acts are erroneously ."ead
as "anarchist" she called attention specifically to the media's failure to
make this distinction: "the elemental cries of humanity are swelling up in
a frightful discordant chorus, because the elemental needs of humanity
are being denied. . . . Now, in times like these, wild ombursts of despera
tion must be expected . . . . We must expect that such people will be
called Anarchists, in advance. No matter what they themselves say, no
matter what we say, the majori£}' of people will believe they acted not as
desperate men, but as theoretical Anmelti:;l:/' ("Our Present Altitude" 79).
Still another category she regarded as acts of the free human will,
whether collective, as in the Mexican Revolution, or individual. In the
latter category she placed Michele Angiolillo's revenge in . 897 on the
man responsible for torturing hundreds of people, including many anar
chists, in the fortress ofMonguich in Barcelona. In this category too she
placed Bresci's assassination of Umberto.
Bresci was an immigrant weaver from Paterson, New Jersey, where he
belonged to a group thaL published an anarchist paper Malatesta edited
for a rime, La Queslione Sociale. As Emma Goldman told the story in her
essay "The Psychology of Political Violence," Bresci read ofa massacre in
his native Italy, where famine had provoked a group of peasant women
to go before King Umberto to beg for aid. In "mule silence" they held up
their "emaciated infants," Goldman says-and Umberto's soldiers
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opened fire. At a rancorous meeting of his anarchist group, Bresci took
back his loan of a hundred dollars in what his comrades assumed was a
selfish defection from their cause, then left for Italy with the secret pur�
pose of assassinating the king ( 1 04-5) ' In "Anarchism," de Cleyre's cata�
log of different approaches to the question of "method," from Tolstoy
through Most, Brown, and others, opens out at the end, despite her own
expressed preference for peaceful means, into an exalted vision of
Bresci's act:
For there are some whose nature it is to think and plead, and yield
and yet return to the address, and so make headway in the minds of
their fellowmen; and (here are others who are stern and still, resolute,
implacable as Judah's dream of God;-and those men strike-strike
once and have ended. But the blow resounds across the world. And as
on a night when the sky is heavy with storm, some sudden great white
flare sheets across it, and every object starts sharply out, so in the flash
o[ Bresci's pistol shot the whole world [or a moment sa,"\' the tragic
figure of the Italian people, starved, stunted, crippled, huddled,
degraded, murdered; and at the same moment that their teeth chat�
tered with fear, they came and asked the Anarchists to explain them�
selves. And hundreds of thousands of people read more i n those few
days than they had ever read of the idea before. ( I 1 6)
The last sentence of this passage makes it clear that de Cleyre is giving
an example of a justified and efTective act o[ individual "propaganda by
deed." The imagery in this climactic passage-the while flare in the sky,
portent of a storm with which the sky is heavy. almost ready to burst
together with the expropriation ofJudah's "dream" of God for the pur�
pose of describing what is most heroic and free and therefore most pro
foundly I'eal and human, not merely imaginary and superhuman,
situates this vision of Bresci within de Cleyre's most characteristic
rhetoric of freedom. In particular it recalls her great poem "The Hurri�
cane," which opens on a seascape, image of incipielH unrest:
The tide is out, the wind blows off the shore;
Bare burn the white sands in the scorching sun;
The sea complains, but its great voice is low.
The remainder of the poem moves through images of waves gathering
and the voice of the sea deepening; at its climax the "thundering" sea
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rolls over the "shell-crunched wall"-an image that tropes the will of the
dispossessed, hitherto mULe bUL now liberated in all ilS fury, as the thun
derous voice of God.
Thus, while de Cleyre seems to have distinguished between heroic
acts of force and pitiable acts undertaken almost without the actor's con
trol, her view (hat both are "fated fruit" means that in her analyses and
representations of particular violent acts there is someLimes a fine line
between the two Gltegories. In the first, an individual or group of indi
viduals acts freely, oUl of choice, againsT. the forces r.hat would cmsh it,
bUl also OUL of the sheer logic of" cause and efTect that brings the whirl
wind to those who sow the wind, a violent harvest to those who sow the
seeds a'-violence. In the second, the human will is compelled to resist by
circumstance-but lhen again not so much by circumstance as by its own
free nature, which circumstance has compressed to explosive force. One
of de Cleyre's poems, for example, is the dramatic monologue of a
mother who has murdered her child to spare it the poverty and
ignominy its "illegitimate" birth entails. The mother, who has failed to
find work because of the shame auached to her unmarried status, has in
one sense been crushed by her social condition into this tinal defeat of
killing her own child to spare it starvation and despair, yet she resists
condemnation with an angry defiance, a sense that her own understand
ing of the situation sets her beyond the reach of her executioners
("Belrayed").
Similarly, in de Cleyre's story "A Rocket of Iron," the protagonist is a
man almost overwhelmed by the circumstances of his life at the Iron
Works, pushed LO what is perhaps the breaking point. At thc climax, a
fiery iron rocket shoots out of the furnace, bursting in a shower of
"demoniac sparks" that kill two workers and maim another for life. As
the protagonist stands calm amid the inferno, then carries his friend out
to the ambulance, the imagery .·eveais that beneath his stoic exterior the
explosion coincides with a similar explosion of some incipient revohl
tionary consciousness in him-some newly coherent resolve to act,
which the narraLOf glimpses: "( fancied I saw upon the delicate curved
lips a line of purpose deepen, and the refleClion of" the iron-tire glow in
the strange eyes, as if for an instant the dOQl· of a hidden furnace had
been opened and smouldering coals had breathed the air" (41 1-1 2 ) .
The cotHetH of this resolve is ncver revealed, because the story ends
abruptly with the implication that, before this man's inner freedom can
burst forth like the rocket, he will die of tuberculosis. It is nonetheless
evidelll that had he acted, perhaps violently, his act would have been a
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response to the ovenvhelming violence of the social and economic sys
tem that has slowly been killing him.
�A Rocket of Iron"

This brief sketch from 1902 is notable for its intriguing representation
of the narrator's consciousness, through which our view of the workers
and their world is focalized in a sequence of nalTative reversals that dis
rupt and reconfigure the i11lerpretatjons ilHo which we have just been
drawn. This shifting of representation enacts the shifts in vantage poim
necessary for seeing the full complexity of de Cleyre's views on forcible
resistance, which were as consistently multifaceted in 1902 as they were
throughout her career. As the stol)' opens, the narrator describes retro
spectivelya cold, misty October nightfall in the north, when she or he sat
looking out a window at a some urban landscape peopled by ghostly,
insubstantial figures. Eventually their blurred presence as they wind in
zigzag lines through the "chill steam" rising from the river-"pale,
drunken images of facts, staggering against the invulnerable vapor that
walled me in"-takes on a more disturbing specificity. They are "hardly
distinguishable," the narrator says, from (he posts and pickets that weave
among them like "half-dismembered bodies writhing in pain" (409) .
This image crystallizes the cold, disembodied, and disembodying vio
lence of the world these figures live in-a capiralist dreamscape in which
the rendering of workers as mere substanceless shadows, the disregard
for the reality of their tortured bodies, is identical to the most violent
physical oppression. Indeed, this cold, depersonalizing violence is the
same as the fiery violence that will later reduce a worker to "a seared
human Slump" ( 4 1 2 ) .
The tone and atmosphere of this opening are similar to the tone and
atmosphel·e of the simul�lIleously surreal and hyperreal daily lives of the
miners in the opening chapters of a work much admired by anarchists of
de Cleyre's generation, Emile Zola's revolutionary Gemlina� a resem
blance that becomes significant at (he climax of the story. Unlike Zola,
however, de Cleyre chooses a first-person narrator, an intriguingly OUl
side/inside witness whose relation to the events poses some of the same
questions as those posed by "Vt Sementem Feceris." Watching the work
ers through the mist, this narraLOr feels an increasingly desperate sense
of oppressive, claustrophobic fatality that leads to a sort of psychological
explosion, expressed physically as s/he finally rushes outside, "impelled
by the vague impulse 1O assen my own being, 1O seek relief in su·uggle,
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even though foredoomed futile-to seek warmth, fellowship, some
where, though but with those indlective pallors in the mist, that dis
solved even while I looked at them" (409-10). In this surreal, atomistic
landscape the act of asserting one's "own being" seems particularly
"futile," as does the act of seeking warmth and fellowship. The ways in
which the social "order" represented in this symbolic scene works against
a feeling of human connection are rendered through the troping of the
problem of soli darity as a problem of soli di ty Each figure's perception
.

of rhe others must be momelllary, erratic; these workers reduced to
mere bodies are therefore body-less.

No history is given for the psychological state that leads the narrator
to burst forth into this outside world, but the bursting forth, an analogy
to the explosion of the rocket later, is associated with an oppressively

intensifying sense of empathy, expressed physically in the narrator's sen
sation of numbness: "My own fingers were curiously numb and inert; had
I, too, become a shadow?" (4°9 ) . This empathy is probably not based on
class; we may assume the narrator, because of her obseryer status in the
street among the "laborers" and in the crowded, poorer section of town
in which she arrives after leaving her own oPIJl"essive room or rooms, is
not herself a worker. Nonetheless she joins the workers out of a desire
for human connection, is swept into the current of motion through the
crowded street.s, and arrives, ironically, at a source of warmth diHerent
from the one she sought: the heat emanating from the door of th e I ron
Works. At this point the first narrative reversal occurs, as the narrator
revises her account of how she got here. The revision is a rethinking of
memol1': a revisiting and re cognition of the past.
-

No, I remember now: there was something before that; there was a
sound-a sound that had stopped my feet in their going, and smote
me with a long shudder-a sound of hammers, beating, beating, beat
ing a terrific hail, momentarily faster and louder, and in between a
panting as of some great monster catching breath beneath the dliving
of that iron rain. Faster, faster-CLANG! A long reverberan t shriek!
The giant had rolled and shive red in his pain. Involunlarily I was
drawn down into the Valley of the Sound, words m uttering themselves
through my lips as I passed : "Forging, forging-what are they forging
there? Frankenstein makes his Monster. How the iron screams!" (4 10)
This first narnllive reversal calls attention to the possibility of not
h ea ri ng the sound of the sleeping giant-a sound that resonates with
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other aural images in de Cleyre's work: the low complaint of the sea at
the beginning of "The Hurricane"; the echoed moans in "Ut Sementem
Feceris" that become "the muuerings of fate." It resonates, too, with
other images of potentially explosive despair: the culminating image of
Our Lady of Pain in "Francisco Ferrer," who may one day set her own
lighlS in the darkness of plivation , and the culminating image of Samson
in "The Economic Tendency of Freethought": "The giant is blind, but
he's thin king: and his locks al'e gmwin g, fast" (7). All these are i mages of
a phenomenon that might be missed, or forgonen, by those who do not
share the most desperate opp ression; the narraLOr's decisive rerurn from
such a forgetfulness underlines that fact. One could forget this sound,
drift into i magin i ng the factory without imagin in g the trapped, expl osive
force inside it�without hearing the scream of torture. We did not hear
this at first; the narrator forgot it at first, but it is there; i t was there all
along: "No, I remember now. . . . "
The climax of the story reverberates with this sound of the explosive
revolutionary force building up in the factory�a representation that
reveals the forging of the workers' ultimate rebellion as the same process
by which the wealth produced in the fac tory is created. The hem's hlCe
is se nsi tive , pale. "Hard with the hardness of beaten iron" (4 1 1 ) . In
"Francisco Ferrer," the fact that Our Lady of Pain replaces the Virgin of
Toledo at the end of the lecture asserts an identity: the two are the same,
because the opulent f'igure of the Virgin of Toledo is produced by the
poverty of those whose hunger is figured in Our Lady of Pain. This is the
same identity expressed in "A Rocket of Iron": the identity bet\veen the
forging of the iron to produce wealth and the forging of the Man of
Iron---of his revolutionary resolve. The workers' hammering, hammer�
ing, hammering is Frankenstein's forging of his monster. The creation
of wealth is also the creation of poverty, and the creature, as in Franken
stein, may exact I·evenge. The iron screams and pants beneath the ham
mers; the workers who wield them, "like demons in the abyss" (41 I )
forced to carry out their own torture, may perhaps, by implication, carry
out their own revenge, as the monster did. The work exacted by the mas
ters is the forging at the same time of wealth and revolt, an im age orthe
fact lhat eventual retribution is always all eady implicit in injustice, which
sows its own seeds of destruction
After the rocket is cold the hem alone does not go back to work, but
"goes out into the fog and night," his heart overcome not only with "the
burden of the dying man" but "perhaps some mightier burden" (41 2 ) .
What this burden may be is perhaps implicit i n the similarities between
-

.
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de Cleyre's description of the factory and Zola's many comparisons of
the perpeLUal sound of the drain age pump in the mine to "the congested
breathing of a monster" (Germinal 7 ) , its "heavy, labored breathing"
analogous to the illness and growing desperation of the miners them
selves-"ceaselessly panting, night and day" (108). The description of de
Cleyre's hero, as well, recalls Zola's hero E tienne as he goes off into the
world to spread his revolutionary ideas at the end of the novel, and also
the more ambivalent figure ofSouvarine, the character Emma Goldman
was presumably describing when she said that Germinal tells of "the r.en
derness and kindness, the deep sympathy with hum an sul-fering, of . . .
men who close the chapter of their lives with a violent outbreak against
our system" ("Psychology" 8 1 -82). Souvarine, too, walks away at the end:
"In the distance his shadow shrank and melted into the darkness. He was
heading over there, into the unknown. He was calmly marching toward
extermination, toward any place where there was dynamite available to
blow up cities and men. He will su rely be there on that day when the
dying bourgeoisie will hear the pavement exploding under its every foot
Slep" (Zola 387).
Such echoes do not resolve, but heighten, the ambiguity of de
Cleyre's story. which, unlike Zola's massive novel, overwhelm i ng in its
relentJess sensory documentation of everyday oppression in the mines, is
only a glimpse into the bl�efest moment. of an ironworker's life. A sud
den shift into and out of the present tense reinforces both the power and
the evanescence of this mome n t as the man, transformed by his experi
ence, passes through our line of vision just after the accident:
half an hour. There would be weeping in three lit
tle homes; and one was dead, and one would die, and one would
crawl, a seared human stump, to the end of his weary days. . . . There
would be an entry on the company's books, and a brief line in the
newspapers next day. But the welding of the iron would go on, and
the man who gave his easy money for it would fancy he had paid for it,
nO! seeing the stiff figures in their graves, nor (he crippled beggar,
nor the broken hom es.
The rocket of iron is already cold; dull, inert, fireless, the black
fragments lie upon the floor whereon they lately rained their red
revenge. 00 with them what you will, you cannot undo their work.
The men are clearing way. Only he with the white face does not go
back to his place. Still set and silent he takes his coat, "presses his soft
hat down upon his tllick, damp locks," and goes out into the log and
It was all over in
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night. So close he passed me, I might have touched him; but he never
saw me. (SW4 1 2)
We are to imagine the man's heroism in resisting the masters of the
inferno, as he steps out for a moment into the present, and yet immedi
ately the narrative sinks into the past tense again:
FOI" one instant the shapely, boyish figure was in full light, then it van
ished away in t.he engulfing mist-the mist. which the vision of him
had made me forget For I knew I had seen a Man of Iron, illlo whose
soul the iron had driven, whose nerves were tempered as cold steel,
but behind whose still, impassive features slumbered a while-hot
heart. And others should see a rocket and a ruin, and feel the
Vengeance of Beaten Iron, before the mist comes and swallows all.
(41 2- 1 3)
The lines are prophetic, but in the future tense as seen from the past
"And others should . . . feel the Vengeance . . . . " Only the mist, which has
been associated from the beginning of the sketch with "that irresistible
fatality which will one day lay us all beneath the ice-death" (409) ,
remains i n a clear, unconditional future, its inevitability intensified by
the present-tense comes and .Hvallows: "befol"e the mist comes and swal
lows all." As if to confirm the import of this ominous past-tense
prophecy, there follows a line of asterisks and then another narrative
reversal: "I had forgotten! Upon that face, that young, fair face, so
smooth and fine that even the black smoke would not rest upon it, there
bloomed the roses of Early Death! Hot-house flowers!" (41 3 ) .
Forgetting plays a strange role in the reversals of this brief sketch. The
narrator came to the Iron Works in a move to affirm her humanity in fel
lowship \\�th other humans-but no, she forgot: actually she was dl"awn
there by the scream of iron and the pounding of hammers, the sOllnd of
the sleeping giant before the explosion. For a moment, the vision of the
Man of Iron made her forget the mist, emblem of mortality. She proph
esies the man's "Vengeance"-a loaded word in de Cleyre's repenoire,
figuring as it does at the end of her speech "November I I th" as a
metaphor for the Haymarket bomb (8). But no, she had forgotten: he
was about to die instead of doing some great deed. There will be no
vengeance, then? Or might all the reversals point to some further rever
sal that lies beyond the sketch-in the narr.ator's, or the reader's, future?
The narrator here plays the role of a witness who sees the workers indis-
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tinctly but feels their oppression vicariously as well as experiencing a
parallel sense of oppressive, claustrophobic mortality. From her misty
obsen'er's distance she must read the workers' lives as evidence of some
thing, but they are blurred to her vision-only the "pale drunken images
of facts, staggering against the invulnerable vapor" that walls her in and,
implicitly, separates her from them. Ifthey cannot be seen clearly, how
ever, they can be fel t empathetically: their ghostly shadow-lives in the
fog, metaphors for the draining of their lives by factory wOI'k, are trans
lated imo the narrator's recognition that her own hands are "cmiously
numb and inert," leading LO her question, "Had I, LOO, become a
shadow?" (409 ) .
The imagery recalls two passages from d e C1eyre's life: her joy in a
brief meeting in 1 9 1 1 Witll an "anarchistically" inclined working man,
A. Johanssen, whose vitality she contrasted with tile inaction of too many
Hamlet-like anarchists "sicklied o'er with the pale cast of thought" (letter
to Yanovsky, Mar. 29, 1 9 1 1 ) ; and her sense at the time of the Mexican
Revolution that some anarchists (herself included?) had been living "in
the clouds of theory," "helpless" LO act ("Report" 62). In the end the
reversals of "A Rockel of Iron" evoke the dange,'s of not hea"ing, of hear
ing and then forgetting, of imagining action but forgetting the forces
working abrainst it-and then perhaps finally, of lapsing again into the
foggy analysis of imperfixtly apprehended "facts" and a sense of one's
own numb hands.
Among the many functions of these shifts may be their represent.:"1tion
of de Cleyre's multiple relation to the tragedies of oppression and the
possibilities of resistance. The image 01" the observer's numb hands
evokes the helplessness of those living in clouds of theory; in addition,
the narrator is oppressed by a sense of mortality-a fact that, in the con
text of de Cleyre's life and work, may also evoke her premonition of the
briefness of her chance to make some diflel'ence in the world. By the
time she published this sketch in '902, Dyer Lum had long ago commit
ted suicide, and some of her promising students had, in a sense, faded
i11l0 the mist in other ways, by turning from their youthful anarchism
LOward a more satisfied life of material comforts. She renders one of
these incidents in her sketch from this same period, "Harry Levelin," a
long first-person narrative in the voice of a teacher whose poor immi
grant student struggles desperately for an education, finally goes LO med
ical school and gets an internship, writes gloriously of how much better
i t is to be a doctor than to tell working people at the end of a hard day
that they are slaves (i.e., than to be an anarchist speaker), and then dies
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of consumption just as his career is beginning. In a Haymarket speech in
1 900 she referred to the fact that activists like her and her comrades
tend to die young ("Our Martyred" 2 1 ) . Both de Cleyre's hope for, and
despair of, social transformation are thus present in "A Rocket of Iron,"
as well as a sense that it is hard to keep hope in one's line of vision. To
do so, one must forget mortality temporarily; it is possible to conce11lrate
so overwhelmingly on one's own sense of isolation and despair-or what
appear to be the elusive realities of this mortal coil-that one forgets to
hear the prophetic signs of revolution.
�Germinal!�
Throughout the narrative reversals of "A Rocket of Iron," which prob
lematize the possibilities of sllccessful resistance, one vision is consis
tently sustained: that of the violence at the core of the economic system,
which is responsible for the cold hell of "half-dismembered bodies
writhing in pain" (409) at the beginning of tlle sketch, for the fiery
explosion at its climax, and for the mortal disease of the hero at the end.
That vision of the present "order" as inherently, overwhelmingly violent
is one de Cleyre sustained throughout her life. It was because of it that
she saw public outrage at the supposed threat of anarchist "violence" as
a hypocritical deflection of attention from the real issue of human lib
erty: "it is not violence the ruling classes object to; for they themselves
rule by violence, and take with the strong hand at every door. It is the
social change they fear, the equalization of men" ("Our Martyred" 2 1 ) .
She was outraged at the pretense that it was force ilSelf the government
objected to:
""hat! These creatures who dlill men in the science of killing, who put
guns and clubs in hands they train to shoot and strike, who hail with
delight the latest inventions in explosives, who exult in the machine
that can kill the most with the least expenditure of energy, who
declare a war of extermination upon people who do not wa11l their
civilization, who ravish, and burn, and garrote and guillotine, and
hang, and electrocute, they have the impertinence to talk about the
unrighteousness afforce! ("Eleventh of November 1887" 1 70)
What wonder such a system should produce violence as its "fated fruit."
This perspective reflects the fact that, like so many of her contempo
raries, de Clcyre traced the inception of her anarchism to the Haymarket
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affair. \¥bether or not it w..t.s an anarchist who threw the bomb--as it may
well have been, and as de Cleyre herself may well have eventually
known'''-\\ras of little consequence to her overall analysis of the sources
of violence in the incident: the oppression that initiated the strike, the vio
lent retaliation against the strikers, the whole system of laws that could be
manipulated so easily to kill five men who had certainly not thl'Own the
bomb. "There will come a time," August Spies said just before he \\�..t.s
hanged, "when our silence will be more powerful than the voices you
strangle today!" (qtd. AVlich, AA 48). In the imagery of her speeches com
memorating the Haymarket martyrs, de Cleyre pictures their deaths again
and again as harbingers of a worldwide social transformation, the
fulfillment of the prophecy that these strangled voices will be heard.:::: In
her Haymarket speech "The Fruit of the Sacrifice" she pictured the buried
martyrs as buried revolutionary potential, awaiting inevitable resurrection:
"immortal seed lain genninating in the furrow" ( I ) . The word "germinat
ing" was undoubtedly intended to suggest germinal-an electrifying word
to de Cleyre and her contemporaries because of Zola's novel. It became
even more so two years after this speech, in 1897, when Michele Ant,riolillo
cried out, "Genninal!" just before he was garroted for assassinati ng Anto
nio Canovas del Castillo in revenge for the tortures of Monguich.
De Cleyre's poem "Germinal" and her short story "The Heart of Angi
olillo" render her admiration for his passionate response to injustice
after a group of those who had been tortured in MOnljuich came to Lon
don to expose its horrors to the world. Like Angiolillo, de Cleyre met
them, heard their stories in public and private, and saw their mutilations.
She read his act as a portent, a seed of the resistance that must follow
such oppression:
Germinal!-The Field of Mars is plowing,
And hard the steel that cuts, and hot the breath
Of the great Oxen, straining flanks and bowing
Beneath his goad, who guides the share of Death.
Germinal!-The Dragon's teeth are sowing,
.And stern and while the sower flings tlle seed
He shall not gather, though full swift the growing;
Str..t.ight down Death's furrow treads, and does not heed.
Genninal!-the Helmet Heads are springing
Far up the Field of Mars in gleaming files;
With wild war notes the bursting earth is ringing.
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Within his grave the sower sleeps, and smiles.
London, OcLOber, 1 897

Even the incessant erDambments in this poem express the sense of an
unstoppable force, as does its wild Romantic undercurrent, compressed
by the tight poetic fonn in a miming of the always only tempordry com
pression of the human \\�ll to freedom.
De Cleyre grew up hearing her mot.her's night.ly readings of Byron
(Avrich, AA 2.� ) , and she loved the poems of Swinburne, Poe, and Ferdi
nand Freiligrath. Like the word germinal, August Spies' prophecy, "We
are the birds orthe coming stonn," took deep root in her romantic imag
ination. What she said of Dyer Lum was equally tme of her, but with a dif
ference: "he believed in revolution as he believed in cyclones; when the
time comes for the cloud to burst it bursts, and so will burst the pent up
storm in the people when it can no longer be contained" ("Dyer D.
Lum," Freedom) . De Cleyre's vision of the field of Mars owes much to
Zola's naturalistic evocations of the spontaneous, uncontrolled and
uncontrollable rising up of the miners, whose misery has germinated
underground and breaks in a storm like fury. At the end of the novel we
realize this outburst was only a prelude:
On all sides seeds were swelling and stretching, thrusting through the
plain in search of warmth and light. There was a whispering rush of
overflowing sap, the sound of seeds spread in a great kiss. Again,
again, more and more distinctly, as if they LOO were rising LO the sur
face, [the miners] were continuing to hammer. . . . Men were spring
ing up--a black, avenging anny was slowly germinating in the furrows,
sprouting for the harvests of the coming century. And soon this ger
mination would sunder the earth. (Zola 428)
De Cleyre was moved by such images. Like Dyer Lum, she believed in
cyclones; unlike him, she did not therefore see violence as a moral
imperative for herself, although much of her work includes impas
sioned, prophetic warnings of the potentially violent results of violent
oppression. If the image of rhe cycle of violence begetting violence was
central LO de C1eyre's own advocacy of nonviolent methods, it was also
cenrral to rhe exultation she expressed again and again, especially in her
Mayday speeches and in many of her poems, at every revelation of the
natural law whereby those who sow the wind inevitably reap the whirl-
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\\�nd; a theme on which she played constant \�driations in every genre in
which she wrote: lecLUres, essays, poems, stories, leuers.'-t3 The wild hur
ricanes and furious storms, red lightning and cataclysmic upheavals,
tempestuous seas bursting through the sea wall-metaphors of revolt
that earned her Leonard Abbott' s praise as a "priestess of pity and
vengeance"-express an exultalll faith that human freedom is a tremen
dous, uncontainable natural force that will always reassert itself against
suppression. 24 Her statement that Lum believed in the ultimate bursting
of "the pem up storm" is followed by her own avowal: "So he believed,
and trusted in the hnure. And I who trust in his philosophy trusl lhat in
that fire-hued day the spirit of my beloved teacher and friend will burn
in the hearts of the strugglers for h'eedom, till it consumes away all tear,
all dependence, all the dross or our 'American slavery,' and leaves them
erect, proud, free, dauntless as he who has left to them the rich legacy of
a life of thought and work in their behalf' ("Dyer D. Lum," Freedom).
In general, de Cleyre's analysis of violence and its causes was part of
her larger view that true life, "a normal life," can exist only in a condition
of freedom, and that freedom is the natural element of the human spirit,
which will simply assert itself again and again until the fundamental
social and economic conditions that sustain freedom for every person on
earth are met: "Humanity is a seething, heaving mass of unease, tum
bling like surge over a slipping, sliding, shifting bottom; and thel'e will
never be any ease until a rock bottom of economic justice is reached"
("Mexican Revolution" 255)' Until then, as she said in "Direct Action,"
the class war
will go on as it has been going, in spite of all the hysteria which well
meaning people, who do not understand life and its necessities, may
manifest; in spite of all the shivering that timid leaders have done; in
spite of all the reactional), revenges that may be taken; in spite of all
the capital politicians make out of the situation. It will go on because
Life cries to live, and Property denies its freedom to live; and Life will
nOl submit. (242)
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Three

SEX SLAVERY
. . . tlu:n: is no n:fuge upon eal"th for the enslal'ed sex. RighI when: we an:,
there we must dig our trenches, and win or die.
-Voltairinc de Clcyrc,
"St;X Sbvny"

Theory and Practice

De Cleyre was not one of the great original theorists of anarchism at its
most general level, although many of her lectures are brilliant and
cogent syntheses of ideas drawn from her extensive reading of anarchist
theOl}'. She should be recognized, however, as a m�jor-perhaps the
major-theorist of anarchist feminism, despite the fact that she is almost
invariably overshadowed in feminist histories by the more charismatic
figure of Emma Goldman, whose ideas on women were in some respects
far less revolutionary. Whereas Goldman could refer LO "the innate crav
ing for mothedlood," for example, and describe "love fOI" a man" as
"life's greatest treasure" for a woman and "the right to give birth to a
child" as "her most glorious privilege" ("Tragedy" 2 1 g, 222), de Cleyre
rejected any essentialism that represented women in biological terms as
naturally one thing or another. She argued as well against the essential
ism that read the eifeCls of the social construction of men as the normal
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expression of their natures: "Little boys are laughed atas effeminate, silly
girl-boys if they want to make patchwork or play with a doll. Then when
they grow up, 'Oh! Men don't care for home or children as women do!'
Why should they, when the deliberate effort of your life has been to
crush that nature out of them" ("Sex Slavery" 355). While Goldman
emphasized the importance of the free and full expression of one's emo
tional nature, saying that "the most vital right is the right to love and be
loved" (224), de Cleyre never theorized freedom specifically in t.enns of
a fiJII access to love. Although she advocar.ed free love, she was painfully
alert to the danger that anarchist attempts to practice it might result in
reinscriptions of women's oppression, a subject Goldman does not dis
cuss. De Cleyre o�jeC[ed, for example, to any permanent domestic
arrangement between a woman and a man, whether it was oflicially des
ignated as marriage or not:
But it is neither a religious nor a civil ceremony that I refer to . . .
when I say that "those who marry do ill." The ceremony is only a form,
a ghost, a meatless shell. By maniage I mean the real thing, the per
manent relation of a man and a woman, sexual and economical,
whereby the preselH home and family life is maintained. I t is of no
importance to me whether this is a polygamous, polyandric, or
monogamous marriage, nor whether it was blessed by a priest, per
mitted by a magistrate, contraCled publicly or privately, or not con
tracted at all. It is the permanent dependent relationship which, I
affirm, is detrimental to the growth of individual character, and to
which I am unequivocally opposed. Now my opponents know where
to fmd me. ("They Who Marry" 502)
For official versions of marriage she had nothing but contempt: "Mar
riage is not in the interest of women. I t is a pledge h'om the marrying
man to the male half of society (women are not counted in the State),
that he will not shirk his responsibilities upon them! . . . I would strongly
advise every woman contemplating sexual union of any kind, never to
live together with the man you love, in the sense of renting a house or
rooms, and becoming his housekeeper" ("Woman Question" 108). The
depth of de Cleyre's opposition 10 "marriage" is revealed, paradoxically,
in the only one of her letters that could be tenned cynical, in a passage
no one to date has quoted in a discussion of her work. Writing to her
mother, she refers to having considered marriage to a man named Bent
ley for purely economic reasons.
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You ask me if I had married him would I have said: "All right, you
can have her, but not me too.'" No indeed. If I had married him I
would have done i t as a pure business transaction. That's all I ever
considered it. I would never, under any circumstances � a man I
loved. And I didn't want him for his person, but for his money. I only
would have married then, as a legal means of geLting the money. If I
could have got i tjust as well without marrying him, I'd have lived with
him that way But I knew who I was dealing with. And since I had
resigned principle and made up my mind r.o a bargain and sale busi
ness, I wasn't going to sell witholil surety for my bargain. And as for
what he did with himself after he paid me, what did I carc. He might
have had mistresses by the score for all of me.
For all that I intended to be square with my part of the bargain, and
would have done my best to have made his home pleasant.
Needless to go over the circumstances that got me in so degraded
a state of mind. You know how the fll1ances were; and perhaps, a little,
of how badly I wanted to write, which I could not do (and have never
since been able to do) for want of a little quiet security. But all that
was an old stOI)', and would not, ofiLself, have been sutficien l to break
down principles of action. It wasjust simply that I didn't see any use in
living anyhow so far as love was concerned. It didn't make much dif
ference to me who I lived with; and I thought I could make you and
Addie [her sister] a nice place to rest in after so many years of misel)'
I admit i t was a disgraceful state of mind to be in, and that no one ever
condemned that sort of thing more than I have. But that's the way it
was. (And I don't imagine the life would have been more unpleasant
than lots of people live either) . . . .
The idea of taking from one we love, is also an old point of dis
agreement, between you and me. . . . to me, any dependence, any
thing which destroys the complete seUhood of the individual, is in the
line of slavery, and destroys the pure spontaneity of love. I t is commu
nism, and communism, in any form, is revolting to me.-For the same
reason, while I would do away with the individual "home" with its
waste of forces (as Andrews says 1 2 matches, 1 2 little fires, 1 2 lillIe tea
kettles where one match, one stove one tea-kettle would do), and have
instead magnificent palaces, spacious grounds, all the glory of archi
tecture and sculpture, a theater in every house, a fine libral)" swim
ming rooms, bath-rooms, evel),thing on a large scale-I would also
have an arr.mgement where every individual should have a room, or
rooms for himself exclusively never subject to the intrusive familiari.

.
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ties of our present "family life." A "closet" where each could "pnl.y in
secret," withoUl some eH-e persons who "loves" .J:ft.e..RT him, assuming
the right to walk in and do as they please. And do you know I was
pleased beyond measure the other day to find that Wm. Godwin, the
great Eng. Philosopher, and Mary Wollstonecmft, mother of Mrs.
Shelley taught, and as far as possible pracrised the same thingjust 100
years ago. (Letter to mother, summer 1893)
"Andrews" in this passage is Stephen Pearl Andrews ( 1 8 1 2-1 886), an
abolitionist and early free love advocate, who extended Josiah Warren 's
guiding principle, "individual sovereignty" to the "Realm of the Affec
tion" (Sears 6 ) . Andrews advocated "the entire abolition of the institu
tion of Marriage as a legal tie to be maintained and perpetuated by
force"; his description of the present state of the family is especially rele
v'<lnt to de Cleyre's use of quotation marks around "home" and "family
life," similar to those she places around "order" in her sarcastic descrip
tions of the present social order in "The Economic Tendency." The pre
sent-day family, in Andrews's \�ew, is "a very hot-bed of selfishness, which,
while i t prO\�des for one's own children badly enough, permits the chil
dren of others, equally good, to stan'e at one's door, with the comfort
able assurance that the responsibility belongs with someone else." He
announced an imminent "grand social revolution" after which the peo
ple will live in palaces, and the nursery will be "a Unitary Institution, sci
entifically organized and adapted to the new social st.,He" (lette r to the
editor). Urging large nurseries run by professional childcare providers,
Andrews "sought the radical restructuring of domestic life in order to
dissolve the prevailing social bonds, so that pure and voluntaql links,
namely love and natur<ll attraction, could replace arbitrary ones" (Sears
248). The invocation of Andrews in this leller casts a perhaps intention
ally ironic ligh t on de C1eyre's confession that she once though t of mar
rying without love, purely for economic security and the chance to write
\\�thout worrying about supporting herself. Andrews had urged domestic
unions based on love alone: "Man and Woman who do love can live
together in Purity withoUl any mummeql at all" (qtd. Sears 6).
The scare quotes around "home" and "family" mark the extent to
which de C1eyre's views on the status of women in her society diverged
from mainstream gender ideology, as does her apparent plan at one
time to marry a man who might well turn out to be a philanderer, and to
marry him not for his "person"-that is, not for sexual attraction-but
for the economic security it would give her, the freedom it would give
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her in particular as a writer. Put this way, \\�thout the stress and emotion
with which de Cleyre's description of her state of mind at the time is
infused, her plan resembles exactly that put into action by many nine
teenth-century women; despite ideals of companionate marriage and
romantic passion, women's ability to support themselves was limited,
economic motivations were a critical factor in many women's decisions
to marry, and many wives saw men as unfortunately but inevilably
inclined to philander. Thus her analysis of this moment in her life, this
"degraded slate of mind," is part and parcel of all of her wriring on
women as victims of the present "order." The cynicism of her plan, but
also its embittered desperation, derives exactly from its dull acquies
cence to that order-a compromise, however, from which she was happy
to have backed ofT. She did so as well in another, even more striking case,
her decision that her child would be raised by his father, not by her.
Later in the same letter quoted above, de Cleyre refers twice quile
casually to this man, James Ellioll, a friend and former lover, by whom
she became pregnant in 1889, early in her Philadelphia years. She seems
to have considered an abortion and then rejected it on medical advice,
but rega."ded the baby as the father's ."esponsibility before its birth and
therefore as his responsibility afterwards (Marsh 1 30 ) . The available doc
uments do not enable us to discern the exact circumslances. De Cleyre
had been living with Elliolt at the time. Had he insisted on sex when de
Cleyre did not want it? Had he been responsible for birth comrol and
failed to use it? Did he talk her into trying the inaccurate version of the
rhythm method that was practiced then, and she got pregnant? Were
they practicing coitus interruptus, or one of the other nonorgasmic ver
sions of sexual contact popular among free lovers, and he lost self-con
trol? There is no way to know. What is clear is that not very long afler her
child's birth in June 1890, possibly in the throes of postpartum depres
sion, she left for Kansas, arri'�ng in November (lette." to mother, Nov.
16, 1890) and remaining to lecture and write for a year before returning
to Philadelphia. At that point the story becomes more murky. She is, for
example, referred to as ha'�ng essentially abandoned her child, and
there is no question that her letters rarely ask for or impart any news of
Harry; Marsh points out that not one of her extant letters even ."efers to
him before 1 906 ( 1 30 ) . In one famous incidem, indeed, she was asked
by her sister Addie if the child might come live with his aunt and be
raised by her, and de Cleyre replied, "It's nothing to me, what Elliott
does with his boy" (Avrich, AA 72-73). The language suggests, at least,
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that her anger toward the father who brought this child into the world
was permanent.
On the other hand, she maintained friendly and even affectionate
contact with Elliott and his mother, who raised the child down the hall
from de Cleyre in the rooming house where uley all lived for three years
until Elliott and his son moved to a nearby neighborhood in 1 894
(Marsh 1 30) , and she contributed child support for his brief effort to get
a technical education (which he basically wasted, she thought) as well as
auempting (unsuccesshlily) '-0 teach him piano. Despite these points of
COlllact, he supposedly did not know until he was fifteen that she was his
mother, a fact (if it is indeed a fact) that is puzzling since she gave him a
weekly allowance from (he lime he was ten (Avrich, AA 7 2 ) . He did even
tually learn of the relationship, and by all accounts became one of her
greatest admirers, taking her last name and naming his first daughter for
her (Avrich, AA 73). She obviously interacted with him; it is from him,
for example, that we know that Dyer Lum was the person who smuggled
the dynamite cigar with which Haymarket martyr Louis Lingg commit
ted suicide in his cell before his scheduled execution (Avrich, AA 64)
a fact, together with others he supplied aftel' her death, that implies at
least some long conversations. She wrote Alexander Berkman in July
1906 of a wonderful midnight trip to Valley Forge with "my youngster,"
who was quite possibly boarding with her: she speaks of both of them
having to get up early LO go to work the next day, and in a letter to her
mother of May 27, 1907, she refers to not having charged Harry rent
"since October." In the same letter she tells how HarlJ' has repaired her
mother's rocking chair several times, describes how he "came home radi
ant with the discovel), that there is a machine whereby a single man can
raise twenty tonsl" and refers to taking only part of the rent-money he
offered as "just part cancellation of an old debt"-her debt to him, per
haps? Latel', on August 1 5 , 1 9 1 I , she wrote to her sister, "It's all non
sense about Harry De Claire becoming a priest; he is an ignorant boy and
an alcoholic wreck; they wouldn't take him in for a minute."
Whatever her views of Han)" when de Cleyre was dying he accompa
nied her friend Nathan Navro to her bedside in the Chicago hospital.
Paul Avrich cautions against 'judg[ing] her lao harshly" under her per
sonal and hisLOrical circumstances, but one might caution also that it is
hard LO see, through the lens of her friends' and family's assumptions
about gender, exactly what the circumstances were. Without necessarily
defending whatever defense mechanisms de Cleyre used to justify her
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relations with Harry, it is also useful to ask with what degree of harshness
we would evaluate the behavior of a late-nineteenth-century father,
rather than a mother, who left his child with the mother and grand
mother to go on a long lecture tour several months after his child's birth,
returned to live in the same rooming house, supplied financial support
out of a meager salary used also (0 support an aging mother, went on
outings and shared confidences with his child, lived with him for a time
when the son was sixteen, died with him at his bedside, and was memo
rialized in a grandson's name.
Interestingly, we have de Cleyre's own evaluation of a father who
abandoned his whole family in order to pursue his work for the cause of
anarchism, N. H. Berman ("Burmin" in the manuscript from which I am
quoting) , a Russian nihilist who immigrated to the United States. In a
sketch after his death, de Cleyre tells how he "deserted all prospects and
personal responsibilities, to throw himself into what he conceived to be
the near-approaching social upheaval and regeneration of the world."
Convinced that the labor protests in the United States in the mid 1880s
were "the premonitory rumblings of the great International revolt, he
len position, h'iends, f�
l mily, wi thout a parting wOI"d, to bear his part in
what seemed to him the only thing of importance in this world, literally
'taking no thought of the morrow.' " The biblical allusion allies this rad
ical desertion of family with the radical di.sregard for earthly responsibil
ities that Jesus seems to have advocated (a sort of stamp of approval, if
not a disguised appeal to biblical authority for such behavior); on the
other hand, de Cleyre acknowledges that "to the ordinary mind" this
might seem an "almost cruel act." She gives Berman's answer to such
charges. from what we might assume was one of her own conversations
\\�th him: "Ah those liLLie ones at home, and the others-were there not
thousands just as innocent and helpless to whom I owed so much!" De
Cleyre painLs him, although in a generally positive light, as a fanalic
"fanatic offspring of the great fanatic nlCe" of revolutionary Russians
who martyred themselves for the cause, and as someone who, ordinarily
"tender and loving beyond the heart of common men," was nonetheless
"so indifferent to acLs of simple responsibility" as to act callous and even
vindictive to anyone (including even at times his lover de Cleyre?) who
seemed "derelict to the high demands of (he Social RevollHionary char
acter" ("N. H. Bunnin") . It is impossible to know how de C1eyre would
have compared this extreme case of insensitivity to family and friends,
which she seems to have experienced directly at times despite Bennan's
tenderness and love, with her own decision to leave Harry in the care of
his father.
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Manifestos

Margaret Marsh has pointed out that it is not advisable to analyze de
Cleyre's theoretical writings on women without understanding her per
sonal life ( 1 3 1 ) ; at the same time de Cleyre's views on women's oppres
sion should also be considered on their own merits, as critical contribu
tions to the history of feminist thoughl. De Cleyre has never been seen,
and probably did not see hel"self, primarily as a feminist theol"ist;' indeed
mOSI of her wrirings are not direcrly abouT. the woman question. Those
that are, however, are not only among the best articulations of the radi
cal feminist theories of her time (ideas she shared, for example, with
such figures as Lillian Harman, Angela Heywood, and Matilda Joslyn
Gage)," but also go beyond them in her analyses of women's oppression
as part of a larger system.
To begin with only one example, when de Cleyre \\�dS writing her
mother about Wollstonecraft and Godwin, she was involved in a
women's group, the Ladies' Liberal League, founded in 1892. Her lec
ture on this group in 1895 reveals that she joined after the initial act of
rebellion that inaugurated the group; thus, she was not olle of ilS
founders, as is sometimes suggested. However, her account indicates
that she helped to shape the organization significantly-perhaps, Marsh
has suggested, as a local Philadelphia counterpart of feminist Matilda
Joslyn Gage's Woman's National Liberal Union, for which she had lec
tured in Kansas from 1890 to 1891 (see Marsh 61-60). We might infer
from the group's name that de Cleyre's participation was, as Marsh says,
a short-lived elTort at coalition-building with nonanarchist feminists
( 6 1 ) ; like Gage she would probably have selected a name with the word
woman in it rather than lady, a term that reeked of the class system and
implied a decorous restraint instead of the tendency to "kick" that she
identifies as the Ladies' hallmark.
Nonetheless, she uses the name to humorous advantage in various
ways; indeed the lecture in general is an example of de Cleyre's wiLLier
style, beginning with her comparison of this short history to a huge two
volume work by religious-history scholar Ernest Renan ( 1 823-1892).
Some of herJewish students had given her this His/OJ)' oj/he People ojIsmel
for Christmas in 1 893, and she speaks of it glowingly in a letter to her
mother Van. 23 [ 1 894] ) . Her self:..comparison to Renan is partly self
deprecating humor; she is the "historian and prophet" of an obscure
three-year-old women's group in Philadelphia, while Renan's massive
scholarship engages the vexed question of science and religion in the
context of the long hisLOr;' of the Jews, linking their messianic hopes to
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his own prophetic hope for earthly justice "without a compensatory
heaven" (Wardman). Even so, the comparison has ilS serious side: like
Renan, de Cleyre speaks of science, history, andjustice, and like him she
is concerned with centuries of oppression. Renan argues that his great
su�ject is "of interest to the philosophic mind"; de Cleyre says hers is,
too---or if not, "so much the worse for the philosophic mind." This is
only halfajoke: one of her subjects is the hypocrisy of male freethinkers
who would happily claim a "philosophic mind" but have not devoted
much genuinely "ti·ee" thought to the topic of their own hereditary
authority over women.
De Cleyre defends the Ladies' "kicking" against that authority-first
and foremost, the authority of their male-dominated parent organiza
tion-from the ethical perspective implied in an image of sap climbing
upward to the flower, which she cites as Kropotkin's. The metaphor
appears i n his Anarchist Momlit)', as part of a quotation from ethical the
orist Jean-Marie Guyau ( 1 854-88) :
The moral sentiment of duty which each man has felt in his life, and
which it has been attempted to explain by evel"}' sort of mysticism, the
unconsciously anarchist Guyau says, "is nothing but a superabun
dance of life, which demands to be exercised, to hrive itself; at the
same time, it is the consciousness of a poweL"
All accumulated force creates a pressure upon the obstacles placed
before it. Power to act is dUl)1 to act. And all this moral "obligation" of
which so much has been said or wriLLen is reduced to the conception:

the condition oj the maintenance oj life is its exlJansion.
"The plant cannot prevent itself from flowering. Sometimes to
flower means to die. Never mind, the sap mounts all the same," con
cludes the young anarchist philosopher.
It is the same with the human being when he is full of force and
energy. Force accumulates in him. He expands his life. He gives with
out calculation, otherwise he could not live. If he must die like the
flower when it blooms, never mind. The sap rises, if sap there be.
Be strong. Overflow with emotional and intellectual energy, and
you will spread your intelligence, your love, your enerhry of action
broadcast among others! This is what all moral leaching comes to.
( 1 08-g)
De Cleyre's reference to this passage locates her anarchist feminism
in a context in which it has not been placed before-as a contribution to
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anarchist ethical theory. In her day as i n ours, feminist demands were
often seen as ungrateful, ungenerous, focused on petty desires for equity
in contexts that matter little in the larger scheme of things (but in which,
of course, men happen to have the advantage) . The second wave offem
inisLs refused to make the coffee for their comrades in the Civil RighLs
struggle; de C1eyre's Liberal Ladies refused to run the fund-raisers for
Liberal men. Indeed they resisted entirely the men's idea of what their
group should be-an old-fashioned "auxiliary," such as still exists i n
many women's ci,�c clubs of loday. The ladies refused lhis starus, de
C1cyre explains, bccause Lhey "love liberty and hale authority"-a senti
ment that inevitably expresses itself '''as the sap climbs upward to the
flower,' to make use of an illustration from Kropotkine." Considering
the context of this image in Kropotkin's argument, de Cleyre's allusion
to it implies that women's "non-submission, insubordination, rebellion,
revolt, revolution, . . . non-acquiescence to injustice" is not some petty
demand for what Kropotkin calls "mere equity," but springs from the
most profound moral impulse of human nature. This impulse is the
force that will ultimately bring about true equality, which he defines not
as equity alone but as "plenitude ofexistence" ( 1 05 ) for every indi,�dual.
American feminist Margaret Fuller had argued her case for women's
full access to the sources of life and happiness on the basis of one simple
fact; "human beings are not so constituted that they can live without
expansion" (36). De Clcyre's many exullant images of expansion and
release suggest that her feminism was based on a similar insight, similarly
derived from an excruciating personal sense of the "subordinated
crampcd circlc" circumscribing women's lives ("Why" 20). She would
have resonated strongly to Kropotkin 's vision of equality as "plenitude of
existence, the free development of all [one's] faculties," to his statement
that expansion is a fundamenLaI condition of life, and to his moral
imperative: "Overflow with emotional and intellectual energy . . spl-ead
your intelligence, your love, your energy of action broadcast among oth
ers" ( 1 05, 1°9). Her image of the sap rising in the flower associates the
rebellions of the Liberal "Ladies," in all their apparent insignificance,
with this great moral imperative-with the acts of those men and women
who, in Kropotkin's view, "make true morality, the only momli ty wonhy
the name" ( 1 08).
Thus, to undersland de C1cyre's contributions to feminist theory fully
in their historical context, it is necessary to place them in the broadest
contexts of anarchist theory such as Kropotkin's. It is also necessary to
see that de CIeyre's illlellectual inheritance as a late-nineteenth-century
_
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anarchist included a legacy of claims for sexual freedom and the rights
of women that began with Godwin, Paine, and Wollstonecraft in the late
eighteenth century and flowered, by way of various free-love movements
in the mid-nineteenth century, in the ideas of the "sex radicals.":! God
\\�n, as de Cleyre approvingly quotes, had described "the institution of
marriage" as "a system of ti'aud . . . law and the worst of all laws . . . . an
affair of properLy and the worst of all properties" (qtd. in "Anarchism in
Literatul"e" 1 4 1 ) . De Cleyre consistently refused any domestic arrange
ment that. looked like "the permanent dependenr. reiaT.ionship·' of mar
riage. In 1 897 she wrote to a lover, Samuel H. Gordon, in language that
recalls Wollstonecraft's description of married women as slaves, but also
suggests that the "enslavement" she experienced in some of her affairs
included a sense of bondage to her own leelings, and a desire, which she
wanted to resist, for exclusive possession (enslavement) of the beloved:
l[you want me back I shall come all the sooner if you treat me as a free
woman and not as a slave. Last summer I wanted to enslave you-at
least so much that my days and nights were tears because you pre
felTed other people to me, though theoretically I know I was wrong. I
will never, nevel' live that life again. It is not worth while tiuing at that
price. I would rather die here in England and never see your beauti
ful f�lce again than live to be the slave of my own affection for you. I
will never, let come what will, accept the condition of married slavery
again. I will not do things [or you; I will not live with you, [or if I do I
suffer the tortures of owning and being owned. (Qtd. Avrich, AA 84)
As this tonnented relationship with an anarchist who she felt wanted
to trdp her in "married slavery" makes clear, sexual freedom in the 18gos
did not necessarily imply a commitment to gender equality, any more
than it did in the 1 960s when it resurfaced along with anarchism as a
major cultural movement. Not all anarchists were feminists by any
means; indeed de Cleyre devoted some vigorous prose to attacking those
who were not-for example, in "Sex Slavery," "They Who Marry," "The
Heart of Angiolillo," "The Past and Future of the Ladies' L iberal
League," "The Gates of Freedom." But anarchists' opposition to the stale
meant that most rejected in the011', and many in practice. the state insti
tution of marriage. in favor ofvarious kinds of sexual and emotional rela
tionships-whether monogamous, "varietist," or serially monogamous
contracted freely between individuals. Most anarchists, at least in theory,
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applied their abhorrence of "supreme authority" ("Economic Ten
dency") in any form to an analysis of sexual relations and gender
arrangements, which they believed must be reconstituted on a revolu
tionary new basis. Most notable among these were the sex radicals asso
ciated with Moses Harman's periodical Lucifer, lhe Light-Beaur in Kansas
(later Chicago) and Ezra Heywood's The Word in Princeton.
This fundamental commitment did not imply agreement on details,
however, about which the I"eaders of Lucifer in particular engaged in
energetic dispUlation. What version of abstinence is best.-Alphaism
(sexual activity only lor procreation), or Oianaism ("frequent and free
sexual contact" in "affectional," rather than "passional" ways, "chaste
pleasure" without orgasm)?"' Is contraception liberatory for women or
only another avenue lor male domination? Is monogamy or varietism
preferable? (The letter to her mother quoted above suggests that de
Cleyre might not have objected to \�drietism, although she seems to have
practiced serial monogamy herself). With regard to the latter question,
R. B. Kerr contributed a sci-fi varietist allegory in which an irrational law
on the planet ofJupiter that no one may listen to more than one tune
stands in for the irrationality of late-nineteenth-century sexual morality.
In passing, Kerr also raises the issue of sexual education, one of the
major concerns of sex radicals:
. . . lhe young orJupiter are brought up in great ignorance. They are
closely watched, cannot go out after certain hours, and are only
allowed to read selected books which do not allude to music.
Al last when old enough, each JuP is taken into a large and gaily
decorated hall. In the center is a table covered with musical boxes
done up in frills of many colors, and each containing one piece of
music. From these the youngJup may choose one. Of course he can
not hear the diflerent tunes played over before choosing, but must
judge by the frills and the colors .
. . . Music being a wicked and forbidden thing, whatever concerns
it arouses the most breathless eXcileme11l in the breast of everybody.
Every eye, and every available eye-glass or opera glass, is fixed upon
the youngJup as he makes his choice. I f he hesitates, and looks first at
one box and then another, the onlookers wink and nudge their
neighbors, and it is whispered that the youth would like to hear more
than one tune if he dared, and who knows if he has not already heard
some music! (243)
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Kerr points the varietist monti, by way ofan earthly visitor's reprimand of
the Jups for their increasingly desperate and repressive restrictions on
the love of beautiful music: ''You kill each other in bloody wars, and
cheat and lie, and hate and oppress one another; butall these things can
be forgiven. The one unpardonable sin is to love a beautiful thing unlaw
fully. Would it not be well to get rid of some of the hatred in your planet
before you abolish any of the love?" (243).
Behind these LuciJerdebates, there was a set of metaquestions regal"d
ing who should be asking questions in the first place. Specifically, should
men be involved in discussions of sexual issues at all, or should they
"keep from the sex-question their profane and polluting touch"? To this
latter suggestion, by "Mrs. Whitehead," a reader named Lena Belton
protested on three grounds: the "sex-question" is no more sacred than
any other, women should not be regarded as "purer than men," and the
"sex problem" is important to both sexes. Further, """e have not got
down to 'bed-rock' until we have stripped the sex-question of its 'spiri
tual' incubus as well as of its ecclesiastical and other authorit.:'lrian
encumbrances"-a statement that shows why sex r.adicalism was so con
genial to analThists, and vice versa. On the same topic another reader,
Walter Hun, calls tor writers 10 "refrain from personalities" (as in Mrs.
Whitehead's ad hominem argument, presumably), and informs readers
that he has mel Mrs. Whitehead and finds her decidedly inclined to dog
matism. He recommends that those who devote their energies to sar
casm should turn them instead "to the promotion of the propaganda of
liberty and reason," and denounces Whitehead's imagery of pollution as
itself "a most pronounced profanity." Since humans are male and female
biologically, both must contribute to the solution of the "sex problem";
othenvise there may well be "a cessation of evolutionary process, and
Nature s reversion to the hermaphroditic form of the protoplasm"
(Lucifer, 3d ser. 7.24, 1 89-90). I ronically, Mrs. Whitehead was regarded
as profane by a quite different reader, the U.S. government, when her
anticontr.aception letter in another controversy became part of the case
against the editors of Lucifer tor "obscenity" (Sears 76).
De Cleyre contribmed to the Lucifer debate on the topic, "Why does
love die?" arguing in essence that the very question is a waste of time.
Love dies because everything dies; the death of love is simply natural,
although idealislS, more inclined than others to experience this death in
terms of" 'storm and stress' and bitter surrender," are also more likely to
"tIJI to galvanize the corpse" long after, and w·<l.ste their energies "shovel
-

'

-
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ing ashes upon a grdve." The image interestingly recalls that of "The Eco
nomic Tendency of Freethouglll," in which freethinkers are urged to
give up the old dead issues, cease "gathering the ashes of fires burnt out
two centuries ago," and move on from religious to economic questions.
The echo points to the close intertwining of questions of love, sexuality,
and economic justice in de C1eyre's anarchist feminist thought De
Cleyre urges those who mourn the death of love to move on to larger
views: "Have you nothing more in your heart than the desire to experi
ence an old thrill? Are there no injustices for you to protest againsr.? Are
there no ideals of a beller society for you to realize?" ("Death" 2 9 1 ) .
Lucifer was focused most specifically on the "sex problem," although in
an anarchist context; as in her speech to the freethinkers, de Cleyre
urges her audience to take the broadest view possible by attaining what
she calls here a vision of "the larger distances." In a sex-radical context
this means moving beyond the eye-to-eye contact of indi\�dual love rela
tions to "an ocean-sweep of thought," a vision that reflects "the eyes o[
the whole human race . . . the fathomless depths of even sympathy for all
that moves across the panorama of the world" (290).
Implicit in this critique of those who worry about why love dies is a
warning against the possibility that sex radicalism can be a dangerous
form of indi,�dualist anarchy-the kind she described in "The Philoso
phy of Selfishness." In "Death of Love" she allies herself with Lucifds
stands for sexual freedom, while nonetheless criticizing an obsessive
focus on sexuality as the primal}' issue of the day: "Freedom [or sex, I will
call with you, as I have ever done; and if there are Sapphos among us,
why let them 'bum down to the socket' with that driveling idea of soak
ing one's individuality forever in the individuality of some body or bod
ies. But the most of mankind are not so. Let such realize that freedom
for sex does not mean one must always be worl}'ing about his sexual exis
tence" ( 29 1 ) . The acerbic tone bespeaks de C1eyre's personal history of
"storm and stress" with regard to the "sex problem," which included the
relationship with Gordon, in which both took poison after an argument,
as well as the relationship with Ellion that ended in pregnancy. At the
same time it bespeaks her philosophical distance from those who, like
Goldman, exalted the free sex l'e1ation as a p..imary avenue of freedom,
or who made it the center of their focus as did the writers in LUCife1; the
"you" from whom de C1eyre seems to be distinguishing herself in this
passage}'
Whatever the differences among subscribers to Lucife!; the content of
their disputes points (Q what the sex radicals, including de C1eyre, lcr-
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vently agreed on, and for which some of them were willing to go to jail:
sexuality, the human body, and birth control should be discussed openly
without any "authoritarian encumbrances"; the resolution of the "sex
question" is integral to the establishment of freedom in human rela
tions; sex education is crucial to the health and well-being of women and
men; the freedom to live a full and fulfilled life includes the free enjoy
ment of the body, without ignorance, fear, and repression. In addition,
women's freedom, sexual and otherwise, depends on the "superior right
of woman to comrol in all mauers pertaining 1.0 sex" (/.uCifl!r, Nov. 26,
1 886, qtd. Sears 1 03). The woman must be free to say yes or no in every
context, including marriage, because it is the woman who can be forced.
Further, a woman who has been forced is no more impure, as E. C.
Walker wrote, "than a man whose watch has been stolen is morally
degraded" (74). Among anarchist sex radicals, the minor disputes, how
ever hotly contested, were also grounded in a clear agreement, at least,
about what the important questions were: With regard to love and sexu
ality. what ideas and practices will liberate women from "sex slavery" to
men, and liberate human sexuality in general from the repressive con
trol of church and state? Concomitantly (and it is here that the unfortu
nate entanglement of the birth-control movement with eugenics has its
roots) , what sexual practices, and ideas about sexuality, will insure the
birth of free and healthy individuals able cast off the shackles of wage
slavel1'? Some of the physiological theory behind sex-radical ideas
included the notion that the physical, mental, and moral health of the
child depends on the mother's emotional state at conception. If the
mother was not engaging in the act of sex freely. the child would be phys
ically and intellectually weak, perhaps with criminal tendencies (Sears
1 2I).
I n a whole society based on the suppression of women and the distor
tion of sexuality, there would be many such physically, intellectually, and
morally stunted individuals; hence de Cleyre's references, in "Sex Slav
ery," to the "disease, stupidity, criminality" (347) of children born in
supposedly legitimate and virtuous marriages but, by implication, begot
ten through the "lust" of the father and the sex slavery of the mother. In
the words of the editor, Moses Harman, the motive for his most coura
geous stands-those that landed him in jail for "obscenity"-was a belief
"that woman, through prenatal impression, could make her child strong
or weak, could make it symmetrical or deformed, could make it a
philosopher or an idiot, could make it a 'degenerate' of the lowest type
or build it so well that it would need no regeneration . . . woman's primal
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right to self-ownership, in marriage as well as out, should never be
denied her, this in the imerest of the unborn even more emphatically
than as a maller of justice or humanity to woman herself' ("Supposed
Prenatal Influence" 290). To create a free society. then, mothers must
be free in general; in particular, they must be free in their choice to have
or not have sexual intercourse, and free to decide whether any particu
lar act of intercourse will produce children. The intervention of the state
in sexual maners, including marriage, was seen in this light not only as
an intrusion on selt�sovereignry but. as a hindrance 1.0 evolution: in anar
chist/sex-radical Ezra Hey\'vood's words, "since evel), human being has a
clear right to be well-born, the marriage institution is a State Intrusion
which destroys love, hinders intelligent reproduction, causes domestic
discord, and enenrates, cornlpts and poisons the sources of life" ( The
Word, April 1 875, qtd. Sears 120). The emphatic rejection here of any
external regulation of private sexual matters is one reason why the anar
chist sex-radical focus on women's freedoms of sexuality and reproduc
tive choice should not be confused ,vith more popular, nonanarchist
manifestations of eugenics ideas based in ule same pseudoscience.6 Fur
ther, an anarchist argumenl that unfi'ee mothel"S are used to reproduce
an unjust society could of course be made without recourse to eugenics;
indeed de Cleyre, like some other readers of LuciJe1� argued ag-dinst a
focus on eugenicist explanations that turned attention away from sys
temic social and economic oppression (de Cleyre, Lucifer, Apr. 6, 1 8g8,
cited Sears 1 26).i
Whatever her disagreements with the editor and readers of Lucifer on
various issues, it provided a venue for one of de Cleyre's most important
anarchist feminist manifestos, "The Gates of Freedom," originally a lec
ture delivered in Kansas in 1 891 at a Libenl.l convention. In de Cleyre's
writings on the woman question, recognizing the pattern of allusions is
often a key to her most important arguments. "The Gates of Freedom" is
a case in point, framed as it is by allusions to two ve!)' particular invoca
tions offreedom: .James Russell Lowell's abolitionist poem "The Present
Crisis" ( 1 844) and Olive Schreiner's feminist allegory, "Three Dreams in
a Desert" ( 1 882/87). In the middle is another key allusion, to "Our
Fathers Are Pnlying for Pauper Pay" ( 1 854) by working-class English
poet Gerald Massey. De Cleyre's freethinking audience would have
known these works, as well as the theories of Proudhon and WolI
stonecraft that underpin her argument. However, as always when she
spoke to freethinking or anarchist audiences, she was conscious that
many progressive men had not consistently applied their general read-
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ing on freedom to the question of women; thus she addresses herself to
those who know Proudhon 's dictum that "Property is theft" but who may
not have not considered one "ugly actuality": women are property. In
particular she aLLacks an article by Edward Drinker Cope ( 1 840-- 1 897),
a paleontologist and Lamarckian evolutionist. Cope remained on her list
of targelS for some time; the Ladies' Liberal League invi ted him to speak
in 1 893, and de Cleyre's sarcastic account of his explanation that women
do not deserve eq ual i ty because their bones are infel'iol' provides an
amusing moment in her history of the group. A narc in the Pennsylvania
Nationalist for December 23, 1 893, reveals thal de Cleyre probably gave
him a run for his money in person as well: "Don't miss hearing Miss de
Cleyre next Tuesday evening at L. L.L. Ridge Ave. and Green St. She
will undoubtedly 'go' in a lively manner lor Prof. Cope's 'scalp.' We
hope Profs adherenlS will be there in force, it will make a lively time, for
the lady is a logician with oratorical ability." The freethinking editor who
published Cope's article in the Monist, Paul Carus, also publ.ished de
Cleyre's "Ut Sementem Feceris" and "The Philosophy of Selfishness" in
his periodical Open Cow'l-a good indicator of the diversity of opinions
on "the woman question" to be found even in the most advanced cil'Cles.
Although freethought and anarchist periodicals were imponalH venues
for feminism, they were also replete with sexist articles such as Cope's, an
indication of the challenge anarchist feminists faced in dialogue even
with supposedly freethinking men.
It is this challenge de Cleyre takes on as she opens her lecture, which,
like "The Economic Tendency of Freethought" the year before, is
designed to force a complacent liberal audience to see that in some ways
they are unwittingly locked in the past. As in that lecture, she begins with
a famolls "text"-this time from Lowell's "The Present Crisis." For an
audience steeped in the legacy of antislavery, there was no need to cite
the eminent New England author of the famous line "They have rights
who dare maintain them." Indeed the brief quotation would have
evoked the whole context: Lowell'sjeremiad against those who fetishize
the creeds of past iconoclasts-the Mayflower Pilgrims, for example
but are ready to burn their present-day counterparts at the stake.
'

'

Worshippers of light ancestral make the preselH light a crime;
Was the Maynower launched by cowards, steered by men behind
their time?
Turn those tracks toward Past or Future, that make Plymouth Rock
sublime?
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They were men of present valor, stalwart old iconoclasts,
Unconvinced by axe or gibbet that all vinue was the Past's;
But we make their truth our falsehood, thinking that hath made us
free,
Hoarding it in mouldy parchments, while our tender spirits flee
The rude grasp of that great Impulse which drove them across the
sea.
They have righlS who dare maintain them; we are traitors to our
Sires,
Smothering in their holy ashes Freedom's new-lit altar-fires;
Shall we make their creed ourjailer? Shall we, in our haste to slay,
From the tombs of the old prophets sleal lhe funeral lamps away
To light up the ma'"lyr-fagots round the prophets of to-day?
New occasions teach new duties; Time makes ancient good uncouth;
They must upward still, and onward, who would keep abreast of
Truth;
La, before us gleam her camp-firesl we ourselves must Pilgrims be,
Launch our Mayflower, and steer boldly through the desperate
winter sea,
Nor attempt the Future's portal with the Past's blood-rusted key.
(68)
Although Lowell was not a freethinker, his insistence that the new-lit
altar-fires of freedom are being smothered by appeals to what counted
for freedom in the past articulated well the freethinkers' insistence on
finding truth for themselves. De Cleyre appropriates Lowell's lines even
more specifically for anarchist feminism, as a \\�<l.rning to those who w<l.nt
to create a new world without new views on women. The allusion to Low
ell's vision of Truth-seekers' pl"ogress "upwa,"d still, and onward" sounds
the first note of de Cleyre's eventual appeal, by way of evolutionary the
ory and the new science of "sociology," La the idea that "justice is pro
gressive!"
De Cleyre associates the drive toward justice with what another poet,
Gerald Massey, had called "the might of the inward 'mus/" in a poem
that begins with an allusion to Shakespeare's /-Ien1)' VI: "The smallest
worm will turn, being trodden on," De Cleyre alluded to this line in the
title of her poetry collection The W017n Turns ( 1 900) and i n her great
speech "On Liberty," only one indication of her poetic kinship with
Massey. His poem opens, "Sminen SlOnes will talk with fielY lOngues, /
'"
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And the wonn, when trodden, will turn," and moves toward
action that ends with a reference to sex slavery:

a

call for

"''he n the heart of one-half the world doth beat
Akin to the brave and the true,
And a tramp of Democracy's earthquake feet
Goes thrilling the wide world through,
We should not be living in darkness and dust,
And dying like slaves in t.he night;
But, big with the might of the inward "must, "
We should battle for freedom and right!
For our Fathers are praying for Pauper pay,
Our Mothers with Death's kiss are white;
Our sons are the rich man's Serfs by day.
And our Daughters his Slaves by night.

Sex slavery is of COUI"se al the heart of de C1eyre's own cry forjustice,
which centers on the sex-radical argument for woman's "freedom 10 con
trol her own person." Here the other allusion that frames the essay
appears: South Afl�can feminist Olive Schreiner's powerful allegory of
woman's physical subjection, from "Three Dreams in a Desert" ( 1 882 ) .
As tile first dream opens, the first-person narrator looks across a vast
desert at two distant figures. One stands; another lies with a huge burden
on its back, "and the sand was thick about it, so that it seemed to have
piled over it [or centuries." A dream-guide beside tile narrator explains
that this creature l)�ng on the sand "is woman; she that bears men in her
body." No one since the time of "the oldest recorded memory" has ever
seen her move, but her foolprin Ls in the ancient clay nearby reveal that
once she "wandered free over the rocks" with her companion, the man
beside her. The interpreter explains that "ages ago the Age-of-dominion
of�muscular-force found her, and when she stooped low to give suck to
her young, and her back was broad, he put his burden of subjection on
to it, and tied it on ,vith the broad band of Inevitable Necessity " Since
then she has lain there: "And I looked and saw in her eyes (he terrible
patience of the cen turies; the ground was wet with her tears, and her nos
trils blew up the sand."
Why doesn't the man beside her simply leave and go on without her?
the dreamer asks, and the interpreter poilHs: the man cannot move
.
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either, but does not know the reason-another band, which binds him
to the woman on the ground. As the narraLOr watches, the cord lYing the
burden to the woman is broken asunder, the burden rolls from the
woman's back, and the interpreLer explains that the use of the brain
instead of muscles for survival in the new age of machines is responsible:
"The Age-of�muscular-force is dead. The Age-of�nervous-force has killed
him with the knife he holds in his hand, and with that knife of Mechani
cal Invention he has cut the band that bound the burden to her back." A
light comes into the woman's eyes and she raises her head. The dreamer
watches:
And I saw the creature struggle: and the drops slOod out on her.
And I said, "Surely he who slands beside her will help her?"
And he beside me answered, "He cannot help her: she must help
herself. Let her struggle till she is strong."
And I cried, "AI least he will not hinder her! See, he moves farther
from her, and tightens the cord between them, and he drags her down."
And he answered, "He does not understand. When she moves she
draws the band that binds them, and hurlS him, and he moves farther
from her. The day will come when he will undersland, and will know
what she is doing. Let her once stagger on to her knees. In that day he
will sland close to her, and look into her eyes with sympathy."
And she su·etched her neck, and the drops fell from her. And the
creature rose an inch from the earth and sank back.
And I cried, "Oh, she is too weak! she cannot walk! The long years
have taken all her strength from her. Can she never move?"
And he answered me, "See the light in her eyes!"
And slowly the creature staggered on to its knees.
And I awoke . . . (68-75)
The first dream thus allegorizes woman's bodily oppression, man's
inevitable bond to her, her liberation through the end of the evolution
ary necessity for the dominance of sheer muscle-power and, hence, the
end orman's domination over woman. I t is followed by a second allegory
of a woman seeking the way to the Land of Freedom beyond a rive.· she
may never get lO cross, and then by a third vision:
I dreamed I saw a land. And on the hills walked brave women and
brave men, hand in hand. And they looked into each other's eyes, and
they were not afraid.
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And I saw the women also hold each other's hands.
And I said to him beside me, "What place is this?"
And he said, "This is heaven."
And I said, "''''here is it?"
And he answered, "On earth."
And I said, "When shall these things be?"
And he answered, " I N THE FUTURE. " (83)
The word "Freedom" in de Cleyre's ride suggesTs borh the cont.ext of
the Lowell poem-abolition and, hence. what she calls here "the aboli
tion of woman's slavery"-and also the context of Schreiner's visional)'
search for gender equality. De C1eyre concludes with what her audience
would have recognized as a reworking of Schreiner's allegory, creating a
fourth vision to go between the end of the first dream-the moment
when Schreiner's figure struggles to her knees after her long wait for
freedom-and the beginning of the next, when we find her, or another
similar woman, arriving at a river, the last barrier between her and the
Land of Freedom. In the interstice between the two dreams, de Cleyre
imagines, this lime in an American landscape, "the figure ofa giantess, a
lonely figure out in the desolate prai rie with nothing over hn but [he
gray sky, and no light upon her face but the chill pallor ohhe morning."
The image recalls one of her favorites from another Schreiner work:
the "gray dawn" that presides over the feminist heroine's death at the
end of The Slol)' ojan Afiican Farm ( 1 883) . Early in the book this heroine,
Lyndall, articulates a social-constructionist version of feminism very dose
to de C1eyre's and similarly innected with the ideas of Wollstonecraft,
arguing that the world says to men, ''''''ork!'' and to women, "Seem!" Lyn
dall sees women's supposed biological nature as a social effect, produced
by the gendered aspeclS of childrearing: "We fit our sphere as a Chinese
woman's foot filS her shoe, exactly, as though God had made both-and
yet he knows nothing of either" (pl. 2 , chap. 4). Lyndall's struggles to
define herself outside of gender norms, including norms for sexual
m orality, end in mortal illness after childbirth . In her delirium near [he
end, she begs her lover to keep the shutter closed against the "Grey
Dawn " the only thing she has ever feared-and which does indeed
finally signal her death (pl. 2, chap. 1 2 ) . De C1eyre would probably have
read this ending in the light of a favorite passage from the "Three
Dreams," in the dream of the woman on the riverbank, looking toward
the Land of Freedom on the other side. An allegorical figure of Reason
explains that those who create a path to the edge of the nver, even
,
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though they die without achieving their goal, in time create a bridge of
bodies. She asks, "Over that bridge which shall be buill with our bodies,
who will pass?" and he answers, "The entire human race" (82-83) .
De Cleyre's image of the giantess alone on the prairie with the gnty
sky above her and "the chill pallor of the morning on her face" signifies
a new beginning rather than an end, bm the evocation of Schreiner also
evokes some ominous undertones. In The StOl)' of an A/liean Farm Lyndall
may triumph psychologically but she also dies, and the gray dawn she
dreaded creeps in over her dead face at the end; likewise, in "Three
Dreams" the woman seeking the Land of Freedom will die at the river's
edge without attaining her goaL Even so, in the bittersweet metaphor de
Cieyre admired, the seeker at the liver will not die in vain; she will be
part of the "bridge of bodies" across which all humanity will finally pass
to the new heaven on earth.
If "The Gates of Freedom" sets forth de Cleyre's cautiously optimistic
feminism, another long manifesto, "The Case ofWoman vs. Orthodoxy,"
reflects the deep basis of that optimism in a material analysis of women's
lives. This lecture appears on the front page of the Boston Investigator for
September I g, I 8g6 , just below the masthead: a picture of the Thomas
Paine Memorial Building, beneath which are the motto "Devoted to the
Development and Promotion of Universal Mental Liberty" and a selec
tion of books identified by authors' names, includingJeflerson, Hobbes,
Ingersoll (a prominent amhor of winy "Infidel" commelHaries on the
Bible), and-the one book thal is open-Paine. In keeping with this dis
play of freethought scriptures, de Cleyre opens her lecture "The Case of
Woman vs. Orthodoxy" with a disapproving quotation from Gen. 3: 1 6God's announcement of Eve's penalty for eating the fruit of the forbid
den tree in the Garden of Eden.
De Cleyre would have been interested in the contemporary debate
over this passage, tl"aditionally a cornerstone ofChlistian arguments that
God decreed woman's subjection to man. Among those who had
recently weighed in on the feminist freethought side were the authors of
The Woman:� Bible, published in 1 892 and 1 8g5 by Elizabeth Cady Stan
ton and a comminee including Lillie Devereux Blake, a radical feminist
de Cleyre cited in a letter to her sisler (Jan. 1 6, 1 888). Stanton pointed
to "the courage, the dignity, and the lofty ambition" of Eve in the scene
with the templer, who "roused in the woman lhat intense thirst for
knowledge, that the simple pleasures of picking OO\vers and talking with
Adam did not satisfy." After this noble portrait, "The curse pronounced
on woman is insened in an unfriendly spirit to justify her degradation
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and subjection to man." Slanton continues with some matter-of-fact
practical advice for avoiding the "sorrow" referred to in the curse: "With
obedience to the laws of health, diet, dress, and exercise, the period of
maternity should be one of added vigor in both body and mind, a per
fectly natural operation should nOl be aLLended with suffering." She con
cludes briskly, "We hear the opinion often expressed, that woman always
has, and always will be in subjection. Neither assertion is true. She
enjoyed unlimited individual freedom for many centuries, and the
evellls of r.he present day all poinr. 10 her speedy emancipation." Blake
follows with a commentary comparing E.ve's conduct and lhe "dastardly"
conduct of Adam: "Had he been the representative of the divinely
appointed head in married life, he assuredly would have taken upon
himself the burden of the discussion with the serpent, but no, he is silent
in this crisis of their fate. Having had the command from God himself he
inte'lloses no word of warning or remonstrance, but lakes the fruit from
the hand of his wife without a protest. " Of the supposed "curse" that Eve
shall be subject to Adam's rule, Blake asks, "Is it not rather a predic
tion?"-one, she says, that has indeed been accurate (24-27).
De Cleyre begins "The Case of Woman" wi th the questi on as to wit)'
this prediction has been accurate: why have women accepted this "doom
of the gods" without rebelling? Both her answer and her oppositional
prediction of sweeping, imminent change are grounded in an analysis of
historical changes in women's material conditions. She considers the
story told in Genesis 38, for example, in which the patriarc h Judah has
sex with a woman he assumes is a harlot, not realizing it is his widowed
daughter-in-law Tamar, who is tricking him into giving her a child-and
some tokens that will identify him-after he failed to follow through on
his promise to mar')' her to his son Shuah. Informed later that his
daughter-in-law is "with child by whoredom," he orders her to be
"burnt," but she produces the tokens and is saved. De Cleyre 's point is
that Judah is ready Lo burn his daughter-in-law for being a harlot, but
sees his visit to a harlot (as it turns out, the very sallle "harlot") as of no
moral consequence. She concludes that (he pressure to reproduce, cre
ated by the dire material conditions of the time and place, forced Tamar
and others like her in the Bible to defy even the seventh commandment
in order to fulfill the command to "be fruitful and muiliply."
In the course of emphasizing the importance of material forces in the
social evolution of gender roles and relations, de Cleyre aims some
atlacks at the "orthodox" whose focus is on the spiritual instead. Her
assault on orthodoxy climaxes in a critique of Proverbs 3 1-a chapter no
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one with a sense of humor will want to miss, she says. The irreverent
Bible commelllary that follows was a son of blasphemous frcethought
genre, practiced by the "infidel" Robert Ingersoll (whose book graces
the Investigator masthead above de Cleyre's article), the authors of The
Woman's Bible (as i n the passage above) , and sometimes, in milder form,
by Mark Twain. A typical example is Ingersoll's account of the Creation:
"After the sleep fell upon this man, the Supreme Being took a rib, or as
the French would call it, a cutlet, and from thaL he made a woman"
("I .iberty") . Rereading t.he famous praise of t.he woman whose price is
above rubies in a similar fashion, de Cieyre looks for the material reality
masked by the scripture writer's praise, beginning with the word "price"
and proceeding with a detection, between the lines, of the slavish role
this woman really plays in her family. Her scorn for the scripture writer's
spiritualizing of the perfect wife's so evidently material value reveals the
tight connection between her theorizing of religion and her theorizing
of women's condition, which is clearly a version of materialist (although
not Marxist) feminism.
This focus on materiality, inevitably tied to an interest in evolutionary
theol1' f(H" de Cieyre's generation of h"eethinkel"s and anarchisLs, also
characterizes her last great feminist manifesto, "They Who Marry 00 Ill"
(1907). TogetJler with "Sex Slavery," "The Case of Woman vs. Ortho
doxy," and "The Gates of Freedom," this essay l ays out the fundamentals
of her anarchist feminism; it also exemplifies her skill at analyzing con
nections among the psychological, material, and sexual oppressions of
women. In the course of the argument she advocates free love, birth con
trol, healthy recognition and fulfillment of women's sexual desire, and a
view of evolution based on a role for "consciousness" in determining
which gender relations will be adaptive for social progress toward indi
vidual liberty. All of these positions locate her very precisely in the con
text of current debates not only between prog,"essive and con servative
thinkers, but among freethinkers themselves.
First, the argument is informed both by de Cleyre's particular views
on evolmion and by disagreement with those who hold other views, espe
cially on the relation of evolmion to gender norms. Her starting poilll
defines hel" ethical position as part of her belief in evolutionary theory:
"there is no absolute right or wrong; there is only a relativity, depending
upon the continuously though very slowly altering condition of a social
race in respect to the rest of the world." The definition of "right"-as
identified by "the successful conduct of social beings"--depends on what
sen'es a society's changing need, which "lor the most pan" results from
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"unconscious response" to environmental pressures. At this point, how
ever. she diverges from Thomas Henry Huxley. Karl Roben Eduard von
Hartmann, and her old mentor/lover Dyer D. Lum (writers on evolution
\\�lh whom she fonnerly agreed) by claiming a role for "consciousness"
in the evolutionary direction of human socieLy (500). This claim is criti
cal to her feminism; without asserting a role for conscious choice in "the
course of social development" (500) it would be difficult to counter her
opponents' arguments-also based on evolutional1' theory-that cur
rem gender arrangements are by definirion r.he best adaptations to cur
rent environmental conditions. Having asserted the role of conscious
ness "in the decision of social problems" (50 1 ) de Cleyre acknowledges
that marriage did serve to maimain a previous social order based on the
class system, but she dismantles the argument that current gender
arrangements serve society well in its present progm.sive tendenC)" which is
toward the creation of a tmly free individual as a basis for social order.
But what if a marriage is happy? Marriage does not promote individ
ual growth and development; thus, from "the viewpoint that the object
of life should be the development ofindi\�dualily," those happy i n mar
riage "have lived less successfully than many who may not have lived so
happily." In this insistence on liberty rather than happiness as the cmcial
determinant of a successful life de Cleyre anticipates in some ways the
position of Simone de Beauvoir some forty years later, when she
declared her interest "in the fortunes of the individual as defined, not in
terms of happiness hut in terms of freedom" (xxxiv).
In addition to locating de Cleyre i n tenus of a debate about gender
and evolution, "They Who Marry" also contributes to a sex-radical
debate on marriage, a hot topic in freethought and anarchist circles.
Some sex radicals chose to marry; Moses Harman's daughter Lillian, for
example, married Edwin Walker (the E. C. Walker referred to above)
but in a ceremony so iconoclastic that they were both imprisoned imme
diately for "unlawfully and feloniously" cohabiting without being legally
married. Part of the marriage ceremony involved this declaration by
Walker: "Lillian is and will continue to be as free to repulse any and all
advances of mine as she has been heretofore. In joining with me in this
love and labor union, she has not alienated a single natural right. She
remains sovereign of herself, as I of myself and we . . . repudiate all pow
ers legally conferred upon husbands and wives" (qtd. Sears 85).
Although this position was radical enough for the freethought paper
Truth Seeker, which commended the couple, from an anarchist point of
view marriage raised the question of the dangers of participation in insti-
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tutions established by the church and state-by definition sources of vio
lence and oppression. Benjamin Tucker's Liberty therefore attacked the
couple for betraying anarchism by calling their union a "marriage" and
attempting in court to establish its legality (Sears 85-86, 102). Although
de Cleyre does not refer directly to this incident, "They Who Man)' Do
Ill" is her contribLHion to the anarchist/sex-radical debate on marriage,
played out in this speech as part of an actual debate with an opponent
who argued that "They Who Man), Do Well." De Cleyre, characteristi
cally, extends the t.erm 11Ian-iage to include all de facr.o marriages entered
into by such couples as Harman and Walker-or, more tragically, David
and Effie i n "The Heart of Angiolillo," a story about the connections of
sex slave!), and wage slavery in an anarchist couple's failed anempt at
free love.
Sex Slavery and Wage Slavery

From de Cleyre's perspective, achieving Kropotkin's "plenitude of exis
tence" or Schreiner's "Land of Freedom" depended integrally on the
elimination of "sex slavery" as one of the underpinnings of the current
social order. In her anarchist-sex-radical view, sex slavery was inexllicably
intertwined with "wage slavel),," a term that dated, in the Amelican con
text, to the 1 830S and was widespread beginning in the 1 870S in the
aftermath of the Civil "Var (Avrich, fiT 1 9) . De C1eyre analyzed their
connection with particular subtlety. In the first place, she saw tile repres
sion of a healthy enjoyment of the body as one aspect of the physical sub
jeClion of workers that was necessary to the continued exploitation of
their labor. Her sketch "The Sorrows of tile Body" portrays the physical
and psychological consequences of internalizing the church and staLe
ideology that makes a hierarchical division of soul and body, which, she
said elsewhere, are not even separ.ate: in tj·eethought,
souls are no longer perceived as monarchs of bodies laying down all
manner of laws for the bringing into su�iection of the physical mem
bers, but rather soul, or mind, or whatever name may be given to the
psychological aspect of the bundle called an ego, is one with the body,
su�iect to growth, to expansion and to decay, adapting itself season
ably to time and to circumstances, modified always by material condi
tions, intimately connected with the stomach, indissolubly related to
the weather, to the crops, and to all other baldly commonplace
things. ("Case of "Voman" I )
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In "The Sorrows of the Body," a first-person narrdtor recounts in i nte
rior monologue lhe relendess enslavement of her (or his) body to irs
obvious monarch, the soul, which hounds the body relentlessly to
renounce ilS own pleasures and work for some higher good. The speaker
first suffers desperately under the relentless suppression of her desires,
then gradually loses [he capacity even to distinguish them. When she is
finally granted the touch of another body, which she had longed for, she
cannot feel it Al lhe end the soul finally grants a rep.-ieve, bUl lhe body
can summon up from the graveyard of its desires only a death wish: a
shadow of iLS old desire to roll naked on the sand or float "along the salt
crests" of the sea (45 1 ) , toward which the speaker looks in nen'eless,
exhausted longing as the sketch ends. Here the work ethic is equated
with the suppression of sexuality, and both are equated with the kind of
hierarchical privilege on which wage slavery is based: the soul commands
the body; those who profit from labor command those who labor. Fur
ther, since in fact the soul is itself "modified always by material condi
tions" ("Case of Woman" I ) , the collapse of the body is the same as a
kind of spiritual collapse; whatever vision animated the soul's tyranny
will go unI"ealized.
In de C1eyre·s terms the major demand of anarchism was "no com
pulsion"-"the total disintegration and dissolution of the principle and
" 0f" aUlhonly
" " ("Anarch·Ism " I 1 2; "0ur P resent Attllu
" de " 79-8 0 ) .
practice
"The Sorrows of the Body" explores a psychological fQnn of compulsion
based on an internal practice of authority. Its source is the ideology of
hierarchy in general, as well as a particular religious ideology that sepa
rates a "body" from a "soul" and gives the "spiritual" precedence over the
sensual. In the course of examining this internalized ideology and its
tiller destruction of "the power to \'I"<I.nt," this terse sketch encapsulates
the tight connections among de Cleyre's views on religion, sex slavery,
labor, class hierarchy, and the body-views that are in turn bound up
\\�th the intense love of nature she expresses in so many of her letters
and poems, and here in a sensuous opening paragraph describing desire
for bodily contact with blades of grass, sea fQam, "a clean long stretch of
sunshiny sand," the taste of fQod "straight from the cool ground" (45 1 ) .
Related to that love was a hatred of urban life and a com�ction that a free
society would be one in which (he free individual would be profoundly in
touch with the natural world-a unity she herself experienced hiking in
Norway or watching the sun rise on vacation; one that she missed on
learning of a comet she could have seen if she had not been living in a
city (letters to mother, Sept. 2 , 1903; to Addie, Sept. 14, 1900; to
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mother, summer 1 893). In this sketch, sexual freedom is dependent on
a free relationship to work; a full and free connection to nature depends
on free enjoyment of the body-and all of these freedoms are aspects of
each other.
The connections among sex slavery, wage SlaVel)l, and ideologies that
divide the soul from the body are made even clearer in "To Strive and
Fail," a sketch of a young woman's exhausted efforts to play the zither
late at night, after hel" grueling work is over for the day. She fails and
quits, realizing that her life, like that of her father and grandmother and
all the conquered, "silent generations" (4S0) beyond them has no rOOIll
for her deepest passions. In a sense her wage slavery is a form of sex slav
ery because her passion has been bought, at a pitiful wage; the central
image of the story is her lack of control over her own body, the fingers
she simply cannot move to express her desire. In this sketch the passions
of the "soul"-here de Cleyre appropriates the lenn in a positive sense,
for her own uses-must be expressed through the body; if the body is
oppressed, the soul sickens, just as in "Sorrows of the Body" the tyranny
of the "soul" sickens the body.
In the second place, de Cleyre saw sex slavery and wage slavery as
linked because of the simple fact that the subordinarion of women in
marriage was itself a kind of wage slavel),. She demanded that evel),
woman ask, ""Why must my body be controlled by my husband? Why may
he take my labor in the household, giving me in exchange what he
deems fit?" ("Sex Slavery" 348-49) . The fll'st question cannot but evoke
an image of sexual control; the second refocuses our gaze, or rather dou
ble-focuses it, so that we must see male control or women's sexuality and
male control of women's labor as two dimensions of the same problem:
women's lack of control of their own bodies.
De Cleyre's stOI), "The Heart of Angiolillo" explores the interlocking
physical, psychological, and social dynamics of this problem in an
account of an anarchist couple who sel out idealistically to pursue the
path offreedom but, despite their supposedly libemting decision to "live
their love lives withom the consent of Church and State" (42 2 ) , become
trapped in a relationship or subordination and dependency that literally
threatens to kill the \\�fe. De Cleyre brilliantly identifies lhe subOI"dina
tion as the wife's, but the dependency as the husband·s. Not a physical
abuser, he unthinkingly wears down his wife's body by exploiting her
labor; she must carry the baby, find work, buy food if she has any money
to do so, and in general see that his bodily needs are mel at the expense
of her own, while he gads about discussing social reform with his friends.
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The irony is implicit but unmistakable: the husband's parasitic depen
dency on the wife's labor both inside and outside the home duplicates
the class inequality his reformist ideas presumably reject. The woman is
clearly, in anarchist terms, the "slave" of the man to whom she has bound
herself for ever, who sadly explains to his friends, behind her back, that
she has been unable to share fully in his grand ideas and the relarionshi p
has not turned out as he had hoped. He then invites these friends for
tea-as he informs her casually at the last minute, alth ough she has lit
erally been sr.arving to support. him and cannot. imagine whal she will
serve.
""hen such men as this "creeper" inflict their dependency on another
m an , such as a father or brother, the narrator says, it evel Hually leads to
a break-off, and eveIJ'one comments on how the other man should have
cut him loose to [end [or himself even sooner. But when the dependency
IS on a woman,
a mother or a sister or a wife or a sweetheart, she encourages him to
think he is a wonderful person, that all she does is really his own
merit, and she is proud and glad to serve him. Ifafter a while she does
n't exactly believe it any more, she says and does the same; and the
world says she is a fool.-which she is. But if, i n some sudden spurt of
masculine self:asserLiveness, she decides to flin g him off, the world
says she is an unwomanly woman,-which again she is; so much the
better. ("Heart" 423)
This analysis of men's tyranny over women as a form of male depen
dency is an extension o[ Wollstonecraft's insights into the relations
between gender and class inequality in A Vindication of the Rights of
Woman, expressed through her many analogies between the rule of a
parasitic aristocracy and the rule of men-both of whom, by i mplication,
dominate their subjects by mere "right" of birth. The remedy is to refuse
completely a gender paradigm in which being a womanly woman is com
placently equated with being a fool. BUl this woman, Effie, does not con
cep tualize her situation in terms that would allow her to be "unwom
anly"; commiLLed to social justice for other oppressed people, she is
nonetheless powerless 10 free hersel f.
De Cleyre's representation of Effi e's gender opp ression as a version of
class oppression-sex slavery as wage slavery-is enhanced by the stmc
ture of the story, which alternates metonymically, in increasingly rapid
juxtapositions that culminate in a surreal fusion, between descriptions of
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Effie's private domestic dilemma and descriptions of the London anar
chist communil)" s concern for the prisoners in Montjuich. Effie, her
husband David, and David's new friend Angiolillo are all at a meeting
where letters from the tortured are read (de Cleyre reprinlS one); thus
the accounts of the imprisonment and tortures in Monguich, including
the leuer in which Nogues explains how torture wore him to the break
ing point of betraying his friends, are juxtaposed \\�th the accounlS of
Effie's metaphorical imprisonment in a domestic relationship with a
man whose exploitive dependency is wealing down her physical and
emotional resistance. Her despair at the suffering of the Spaniards
begins to merge with her despair at her own situation; hearing Sebastian
Sunyer's leuer from prison she thinks, "Why does he want to live at all,
why does anyone want to live, why do I want to live myseU?" (427). Angi
olillo has watched Effie and David's relationship with an increasing con
cern colored by the somber atmosphere of their mutual concern for
Canovas's victims in Spain. The pace of the juxtapositions of the two sit
uations quickens as Angiolillo L:"1kes Effie home from the meeting and
they discuss both problems almost simultaneously.
This simultaneity I"enders with striking complexity the imbrication of
gender oppression with other forms of oppression in de Cleyre's femi
nist theory. Angiolillo offers to support Effie until her health improves,
love her with no expected return, and thereby help her break ofl' a rela
tionship he believes is literally draining her life away. On one level, their
encounter plays out like a scene from a traditional romance, except that
the value judgments atL:"1ched to the roles and speeches are inOected
with de Cleyre's anarchist feminism, which makes the whole represellla
tion a critique of every gender paradigm that underlies traditional
romance. This critique destabilizes all the romance conventions, which
slip in and out offocus as the traditional romance gaze that should make
sense of them is made to shift back and forth among unsatisfactory con
ventional readings. Thus, for example the heroine comes clearly into
foclls as a virtuous woman, but she is also what tmditional romances
would stigmatize as fallen. Traditionally her problems-even her
impending death-would be altribUled to her sexual immorality, bUl the
narrator invites the reader into a confidential admission that Effie's
problems are exactly the same as those of many women who married
conventionally. De Cleyre makes it clear early in the story that while
some people would blame Effie's problems on the fact that she chose to
live \\�th a man without the blessing of the church, her disreg-<ud for con
ventional sexual moralicy is not the source of her problems. Similarly,
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Angiolillo looks like the dark, sympathetic, charismatic hero who offers
rcscue, as the dark sympathctic Italian romance hcro traditionally does,
but the impetus for the rescue is his feminist insight into a woman's
oppression, and he is careful to offer some form of aid that will not, as in
traditional romance, ascribe all the agency to himself. Furthermore, the
woman he is trying (0 rescue belongs, by traditional standards, to
another man, to whom she has made a lifetime commitment-a fact that
should, by romance standards, make Angiolillo the dark, charismatic
Iralian villain inslead ofthe dark chalismar.ic Italian hero. 1,- is, of course,
precisely this property relation, this "owning and being owned" as de
Cleyre called it in her letter to Gordon, from which he wants to rescue
Effie; the happy ending of the marliage plot has been the unhappy
beginning of this one. And then on the other hand again, by conven
tional standards this is no marriage, although de Cleyre makes us see it
as so clearly a marriage that it suffices to damn alL marriages. So Angio
lillo is not the villain either; he is the hero-not of a romance plot, how
ever, but of another one, the interwoven st0'1' of his revenge on Canovas
for tJle horrors of Monljuich. As the hero of the Effie/David plOl, he fails
because Ettie is locked emotionally into a romance plot in which he can
not unambiguously play the role of rescuer.
The disruptions of the romance-reader's ability to keep the tradi
tional narrative paLlern of romance in focus are thus intensified by
Effie's cHort, like that of the tortured prisoner, not to bctray her
friend-to be faithful to her supposedly sex-radical commitment by
remaining faithful to the romance script that she has misread, or tried to
rcwrite, as a sex-radical script. To Angiolillo's proposal, she says
staunchly that she did not take David one day to leave him the next,
which sounds and is noble, except thal, as Angiolillo has pointed out,
her long-suffering heroine-ism is destroying not only her but David,
whom it debilitates mor.ally even as it debili�ltes her physically. The tra
ditional womanly romance '�rtue of patient forbear.ance is rendered
here not only as illusion and foolishness, but as dangerous even for the
men it might be thought to benefit. Finally Angiolillo asks Effie for a kiss,
which she rcfuses out ofa sense of sexual honor thal, by this point, looks
simply irrelev.ant to the issues at hand, as if it were the answer to some
other question than (he real one: what act is necessary to make all three
of these lives free instead of miserable?
At another level and at the same time, the climactic scene between
Effie and Angiolillo is a discussion about what act is necessary to free the
prisoners of Monguich, and all the oppressed people they represent,
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and about whether personal problems have any meaning in this larger
comext. Ellie asks Angiolillo how he can even think of engaging in this
scene with her when other people are being tortured. In de Cleyre's ver
sion of Angiolillo's act, his resolve to kill Canovas seems to spring from
this moment, as he asks how Effie would feel were she to hear that the
man responsible for the anarchists' suffering in Spain was dead. Angio
!illo leaves and honorably tells David what happened; David in response
does the only thin g he ever does, �dk: "the creeper . . . talked a great deal
about being beuer in fUTure to rhe girr' (430). Angiolillo rhen, as every
turn-of�the-centUly reader of de C1eyre's sLOry knows and has been amic
ipating, goes off to Santa Agueda, assassinates Antonio Cinovas del
Castillo, and Clies out "Germinal" just before he is garroted. De Cleyre's
juxtapositions of Effie's suffering and the sutfering of Canovas's vic
tims-a juxtaposition that her fictional Angiolillo obviously understands
not as two oppressions but as two faces of the same oppression---culmi
nate in a fused image of the two as Effie dreams she is in the torture
chamber of Montjuich, hears the agony of the prisoners, tries to beg for
mercy, sees the garrote, hears Angiolillo CI)' "loud and clear . . . like the
sharp ringing ofa storm-b,inging wind, 'Germinal,'" wakes to hear a bell
tolling his last word, throws out her anns 1.0 give him the kiss he asked
for, and wonders whether this is all her fault (43 1 ) .
The style of this stOl)" particularly the strained sentimentalism of its
opening, is hardly to modern literary tastes, but it has some remarkable
subtleties. Effie's suffering and the suffering of those tortured in
Barcelona, for example, are not presented as simple analogies. We hear
of a prisoner's resistance worn down by torture until he implicates his
friends; we see Effie's resistance worn down; we see that the 1:\"0 plots
express a connection between sLate and domestic versions of supreme
authOlily. Even so, Effie's sense that her problems are nothing com
pared to the suffering in Mon�juich is obviously correct. But then on the
other hand, Angiolillo's presence as the hero of both stories dnl.ws the
two kinds of oppression into the same line of vision; we see them as two
facets of the same oppressive system. Angiolillo is a liberator who urges
Effie to take her freedom from a man who makes her life a LOrture; he is
also a hero who avenges those whom a tyrant made to suffer and die. But
David is not a tyrant in any convelHional sense; he is only a "creeper" and
moocher, who takes unthinkingly what he did not earn without recog
nizing the killing labor that sustains his life. The contrast itself, however,
illuminates both men's role as oppressors. The analogy between the piti
ful "creeper" and the aristocratic prime minister suggests the economic
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basis for Canovas's tyrdnny; he belongs to the ruling class that takes, as by
right of birth, the products of others' labor,just as David takes the prod
ucts of Effie's labor because he is the man and she is the woman. From
the other direction, the analogy suggests that the creeper's unthinking
exploiLation of Effie is a form of tyranny, although it looks like some
thing more benign.
More subtleties unfold from the initial transition between the
Effie/David plOl and the Mon�juich/Angiolillo plot, a paragraph that
draws together issues of gender, class, and religion. The narraTor hasJUST.
recou!lled how Angiolillo came 1O Ellie and David's nat one day to carry
the baby out for awhile so Effie could rest, after which "The creeper sud
denly discovered that he could carry the baby." Immediately, in the next
sentence, the subject turns:
All this happened in the days when a pious queen sat on the throne
of Spain. With eyes turned up\vard in much holiness, she failed to see
the things done in her prisons . . . . While she told her beads her min
ister gave the order to "torture the Anarchists"; and scarred with red
hot irons, maimed and deformed and maddened with the nameless
horrors that the good devise to correct the bad, even U!110 this day the
evidences of that infamous order live. But two men do not live,-the
one who gave the order, and the one who revenged it. (425-26)
Thejuxt..:"1position links the obliviousness of David, the high-minded and
presumably atheist refonner whose mind is on loftier social questions,
with the religious obliviousness of the queen. Looking 1O their own souls,
both can ignore their responsibility for tlle bodily suffering of others.
The message is clear: theoretical anarchism uninformed by the practice
of gender equality merely reinscribes the bodily subordination of one
class to another, making Effie's ostensible sexual h"eedom a reinscribed
sex slavery.
Further, the gueen's sLatus as a woman of (literally) the ruling class
makes the analogy between her and David especially interesting. This is
a woman, but a woman with privilege; her class gives her a power analo
gous to the power of male supremacy. David's powel" in his family is anal
ogous 1O a queen's power over her su�jects. Then again, the queen
abuses her power by effectively abdicating 1O a man the nitty-gritty, phys
ical details of her responsibilities; David becomes doubly a tyrant by
abdicating to a woman the responsibility for the nitty-gritt)" physical
det..:"1ils of his family life. Wollstonecraft not only compared the rule of
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men over women to the rule of tyrants and aristocrats over those of other
classes; she also compared women to queens who, LO be equal to men
and gain true "power over themselves" rather than a warped, manipula
tive power over men, must give up their pedestals, which are only a dis
guised form of powerlessness anyway. In the juxtapositions of the queen
and Cinovas with Da,�d ( the biblical liule guy who setout to fight a giant
but somehow became a king and destroyed his family by abusing his
power), and in the conflations of Effie's p ..ivate domestic StOl), with the
SI.OI), of Angiolillo's public revenge, de Cleyre presellls one of the most
complex analyses to be found anywhere in American literature of the
intersections of "wage slavery" and "sex slavery," and of their intersec
tions, in turn, with the tortured and torturing relations among state vio
lence, domestic violence, capitalist violence, and psychological self�vio
lence.
�The White Room"

The imbrication of feminist analysis with broader anarchist analysis in
"The Heart of Angiolillo" is a key to their fusion more generally in de
Cleyre's work. As Catherine Palczewski says, while de Cleyre "ral-ely com
bined her views of women and anarchism in the same discourse," they
"were always closely linked in her thought" ( 1 993, 146). Although de
Cleyre said over and over lhat lhe immediate incidelll that propelled her
toward anarchism was the Haymarket executions, when she described
the underlying reasons for her turn to anarchism she cited, "Above all,"
her oUlrage al the subordination of women, including "a bitter, passion
ate sense of personal injustice" at "the subordinated cramped circle pre
scribed for women in daily life, whether in the field of material produc
tion, or i n domestic arrangement, or in educational work; or in the
ideals held up to her on all these various sueens whereon the ideal
reflects itself' ("Why" 20) . De Cleyre's analysis of power relations in gen
eral was thus deeply intertwined with a more specific analysis of women's
subordination, through the coercive authoricy of church and state, to
sexual control by men_8 Just as she identified government with coercive
\�olence, she identified male supl-emacy with the violence of "sex slav
ery," a term that itself implied the profound identity of women's eco
nomic and sexual subordination_ It was around her sense of this identicy
that de Cleyre elaborated her feminist theory, in such works as "Sex Slav
ery" ( 1 890), "The Gates of Freedom" ( 1 89 1 ) , "The Case of Woman vs.
Orthodoxy" ( 1 896), "Why I Am an Anarchist" ( 1 897) , "The Woman
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Question" ( 1 897) , "They Who Mar.,' Do Ill" ( 19°7), and a number of
essays, poems, and lectures on Mary Wollstonecraft.
An emphasis on individual liberty was the CniX of her anarchist femi
nism, as it was of her anarchism more generally. She saw women as
deprived of liberty "by socialization, by the institution of marriage, and
by the social pressure to reproduce" (Palczewski 1993, 146); the remedy
lay in economic, emotional, and sexual independence. Her anarchist
emphasis on direct action as the choice of method meant that her rt:iec
tion of sexist insr.irurjons, both in theory and in personal pranice, was
absolUle: women must simply "take" their liberty as a right. not ask men
for it as if it were a privilege to be dispensed by a higher authority. She
called on women to see their oppression clearly. and to act directly and
unequivocally in response. Arguing lor recognition that women are
property, she attacked the evolutionist Cope for his cheerful description
of woman as the half of the species that willingly enters the "contract" of
marriage to receive "support and protection" in return for "the services
she renders him in the capacity of a wife." De Cleyre reads these obvi
ously sexual and reproductive "services" as a Uleft of women's property
in their own bodies: "Young !,rirls! ifany one of you is contemplating mar
riage remember (hat is what the contract means. The sale of the control
of your person in return for 'protection and support''' ("Gates," Lucifer
8.36). Throughout her adult life she rejected, and called on others to
reject, any such transaction. No biography or biographical sketch of de
Cleyre, from her day to ours. fails to mention the harmony between the
ory and practice in her life. This focus is even more appropriate in the
light of de Cleyre's rhetorical practices, which are grounded in a very
specific understanding of the relationship between oppositional theory
and oppositional action. De Cleyre said, "I believe the hardest question
in the whole solution of the problem of human justice, is how to make
people think equality is possible . . . . The problem, 'how to get rid of
institutions' always means the problem of getting the institutions out of
men's minds first" ("Ye Have the Poor" 5).
The problem of getting the institutions specifically out of men:� minds
was one of de C1eyre's great interests in her fictional representations of
sex slavery, as "The Heart of Angiolillo" reveals. Perhaps her most com
plex and intriguing consideration ofthis issue is to be found in a much
shorter story (until now apparently unnoticed) . "The White Room,"
which takes up just a little over a column and a half in the London anar
chist publication Herald of Revolt. The first half of the story is devoted
emirely to an elaborate meu"lphor of a man's conception of his wife, ren-
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dered in the form of "an artisL's masterpiece," the "White Room" of the
title. The artist-husband has created this unique room with his own
hands, out of a material he invented:
Il was not square nor long nor round, nor any regular shape, such
as we are used to thinking of rooms; it was wider here and narrower

there, and had strange turns and niches, and carvings, and arches;
and in all these there were bits of statuary, or tiny fountains, or
flowers, or curious sea-things, gathered from many shores, shells and
corals and ocean feathers, picked up years apart.
The rhythms of this long sentence are typical of the whole hypnotic
description of the White Room, with its skylight, its "white and gleaming"
ceiling, its walls covered by "the wild, fantastic tracery of the frost forests
on our \\�nter windows," its while statues and snowy silken curtains
around the "small bed," its silver fish and white birds, its white divans and
white velvet rugs "wrought in strange patterns by his own deft fingers."
There is a silver-stlinged harp and an impressionist picture of " the white
li gh t of a day as it lies on sky and water-only a stretch of sky and water
. . " In a vase are three white lilies. The artist has been working on the
room for fifteen years; the story begins on the day he finishes this sur

prise gift for his \\�fe, "the Soul of the White Room, herself the whitest
thing, his pure-faced Scandinavian girl, with the chiselled face that
looked out with saint's eyes from under its aureole of pale hair. . . . "
At this point, the rhythmic, wavelike evocation of beauty, reminiscent
of the uniry of elTect de Cleyre admired in Poe's poetry. crashes suddenly
against a description of the wife's real life "in the dirty, narrow city alley."
The couple at first had to live there because of the artist's poverty; more
solvent later. he nonetheless kept the alley apartment as their mutual
home, depri\�ng his wife of his company while he was away working on
his secret project and denying her the few trifles she asked for-all as a
buildup to the great surprise of the White Room. which he is now ready
to show her as soon as the third white lily reaches a pert"eel state of open
ness. Thinking happily of the unveiling he has planned for the next day.
when "she would see his white dream, of which she was the angel-had
been for so many years," he arrives home in the alley to discover a note
telling of her weariness of staying in this room which he perhaps experi
enced differently because "his life had lain outside," and saying she will
not return. The artist takes it philosophically. He continues to live in the
alley, "BlIt still he weill alone to the house under the trees by the waler-
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side, and saw that the White Room was kept very white, long after the lilies
had withered." One night he finds his wife drunk and dying in the gutter
and carries herto the house by the river where he lays her, "al1 soiled," on
the white bed in the White Room. Just before she dies she comments on
his masterpiece, which she interprets as some alcoholic nightmare: "Ugh!
The horrid fancies in the liquor! It looks all white, w Hln:, like a dead
house! Powdered gravestones! Ugh! If there were only a bit of blue or
red." The artist, having learned his lesson too late, buries her "unde.· ,�o
leTs and carnations, with no white STOne at foot. or head."
De Cleyre's critique of dominalll gender ideology in this story con
cerns the husband's paradoxical exclusion of his wife from what he imag
ines as her true home. His wife is the "angel" of the special home he envi
sions just for her, but his Angel in the House is, ironically, not there; only
he has been there for the whole fifteen years of their marriage, happily
constructing the perfect image of her, and a perfect image of their
home. The place where the real woman lives-her real home, as
opposed to this fantasy home-could not be more different from the
wondelful place in which her husband imagines her during all the years
he devotes to the pn:l:jecL. The t�lCt that she is tI·apped in the so.·did tene
ment apartment while her husband, who thinks he is living with her,
actual1y lives elsewhere, is the logical consequence of his fantasy.
In all this the ""hite Room is a figure for the displacement of a real
woman by the "True Woman" of nineteenth-century gender ideology: it
reveals that the supposed definition of women's true nature, and the
true nature of the homes of which they are supposedly the presiding
angels. is so remote from their reality as to exclude them entirely.
Throughout this marriage, the husband happily inhabits a fantasy of
what his \\�fe's desire must be; meanwhile the small efforts she makes to
express her will are ignored in order to keep alive the man's fantasy of
her will. The life of the husband's fantasy, then, is identical wi th the
death of the wife, which is the logic behind the last scene: what he sees
as the ideal home is for her a "dead-house."
It is useful here TO draw on Judith Butler's discussion in Bodies That
Maller, indebted to Irigaray and Kristeva. of the process whereby "a
domain of unthinkable, abject, unlivable bodies" is constructed, not as
the opposite of "the domain of intelligible bodies" but as "its constitutive
outside"-"the unspeakable. the unviable. the nonnarrativizable that
secures and, hence, fails to secure the vel)' borders of materiality" (xi,
188), "an abjected outside, which is, after all, 'inside' the subject as its
own founding repudiation" (3). In the constmction of the white room,
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made of some special new material the artist invented, the materializing
of the wire as an empry white space is paradoxically idelllical lO her radi
cal exclusion from iL.1L is this exclusion that constitutes the 'White Room,
constructs it; it exists only because she is not there. Or in the words of
Coleridge's poem "Constancy to an Ideal Object," "She is not thou, and
only thou art she." The artist's creation of (his room thus tropes the
process by which the ideological construc ti on of the perfect \�rtuous wife
is identical both to the construction of the husband's subjectivity and to
the a�jeclion, here the lireral ca<;[ing-om, ohhe real woman. Rtu there is
no such casting out; as Butler says, the "abjected outside , . , is, after all,
'inside' the subject as its own founding repudiation" (3).
The final, filthily material presence of the a�jected woman on [he
snow-white bed expresses this logic; the abjection of her real body was
the "founding repudiation" around which the room was constructed.
The meaning of this repudiation is evident in the fact that, after the
wife's death, the philosopher-artist sits on his tenement stoop in the
evenings and watches "other women's children" at play. In late-nine
teenth-century terms, this fact probably means not only that he and his
wife had no children but also that they had no sex, as the symbolism of
the white lily for whose opening he waits just one day too long also sug
gests. In the gender ideology de Cleyre \\�dS attacking, the moral white
"

ness" of (white) women was specifically asexual, as indicated by the
imagery of frost and snow and the smallness of the white bed. The wife
was to sleep in this small bed alone, we can assume, as if, indeed, she
were to be the last of the room's white statues, herself lhe final and per
fect artifact of her husband's imagination.
Another way of saying all this is to say that the two homes of the
story-the White Room and the room in the alley-are, from an ideo10brical standpoint, two pictures of the same place. The dark urban tene
ment, which is an incidental part of the husband's life and the whole of
his wife's, and the house by the river where he works to perfec t what he
regards as his wife's true dwelling, are not separate as he imagines, but
identical; what appears to be (he line between them is actually [he schiz
ophrenic division between a wife's real position in the "prison cell" of
home, as de Cleyre calls it in Sex Slave')I," and the very different posi
tion she occupies in her husband's imagination. In (he artist's imagina
tion for these fifteen years, his wife is perfectly happy living in th e dream
home he is creating for her; meanwhile he will not even buy frames for
the few pictures she has collected to add some color to the drab walls of
"

her real home. She has her own idea of art, but that signifies nothing to
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the artist, whose idea of art is bound up \\�th his false idea of her. Her aes
thetic subjectivity, her ability LO appreciate beauty on her own terms, is
swallowed up in her status as an aesthetic object. The artist's idea of
beauty comes to life in the fantasy home he creates for his wife, which
coexists separately, and ironically, with her actual experience of home
throughout what are for her the sad and empty years, and for him the
happy and fulfilled years, of their marriage. Put this way, the story of the
two homes expresses exactly de C1eyre's view of marriage not only as
"properry and the worst. of all properties," in Godwin's terms, but. as
mystification and the worst of all mystifications.
\-"hether de Cleyre intends the whiteness of her female protagonist to
signity racially, it undoubtedly does; the artist reads his Nordic wife's
color as especially pure, the quintessence of what one would expect in a
woman who is an "angel." (We can assume, for all sorts of reasons, that
he would not have created a black room for a woman who was similarly
black.) As Paula Giddings pointed out in \¥hen and Where fEnter, the ide
ology of "true womanhood" applied in dominant ideology only to white
women; true women were white by definition and, as this sLOry makes
clear, the whiter the beLler. Focusing on the psychological and material
ramificarions of such ideology for a "while" white woman, de C1eyre rep
resents the extreme limit of this kind of moral and emotional whiteness
as the blankness of death. Related to this racialized/gendered idealiza
tion of the wife is-as always in de Cleyre's analyses of sex slavery-the
question of economics, ownership, property. In "The White Room," the
artist-husband's idealizing of his wife has the effect of depriving her
materially or property, a deprivation ironically based on his reverence
for what Cheryl I. Harris has analyzed, with relation to chattel slavelY in
the United States, as "the merger of white identity and property." Under
slavery, as she points out, "it became crucial to be 'while,' to be identified
as white, to have the property of being white."9
In the case of "The White Room," the wife's property of whiteness
becomes the husband's property, reified in the property of tlle White
Room itself:......ostensibly the wife's special room, bm in fact a space from
which she is materially excluded. The husband denies her the trifles she
would like to own, planning this one grand gift. Never asking what she
wants, he instead creates the white room to express his idea of what she
is. Thus, paradoxically, his depriving her of material things imprisons
her not only in ideality but also in materiality. Idealized out of and into
the white room, she is figuratively imprisoned in the room from which
she is excluded. This exclusion/entrapment is one of the paradoxes of
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the woman's discursive materialization through the workings of ideol
ogy. The wife of de Cleyre's stol}' is imprisoned in this white room she
has never seen, because it objectifies her husband's conception of her; it
is here, in a sense, that he "keeps" her, which is the same as keeping her
in the dirty home in the alley.
The only defiance in "The White Room" is a selt�defeating one; the
\\�fe's decision to leave the prison of her marriage amounts to a death
sentence. The angriest passage in "Sex Slavery" is de Cleyre's description
of this impossihility of escape:
It has often been said to me, by women with decent masters, who had
no idea of the outrages practiced on their less fortunate sisters, "Why
don't the wives leave?" Why don't you run, when your feet are chained
together? Why don't you cry out when a gag is on your lips? \-Vhy don't
you raise your hands above your head when they are pinned fast to
your sides? Why don't you spend thousands of dollars when you
haven't a cent in your pocket? Why don't you go to the seashore or
the mountains, you fools scorching \\�th city heat? . . . "Why don't the
women leave!" Will you tell me whel'e they will go and what they shall
do? . . . there is no refuge upon earth for the enslaved sex. Right
where we are, there we must dig our trenches, and win or die.

(35 ' -52)
As bell hooks says, "Opposition is not enough. In that vacant space after
one has resisted there is still the necessity to become-to make oneself
anew" ( Yearning 1 5 ) . For de Cleyre's heroine resistance creates no space
at all; the male artist creates his own space, but she has none of his
resources.
The problem of material resources as it intersects with gender issues
is foregrounded as well in de Cleyre's stOI), "At the End of the Alley," a
grim account of the narr-ttor's visits to an increasingly impoverished
laundress, who at first works hard but eventually succumbs to alcoholism
and despair in the wake of her husband's death from consumption. He
had thought of suicide, but stopped talking of it when visitors from his
church LOld him it would prevent his wife from collecting the life insur
ance. Although the story could well be fiction, one of de Cleyre's letters
reveals that it is a faithful account of her visits to the woman who washed
her shirts (letters to Yanovsky, Mar. 2g, Apr. 27, I g I I ) , "As to ule insur
ance," she writes Yanovsky after he has read the sketch, "you are alto
gether wrong. The thing occurred precisely as 1 have wrinen it; the
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woman's name \\f'<l. sjust what I wrote it, and her words too, The church
people told him he ought not to de/Hive hi.\' wife oj the in.mmnce money.
The woman has gone clean to hell now," The laundress embodies the
hopelessness of even the smallest ambition \\�thin the present system,
which must therefore, in the words of one of her lectures, be destroyed
"to the last vestige" ("Economic Tendency" 7 ) .
I n "The White Room," as i n "The Heart of Angiolillo," de Cleyre is an
antimmancer. The White Room in which de Cleyre's hemine dies is one
of the classic places of romance, as its relalions to the mise-en-scene of
"Ligeia" suggests. There are unmistakable shades of Poe's story in de
Cleyre's picture of the fantastic room to which an artistic protagonist of
obsessive sensibility brings his beautiful blonde and fair-skinned victim
wife ("the fair-haired and blue-eyed Lady Rowena Trevanion, of
Tremaine" in Poe; the nameless "Scandinavian" wife in de Cleyre) . De
Cleyre's innovations are vehicles for much of her critique of the sexism
with which Poe's places of romance are typically imbued. Here we have
the fantastic traceries, the minute, perhaps pathological attention to
detail in the decor, the draperies and rich, strangely wrought carpets,
But unlike the lurid gold and black of the orientalized interior created
by Poe's crazed artist-figure (a "bridal chamber" centered on the "blidal
couch" ) , everything here is white-a traditional symbol of sexual purity
that de Cleyre makes into a symbol of hormr and of death. In "Ligeia,"
the beautiful Lady Rowena is the innocent foil for the dark, dramatic,
more racially and sexually ambiguous Ligeia; the narrator-artist's sin is to
violate that purity in the "unhallowed hours" of what is implied to be his,
but not her, sexual pleasure. In de Cleyre's story the artist's sin is to imag
ine such purity: to impute an imaginal), moral nature of unspeakable
whiteness to a real woman. The horror in this anti romance is marriage;
the white room represents the wife's entrapment in a marriage that can
nOl be fulfilling, and her one effort to be fn::e of that hormr, by lea\�ng
her husband, ends only in the worse poverty of homelessness, The
romantic, sexist imagination of de Cleyre's artist-villain creates a class
di\�sion between himself and his wife, as he lives much of the time in a
house by the water and she lives in the dirty urban tenement.
In bell hooks's words, "one can only say no, speak the voice of resis
tance, because there exists a counter-language, While it may resemble
the colonizer's LOngue, it has undergone a transformation, it has been
irrevocably changed" ( Yearning 150). For de Cleyre, places of romance
are places of\\�ll-lessness, enenration, sex slavery, The White Room func
tions as a critique of its very existence as a selling for romance-the
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artist's romance with his ideal fantasy-wife. The real wife's ironic exclu
sion from the room means that her husband has no room for her in his
imagination, and her final presence in his ideal room merely seals that
irony. In de Cleyre's fiction about women, romance is by nature inimical
to the resistant, oppositional will-most specifically, women's will to
resist oppression.
In short, "The White Room" is a fierce antiromance, a story about the
mortal dangers of romance, and the tragic catharsis emanates from a
sense of those dang�rs coupled with a social vision that would seem, at
least on the surface, LO be deeply pessimistic. In fact, however, a funda
mental optimism underlies it: the husband's final recognition of his wife
as an independent consciousness is no less revolUlionary for being too
late; even the irony here thus makes a space for the possibility of a radi
cally transformed imagination. Such optimism is the basis of de Cleyre's
project of analyzing the social, psychological, and cultural dynamics of
oppressive ideology as a shaping force in the lives of the characters on
whom her stories focus. Ifshe regards ideology both as a social force and
as a force that configures the inner life, she also looks equally, in the
same glance, at the possibility ofliberating the imagination to conceive a
new social order. As she said in "Anarchism," what is needed is 10 let one
self "go free, go free beyond the bounds of what fear and c'Ustom call the
'possible'" ( 1 1 4 ) . In "The White Room," these are the bounds that the
artist only tragically thinks he is transcending by creating his unique mas
terpiece. Attempting to give his revolutionary ideas material form, he
ends, like the husband in "The Heart of Angiolillo," by reinventing one
of the oldest opprcssions. On the other hand, his mind is capable of
being changed, even if too late. and de Clcyre presumably writes this lit
tle parable in an effort to change other minds before the more mun
dane, real-life stories for which this romantic story stands come, in real
life, to their inevitable tragic end.
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Four

REFAS HIONING THE MIND
It is the radical who always wins al las!.
-Voltairine de Cleyre,
Crime ami Punshment
i

Freeing Words, Freeing Thought

To go free, "beyond the bounds of what Jew' and ClHiom call the 'possi
ble,' " was de Cteyre's lifelong project, and the project of inspiring such
freedom in her readers animates all of her narrative and rhetorical strate
gies. Cenlral lo this project was the challenge of gelling rid of institutions
in the mind, which defined de Cleyre's analytical and rheLOrical practice
in general, and indeed her life work: a brilliant, relentless engagement in
the process Gerda Lerner has called "a struggle for the control of the
symbol systems of a given society" ( 2 2 2 ) . De C!eyre's interest in history
was in great measure an interest in such struggles, which were at the core
of her definition of the term revolution. A revolution, she said, is "some
great and subversive change in the social institutions of a people,
whether sexual, religious, political, or economic. The movemcnt of the
Reformation was a great religious revolution; a profound alteration in
human lhought,-a refashioning of the human mind" ("Mexican Revo
lution" 304). All ofdc Cleyre's work was rootcd in the faith that "a refash-
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ioning of the human mind" can lead to the revolutionary tr.msfonnation
of material relations. Underlying all her projects as a speaker, writer, and
political activist was the idea set forth in Thomas Paine's description of
France in 1793, in the passage she took as her opening "text" in "The
Economic Tendency of Freethought": "The mind of the nation had
changed beforehand, and a new order of things had naturally followed a
new order of thoughts" (3). For this reason, in some form or other her
su�ject is always the material and psychological workings of the domi
nant ideologies of her day, which she att.acks from t.wo interestingly
related directions. On the one hand she exposes a dominant f"ann of
mystification that misrepresents material relations as spiritual or psycho
logical essences; at the same time, she works to insen psychology into an
understanding of how material relations work, appealing to the logic of
feelings to circumvent the mystifying illogic of ideology.
In the service of that transformation, she crafted a rhetoric that would
dismantle a hegemonic discourse and construct an oppositional set of
metaphors capable of reconfiguring (to invoke Althusser's description
of ideolob'Y) her audiences' " ' imaginm)" , 'lived' relation" to "their condi
tions of existence"; theil' "imaginary relation . . . to the real relations in
which they live" ("Marxism" 233; "Ideology" 1 .� 5). The quintessential
device of this rhetoric is a spiraling art of repetition that returns again
and again to key images and metaphors of whatever discourse she is
working to discredit, restating them with a dif-Terence-somelimes subtly
disorienting; often shocking or blasphemous. Forcing her auditors to
hear and visualize those terms in a new way each time, she desL:"1bilizes
their conventional meanings, Pl1,ing them loose from their predomi
nant ideological contexts to reveal, through a system of ironic reversals,
that the dominant symbol systems of her society are themselves riddled
\\�tb ironic reversals in which such terms as rights or legitimate or revolution
or A'I1lniwn hi.�lm)' denote the opposite of what they should mean. In the
course of her arguments, this art of repetition, through its turnings and
re-turnings, becomes not only a call for revolution but a rhetorical enact
ment of revollilion: a liberation of words to revollilionize the nlind.
De Cleyre's lecture "Sex Slavel1'," delivered in 1 890, is a powerful
example of this rhetmic. It begins with an image of the aging Moses Har
man pacing up and down in his prison cell, condemned on a charge of
"obscenity." Harman had been sentenced to five years hard labor for
publishing a letter on the subject of marital rape in Lucifer-probably the
first printed discllssion of that issue in U.S. journalism (McElroy, Freedom
1 3.� ) . I As Sears argues convincingly, Harman's printing of a group of
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"obscene" leLters was intended as a provocation, a "comprehensive test
case" of laws. created by Anthony ComsLOck. under which the post office
had broad powers of censorship over the transmission of hirth-control
information and the discussion of sexuality in print (76). In 1 886 Har
man issued a statement that, despite laws prohibiting the use of cerLain
words, Lucifer would not censor the language of any letter submiued to
the editor. Soon thereafter he received, and promptly published, a letter
from W. C. Markland conLaining the word penis. As de Cleyre described
it, this leu_e r told of a young woman who, "lacerated by unskilful surgery
in the birth of her babe, but recovering from a subsequent successful
operation, had been stabbed, remorselessly, cruelly, brutal1y stabbed,
not with a knife, but with the procreative organ of her husband, stabbed
to the doors of death, and yet there was no redress!" Because the letter
"named that organ by its own name, so given in Webster's dictionary and
in every medical journal in the country," Harman \\�dS convicted: "He
gave a concrete example of the effect of sex slavery, and for it he is
imprisoned" (348). De Cleyre's ostenLatious avoidance of the "obscene"
word used in the Markland letter renders in starkly ironic tenns the real
obscenity hel'e: it is the "procreative organ"-that is, the organ of life
with which the husband stabbed his wife "to the doors of death."
This irony is linked to de Cleyre's most characteristic rhetOiical
de\�ces, which emerge early in the lecture in her impassioned atLack on
the laws thal would place a genue old man like Harman in jail, leaving
his wife to anxious, lonely waiting for five long years:
Why? Why. when murder now is stalking in your streets, when dens of
infamy are so thick within your city that competition has forced down
the price of prostitution to the level of the wages of your starving shirt
makers; when robbers sit in State and national Senate and House,
when the boasted "bulwark of our liberties," the elective franchise, has
become a U.S. dice-box, wherewith great gamblers play away your lib
erties; when debauchees of the worst type hold al1 your public offices
and dine off the food of fools who support them, why. then, sits Moses
Hannan there within his prison cell? If he is so great a criminal, why is
he not with the rest of the spawn of crime, dining at Delmonico's or
enjoying a trip to Europe? If he is so bad a man, why in the name of
wonder did he ever get in the penitentiary? (343)
The assumption rendered here in the dense interweaving of cate
gories that dominant ideology mystifies as mutually exclusive-the
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assumption that political, economIC, ideological, judicial, and gender
injustice are all one-is the analytical basis for de Cleyre's art of repeti
tion, which relies on shifts back and forth from one artificially segre
gated register of language, thought, and social reality to another, in
order to expose the conventionally accepted boundaries between them
as i llusory. The linked ironic couplings of dinner at Delmonico's with
crime, of prostitution with wages, and of shirtmakers with prostitutes is
the prelude to de C1eyre's argument that women's oppl"ession, institu
tionalized in marriage ( and prosti n llion, low-paid wage labor, etc . ) , is
based on the collusion of' church and Slate in an i nve rsion of values
derived from a degrading view of women that acts as a "stupefying nar
cotic 10 true morality" and leads to the defense of "virtue" as a mask for
defense of crime. In the course of the argument, the nature of this inver
sion becomes more and more clear as "virtue" exchanges meanings with
Moses Hannan's "obscenity" through the shifts in de C1eyre's use of cer
tain key repeated words, most notably the word prison:
He looked, this obscenisl, looked with clear eyes into this ill-got
thing you call morality, sealed with the seal of marriage, and saw in it
the consummation of immoralicy. impurity, and injustice. He beheld
every manied woman what she is, a bonded slave, who lakes her mas
ter's name, her master's bread, her master's commands, and serves
her master's passion; who passes through the ordeal of pregnancy and
the throes of travail at his dictation,-not at her desire; who can con
trol no propercy, not even her own body, without his consent, and
whose straining arms the children she bears may be torn at his
away while they are yet unborn. It is said the Eng
lish language has a sweeter word than any other,-home. But Moses
Harman looked beneath the word and saw the fact,-a prison more
horrible than that where he is sitting now, whose COlTidors I"adiate
over all the earth, and \\�th so many cells, that none may count them.
Yes, our Masters! the earth is a prison, the marriage-bed is a cell,
women are the prisoners, and you are (he keepers. . . . and sanctified
by the angelic benediction of a piece of pape r. within the silence
shade of a marriage certificate, Adultel), and Rape salk
t
freely and at
ease. (344-45)
from

pleasure, or willed

The bitter distillation of ironies in this passage reduces to absurdicy a
whole symbol-system centered on the concept of "home"-that "sheller
. . . from all terror, doubt, and division," asJohn Ruskin had called it. "a
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sacred place, a vestal temple, a temple of the hearth . . . . And wherever a
true wile comes, this home is always round her"

( 1 00).

One need only

recall such reverent effusions to realize the mystical associations the
word

home had accrued in conventional gender ideoloh"Y by the late nine�

teenth century and, in contrast, de Cleyre's blasphemy in insisting that
home means the reverse of everything it is used to denote. Similarly, one
need only think of the many late�nineteenth- and early�twentieth-century
feminist appeals based on explicit or implicit images of homemaking as
woman's true vocation, with the world as woman's home and t.hus her
rightful place," to realize the distance between de Cleyre and many of
her feminist contemporaries. Whether or not all of them subscribed to
the whole ideology of home and domesticity that dominated middle�
class literature of the day (in ditferent ways depending especially on the
race of the writers and readers) a wide range of feminists were at least
\\�lIing to use it as a rhetorical means to their own ends. De Cleyre was
not. Far from trying to insinuate her subversive ideas into the most
acceptable ideological contexts by turning the key terms of those con
texts to her own uses, she calls the terms themselves explicitly into ques
tion.
Much of this interrogation operates through shifts of the context she
provides for words that recur throughout her argument. Many of these
are key ideological terms; others are wedges on which she pounds again
and again to split those terms loose from their supposed referenLs. Thus
the image of crime that can "stalk freely" under the protection of the
marriage certificate alludes back to the crime of murder "stalking" the
streeLs, but the return to the word now transposes the image to reveal the
ironic transpositions of which the social and legal system is constituted.
It is legal for a man to murder his wife with a weapon it is illegal to name;
murderers stalk freely in the streets while Harman is imprisoned for con
demning murder; the true criminals, far from being impl'isoned, rise to
the top of society; the "morality" they enact into law, in collusion with the
church, actually sanctifies Clime, which "stalks" not most ominously i n
the street btl( i n the home. O n the pivot of this sancrified wOI'd the argu
ment makes iLs most dramatic turn: Moses Harman is in prison for see
ing that "home" iLself is a worse prison, for women, than the prison in
which he is confined while their legal murderers go free. The per
sonification of Adultery and Rape, stalking "freely and at ease," cannot
but evoke an image of the actual person who commits them: the man
free and at ease in his home, "stalking" his wife-his "bonded slave." At
the same lime, the word "slave" repeats with a ditference the opening
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description of Harman as "this chaue! slave, whose hard toil is taken by
the State" (342), and the picLUre of home as the "shelter-shadow" of
"sanctified" crime resonates ironically with the opening picture of Har
man's wife, who for the five years of his imprisonment will suffer from a
"broken" and "desecrdted" home (342-43) .
I n these opening images the state, by creating prisoners, is the home
breaker and home-desecrdtor, and as the argument plays out, state and
church are exposed as promoting a version of "home" that is pl"ison.
Wives are not free, Harman is not free; and around these two now com
plementary images of the enslaved and imprisoned man and woman, as
the speech circles back to them from each new point of departure,
accrues layer on layer of irony. The ironies coalesce in de C1eyre's
demystification of the concept of "virtue," whose perverted function as a
justification of "sex slavery" she attacks in a trenchant discussion oflegit
imacy, illegitimacy, and the double standard that requires wives to sub
mit sexually to their husbands, without themselves desiring sex, in order
to keep the husbands at home, and therefore "virtuous." "Virtue! " she
concludes: "What an obscene thing 'virtue' is!" (347). By this point the spi
ral of repetition has left the conventional meanings of obscene and virtue
far behind, in a reversal that operates in part by unmasking the suppos
edly spiritual as degradingly material, indeed "obscene." At the heart of
this central irony is an attack on the ways women's oppression has been
mystified as an expression of spiritual and moral essences rather than
crassly material and economic relations: a control of, indeed a traffic in,
bodies. "The question of souls is old," de Cleyre says bluntly-"we
demand our bodies, now" (350).
In certain ways the irony on which these moves depend is a staple of
much late-nineteenth-century anarchist writing in the United States, one
of its most characteristic rhetorical devices. This is nol lO imply that all
anal"chist orators and writers were ironists, by any means; as Paul Avrich
has pointed out, for example, Kropotkin (whom de Cleyre much
admired) , was not at all an ironist in his speeches, unlike Johann Most,
for example, whose speeches were full of irony (AP 86) , and whom de
Cleyre admired much less. BUl in the United States, the major anarchist
publications during de C1eyre's adulthood, from Harman's Lucifer to
Tucker's Libn1y 10 Goldman's Motlln' Earth, were imbued with irony of all
kinds and degrees, on subjects ranging from internal anarchist dispUles
to Anthony Comstock and his "obscenity" laws (a popular butt ofsex-Iad
ical jokes), to Christianity (as in "Christmas Adventures of Jesus" in
Molher Emih) .
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The anarchist affinity for irony is explained by the fact that irony so
onen derives from an unstated but highly salient disjunction between an
absurdity on the one hand and, on the other, the terms and tone in
which the representation of that absurdity imply that it is natun!.l and nor
mal, a banal given of daily life. Irony, in other words, is always engaged at
some level with the conventional sense of what is normal and natural
that constitutes ideology. Among late-nineteenth-century American writ
ers, no one wOI"ked harder than anarchists to undermine that sense,
which belongs 1O the "common" sense on which ideology is based. If
one's goal is to reveal that what most people think is a banal and unques
tionable given of daily life is in fact the most bizarre, ridiculous, and
unnatural state of affairs imaginable-lO prove, for example, that the use
of money in economic transactions is absurd ("Why 1 Am an Anarchist") ,
o r that government i s "unreal" ("The Economic Tendency of
Freethought"), or that the quotidian routine of almost any school class
room has nothing whatsoever to do with education ("Modern Educa
tional Reform")-then irony is a perfect method, because i t works pre
cisely by using words in a way that calls allention to their common usage
while tuming that usage on its head. To underSk1.nd irony as a hearer or
reader-to catch on to the understated dissembling of the eiron3-is, in
the case of these writers, not only to recognize, through the reversals of
meaning in certain words, that one localized instance of absurdity is
being represented as a normal, unquestionable given; it is to recognize
as absurd a whole system of symbols that purport to identify what is sim
ply natural and therefore immutable. To understand de Cleyre's irony,
then, is to be educated out of the conventional meanings of certain
words altogether.
It is in this sense that de Cleyre's manipulation of irony differs most
fundamentally from that of other more conventional ironists of the
period. Mark Twain is an instructive contrast. In one sense, his political
essays and sketches attacking imperialism situate him so far outside the
pale of the conventional imperialist wisdom of the day that he was
unable to publish what is arguably the most ironic of them, "The War
Prayer." Twain's admiration for Thomas Paine, as well as for Ingersoll
whom, according to vVilliam Dean Howells, "he called an angelic orator,
and regarded as an evangel of a new gospel, the gospel of Freethought"
(S. Warren 43)-suggests his affinity with "infidel" ideas far to the left of
those with which he tends to be associated in classrooms, anthologies,
and such standard reference works as the Encyclopedia Blitannica. Even
so, in comparison with de Cleyre's ironies, Twain's are always at least
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capable of being construed as functioning (although they do not always
have to function in this way) squarely within a set of convelllional para
digms that would have been acceptable to mainstream Americans
assumptions about the "civilizing" nature of women, for example, or the
existence of God, or the fundamental rightness of the American democ
ratic process.
De Cleyre, in contrast, never appeals to the authority of conventional
ideology to make her ironies work, although her methods for ensuring
that they work vary with her varying audiences. The Haymarket
speeches, for example, made each year to what would have been a pre
dominantly anarchist audience, are scathingly, bitterly ironic, and they
rely on an appeal to her audience's deep sense of the irony of the Hay
market tragedy itself-a sense the general American public did not
share. Speeches she made to mixed audiences are also likely to contain
ironic passages calculated to appeal to those who already agree with her,
but in those speeches she works simultaneously, through the use of the
spiral of repetition I have described, both to strip key ideological terms
of their conventional meanings and to guide her hearers through an
intellectual/aflective process of breaking down the conceptual dividing
lines, or walls, that mystify certain issues by defining them as belonging
to nonoverlapping categories. Such divisions separate the question of
criminal justice from the question of economic justice, for example, or
the issue of prostitution from the issue orwomen's wages. These walls are
the support system for a whole ideological edifice of class and gender
oppression, because they obscure the connections that make this oppres
sion a system rather than a set or discrete, coincidental episodes.
De Cleyre's ability to reveal the illusory nature of such categorical divi
sions goes far to account for her contemporaries' memory of her
speeches as rigorously logical, speeches that made the hearers see things
clearly. She was also exceptionally eflective at calling into question the
fundamental meaning of words: rights or home or viltue or even govnn
ment. The latter, she argues, refers to nothing at al!. Like the existence of
God, the existence of government cannot be anywhere demonstrated;
anywhere you go to find it, you will be told it is not there, but somewhere
else: not in the "lebrlslative halls" but in the statutes; not there but in the
legislators who made them; not there but in the White House; not there
but in the "people"; and so on ("Economic Tendency" 7 ) . Even the least
conventional of the more conventional ironists of the period were not
interested in calling conventional lenns, definitions, and categories so
radically into question; on the conu·ary. ironists like Twain relied on a
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fundamental appeal to those definitions to recall readers to the common
sense those categories represent. And this common sense is, in the end,
simply the prevailing ideology.
Thus, although an extended comparison of de Cleyre to other ironists
of the peliod is not possible here, several points are worth noting in the
context of my argumem for the revolutionary na(Ure of her rhetOlical
methods. First, de Cleyre differs from nonanarchist ironisLs in the radi
cal operation of her spirdl of repetition, which at the same time reveals
key ideological rerms as profoundly divided from their osrensible mean
ings and dissolves the false dividing lines between categories that domi
nant ideologies mystify as separate. From nonanarchist ironists, then, de
Cleyre diners profoundly both in her assumptions as to what is normal
and natural-all the assumptions that constitute ideology-and in her
methods. From other anarchist ironists she differs, not in her funda
mental assumptions, but simply in the unusual subtlety and success of
her methods.
Margaret Grant's article "Modesty," published in Mother £'ltrtlt, where
de Cleyre published much of her mature work, provides an example.
Proposing to investigate the meaning of this important term, Grdnt
begins with a dictionary definition of modesty as "natural delicacy or
shame regarding personal charms and the sexual relation," searches
earnestly for this modesty among those presumably closest to nature
children ("I was shocked, appalled") and savages ("Alas!" some tribes
consider clothing itself shameful)-moves on to non-Western civiliza
tions (Turkish women wear veils but also trousers, "betraying the fact
that they had legs-or should I say limbs? Can a woman be modest who
does not hide her Ie-limbs, I mean?"), and resolutely concludes that
since the dictionary must have been wrong about "natural" delicacy,
modesty must be artificial and specific to our civilization "but no less nec
essary for that reason." Studiously compiling (with some difficulty, she
admits, due to certain complicated discrepancies) a list of what consti
tutes modesty in our culture, she arrives at some clarity. A modest
woman in our civilization is one who does not expose her breasts to view
in the daytime or while nursing. In evening wear she may expose them
"very freely," however, and on lhe stl'eel she may wear "a girdle, which
while it i,!jures her imernal organs," allows the breasts to "move about"
provocatively. She hides her legs except at the seashore, where she may
show them "with perfect frankness" although to do so while seeking
health through exercise would be "shameful." She declines ever La men
tion "the excretory processes of the body" even if the result is illness:
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"what right-minded female would not rather suffer any anguish of mind
and body than even him to a male any such need on her part?" She may
refer to "actual maternity," but references to "possible maternity" should
make her blush or, preferably, faint
Having denaturalized the word modesty completely, Grant concludes
that, whatever "modesty" is, women should throw it "to the winds" for the
sake of heaILh, and behave "like some of those shameless creatures who
really seem to glol1' in theil' sex"-that is, like those "sav-.ages" who are
closer, in fact, 10 nature. "Shall we do so?" she demands. Then, in a con
clusion charaCleristic of many such essays of the period, she propels all
the accumulated ironies of the essay into one extreme, extravagant out
burst that abandons the traditionally modest pose of the eiron by com
pletely unmasking her anger: "Indeed, we shall not. Do I not know your
answer? Let us go on in the good old modest way; sick and ailing all our
lives, but not sacrificing one shred of the precious conventions that we
have collected about us at such a terrible cost. Let us live maimed,
deformed, decrepit, ignorant, half-sexed caricatures of women-but let
us be modest!" (30--3 4).
Such outburslS al'e designed to move the audience into the speaker or
writer's own ironic perspective by making any other position absurdly
untenable. Who would choose, freely, to live "maimed, deformed,
decrepit, ignorant, half·sexed"? Or, in the case of the extravagant ending
of de Cleyre's "Sex Slavery," who would choose, by claiming Moses Har
mall was indeed an obscenist who got what he deserved, to "Kill him! Kill
him!" (357�58)-which is what, she implies, his prison sentence will do?
The strategies de Cleyre shares with many of her anarchist con tempo
I<l.ries are evident in the similarities between Grant's ironies and hers.
What distinguishes her uses of irony from those of which Gr.mt's "Mod
esty" is representative, however, is the particular form de Cleyre's repeti
tions take, and the linguistic subtlety she brings to bear on the process of
detaching signifiers from conventional signifieds in order to reveal the
discrepancies and incongruities inherent in what dominant ideology
accepts as normal. Grant succeeds in calling the fundamental meanings
of the word 11!()de.�I)' imo question, for example, but only hints at the
underlying causes-sexual repression, gender inequality, even impe.-ial
ism---of the explosive contradictions latem in the word as it is conven
tionally used. When de Cleyre, on the other hand, discusses "virtue" in
"Sex Slavery," she weaves a structure of repetition in which, every time
the word appears, a new irony strips it of yet another of its convenlional
connotations.
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De Cleyre enthusiastically recommended Poe's "Philosophy of Com
position" to those who would write good poetry ("Poetry of Reform" 1 0) .
The sustained irony produced by the spiral of repetition i n such works as
"Sex Slavery" reflects her own method of achieving Poe's poetic goal,
"unity of effect," in her prose. Her critiques of fellow anarchists' rhetoric
are instructive. What she does not like in Emma Goldman's Ana.rchism
and Other £.ssa)'s is its disorg-.mization ("a hastily compiled hodge-podge,"
she told Yanovsky in a leller, Mar. 6, 1 9 1 I ). What she does not like in
"orators," as opposed to "Iecrurers" like herself, is exr.emporaneity and,
especially, overreliance on repetition (Avrich, AA 41-42)-presumably
both the kind of repetition that results from extemporaneous organiza
tion and the kind implicit in such devices as anaphora and epanalepsis.
These kinds of repetition de CIeyre uses only sparingly and to well-cal
culated effect; they are more characteristic of her Haymarket speeches,
intended to heighten the ardor of those already converted to her cause,
than of the lectures she delivered before more mixed audiences whose
minds she was seeking to "refashion." De Cleyre's auditors remembered
her for her brilliance, the amount of information she provided in sup
port of her arguments, her compelling logic, and her intensity (Hart
mann 92; Goldman, Voltairine de Cleyre 4).4 A speaker who WI"ote her lec
tures beforehand and read them aloud (Avrich, AA 42), she planned
evel)' move; many contemporaries commented on her meticulous habits
of revision, as did she herself". That these habits cOlllribUled much LO at
least one anarchist classic, Berkman's prison memoir, is well-docu
mented (Avrich, AA 199).5 Certainly they are evident in the unifying
ellcct of her ironic repetitions in many lectures and essays.
To say that de Cleyre's well-calculated use of irony and repetition
reveals a profound disjunction between signifiers and signifieds in the
ideology she analyzes is not, of course, to suggest that her analysis privi
leges the .·calms of signifiers over that of signifieds, or that she reveals
the arbitrariness of the line between them, or that her rhetorical meth
ods celebrate indeterminacy, despite the fact that linguistic "free play"
might seem in keeping with her overall philosophy of Liberty. On the
cOlllrary, for de Cleyre the process of detaching signifier'S from signifieds
is often an unmasking of the fact that a particular ideology has already
done so: that its whole discourse is founded on an appropriation of
terms for uses that profoundly betray what she sees as their real mean
ings. "Over and over again, names, phrases, mottoes, watchwords, have
been turned inside out, and upside down, and hindside before, and side
ways, by occurrences OUl of the control of those who used the expres-
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sions in their proper sense" ("Direct Action" 220). Outrage at such dis
tortions informs all her attacks on slate appropri ati ons of suc h terms as
lights or revolution or rebellion or libert)" which it is always her project to
reappropriate. At times she does so painstakingly and overtly, as in her
extended analysis ofwhat the history books make Shays' Rebellion mean
("Anarchism and American Traditions" 1 24), or what "Mexican Revolu
tion" means in the press, both mainstream and progressive ("Mexican
Revolution" 265-66) . Elsewhere, ohen in another part of the same essay
or speech, she relies on quick di sequi l i brati ng maneuvers in whi ch she
seems to snatch me an i ngs from thei r fal sifyi ng contexts. restori ng them.
in passing. to their rightful places as she sweeps by on her way to some
other end. Thus, en route to the conclusion that the Mexican Revolu ti on
is in full swi ng and should be supported, she describes Zapata, in the first
quick third of a sentence, as "a fighter of the style of our revolutional)'
Marion and Sumter" ("Mexican Revolution" 263), in one move re-revo
lutionizing the American "revolution" and asserting that the Mexican
Revolution expresses "our" (i.e in its rightful meaning. American)
ideals.
The case of such words as home, vi-rlue, maniage, jnimn, and criminal is
diffe re nt, in that for de C1eyre their very existence is a product of an
oppressive social structure that will vanish with the advent of " the rem
edy. . . . LIBERTY!" ("Sex Slavery" 356). In the case of the wo rd marriage
in particular, this view indicates de C1eyre s distance from yet another
group of her contemporaries. for whom "home" or "marriage" properly
described something that was desirable, but in a form that current insti
tutions, especi ally legal institutions, made it diff'icult LO achieve. For de
Cleyre it was not that the word Jnmnage should have a positive meaning
but has been used to cover up something unjust, something rightly
described by another term, "sex slavery." In her '�ew there can simply be
no such thing as what the word purportedly describes; marri age , and
every arrangement resembling it, will necessarily be, ipso facto, sex slav
ery. As she staled unequivocally, "They Who Marry Do Ill." Hence her
insistence that those who eschew the maniage ceremony but nonethe
less mailHain a sexual and economic "permanent dependen t relation
ship" (like Effie and Da,�d) al"e still participating in "marriage"-by
which term she means, she says, "the real thing," whatever name it goes
by ("They Who M arry" 502).
Thus de Cleyre's demystifying of the words home or 11ULniage is not an
unmasking of the fact thal a particular ideology has misappropriated
their rightful positive meanings, but an unmasking of what she sees as
.•
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their true referent "the real"-and negative-"thing" that the words
represenl. Similarly with the words j"i.wm and criminal. It is not that pris
ons should exist but mean something else, or have different people-the
real "criminals"-in them. The existence of "the fundamental crimi
nals," as she elsewhere called them ("McNamara 5tonn") , is the reason
for prisons, which house the victims of the real climes-people in whom
the violence of the state has bred an answering violence (like the woman
in "Betrayed" who killed her "illegitimate" child), or people who steal
"because r.heir lights are swlen from them before they are born"
("Crime and Punishment" 1 92 ) , Abolishing the "fundamental crime"
"this scheme of property right for some in what belongs to us all"
("McNamara Storm")-would eliminate both prisons and the need for
them,
Oppositional Metaphors and Dominant Ideas

But de Cleyre's rhetoric is not merely a demystification of other people's
rhetoric. She crafts her own discourse of liberation, anchored in an
oppositional set of metaphors to .'eplace those she deconstruclS, Her
essays and stories as well as her poetry are filled with images of the nat
ural and inevitable: of growth, unbounded spaces, vast cosmic motion,
\�olent upheavals and stonns; the sublimity and self,sufficiency of the
individual "Will." Many, perhaps all, of these images are associated with
her ideas of evolution and progress, which are part and parcel of her
faith in the free inquiry of science, as opposed to the servile subjections
of religion, What might appear a disjunction between this emphasis on
science and the high romantic tone evoked by her storms and hurricanes
and volcanoes and freewheeling stars is in fact an index to her rhetorical
power, which derived (as the comments of her contemporaries on her
lectu.'e style make clear) from a fusion of analytical rigor with what
Franklin Rosemont calls her "hauntingly wild and violent lyricism" ( 1 2 ) .
Jay Fox's memorial essay in the AgitalorforJuly 1 5 , 1 9 1 2 , paid tribute to
this fusion of feeling and intellect in her work and life: "She has left the
stage, bUl her memory will linger long, like the odor of a fragrant rose
crushed at full bloom; like the impress of a great thot Aasht on the
mind."ii The smell of a rose and the lightning illumination of a great
thought-the imagery evokes de Cleyre's prose and well as her poeuy.
Her speeches and essays are full of carefully researched evidence: she
provides statistics, dates, sources; she compares histories of the same
event At the same time, the emotional power that animates her analysis
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is overwhelmingly present in such images as the one that introduces
"The Oominam Idea": the exultant description or a morning-glory vine
dead but nonetheless blooming in the "red lightning" of a midnight
storm (79-80).
Il is typical of de Cleyre that this impassioned lyrical image should
function simuhaneously as the first logical step in a carefully t'easoned
argument and as an affective point of access to her ideas, an imaginative
experience for her audience to enter as a means of simultaneously con
cepTualizing and feeling her most important. tenn, "liberty," In de C1eyre's
rhetoric such images are an invitation to an interior performance of the
freedom that would characterize a new social order that has not yet been
created, but which that imerior experience, by vinue of [he maletial
force of ideas, can help to create. Her readers experience breadth,
space, and nature, through an expansive rhetoric of waves, floods, stars
wheeling, a seed bursting upward, a voice breaking up through the sod
of a woman's grave, "a free / Wide sweep of love, broad as the ether-sea"
( Written in Red; Worm T'lt17ls; "Bastard Born" 37; "Freethinker's Plea" 26).
Such experiences operate as psychological direct expropriations of what
she again and again emphasizes that the beneficiaries of the current eco
nomic system have slOlen: "the sea and air!" ("Bastard Born" 37).
Through the ideal/material expelience of the imaginary bodily sensa
tions evoked by such images, her revolutionary rhetoric produces an
imerior, psychological enactment of the new order of things thal will
"naturally," as Paine said, follow a new order of thoughts.
The word "naturally" is crucial; it is an inlerior experience of an out
ward lire in nature thal de Cleyre creates in her representations of the
enacting of liberty in a social, political, economic world whose institu
tions are mystified as natural and normal. Concomitantly, her predomi
nant imagery pictures the voicing and enacUTIent of resistance as itself a
natUl'al, inevitable force. ""hen the sea finally crashes through the "shell
crunched wall" in "The Hurricane," the superhuman power it tropes is
suddenly revealed in all its human splendor:
Thou metest wage, 0 People.
Vel1' swiftly,
Now that thy hate is grown:
Thy time al last is come;
Thou heapest anguish,
Where thou thyself wert bare!
No longer to thy dumb
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God clasped and kneeling,
Thou answere,sL thine own I)ra),er.

The line "Thou metest wage, 0 People" is dissonant wilh the clash of
ironies: archaic religious language alludes to modem industrial wage
slavery; the "People," as the blasphemous delayed antecedent of "Thou,"
appropl"iate the place both of wage-payers and-as in the image of Bresci
in "Anarchism"-of God mer.ing Oill jusr.ice. Th� words "thou" and
"lhine" are an example of de Cleyre's ironic wrenchings of words OUl of
their customary orbits; conventionally used in prayers to God, here they
apostrophize the oppressed who come to realize that they must simply
take what they have prayed for.
The image is one of de Cleyre's most passionate representations of
self-decolonization, which for her always implies the r�jection of any
supreme Authority--church, government, God-and the bursting free,
in the mind and in the world, of individual agency. De Cleyre's first
significant poem, "The Burial of My Past Self," evokes eloquently her
personal experience of such liberation after long inner struggle:
The seed must burst before the germ unfolds,
The stars must f�lde before the moming wakes;
Down in her depths the mine the diamond holds;
A new heart pulses when the old heart breaks.
And now, Humanity, I tum to you;
I consecrate my service to the world!
Perish the old love, welcome to the ne\\'Broad as the space-aisles where the stars are whirled!

Intriguingly, whether there is any biographical referent or not, the
"love" the narralOr is burying with her past self here seems to be a fused
double reference LO freedom from the hold of human love on her emo
tions and the hold of religion on hel" conscience and sensibility. Like the
broad sweeping imagery of "The Freethinker's Plea," this bears an ilHer
esting relation to the expansive imagery of de Cleyre's peroration in
"The Death of Love," with its call for sex radicals to replace mere per
sonal and individual love with love for all humanity.
I n this poem and everywhere in de Cleyre's work, revolution is thus
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affective and intellectual as well as social, political, and economic.
Indeed, in "Why I Am an Anarchist," a prose account or her personal rev
olution, the structural primacy of feelings, to which Pa1czewski has called
attention,7 implies a view of emotion as a kind of insight, a logic, that
bypasses the constraints ideology places on merely intellectual vision. In
this essay, de Cleyre's representarions of her early feelings of i,!justice
provide an oppositional counterpart to the way hegemonic ideologies
depend on a sense of the natural and normal and in evi tabl e on a sense
that the i�jus[ices of the stanIS quo are, as her "thinking pan" kept assur
ing her, "nobody's fault" ( 1 8 ) . What holds LOgether the web or any post
Enlightenment Western ideology is the mechanism by which it con
vinces su�jects that perceptions of its illogic are merely feelings and
therefore illogical. Because ideology is one's "lived," "imaginary" rela
tion to real conditions (Althusser)-and also one's experienced and felt
relation-the intrusion into consciousness of feelings of a different rela
tion has to be managed, accounted for in the logic of the web itself.
"Why I Am an Anarchist" traces de Cleyre's anarchism to such intru
sions, describing, in a catalog of her early emotional reactions to "repres
sion in all forms" ( 1 8) , the progressive rending of the neL of ideology
that constrained her intellect to see [hat repression as "nobody's fault."8
Through this catalog of emotional reactions, Cleyre exposes as intellec
lualabsul"dities the economic structure of society ("people with five hun
dred dollar brains getting five thousand dollar educations" while poor
children work); "conventional dress, speech, and custom" ("we must
conform to the anonymous everybody who wears a stock-collar in mid
summer and goes decollete at Christmas") the education system ("every
child's head measured by every other child's head") , novels ("there
should be . . . people \\�th some other motive in walking through a book
than to geL married aL the end"), conventional historiography ("the
count of elections, th e numbering of administrations!") and then,
"Above all . . . the subordinated cramped circle prescribed for women in
daily life" ( 18-20). Echoing through this account are phrases desClibing
her early impulses LOward freedom: "an unending protest. . . . the
instinct oflibeny. . . . an instinctive decision . . . a wild craving . . . indignation . . . consciousness . . . an ever-present feeling . . . an eager wish . . .
a constant seeking. . . . a general disgust . . . a desire. . . . a desire . . . a
desire . . unrest . . an overpowering senriment .
A never-ending
query. . . . a steady dissatisfaction . . . a disgust . . a bitter, passionate
sense . . . an anger . . . sense of burning disgust. . . . intense sympathies
. . . cravings . . . longings. . . . clamors . . . biuernesses" ( 1 8-2 1 ) .
,
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These phrases describing "sympathies," as opposed to "conscious rea
soning," work rhetorically as those impulses worked in her life, explod
ing, with the directness of their insight, the ideology that renders as nor
mal and natural what is unnecessary, unnatunl.l, and absurd. It is the
knowledge provided by feelings-the preeminent logic of their refusal to
be "satisfied" with absurdities that the "intellect" or "thin king parf' ( 1 8 )
sees, through the web of ideology, as necessary givens-that shows up
the idiocy of the conventional logic that can find no cause for i,�ustice,
and therefore no solurion. (As in the case of a modem president who
said ahoUl inequities in abortion funding: "Sometimes lire is unf'air.")
De Cleyre's appeal to the clarity of emotional logic expresses an
assumption clUcial to her ability to create a rhetoric capable of dislUpt
ing the workings of "institutions" in the mind. One of the most impor
tant devices of dominant ideologies is their way of masking the internal
contradictions that would, if revealed, calise them to implode around
their own ironies. This is the mechanism de Cleyre works to undo by
exposing those ironies; it is also the mechanism she is working to undo
by pro\�ding altemative intemal experiences of liberty. Taken as a
whole, her work builds up an oppositional landscape of the mind-a
world of breadth, motion, change, evolution; of wheeling stars, surging
waves, dead flowers blooming in the dead of night through sheer force
of will. This intel�or landscape is charged with a tremendous energy that
becomes itself an implicit call to action, as is also the case with the spi
raling, revolutionary rhetoric ofher essays and speeches, which explode
in such climaxes as this imagistic, metaphoric definition of anarchism:
once to stand unflinchingly on the brink of that dark gulf of
passions and desires, once at last to send a bold, straight-driven gaze
down into the volcanic Me . . . . Once and forever to realize that one is
not a bundle of well-regulated little reasons bound up in the front
room of the brain to be sermonized and held in order with copy-book
maxims or moved and stopped by a syllogism, but a bottomless, bot
tomless depth of all strange sensations, a rocking sea of feeling. . . .
And then, to turn c1oudward, slanvard . . . letting oneself go free, go
free beyond the bounds of what fear and custom call the 'possible.'
("Anarchism" I 1 3-14)
Ah,

All of these evocations of inner freedom, all of de Cleyre's efforts to
shatter the interior hegemony of the dominant social, cultur<d, and eco
nomic paradigms of her society, are predicated on her faith in the power
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of the refashioned mind Lo refashion the world by freeing itself from the
bounds of what dominant ideology defines as "possible." This faith
underlies her critique of vulgar materialist conceptions of history in
"The Dominant Idea," which is grounded in a perception that even some
supposedly oppositional ideologies sustain oppression, as do the domi
nant i deologies she attacks in "Sex Slavery," by mystitying the relations
between ideas and materiality. While regarding materialist historiogra
phy as an important corrective to the view that ideas have a God-like
indep endent. exis te nce , she debun ks the notion that ideas merely mi rror
the material, insisting on the reality of th e dead vine's bloom-"the force
of purposive action, of intent wilhin holding its purpose against obstacles
without" (84).
Our modem teaching is that ideas are but attendant phenomena,
impotent to determine the actions or relations of life, as the image in
the glass which should say to the body it reflects: " ! shall shape thee."
In tmth we know that directly the body goes from before the mirror,
the transient image is nothingness; but the real body has its being to
live, and will live it, heedless of vanished phanto m s of itself� in
response to the ever-shifting pressure of things without it. (80-8 1 )
De Cleyre's placement of this me taph or of the live body and the ill usory
image in the glass situates it in the context of the paradox of the life of
the "dead" vine, the opening metaphor that established, from the begin
ning, that what seems inanimate may be alive. The image of the dead
vine is repeated with a diflerence in the image of the danger of seeing
our ideas (and therefore ourselves) as illusions, dead, unreal-and
therefore, she implies, incapable of blooming.

It is thus thal the so-called Materialist Conception of Hi s tory , the
modem Socialists, and a positive majority of Anarchists would have us
look upon the world ofideas,-shifting, unreal reflections . . . so many
mirror appearances of cerk"lin material relations, wholly powe rless to
aCl upon the course of material things. Mind to them is itself a blank
mirror, though in fact nevel' wholly blank, because always facing the

reality ofthe matelial and bound to refiec[ some shadow. To-day I am
somebody. to-morrow som ebody else. if the scenes have shifted; my
Ego is a gibbering phantom, pirouetting in the glass, gesticulating,
transforming, hourly or momentarily, gleaming \\�th the phosphor
light of a deceptive unreality, melting like the mist upon the hills.
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Rocks, fields, woods, streams, houses, goods, flesh, blood, bone,
sinew,-these are realities, with definite parts to play. with essential
characters that abide under all changes; but my Ego does not abide; it
is manufactured afresh with every change of these. (80-8 1 )
To this "lamentable error" de Cleyre responds that mind is no "powerless
reflection" but "an active modifying agent" and that the opposite idea is
morally debilitating, pmducing self excuses ("My conditions have made
me so") lhal brook no rebuual: "poor mirror-ghosts! how could they
help it!" (81-83). To prove that ideas do shape material reality. de
Cleyre recounts the "dominant idea" of each historical age as expressed
in ils material creations. Arriving finally at the modern age, with its
mindless production of "mount.:"1in ranges of things" and its shopping
districts "where the tilted edges of the strata of things are exposed to
g'dze"-all of which simply expresses, self-reflectingly, the dominant idea
"the Much Making of Things"-she suddenly returns shockingly to the
image of the mirror: "Such is the dominant idea of the western world, at
least in these our days. You may see it wherever you look, impressed
plainly on things and on men; very likely, if you look in the glass, you will
see i( there" (87-89) .
In tenllS of the spiral of repetition, this image of the mirror brings us
one step closer to the final imny de Cleyre will explore: "the so-called
Materialist Conception or Histol}''' (81 ) is itself, she subtly insinuates, a
reflection of the dominant emphasis on things, and those who adhere to
that conception, whatever their supposedly oppositional ideology, are in
practice powerless to express their ideas as a force in the world. Indeed,
de Cleyre fmally implies that, in a kind of self-fulfilling prophecy, the
materialists' "will" being "rotted by the intellectual reasoning of it out of
its existence" (92) , the dominant materialism ohhe age comes only too
easily to reflect ilSelfin their lives, as they should admit
Take a good look into yourself, and if you love Things and the
power and the plenitude of Things beller (han you love your own dig
nity, human dignity . . . do not fool yourself by saying you would like
to help usher in a free society, but you cannot sacrifice an armchair
for it. Say honestly, "I love armchairs better (han free men, and pur
sue them because I choose; not because circumstances make me. I
love hats, large, large hats, with many feathers and great bows; and I
would rather have those hats than trouble myself about social dreams
that will never be accomplished in my day. The world worships hats,
and I wish to worship with them." (93 94)
-
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De Cleyre here portnl.Ys even the materialist-"anarchisL's" speech, with
iLS breathy repetitions of "ha{S" (alliterated with "have") and its self�lra
matizing alliteration of w's, as mirroring the obsessive, mechanical pro
duction of "things . . . Things . . . things . . . things . . . things . . . things"
(87) that constitutes the mindless "idea" of the age. Against such mirror
talk, with i{S repetitive mass-production ofhaLS, hats, hats, hats, de Cleyre
asserts her own credo in a subtly different kind of repelition: "the domi
nant idea of the age and land does not necessarily mean the dominant
idea of any single life" (89). The mirror-image-with-a-difference created
by the repetition of "dominant idea" with different modifying phrases
emphasizes tllat the individual mind need not reduplicate the world,
need not be a mirror-ghosl. In keeping with this assertion, the last two
paragraphs of the essay suddenly tum the term "dominant idea" itself
upright, revolutionizing it. Until now the term has meant the idea by
which we will be dominated if we yield to mere circumstance; at the end
it means we can choose our "own allegiance,'" a Dominant Idea that
"conquers and remoulds Circumstance" (94).
De Cleyre often, as in the passage about hats and armchairs, turns her

revolutionizing rhetoric on those who are supposedly in her own camp.
Beginning a speech against censorship with a humorous story about the
policeman who concluded that her book of revolutionary poems, The
Worm Turns, need not be confiscated ("Oh, that's all right; that's some
thing about worms") ,9 she first speculates as to how this interpretation
could have been supported by the first poem in that volume, "Germinal,"
with its reference to "sowing" and the "field of Mars." She then rings
changes on t.he word "worms" until it has turned, itself� from a
metonymy for the foolishness of censors to a metaphor for the spineless
ness of those who share her views on censorship but will not speak up
("On Liberty" 142-43) . The worm itself will turn when trodden, but
there are supposed I'evolutionaries who will n ot lift a finger in defense of
free speech. In her plea for the imprisoned Harman, likewise, although
her opening witticism about Delmonico's implies an audience likely to
agree that capik-disLS are criminals, she does not assume that the men in
that audience are innocent of the crimes "Sex Slavery" foregrounds.
Thus the ironies she has been developing throughout t.he lecture circle
around eventually to settle on those auditors who may themselves have
boasted, as did one of her supposed comrades, " ' I will be boss in my own
house'-a 'Communist-Anarchist,' if you please, who doesn't believe in
'
my house' " (349). Beginning with the tribute issue of Mother Earth after
her death, almost everything written about de CIeyre records her fierce
efforts to eliminate such contradictions from her own life. Both her life
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and works were animated by the possibility of not only conceptualizing
but enacting what bell hooks calls "an oppositional world view" (Femini,�l
Theo!), 163; Yearning 1 5}-making it the intellectual, affective, social, and
political space one inhabits.
�Ave et Vale"

One of de C1eyre's most intriguing medi�ltions on such a possibility is
her essay on the Nonvegian anarchist Krisr.ofer Hansteen, which traces,
with moving subtlety, the complex fusions of interior and exterior, ideal
and material, in the life of a profoundly spiritual man dedicated to the
material reali7.-<'uion of a new order of thought but unconscious of the
gendered relations benveen ideas and materiality in his own home. I n
keeping with the eulogistic tone of the essay, its spiral of repetition is not
ironic but lyrically parddoxical, beginning with the opening description
of Hansteen as "Of the earth, unearthly-" ("Kristofer Hansteen" 5 2 ) , a
line she describes herself as having written and left unfinished during an
illness over two years before his death, when she had been planning an
essay on his work, "And now that I am ready to pick up the thread oflife
again," she says, "I read that he is dead-of (he eanh no more, he who
hardly ever belonged to it" ( 5 2 ) . Developing the theme of Hansteen's
unworldliness, his "delicate, half:'aerial personality" (52) and his
nonetheless physically strenuous commitment to real-world change, at
the end de Cleyre arrives at a "sense of puzzlement" at the family rela
tions that allowed him both to remain so unworldly and to pursue so
unremittingly his work in the world.
It was then and it is now a wonder to me how in that mystical brain
of his, replete with abstractions, generalizations, idealizations, he
placed his love for wife and children; strong and tender as it was, one
could appreciate at once that he had no sense of the burden of prac
tical life which his wife seemed to have Laken up as naturally hers. . . .
Nor did the fact that his unworldliness doubled her ponion of respon
sibility seem to cause him to reflect that she was kept too busy, like
Martha of old, to "choose that good part" which he had chosen.
Thinking of it now, still with some sense of puzzlement, I believe his
love for human creatures, and especially within the ram ily relation,
were of that deep, still, yearning kind we feel towards the woods and
hills of home; the silent, unobtrusive presence fills us with rest and
certainty, and we are all unease when we miss it; yet we take it for
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granted, and seldom dwell upon it in our active thoughts, or realize
the pan it plays in us; it belongs LO the dark wells of being. C1j6)
This incongruity between Hansteen 's family relations and his work for
human freedom comes to replace "of the earth, unearthly" as the para
dox, or rather "puzzle," with which we are left at the end. The word
"home," so thoroughly scorned in "Sex Slavery," has an interesting func
tion in this passage: "home" he.·e is a natural place, outside .·ather than
inside, and our relationship '-0 a natural place is the narural, fundamen
tal relationship of home. In this context, Hansteen's love "within the
family relation" is only analogous to, not identical with, the love for a nat
ural "home" that we all have. llle point, of course-the "puzzle"-is that
Hansteen unthinkingly put his wife in the position of being this natural
place--ofbeing, in fact. nature. This implication, together with the ref
erence to the work his wife took up "as naturally hers," reveals that even
here in this personal essay de Cleyre is engaged in her project of getting
institutions out of the mind by exposing as artificial and culturally deter
mined what a dominant ideology mystifies as natural.
The most lyrical passage of the essay, the midpoint of the spiral of rep
etition of words associated with eanh, nature, and uneanhliness, is a
description of Hansteen guiding de Cleyre through the art galleries of
Kristiania, drawing on his experiences hiking as a boy with his grandfa
ther: "He knew the lights upon the snow and rocks, just what time of the
year shone on the leaves, where the wood-paths wound, the dim glories
of the mist upon the Gords, the mountain sl.:"1irways in their craggy walls,
and the veiled colors of the summer midnight. And he knew the devel
opment of Norwegian art life and literaql life, as one who wanders always
in those paths, mysteriously lit" (53). Like the evocation of the "dark
wells of being" at the end of the essay, this passage celebrates Hansteen
as a deeply natural man-so much a natural man that his tour through
an urban art gallery, his knowledge of culture itself ("art life and literary
life") is a continuation of his boyhood hikes through the "wood-paths."
Looking at pictures of his childhood landscapes, he could tell what was
outside, or perhaps inside, the representation: where the paths led.
These descriptions, with thei.· emphasis on what is "dim" and "veiled"
and "mysterious," add yet another layer to the meanings of the words "Of
the earth, unearthly"; in them I-Iansteen's love or nature, art. and litera
ture, all bound up together. is invested with a spirituality that is nonethe
less "of the earth."
Hansteen's cies to nature, so movingly described, inform the com-
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plexity of the ending, with ilS "puzzlement" that such a man should have
failed LO question whether his wire's humble role was really "natural."
The allusion to Martha and Mary-and perhaps implicitly to the contra
diction in Jesus' praise of Mary's gender-role violation even as Martha
was providing for his earthly needs-suggeslS it was a gender ideology
associaring men with mind and women with body that made the contra
diction of earthly unearthliness sustainable in the real world of
Hansteen's anarchist activism. Thus, like the ironic repetitions of de
Cleyre's more scarhing polilical speeches and essays, rhe r.urnings and
returnings or the paradoxical repetition in this personal essay-"Or the
earth, unearthly"-unlock the central contradiction of an ideology,
which is in this case also the central ideological incongruity of her sub
ject's life. Once again, as in "Sex SlaveI)'," she reveals dominant gender
ideology as depending on a mystification that allows the material rela
tions organized around women's functions in society to be appre
hended, indeed interiorized, as spiritual essences: as a question of
"virtue," or a mystical sense of "home," for example. The "puzzle" is sub
tly expressed; the eulogy is a touching lIibute to a man de Cleyre liked
and whose activism and anarchist commitment she respected despite her
perception of the gap in his understanding of his own life. In addition,
de Cleyre situates her view in some sort of alliance with those of his aunt
Aasla Hansteen, 10 a preeminent Nonvegian exponent of women's righlS,
whom she mentions early in the essay as an "outlandish and even O\llra
geous" but also clearly admirable critic of "masculine prerogative" (53).
The final effect of the essay is that it situates Hansteen's contradictions
in relation to de Cleyre's views on what is unnatural and contrary to the
cause of human liberty in any exercise of "masculine prerogative" (53),
no matter how saintly the man or how valuable his work, while also sus
pending them in a final "puzzlement" that acknowledges heT biendship
with a man who was only mortal, but also "of the earth" in the most spir
itual sense.
The last sentence of the eulogy returns to the theme of earthliness in
a different way, in the image of Hansteen as a "Dear, falling star of the
northland," an "aerial" being, in Olher words, that has fallen finally LO
earth. Like the opening sentence, the final sentence also contains an
aposiopesis. "Dear, falling s(ar of the nonhland,-so you have gone out,
and-it was not yet morning" (56). The final dash returns us to the
opening line of the eulogy and de Cleyre's identification orthat line with
a period in her life when "all my MSS. ended with a dash" ( 5 2 ) . One is
perhaps supposed to be expecting some other final phrase here: "you
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\\�ll ahV'..t.ys be remembered," for example. Instead, we are told, "and-it
was not yet mo rning," meaning that the dawn of anarchism has yet to
come. After the opening, de Cleyre had continued, "And now that I am
ready to pick up the thread of life again I read that he is dead . . . " ( 5 2 ) .
Atthe end, the il1\�l.ation to pick up the thread oflife-ofHanstcen's life
in its noble dedication-is clear. The dash has been linked metonymi
cally to "the thread of life" that may be broken at any moment; we are
invited to pick it up and continue in Hansteen's work, realizing its
fragiliry and therefore the urgency of rhe task. Paradoxically, the broken
threads at the beginning and end of the essay tie Hansteen's life to de
Cleyre's, and both to the life of the reader.
It is typical of de Cleyre to read a personal life in ideological terms,
because to engage, from an "oppositional worldview" (hooks) in the
"struggle for the control of the symbol systems of a given society"
(Lerner) is to work at disrupting the characteristic metaphors and
images in which people describe their experiences to themselves: the
languages in which they live those experiences intellectually, emotion
ally, socially, politically. It is to contest all of the modes in which they
apprehend reality, with the aim of fi'eeing them to imagine themselves
and the world in new ways. De Cieyre was adamant in her determination
to sustain an oppositional "dominant idea" born of her realization, after
Haymarket, "That not in dem anding little" is the world transformed,
"but in demanding much-all . ." ("Eleventh of November 1 887"
24-25 ) . On New Year's Day at the turn of the twentieth century, she
wrote a poem, "Ave et Vale," about the injustices she hoped ,·."ould be
redressed in the next hundred years, looking forward with determined
confidence to the herald of those changes, the ringing out of a general
international strike:
Comrades, what matter the watch-night tells
That a New Year comes or goes?
What to llS are the crashing bells
That clang out the Century's close?
""'hat to us is the gala dress?
The whirl of the dancing feet?
The glitter and blare in the laughing press,
And din of the merry street?
Do we not know that our brothers die
In the cold and dark to-night?
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Shelterless faces turned tmvard the sky
Will nOL Sce the New Year's light!
Wandering children, lonely, lost,
Drift away on the human sea,
VI'hile the price of their lives in a glass is tossed
And drunk in a revelry!

Do we forget them, these broken ones,
That OUl" watch la-night is set?
Nay, we smile in the face of the year that comes
Because we do notforget.
We do not forget the tramp on the track,
Thrust out in the wind-swept waste,
The curses of Man upon his back
And the curse of God in his face.
The stare in the eyes of the buried man
Face down in the fallen mine;
The despair of the child whose bare feet ran
To tread out the rich man's wine;
The solemn light in the dying gaze
Of the babe at the empty breast,
The wax accllsation, the sombre glaze
Of iLS frozen and rigid rest;
They are all in the smile that we turn to the east
To welcome the Century's dawn;
They are all in our greeting to Night's high priest,
As we bid (he Old Year begone.

Begone and have done, and go down and be dead
Deep drowned in your sea of (ears!
We smile as YOll die, for we wait the red

Morn-gleam of a hundred-years
That shall see the end of the age-old wrong,
The reapers that have not sown,The reapers of men with their sickles strong
Who gather, but have not strawn.
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For the earth shall be his and the fruits thereof
And to him the corn and wine,
Vlho labors the hills with an even love
And knows not "thine and mine."
And the silk shall be to the hand that weaves,
The pearl r.o him who dives,
The home to the builder; and all 1ife's sheaves
To the builder of human lives.
And none go blind that another see,
Or die that another live;
And none insult with a charity
That is not theirs to give.
For each of his plenty shall ti-eely share
And L:"1ke at another's hand:
Equals breathing the Common Air
And toiling the Common Land.
A dream? A vision? Aye, what you will;
Let i t be to you as i t seems:
Of this Nightmare Real we have OUf fill;
To-l1lg
" I
1l "ls f"or " pI easant dreams. "
Dreams that shall waken the hope that sleeps
And knock at each torpid Hearl
Till it beat drum taps, and the blood that creeps
With a lion's spring upstart!

And this shall be i n the Centull'
That opes on our eyes to-night;
So here's to the struggle, if it must be,
And to him who fights the fight.
And here's to the dauntless,jubilant throat
That loud to its Comrade sings,
Till over the earth shrills the musteling note,
And the World Strike's signal rings.
Philadelphia, January I , I go l
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In her lecture "Crime and Punishment," which calls for an under
standing that crime is not simply a natural, inevitable faCl, a "thing-in
itself," but something that has causes and can be ended, de Cleyre
acknowledged the apparent futility of voicing such ideas in her world.
Judges who oppose the death penalty continue to sentence men to
death, she says; prosecutors "exhaust their eloquence and their tricks" to
convict people; others testify "against sinners; and then they all meet in
church and pray, 'Fo'"give us our trespasses as we fo'"give those who tI"es
pass againsT. us.'" Underlining the irony that {he words ofJesus should be
repeated without their meaning, his voice silenced even in iL'i preserva
tion, she says, "And I know that just as the voice of Jesus was not heard,
and is not heard, save here and there; just as the voice of Tolstoy is not
heard, save here and there; and others great and small are lost in the
great echoless desert of indifferentism, having produced little percepti
ble effect, so my voice also will be lost, and barely a slight ripple of
thought be propagated over that dry and fruiLless expanse; even that the
next wind of trial will straighten and leave as unimprinted sand." But she
goes on,
Nevertheless, by the continued and unintermitting action of forces
infinitesimal compared with the human voice, the greatest effects are
at length accomplished. A wave-length of light is but the fifty-thou
sandth part of an inch, yet by the continuous action ofwaves like these
have been produced all the creations of light, the entire world of
sight, out of masses irresponsive, dark, colorless. And doubt not that
in lime this cold and irresponsive mass of indif-ference will feel and
stir and realize the force of the great sympathies which will change the
attitude of the human mind as a whole towards Crime and Punish
ment, and erase both from the world. ("Crime and Punishment"
7&-77)
,
It was the object of de Cleyre's revolutionary rhetoric to change "the
attitude of the human mind as a whole" so that the very perception of
what is and is not a natural, given "thing-in-iLSelf' changes. Her voice has,
as she predicted, almost been lost, and what she envisioned so hopefully
as our present in "Ave el Vale" is still the future. Indeed, (hat poem could
equally well have been dated January I , 2 00 1 , and published without a
change. But if those facts underscore de Cleyre's description of her voice
as only a ripple over a vast expanse of desert, they should also call atten
tion to her relevance today. De Cleyre's method of exposing the way
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dominant ideology mystifies material relations by recasting them as spir
itual or psychological essences has importam implications for COlllem
porary feminist thought, and of progressive political thought more gen
erdlly. At the same time, in such essays as "Sex Slavery," "The Dominant
Idea," and "Why I Am an Anarchist" she was an early and important pio
neer in the pr�ject, still ongoing a hundred years later, of inserting an
understanding of psychology into an understanding of how material
relations work, and how they can be changed. As Karl Mannheim says of
ideology. "A society is possible in the last analysis because the individuals
in it carry around in their heads some sort of picture of that society.""
De Cleyre's revolutionary rhetoric is aimed at revolutionizing a set of
mental piclUres that make an oppressive society possible. In her eHort to
bring about "a new order of things" by creating "a new order of
thoughts," she crafted a rhetoric ofself-decolonization aimed at disrupt
ing the ideological configuration of her readers' interior lives, freeing
them to rearticulate those lives in terms of oppositional paradigms that
would allow them to imagine radical change.
De Cleyre's most important legacy to progressive American literary
and political traditions in the twenty-first century is her insistence on
that act of imagination. Her stance toward the relationship between
ideas and action, theory and social revolution; her interest in disjunc
tions between intellectual and political transformation; her insistence
both thal ideas shape material relations and that women must leave
behind "the question of souls" in order to "demand our bodies"; and her
representations of political interiorities ' 2 as well as of the material force
of ideas establish her right to a place in contemporary feminist debate in
particular. The fact that readers can still be scandalized by de Cleyre's
attacks on the ruling ideologies of her day aLlesls to her still scandalous
relevance to ours. By the same token, her art of tmns[ormative repetition
still has the trdnsforming power to make her readers hear again, look
again, see a different picture-{)r see in the picture, as did Kristofer
Hansleen for all his limitations, the world beyond the frame.
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Vohairinc de Cleyrc at her desk, Summer 1898. (Courlc.'>,. of the Joseph Ishill

Collection, Houghton Library, Harvard University.)

Part Two

Selected Writings of
VOLTAIRINE de CLEYRE

Section One

DE CLEYRE'S LIFEWORK
Hope , Despair, Solidarity

De Cleyre was a voluminous letter writer, and her iellers are a microcosm
of the strengths that characterize her work in evclY other genre; in them,
in fact. we see much of the literary potential that she herself felt she
never fully developed. To supplement the biographical sketch in the
imroduction, this collection opens with chronologically arranged
excerpts from letters that express the heights and depths of de Cleyre's
experiences as a friend, sister, daughter, lover, and comrade who had
commilLed her life to the advocacy of human freedom. Even in this small
selection we hear the rich range of her voice, speaking with an orga
nizer's urgent efficiency in the appeal for money for the Mexican
Defense League; a friend and comrade's honesty in the letters to
Yanovsky and Hansen; a nature poet's sensibiliry in a Jetter to her sister.
We hear her deep sadness at the death of her friend and lover Nahum
Berman as well as he." excoriating anger at Gordon's and her moUler's
criticisms of her supposed "impracticality" even as she choked si Jently on
the memol), of the sacrifices she had made to give them over a thousand
dollars of her hard-earned money.
The leLLers are preceded by one of de Cleyre's early poems, "The Bur
ial of My Past Self," written in Greenville, Michigan, in 1 885, where she
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lived briefly with her aunt in her first move toward independent adult
life. Strongly marked at the beginning with traces of the bitler spiritual
and intellectual struggles of de Cleyre's adolescence as well as the high
Romantic poetry she admired, it builds to the clarity and self-assertion of
all her later work, including the leLter to her mother replinted next
under the title "New and Strange Ideas," dated December 1 8, "t:.M. 287."
It was written at a time of flux in de Cleyre's early career, just over a
month after the hanging of the Haymarket anarchists on November I I ,
1 887. a few days aher her first real exposure to socialism, and about a
month before her definitive turn toward anarchism. At lhe time she was
a freethought lecturer, speaking and publishing on such topics as the
importance of "secular education" (i.e., keeping religious perspectives
out of the schools) and the evils of convents. The heading renects the
reformed, secular system of dating selected by Liberals at an 1882 con
vention and used on the masthead of Moses Harman's sex-radical peri
odical Lucifer. De Cleyre read and occasionally contributed to Lucifer; she
would also write one of her most important feminist manifestos, "Sex
Slavery" ( 1 890), in response to Harman's imprisonment for "obscenity"
(see chap. 3 ) . "t.M." means Era of Man, replacing A.D. (Anno Domini,
Year of Our Lord), with a starting point of Giordano Bruno's burning at
the stake in 1 600 for the heresy of preferring the authority of science to
that of the church (Sears 49). Although de Cleyre's mother came fi'OIn
an abolitionist heritage, part of Voltairine's iconoclastic inheritance, she
was also a rather conservative Presbyterian. In this tetler de Cleyre elab
orates on her own defiance of religious, social, and political orthodoxy,
a revolt thal has obviously already shaken what she elsewhere terms her
mother's "Puritan-poisoned soul" (letter to Addie. August 1 .1) , 1 9 1 I ) .
I n typically uncompromising style, she plunges into a sex-radical dis
cussion of marriage followed by references to "coal-kings" and "salt-own
e"s"-signs, as Avrich says, of her new socialist views inspired by Clarence
Darrow at a Thomas Paine memorial convention (AA 45-46). Darrow
was a freethinker, prounion lawyer, and spellbinding orator, now most
often remembered as the defense lawyer in the Scopes "monkey trial" of
1 925, in which an indiCLment for teaching evolution became a classic
test-case of "secular education." De Cleyre had lectured on freethought
hero Paine; Darrow spoke on labor issues, in what de Cleyre called "my
first introduction to any plan f'or bcttering the condition of the working
classes which furnished some explanation of the course of economic
development" (Avrich, AA 45). Her shift from socialism to thinking
along anarchist lines would come soon hereafter, in 1888; mcanwhile
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the references to anarchism and the list of the anarchislS recently sen
tenced in the Haymarket incidelll show that she has already decided the
supposed "damage" the Haymarket martyrs did, or advocated, pales
beside that done in the name of Standard Oil and the mine owners.
By the time of the next selection, "Civilizing the World," a long letler
to de Cleyre's sister Adelaide on September 4, 1 900, de C1eyre was writ
ing from almost exactly the midpoint of her career. This letter prO\�des
one of the best glimpses into her application of anarchist the ol1' to cur
rent events, and also into some of her mosr salient personal charaaeris
tics-her love of animals and of nalU re, her loyalty as a friend and family
member. Like most of her letters to family, it is full of tender concern for
their well-being, mixed both with a certain exasperation at their ideas
about how lite should be lived, and a faith that they share at least some
views in common. A lifelong opponent of marriage, for example, de
Cleyre seems happy enough that her sister is married to a man who suits
her, although she wonders nen'ously whether her views on Bresci's assas
sination of King Umberto might diminish her welcome in Addie's house.
Nonetheless, her commenlS on recent U.S. imperialism assume Addie's
agreement, at least to some extent. In addition, the reference to
Coleridge implies their shared love of Romantic poetry, a heritage from
their mother.
De C\eyre also seems to expect Addie to recognize her reference to
"Lyndall and the "Gray Dawn" (see chap. 3). Schreiner's St(1)' oj an
Afiican Farm ( 1 883) was not on evel1'0ne's reading list, although it was
favored by freethinkers (Robert Ingersoll praised it, for example), and
certain feminists, who found the tragic heroine Lyndal\ a cogent propo
nent of their ideas. Perhaps Addie had read Schreiner at de C1eyre's sug
gestion; if she read it on her own, that implies a certain intellectual
adventurousness-one shared, in a smaller degree, even by de Cleyre's
Presbyterian mother, who had married a ti'eethinker, after all. On the
other hand, Addie was no sex radical, and de Cleyre's evoking of Lyn
dall-a sex-radical pioneer who dies without attaining the Land of Free
dam but prepares the way for others-perhaps implies her real views on
marriage, so palpably withheld in her opening congratulations to Addie.
Several other aspeclS of this letter dese"'ve comment: the specific al1u
sian 10 the war on the Philippines and recent events in China, the refer
ences 10 Gordon and Elliott, and the sad passage on "my friend who
died." The exporting of injustice through U.S. military and commercial
imperialism was one of de Cleyre's major concerns during this erd; arriv
ing home from her trip lO Europe in 1897. she had written a Scottish
"
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friend, ''Yes, I am once more in the land of the patriot and the home of
that proud bird which steals everything it can from smaller birds" (to
Will Duff, Nov. 24, 1897). The letter to Addie is in the same vein; as it
shows, de Cleyre had heard the secretary of state's speech defending the
Philippine war on the basis of "Markets-markets," a rhetoric she pre
ferred, at least, to McKinley's quasi-religious rhetoric ofa civilizing mis
sion to the heathen. McKinley claimed to have embraced this mission
after long prayer revealed to him that we should just "take" the Philip
pines. As historian Howard Zinn remarks, "The Filipinos did not gel [he
same message from God," and moumed an anti-U.S. insurrection in
1899 ( 3 1 3 ) . The t\vo rhetorics de Cleyre criticizes were often mixed
together, as in a speech ofJanuary 9, 1 900, by Senator Albert Beveridge,
who both declared, "We will not renounce our part in the mission of our
race, tmstee, under God, of the civilization of the world" and spoke glow
ingly of the financial consequences: "The Philippines are ours forever. . . .
And just beyond the Philippines are China's illimitable markets" (qtd.
Zinn 3 1 3). As de Cleyre was writing, China was a target of fierce compe
tilion among the imperial powers, who had nonetheless recently coop
erated in a joint military suppression of the Boxer Rebellion against for
eign influence. De C1eyre and Addie agree that the Chinese should have
been left alone, permitted to resist Western-style modernization and be
a "back number" (like an out-of·date periodical) if they want.
Mixed with this discussion o f foreign policy are more personal refer
ences, to former lovers Samuel Gordon and James Elliott (see chap. 3 ) ,
and "my friend who died." Although Addie's note with the letter in the
Houghton Libraty collection says this friend was Dyer Lum, who com
mitted suicide in 1893, the reference to seeing the friend "last winter" in
Chicago, that is, 1899, together with his physical description , means he
was certainly (as Avrich assumes), Nahum Berman, with whom de Cleyre
had been involved on a Chicago visit in 1 899 (Avrich, AA 1 2 8). Berman
was the friend, discussed in chapter 3 , who abandoned his family for the
sake of his anarchist commitments. After his tragic mental illness and sui
cide just over a momh before this letter, de Cleyre published a descrip
tion of him in Free Society Uuly 22, 1900). At the end of the article, less
tender and personal than her description to Addie but infused with the
same love, she describes Berman's "fanatic" streak and his unstinting
work I'or three dil-Terent anarchist publications, and pictures his suicide
as a result of delirium exacerbated by poverty and frequent homeless
ness. She concludes, "Ah, if there was a Monster Incarnation of the Spirit
of Authority, I would take that poor broken lite of yours before Him, and
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say 'High God, this is your work; it is meet now that for this alone you
should die'" ("N. H. Burmin").
Other letters find de Cleyre in a more hopeful mood, as in the selec
tion titled "To Print the Force of My Will," written to her mother on May
27, 1907. At this time, de Cleyre's son Harry, due to turn seventeen on
June 1 2, seems to have been boarding with her for some months, as she
refers to not having charged him rent "since October." A few references
to him crop up in other letters (e.g., to Alexander Berkman,July 1 906;
to her mother, May 27, ! 907; to Adelaide Thayer, AugusT. I S. I g ! ! ), hut
generally her decision to give primary childcare responsibility to the
father, Elliott, is renected in Harry's relative absence from her personal
correspondence, at least the portion [hat has been preserved.
At this time, loo, de Cleyre was worrying about how to get proper care
for her aging mother. Her speculation that it would be difficult [or her
mother to live with her is borne out by a letter her mother wrote to Addie
while visiting de Cleyre in November 1899. Writing while de Cleyre was
away for a lecture tour, her mother told Addie she was taking this oppor
tunity to clean de Cleyre's apartment, deplored her habit of gi\1.ng away
the lillie money she made instead of spending it on better dresses, and
reponed with exasperation on her abstemious style of housekeeping
("only one knife, and that without a handle") (Harriet de Claire 1 to Ade
laide Thayer, Nov. 1 2 , Dec. 7, Dec. 1 8, 1 899). We have de Cleyre's side
of the story in a letter to Addie during the same visit, November 25,
1899, in which she wonders what "son o[ things" her mother "does have
in her in place of feelings" and complains angrily of her mother's
"gospel of clothes and dignity [multiply underlined]." With regard to
the question of dresses, she implies that she sends money home to her
mother instead of buying things: "And she scolds because I don't have
costly clothes . . when by Heavens, I'd like to know in whose interest I
went without clothes!!" There is mOI'e of the same in the letter to Addie
of August '5, 1 9 1 I, reprinted later in this section under the title
"Impractical! Hell!" Despite their differences, however, she was a consci
entious daughter, sending money regularly; giving advice about hair
tonic Uune 22, 1 907); reponing news of her friends, in whom her
mother took a great interest; telling her of newspaper coverage of her
activities; discussing political, economic, and intellectual issues. On her
trip to Norway she wrote a long exultant letter describing a hike among
.

I . Dc Ckyn; was bom Voltairinc D<.: Clair<.:, but. changed lhe spdling in 1887 or 1888
Ha� a tok<.:n of her 11<':\\' identity" (Avrich, AA 40).
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gorges and waterfalls (Sept. 2, I g03); on her trip to England she gave a
long account ofa pilgrimage to the tomb of her mother's beloved Byron
and enclosed three blades of grass-Uthe nearest living thing to him"
from the churchyard (OCL. 7, l8g7). And on April l l- l 2 , 1 9 l 2 , she
wrote, "whatever griefs I have caused you, have been because of diver
gem principles. . . . And when you go, if you go first, it will surely leave a
great big desolate place in me,-like some deserted garden where a
lonesome wind cries over the wasted thi ngs." She look hel' mother seri
ously as an imellecl and even in some ways as a progressive thinker.
Although she had obviously applied her feminist analysis of women's
stifled opportunities to the example closest to home, for instance, it is
interesting that she attributes to her mother two alternative expectations
for her own life, both of which she has failed to live up to: either to have
married a minister or doctor or to have "been one of these myself." In an
erd when neither profession was very accessible La women, or seen as an
appropriate choice, the latter expectation suggests a strain of feminism
in Harriet De Claire, part of the tremendous unrealized spiritual, intel
lectual, and emotional potential of which de Cleyre had written in her
poem "To My Mother" ( 1 88g):
Some souls there are which never live their life;
Some suns there are which never pierce their cloud;
Some hearts there are which cup their perfume in,
And yield no incense to the outer air. . . .
(26)
Another poem might be paired with this, the elegy "Mary Woll
stonecraft" (reprinted in section 3 ) in which she finds an alternative spir
itual mother in the feminist theOJist whose insights no doubt con
tl'ibuted to the contrast she draws between her own life and Harriet de
Claire's.
Visiting her mother at her childhood home in SL John's, Michigan,
avo years later in 1909, de Cleyre was flooded with mixed emorions-not
only those inevitably brought on by contact with her mother, but also
amused by her inner debate on a possible move from Philadelphia to
Chicago. In the next selection, a letter to her best friend, Mary Hansen,
she apologizes f'or wailing to wrile until she could decide; leaving
Philadelphia would have meant leaving Mary, with whom she had lived
during one of the most difficult times of her life, and to whom she had
paid happy visits at an alternative community, Arden. She speaks of their
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long friendship in an elegiac mode intensified by her recent trip to the
site of her old convem school in Sarnia.
Mixed with the beautiful images of nature and friendship in this letter
are piercing self-doubts, which surface dnl.matically in the letters from
March 6 and March 29, I g l I , reprinted with the title "Possessed by Bar
ren DoublS." When Saul Yanovsky, editor of (he Yiddish anarchist jour
nab Fra)'e Albeter Shtime and Di Fra)'e GezeLshajt, submitted copies of these
letters for possible inclusion in a memorial collection of de Cleyre's
works, he did so wit.h misgivings. "They are mosT.ly of a personal charac
ter," he wrote. "Some of the letters were written, when she was very sick.
Some of them, as you will see, are very pessimistic, and I am not sure at
all whether it is advisable to have them published" (Sept. 1 8, 1930[?] ) . It
is with something of the same misgivings that I present them here, as
important examples of the kind of burnout many activists experience at
one time or another, but also as documents that might nonetheless,
because of their emotional force, stand out more saliently than they
should, skewing our overall perspective on de Cleyre's vigorous and
essentially hopeful commitment to anarchist abritation throughout most
of her adull life. The date of these letters, for example, precedes that of
one of her greatest essays, "Direct Action," delivered as a lecture in
I g l 2-full of confident, stirring rhetoric that hardly bespeaks the
"mixed up state of mind" she describes here. It is worth noting, as well,
that after complaining bitterly to Yanovsky abom her writer's block, de
Cleyre begins a new paragraph in a businesslike tone: "Now about the
lectures, I "11lnsl copy them because you couldn't read them as they are"
and says she will send him a (\\,o-part sketch, the second half" of which "I
wrote last week."
Of special interest to contemporary readers are the references to
Emma Goldman, with whom de Cleyre had begun a promising friend
ship in 1 893 after her moving speech "In Defense of Emma Goldman:
The Right of Expropriation." She subsequently visited Goldman in
prison, writing warm letters afterward. A plan to visit again, however,
angered Goldman; de Cleyre wanted to bring Gordon, an admirer of
Johann Most, who had called forth Goldman's wrath by denouncing her
friend Berkman (see chap. 2 ) . These are the "personal reasons" referred
to by de Cleyre for her rift with Goldman at one time. That time was in
the past when this letter was written, although their repaired relation
ship never achieved what Goldman, at least, had originally seen as its
potential. In 1 9 1 0, the year Goldman published Anarchism and Other
Essa)'s, the book de Cleyre refers to in this letter, Goldman was already
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riding the high tide of popularity-and notorieLy-that sustained for
decades her reputation as an electrifying oraLOr (see Wexler 1 66fT.) .
These letters t o Yanovsky, i n contrast, were written a t a time of numb
despair, a deepening of the self-doubt that runs through some of de
Cleyre's letters to Berkman in 1 9 1 0 and flickers intermittently through
the letter to Mary, in which she had exclaimed, "Oh [he faith I haven'lgol
is a large thing." However, even in the second leLter to Yanovsky
reprinted here, that faith seems to be ,"esurfacing, as she calls on him for
palience: "maybe 1"11 be some use to you YCI. " It rcrurned in abundance
soon aftenvard, with the fervor of her work in the cause of the Mexican
Revolution during the last year of her life. The next letter, to Addie on
August 15, 1 9 1 I , comes from {hal period, as de Cleyre stopped to share
some sisterly wisdom in the midst of her political organizing in Chicago,
where she had finally decided to move in 1 9 10. Reassuring Addie that
she has not been singled out for her mother's displays of coldness, she
angrily recounts her mother's attacks on her supposed impracticality in
money matters.
At the time of this letter affirming her practicality, de Cleyre was at the
height of her most efficient organizing effort, as treasurer for the Mexi
can Liberal Defense League. The group raised money for {he Mexican
anarchists and distributed their revolutionary paper, Regeneraci6n. By way
of contrdst to her earlier despairing letters, then, an excerpt from this
final period of agitation is included, a report of the group's recelll work
and a plea for contributions. Published as an article in Mother EaTlh, it
nonetheless has the feel of a letter, this time to all anarchist comrades,
known and unknown, whom she urges to leave the "clouds of theory"
and commit themselves to action.
A Note on the Texts

In works published during de Cleyre's lifetime I have reLained original
punctuation and spelling. In transcribing de Cleyre's lellers I have
included her single and double strikeouts wherever they occur. In cases
where she wrote the revision above the original strikeout, I have put the
revision just after the sll"ikeout.
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The Burial of My Past Self2
1885

Poor Heart, so weary with thy bilter grief1
So thou an dead al lasl, silem and chill!
The longed-for dealh-darl came to thy relief,
And there thou iiest, Heart, forever still.
Dead eyes, pain-pressed beneath their black-fr inged pall!
Dead cheeks, dark-furrowed with so many tears!
So tholl art passed far, far beyond recall,
And all thy hopes are past, and all thy fears.
Thy lips are closed at length in the long peace!
Pale lips! so long they have lhy woe .-epressed,
They seem even now when life has run its lease
All dumbly pitiful in their mournful rest.
And now I lay thee in thy silent tomb,
Printing thy brow \\�lh one last solemn kiss;
Laying upon thee one fair lily bloom,
A symbol orthy rest;-oh, rest is bliss.
No, Heart, I would not call thee back again;
No, no; too much of suffering hast thou known;
BUl yel, bUl yel, il was nol all in vainThy unseen tears, thy solitary moan!
For out of sorrow joy comes uppennost;
Where breaks the thunder soon the sky smiles blue;
A better love replaces what is lost,
And phalllom sunlight pales before the true!
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The seed must burst before the germ unfolds,
The stars must fade before the morning wakes;
Down in her depths the mine the diamond holds;
A new heart pulses when the old heart breaks.
And now, Humanity, I turn to you;
I consecrate my sen�ce r.o the world!
Perish the old love, welcome to the newBroad as the space-aisles where the stars are whirled!
Greenville, Mich., 1885
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New and Strange Ideas

Letter lo her mother, December I8, I 8873
Cr. Rapids,4 Dec 18,

E.M.

287.

Dearest Mother,
After six long weeks I received your mosl lruly welcome note, which
wasn't cross as I feared it would be.
Well I'm glad you're not angry at me, and r don't intend, I assure YOll,
to do any more harm than the ordinary individual. 1fT advocate new and
strange ideas it is because I think them right They are no strangers to
me; I have had the same thoughts for more than two years; but Ollt of
respect for your feelings never mentioned them ulltil lately. That I do so
now, is because I think you ought to know.
The trouble with people is Lhey will not understand. They confound
the doctlines of freedom with the vagaries of license. To talk the right of
one's own personal possession to the majority of people, is casting pearls
before swine.5-lt is a faCl that people are wedded so, to form and cus
tom, that like the pharisee,6 they place all merit in the ceremony only
forgetting the eternal principles of nalUre which can never be changed.
Forms and customs are a[r] bitrary fashions of men and countries.
\¥hat is virtue in one country is vice in another, and what is meritorious
in one religion is without merit in another. A form of marriage is so very
different even in different so-called christian nations, that a union by law
in one is no union at all in another. It is even so in our different states.
The Scottish law which married Geoffrey Delemayne and Anne
3. Source: l\-Is. Houghton Library, Harvard University, bMSAm 1614 (173).

4. Dc Clcyre had moved to Grand Rapids in 1886, after becoming a freethinker the

rear before while living briefly in Greenville, Michigan, with her aunt.
5. In l\btt. T6 Jesus says, "Give not that which is holy unto the dogs, neither cast yc

your p<:arls ocfore swin<:, IcSl lh<:)' lrampl<: lh<:1Il IIlHlcr lh<:ir feet, and turn agaill and rend
you."
fl . .Jesus often <.:rili<.:ized the Pharisn:s' m<:ticulolls alt<:nLion to lh<: olltward forms of rit
ual.
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Sylvester, i is a law in the city of Chicago to-day. If a man and woman go
to a hotel together, and acknowledge each other as man and wile, that is
a marriage, even in the State of Illinois to-day, providing either party
chooses to claim the other, and neither has another partner.
But no maLLer how much forms, laws, customs and religions change, a
natural marriage is a marriage still to-day, as it will be in all the future; as
it has been in all the ages.
It is so strange to me that you are so afraid of anarchy and socialism. J
am neither one nor the other and the methods of the forme.' are abhor
rem to me. But why, why does the whole world point to anarchy as the
great evil, when (t:Ite no later than two weeks ago) the Lehigh Valley Coal
and Iron Syndicate (nice law-abiding people) lUrned out their helpless
starving miners who had struck for a little better wages than 7.':)¢ and
$ 1 .00 a day, and (in violation of the foreign contract labor law) have
imported 3,500 Belgians, to work their mines. How can they do it? That
law says: they shall not enter the .s.f.i! ports of the U.S. It does not say they
shall not come through Canada and cross over at Port Huron, Rochester,
Detroit, Toledo etc.-And people ask why there are so many foreign
anarchists over he,·e.
The Coal Kings of Penn. have shut down the great Reading mines and
in fact the most of the great system, turned their hungl)1 miners out of
employment, when the demand for coal is so great that, from its scarcity,
the price is forced up to $8.00 even here in this city.
The eastern operators refuse to sell but in limited quantities; the rail
roads won't furnish cars to haul, and Heaven only knows where the price
will be when the cold weather begins. I must get an article I saw in the
Open Court (Chicago) and send you.
Why out not far from here, where car-loads of coal were lying
side-tracked, the farmers drove seventeen miles, broke into the cars,
took the coal and left the money wi th a note bearing these significan t
words, "coal or blood."-This not more than a week ago.-Yet people
fear anarchy.-Why those coal kings, those salt-owners who lease the
Kenawha Valley wells for ninety-nine years and then shut them down
thus throwing men out of employmem, and making their own stock
more saleable, these men like E. H. Harper of the F i delity Bank,
[Wheat?] crash etc., these Standard Oil men who either buyout or starve
out all competition, and who control not only the oil but the gas plants
of the principal cities of the U.S., these land thieves such as 'john Par7.
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sons" had to deal with have done an incalculable amount more of dam
age than Spies, Parsons, Lingg, Engel, Fischer, Fielden, or Schwabt! ever
thought oLYes my \\�nter dress and waisls,0 and coat r need. Will you send them
to Greenville by express abollt the end of the week. I am going there for
Christmas and I'll gel them. ('II pay the expressage. I'm almost frozen to
death. No coat, no hal, no new dress,-nothing. I'm poor as a church
mOllse, but happy.
( am so sorry for your poor eyes. Wish I could help r.hem. Addie wrOle
me last week. Was well. Good-bye and write soon.
Yours faithfully,
Vollai

8. Till; Haymarkcl lllarlyrs.
Shirtwai�t--()ld<:r tcrlll for blQHse.

9.
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Civilizing the World

Letter to Adelaide de ClaiJ"C Tha),er, September 14, 1900 1 0
Torresdale, Sept 14, Ig00
Dear Addie:
This is the last day of my vacation. I have been a "half-timer" now for
ten weeks, but the worship of Mammon J I declares I must start in "full
time" to-morrow. So I'm taking my last day to wriLe you, for the Keeper
of Mysteries only knows whether I'll geL another chance this year or not.
lL has pulled me through the summer finely, and it has been a
fe-r-rocious summer,jusl like the one when you were here; it never ieL go
its grip till day before yesterday.
Well, old girl, I'm glad your present marriage appears to be a success,
and "may it continue to wave." Why did I think you spoke of marriage
\\�thoul love? Well if I had your last winter's ieller here I could Lell you.
BUl l don't want LO misquote, so I leave it. In general it was because Gene
wouldn't make a good husband elc., and an intimation that a husband
needed to be accompanied by a home in order to be a success. But it's of
no account.; if YOll are satisfied and Mr. Berry is, it's disTincdy nobody
else's business. And I ralher guess he's a goodish son from the way you
write.
The idea of taking a va.caLion lip Lhere some Lime is very alluring, if
I forgot what absence from the city costs me. I will have to get into a dif
ferent trade before I can command "leave of absence." And then, you
know, do you think Mr. Berry, let alone yourself, would stand an anar
chist in his house? A parLy that think.s that so long as st.arving people are
shot, as in the streets of Milan or caged up in a state of siege as in Sicily,

Houghton I .ibral)'. Harvard University, bJ\·IS Am 1 6 1 4 ( 175)'
Riehe �, tht; st;arch for material gain, I.lIke .G. I JS: "No sen'antean st;rve 111'0 1Il;t.�te:;ni:
for eitht;r ht; will hate the one, and love the:; other; or dse he:; will hold to the one, and
de�pi�t; the:; uther. Ve (:annot �eryt; God ;Hld mammun."
10. SOlln;t;: 1-.015.
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for parading the streets and cIJ'ing for bread, so long will the King'�
under whose orders they are shot get no worse than he deserves if ht. gets
a bullet through him? That's what I think, and you folks mightn't like me
around.
I was real pleased to know you were going to leave the things with
Mother (barring the desk) because she was kind of mourning a wee little
because things were going to look empty when you took them a\\�..t.y;
especially the book-case. I wonder if "yous" have been down to see her in
company yet? Do Mr. R. and Mother hit ir.? She and Gordon ' 3 hitit beau
tifully; he had his conservative, dignified, calm, and reasonable side OUl,
most of the time when she saw him; and I suppose if I had been willing
to do a lot of contemptible mean things for which I'd despise myself all
my life I'd have the approval of both of 'em. I won't, and so I 've got their
condemnation; but 1 guess it won't cut much ice. I'm just the same
friends with Gordon I always was, but he isn't satisfied with me because I
won't agree to the regular program of married life (I don't mean the cer
emony but the rest of it-exclusive possession, home, children, all that)
so we don't see each other very often. I'm son)" but I'll have to stand it.
I've done the worst of my worrying over it, and have settled down to the
facts.
Mother told me about her hair turning darker, but she didn't say it
was the old brown. Do you know the reason? Ayer's Hair Vigor. I always
keep it in the house since my own hair fell out so, and I made her pUl
some on hers 'cause it was falling badly; and she took half the bottle
home with her. It had already made it some darker.
And I think, old girl, if I were you, I ' d 1I)' the stufl according to dircc
.ti..2m., which you told me you never did, and 1 think likely it would bring
your brown back.
I suppose Mother el�joys her visit much more in retrospective; I told
her she'd I"emember the grandeur of the Indian Rock and forget how
tired she was. Wasn't she a trump, though, to walk all that w..t.y? I thought
to myself you would never believe she did it, but she did-walked evel)'
inch from the falls to the top of the Rock and back. And it was worth
while LO see Niagara, and the mountains and the sea, even if she did lind
me a bit unpleasant to live with. But you know I had to drive hel" to most
everything; and she was generally thinking I was "a despot" which I was,
1 2 . Umberto I. assassinated by anarchist Gaetano Bresci. avenging the shooting of
starving demonstrators demanding bread (see chap. 2).
13. Samuel Gordon, lovcr from whom shc is distancing herself.
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of course. \-Vhat else can a body be, when folks fall on you like an inerl
mass and you have LO lilt 'em up on wheels before they go? If I weren't
an anarchist I'd want to manage and rule and force everybody. Good rea
son why I know 'tisn't safe for folks to have power! As you observe[,]
China (and others) have a good right to be a back number if they wdnt
to; and Mother had a pert'ect right to go 10 Mich. and back witham see
ing a thing, 100,-only I bet she's glad now she didn't.
To get to something serious, yes, this Chinese affail' is abominable;
same as t.he Philippines and Pono Rico and Cuba and the rest. orit '4 But
when the American and European capiralists make up their minds LO
have markets they'll pull the North Pole out before they stop; I really
don't know what they'll do by the time they have "civilized" Asia and
N'rica, and got them on the same business basis as themselves, i.e., pro
ducing a great deal more than they consume and hunting a place to sell
the surplus (while their own folks sLan'e and half-stan1e ) . But I reckon
the social revolution will be along by that time, and say, "here, we can do
away with this surplus ourselves." Did you read the Secretary of State's
speech on the Philippine war, some six months ago? He delivered it here
in Phila., and it was very plain and brutal indeed. "MarkelS-markelS"
that was the whole burden of it. All the same it was bener than McKin
ley's cant about "the sacred duty of civilizing." England and America
both have taken up "the White Man's Burden " vel)' disinterestedly (?). 1 5
I wonder how you feel when you teach a hislOI), class now? How do you
reconcile the Declaration of Independence and � the "Colonial
dependency" position? And if you don't reconcile it, how do you expect
LO keep "a governmel1ljob?"
I seem to nlll into flippancies, no matter how I 0)' to be serious. Well,
maybe you've quit teaching for good. Have you? You're at last what you
used to say you'd be-a farmer's wife; (Mr. Schick don't count). Well, it
seems to me the most peaceful and natural life left; as long as one S�lyS
on the fringes of the boil (mixed metaphor) one can remain tolentbly
unconscious of the vortex. BUl that too will get absorbed in Lime.
You seem to have an interesting lillie menagerie. Give 'em my love,
14. The Boxer Rebellion in China, the Spanish-American War of l)3g8, in which the

Unit(:d Slates gained PUl;rto Ricu, and thl; U.S. war on tile Philippin(:s, \n;gun in 1 8!19'
I f,' Tin; question mark, in the oriboinal. signals ajoke or irony; for de Ckyre thl;re was
no qucstion Ihat thc foclls on �markcts� rcvcalcd England and Amcrica to bc hardly " dis
int�rest.ed" in theil' imp�rial velltlll·CS. The �lI'hit.� lllan's bllrden� was the suppos�d dut.y of

morally sup�rior Europealls alld Alll�ri(:ans t.o spread their enlig:hten�d 6vilizat.ion to the
rest or the wol"ld.
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one and all; and don't raise pigs and calves to kill. Don't raise pigs at a11,
'cause you have to kill them. And let the calves grow up; don't betray
their "beautiful confidence." I have still the kitten we picked up that day;
he's had ten good solid weeks' \f"<l.cation out here in the country and he
looks good. Do you know what I feed him on. I buy a cheap can of
salmon, and mix it with haif a pound of raw oat meal, and it makes him
several days' feed, and it makes his skin shine like a nice oat-fed horse's.
TI"}' oats on your cats! Did Mother ever tell you what a wild devil he was?
How he wenT. away last winter and was gone six weeks, and came back .il
wire of a cal, with his fur in measly tufts? All wimer we tried to fix him
decent and Mother gave him meat and milk steady; but he staid .il wire
and-nothing more. Of course he's all scars now from his labors, but
they don't show unless you examine him. But 1 'm afraid when he goes to
town he'll run oIT again.
I've had beautiful sunrise, and sunset, and moonlight, lots this sum
mer. My bedroom faces the morning sun, and evel), day I could watch it
rise without the trouble of getting up,-just watched many a time how
the "Gray Dawn" that Lyndall dreaded so, came creeping over the grass,
and then the pale lighting ohhe lamp in the east, and the long, low glim
mer across the sky and (he whitening of the atmosphere, and � then
the rim of the great ball with its diamond spray shooting like a crown
around it, and then the red ball i self
t
all round and tire, and the under
lining on the light clouds, and then-to lie down peacefully and sleep
three hours more!
But I always love the moonlight and the starlight more,-so soft, and
cool, and dreamy; you know that exquisite line in the Ancient Mariner,
"And the bay was white ,,�th silent light"
I've been so gr<l.Leful to him d j for it many a time, as I looked out over the
fields,-even the weeds so tender in that magic light,-and heard the
low rippling of the wind along the corn.
My friend who died,-who was he? Oh, you never saw him-he was in
St. Louis when you were here. He was one of those strange characters
who loved life intensely, yet who can never adapt themselves to the con
ditions of it. He was a born savage, a wild man, in his love of nature,
and life, life, evel), manifeslation of it. Always an optimist, though gener
ally without a crust of his own; always ready to run to the ends of the
16.

Safllud Taylor Cokridge, author ofMTlle Rill\(; of tlK Ancienl MarineL n
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of the rainbow," but ever unable to d o half that
amount of work for his own living. He had drifted half" way over the
world; blown about, so to speak, and knew five or six languages, and the
literature of them, well. From a tnunp job on a ditch or a railroad he
would walk, blood-poisoned, into a hospital; drift out of i t into a library,
soak his soul i n the tine art magazines, seek relief from hunger i n the
contemplation of a baby Cupid watching its image in a brook, borrow a
quarter and give it to the first beggar between the bOllo'l.el alld (lie
for "the end

lender and the resr.auram, and sit down in r.he com�r ora cobbling shop
and write a leuer [wenty pages long on the political forecast-which

gen
erally tumed out right. He was a little bit or a thing, but with a head like
Schiller's,lj though not handsome otherwise.-Poor boy! Last winter
when I was in Chicago when we went out doors he would always turn and

pull my cloak together around me and tell me to fix my collar up, when
his own clothes were so thin the wind must have cut like a knife through
them and no overcoat, no scarf. And Chicago is fierce in November!
Such a history! And such single-eyed devotion to a cause through buITet
ings that make my blood creep to remember. I cannot even bear to look
at the lovely handwriting on his envelopes any more-i t burns like tire.
In those last days, before the tinal agony, he wrote me: "I am not writing
you Love Letters; it is the blood of my heart that speaks because it can
not keep quiet."-And I was really a little annoyed at what seemed to me
extravagance. That is the worst of it; we never know; two days afler he
wenl so terribly insane. Ah well, it's over; I didn'l love him except as a
friend and comrade; but I'd die tonight if it could bring him back; for he
loved life, and I don ' t care for it, and it was greatly because orme, tho'
there were other th ings. I'll SLOp on this, for I can never see thro' my
glasses long when I begin to speak of him-its [sic] eleven weeks day
after to-molTOW since he died, but it's all like yesterday to me. And I can't
make him dead, ,!:I no mattel· how I reason on it. It seems to me he is
always walking around with me.
I'll get on an angry su�ject to cure the tears. Do you know that de,�l
Elliott'!) hunted up that other devil, Father, and then those (wo devils
worry Mother? If she'd only do as I tell he r-pay no attention to them,
return their letters unopened, decline to lake any messages! But she
reads & worries! It is the opinion or all our acquaimances here that E. is
17. Frit;drich St;hilkr ( 1 75!rI 8of,), German wrill;]" a.�Sot;iaLed lI'iLh Lhe "Storm and
Slress" IlloVelllt;llL.
18. i.e., imagine him lx:ing dead.
1 9. .Jallle� Elliott, father of her child.
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not right "in his intellects," which of course excuses a good deal; but at
the same time it doesn't make his annoyances easier to bear. He is not
satisfied with being told to get out of my house, and Mary's house;�o he
won't take even a kick. He has no self-respect whatever, but insists on
intruding himself constantly everywhere.
Mary is well and sends her love to you. She is the same patient, sweet,
quiet girl you knew, with a world of bravery in her placid submission.
Susie is still living, and has fought h erself into a stale of recovery; not to
be able r.o work, bm to go abom again. She makes me sick, though, when
I see her, because she's such a "rip-snorter." I spent one day with her this
summer; it will last me some time.
Before I close,-will you please send me by return mail the address of
Mr. Stewart, Secretary of the National Educational Ass'n. I don't know
the city, etc.
The f'ei rest of the letter you can take your time to answer, but make
it a short time if you can.
Yours with love,
Voltai
Sept. 1 7
Navro:!1 was just in and says to send his regards

:!o. Mary Hansen, one of de Clcyre's best friends and an ardent eOll'orker. Dc Clcyre
lived with Mary and her partner George Brown after moving out of the boardinghouse

where the El1iutL� li"ed, in I R94. and ag.lin in 1901 (Avrich, AA 130), and she:; was living
with tlH;m when Hekht;r shot hcr.
:! I . Nathan Navro, faithful friend from 1 89(, when he first t.ook English lessons from
her, through her final ilhlt;$$.
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To Print the Force of My Will

Letter lo her 11lotiter, May 2 7, I 907 22
Wallace St.
May 27. '907.

929

Dearest MOlher:I'm like yourself, blue, these last weeks; due I presume mostly to the
weather, which probably exerts on human beings the same sort of influ
ence it does on everything else,-a repressive, deadening sort or one. I
don't know whether "the sun's heal is giving out," or "tlle earth's heaL is
giving out," or there has been "itA- a gradual elevation of surface," or "the
pressure of low atmospheres has prevailed over higher ones," or "the
next glacial epoch is due," but it's derned cold anyhow. I have a fire
to-day, and it has never been out for a week together the whole spring.
Eatables are all double price, consequclllly people unable to buy other
things, consequently light demand for manufactured goods, conse
quently factories shutting down two months earlier than usual, conse
quently the unemployed ranks growing, consequently I suppose, a panic
shortly. That's how I feel.
I have been thinking and thinking about your situation, and it really
torments me that I can see no solution of it. I know you ought not to
remain alone; that is certain. On the other hand, you couldn't Sland it to
live with me. I keep, and musl keep, lale hours; YOll must go Lo bed early
and be quiet. I have no room here, and to rent room enough is beyond
my means. You ought to have some one to Lake care of you, when you
need it; on the other hand I just manage to worry through at laking care
of myself. I n every other respect you are better off there than here,
light, air, room, and ground floor. If I could find some one who would
SlaY there,just for the sake of the home, and lake care of you just the lit
tle that you need. But where shall I find such a person.
:.::.:. Source: lll�. Houghton Libf<ll)', H<lfv<lrd Unin:rsily, bMSAIll
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There is no question in my mind that your present increase in size is
due to the general breaking down of the tissues, due panly to age and
partIy to your long years of mal-nutrition, as well as partly to local disease;
but I don't think the latter cuts much ice, except in reference to your
eyes, nose, and throat The main thing is 50 years of deprivation. I think
the cells are gradually breaking down and being absorbed lea'�ng the
intercellular substance flabby and stretchy. That is a thing that cannot be
wholly stopped, but could be delayed by good living. But how in the
world are you '-0 gel good living? Neither Addie nor I can do more than
we do,�3 much as we would both like to.
I sometimes think about the house; but tIle trouble is, anything you
could get for it, either by sale or mortgage would not last very long, and
then you would probably outlive it and have no home; and that would be
more horrible than anything else.
"''h en I r"!?3t'!?3b:'v think ofyoll, young and with life before you, and
think how really little you wanted in this world,-just a home and a rea
sonable comfort, enough to eat and wear, and a little leisure to read or
study,-it seems to me very awful that you shouldn't have got that littie.
I'm not built like you. I couldn't fulfill your wishes for me, which were
probably that I would have entertained your own principles, married
some minister or doctor, � or been one of these myself, and kept up
the traditions of life, as you conceive its highest expression,-that is,
have a home, children, and a wann room for you,-I mean the idea that
the parent gives to the child in youth and the youth returns to the parent
in age.
All that is Ulterly foreign LO me. I have wanted even less of life than
you, for myself. I have cared neither for a home nor any of its addenda.
But I have wanted a whole lot of other things, and I've got some of them.
I have wanted to travel and see the whole world; I've seen some. I've
wanted to print the taiTe of my will-not over-rating it-on the move
men w: towards hllman liberty. And I have done that, to a certain extent.
I have failed in one thing, and that was to hold a place in literature. And
I think I have failed partly because I haven't cheek and persistence
enough, and mostly because I've always harl LO do other things. But alLO
gether I think I 've had more satisfaction in my forty years than you in
your seventy; and it seems to me awfully unfair that when one wanted
:.q. De Ckyre lIlay be referring to her regular elH;losures of money fHIIl1 her small
earnills,
t), or 10 Ihe possibility of moving in with her 1l1Othef, Of her mother living with

either Addle or her.
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only such simple and reasonable things, the end of i t aII should be so des
olate. After all, you did get the lillie home, and I think you should not
part with it. #[paragraph break?] As to the pension malter, I never think
of it with anything but disgust. The whole pension-office is a rat nest,just
like everything else the government touches,-full of thieves, who "milk
the publ i c cow." Of course I shall be glad for you, if you ever get the
money; it's more honest for you to get it, than heaps that do. And I sup
pose you paid, in war-laxes on everything you ate, drank, and wore, more
than you'll ever get back in a pension. Still ihe idea of unBorn people,
unborn a-t: at the time, bei ng taxed to pay for that civil war and its ruins,
never will seem anything but a huge injustice to me.24 The legacy they
got with the debt, viz; the strong central government, is worse yet than
the debt. Well, I guess I better stop growling.
I wonder Addie never writes to me. Harry is well; he works variously;
he was in the store steadily for awhile at $ 1 .50 a day, but couldn't agree
wi th the book keeper. Then he hun ted himself a sort of odd job place
where he could work about as he pleased and got $1 .00 a day and board.
Robinson sent for him again to go out two days a week with the wagon,
and he kicked for $2.00 a day and got it. This week he is going out three
days i n the week at (he same rate. He hasn't succeeded in ge tti ng any
automobile job yet; and of the $25.00 he spent on tuition I think he
deliberately wasted about half I am not going to give him any more
money fo r schools of any kind, because he simply will not attend more
than half the tenn. He still races after machines, and came home radiant
with the discovel)' that there is a machine whereby a single man can raise
twenty tons! But it seems to spend itself in curiosi ty; he doesn 't make any
determined move to get into machine work. He hasjust bought a spring
suit. I haven't taken any rent from him since October, but now my work
is getting dull, I'll have to. He offered to give $4.00 a month, but I won't
lake more than $2.50, because he has no room rightly to himself. Of
course I consider thisjust part cancellation of an old debt. He has had an
easy time of it for the last seven months anyhow. He spends very little of
h is money, and has now saved $25.00 besides his suit, since March.
As to debts. last night I got Nathan:!f, to give me the account of my il\-

24. She shared Dyer Lum's perspective; he fought in lhe Civil War thinking il was
about abolishing slavery and later concluded that it had really bccn aboul lhc extension of

wage slave!), and cenlraliz<;d POW<;L
::..-,. Nalhan Navro, for a time (k ClcYI-<;'S lov<;r, on<; of her most faithful fri<;llds to hel
dealh. H<; nursed Ill;r in the lH;ar-fatal illness of 1 904-5 n;f<;lTed t.o h<;J"e (Avrich. AA
7�;-8o, 188-89).
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ness. It cost altogether, from the time I gave up in April three years ago,
$1 82.t).9.t). �(j Of this a little over $400 was my own. This winter I have paid
back $80.00. A.nd last summer $20.00, which makes $ 1 00 off. I find that
my debt to Nathan personally was $88.00. To Kaufman it was $82.00. I
have paid N. $50.00 and Kaufman $25.00. $5.00 I returned to Father
Siegfried,:!i not liking to be in debt to a Catholic priest, even though he
is so good a man.
Well, I won't be able to pay mOI'e till next year now, because the dull
time is coming. K.,·mfman needs the money now, t.hat's why I want. t.o pay
him, tho' he would never ask for it. I could have paid $50.00 more only
for the piano repairs.
I wa-A+e have many times wanted to send you your rocker, bUl l don't
want to send it, without having a framework made around it so it won't
get broken, and I don't know how to get that done, without paying too
much for it. The chair is not so strong as it looks-Harry has glued it
twice, where the arm came loose-and I think they would smash it. . . .
[The letter continues with news of friends, a promise to send "the
Magazine" with a "lillie sketch" of de Cleyre's, and a comment on the
annivel"Sal), of her father's death: "Yes, pOOl' father is dead a year. He
hadn't much out of his life either, had he?" It ends with a long account
of a scandal involving Benedict Gimbel, of the department-store Gim
bels, who was caught sexually abusing a young boy and killed himself by
cutting his throat with a smashed pitcher. "Poor devil," writes de Cleyre,
"so poor with all his million dollars,-and yet so loved by his brothers
and his wife . . . . I'm not often sorI)' for rich men; but I was sorry for the
Gimbel Bros. They acted like men and true brothers in the face of great
shame." She concludes with an answer to her mother's question about
her headaches-not so bad she can't teach, but always there even on the
"best days"-and a reminiscence of St. Johns, her hometown i n Michi
gan, where her mother lives.]
I don't see how the Sl. Johns people can build so many churches,
when there is so lillie life there. It remains in my memOl), now like a
"Descrtcd VilIage."�8 So vel)' prcuy, but dead. Good-byc. I hope I'll bc
gaycr next time. Voltai.
26. A huge sum; inJune 1 9 1 1 she wrote of a\'Crnging $ 1 2 to $14 a week currcntly. but
S10 per wcek the previous year, and of onee making an amazing 19.50 a week 1'01' lour
sLraighl weeks (JeHer to M,uy Hallsen,.JUne 3. 1 9 1 I ) . A 1ll0nLh beforl; her dl;ath she waN
averaging S 1'l.r/1) a wed; (letler to Alexander Bnkman, Mareh 18, 1 9 1 2).
27. A priesl whom she rl;fnrl;d to dSl;wherl; as �llly revl;red frietld� (Avrieh. AA 2 1 !J) '
28. Allll�ion to Olivn wld�lllilh'� mdancholy poem by tho;: $,llnl; name.
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Do You Remember

. .

.

?

Letter to Alary Hansen, December 6, I90929

204 S. Lansing St., E
St.Johns, Mich. Dec. 6 , 1 909Dear Old Gir1:Your second letter came to--d ay. I was going to answer the first onc any
how today. . . . every day I thought to answer it, but some way I couldn't
make up my mind to write until I had settled whether to come back or
not.
And I felt just like you said; as if I were far, far down a long black tun
nel, with only unknown darkness before me, and a lot of immeasurable
pain behind. And I looked back at you all, and thought over and over
what going back means, and shook my head and wem fanher down lhe
tunnel. And twice I was resolved not to come back, and had decided to
go on to Chicago for this winter
. But at last, after a good hard sick
ness, I gave in and turned back. And though I'm acting against myjudg
ment i n some respects, and am velY little hopeful of being satisfied in
Philadelphia, I'm going back again next. week or soon after; and so I
hope, old girl, we'll see each other soon again, for it never was a pleasant
thought that I was going far from you, and you've played as big a part in
my life as I have in yours.
I l � a long time, isn't it, since those days when we mel up in poor Fos
ter's stable, among the weevils and the scrap-iron. Life didn't look
over-buo),,<m t even then, and we didn't see all the black things a coming.
I remember how awfully little your waist \vas, and how white your hands
were. And I remember also being velY much exercised in my mind when
you went to live with G. B.30 for fear he wasn't good enough! Did 1 ever
tell you? We can all laugh about it now; but I'm still of opinion he
.

:':�J.

.

.

SourCt;: Ms. Houghton I .ibral)'. Harvard UniversilY. bMSAm 1 6 1 4 (:':56).
30. George BrowlI. �·I;u)" � parln<;r.

17B

wasn't quile good enough. Did I ever tell you about that 4th ofJuly, when
you, he, Elliott, and I wem down lO 34th St lO look at the fireworks; and
I saw, as you and he stood on the box, or chair was it? how he pulled your
head over and kissed you there in the crowd? It W·<l.S dark, and I think no
one else saw but me. And I've alwdYs been glad, dear girl, that that time
I was shot I was living with you, though it made you so much trouble . . .
[She continues with reminiscences of pets, then of Mary's concern about
her relationship with her former lover Samuel Gordon] :
Do you remember the morning on Newmarket SL when Gordon had
said something hard to me, and you came up and found me half on the
Ooor, and asked me if he had struck me?-Did I ever tell you how both
of us-both he and I-after we had a quarrel-went and took poison?
And he came up in spite of all (I had taken some of that morphine of
Tomsie's) and look me away to Dr. Morgan's, when we had lold each
other: and Dr. M . sent me to Horn and Hardart's for black coffee that
made me vomit terribly, and G's own stomach was burned up with some
stuff he had taken-his lips were black next day, and we were both like
rags.
o Girlie, if we were to go on counting the old things-the infinitely
little things, that have left the indelible mark . . . .
When I wet=H: came to Detroit, on my way here, I stopped off a week,
and my cousin and I went up to Port. Huron (myoid home with Father)
and across the river lO my oid convent. Pl. Huron must have SlOpped
when I left it, 26 years ago, and gone backward slowly ever since. Where
once the busy sawmill chewed up logs and spit them out, no trace of life
is seen; the mill is gone; discouraged piles of lumber stand leaning here
and there. and rank weeds grow up to the rotting breakwater. Heaps of
ruin where life was. Only one ferry wharf where two were once; the other
not only dismantled but completely removed. This is on the Black River,
in the heart of the ciLy. By the greaL river wharf--the wft firSL place from
which I ever saw live water-the blue St Clair, which isjust really as blue
as it has been all these years in my dreams-only lonesome, darkened
buildings stood. Rotting piles stand by the ivy-covered watenvorks,
silently dropping away, bit by bit into the great current, where still the
ships go up and down, as they used, but not stopping as they used. At
Sarnia, (he old convent is sold as an apartment house, [he wide grounds
sold in lots here and there, and three ugly dwelling houses built on
them . . . .
Well, I wanted to go there these many years, and now I have been, and
am satisfied, as you are when you have visited a graveyard . . . .
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have seen the glory of the moon on the snow once more; I had for
gotten how wonderful il is. This is bigger than Arden, bUl we see lhe land
and the sky here-and the greaL watching stars. . . .
I

Wrile soon. Wilh love, Vohai
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Possessed by Barren Doubts

Letters to Saul Yanovsky, MaTch 6 and MaTch 29, 1911 3 1

2038, Potomac Ave.
Chicago, Mar. 6, 191 I .
Dear Comrade:I am infinitely ashamed of myself for nol having answered your letter
of Dec. 1 2 before this; the trouble is I took the advice you gave literally;
do you remember what you wrote? "The besl lhing it seems to me would
be for you to drop letter writing and discuss the whole question" (i.e. the
stagnation in our movement) "as thoroughly as you are able." Well, dear
comrade, I did both: that is to say, not being able to discuss at all, I did
nOI write at all!
And lor all lhal l did not answer your letter allhe time, I think I never
felt so much that we were comrades as when I read iL. The simple words:
"The worSI is, you don't know (and neither do I) what is to be done",
made me feel more spiritually akin to you than I had ever fell in my lire
before.
It is true (hat I rio not know, and I have lost the habit of thinking that
I can acquire the power to know what is the trouble. I teH you I feel spir
itually, morally, and mentally bankrupt! When I think of anything as a
subject to write upon I am immediately smitten with a recognition of my
own incompetence. I am as satisfied as ever that society is in bad shape,
but 1 do not know how it should be remedied. The prolific confidence of
old years, has died; I am possessed by barren doubLs only. What I for
merly wrole, what others write, seems to me very questionable assertion.
It's not that I have the slightest idea that our opponents are right; their
statements lookjust as foolish to me as they ever did; but I have no surety
of our opposition.
Under this steady paralysis, how, dear comrade, is i t possible 10 speak

:p.

Source: Ms. Houghton Library, Harvard UniV(;rsity. bMSAm 1 6 1 4 ('78).
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or write? What is one to do? Lay bare to the enemy, or the ignorant, or
the emhusiastic, the confusion in one's own soul? Or on the other hand
assume aTtd aii;t. assurance one does not have, parrot one's past self, and
repeat words as one recites someLhing learned by heart?
I have been reading occasional reports of Emma Coldman's lectures
and reviews of her bookY The whole thing looks to me like a species of
self-hypnotism on her part, and stupid indiscrimination on the part of
the reviewers. The book is a hastily compiled hodge-podge of ill-aSSOrled
and ill-expressed ideas, in my opinion; the norion [ha[ she is "s[irring [he
imellectual world in favor 01'''33 etc., seems to me as comical a concep
tion as that of the fly who thought the world had turned round when he
went from the upper to the under side of his leaf.
The fault may lie in me, but that is the way all such things appear to
me. I do not speak of her just because it is she. but as a sample o[ the
impression made on me by people who think they are "doing things."
Now in such a st.:
...te o[ mind, how is it possible to write. I would like to
be able to write [or F.A.S. or F.C. or M.E.34 or any other journal of like
nature; I would like to have something to say. But as soon as I look at it
on paper, it looks foolish to me,-words,just; nothing in ill
For all that I ought to have copied the lectures which were already
written, and sent them; but I have had a rather hard struggle to live here
(to adapt myself to the climate), and have been sick a good deal. I feel
lost and lonesome, unadapted to my surroundings, personally wretched
most of the time. That must be my excuse.
The few people with whom I associate do their utmost to put some life
imo me, bUl lhcy do nOl succeed. I am always trying to avoid chances of
meeting people, instead of seeking them.
In spite of that, I have been dnl.gged into a promise to speak here on
the 1 8th of March, at a meeting armnged by the Bohemian group. I
enclose a notice of it, which you may like to use in F.A.S.-Otherwise I
do not think the Jewish comrddes will know of the meeting, and they
have arranged nothing themselves.
I don't know whom I have 10 thank for plHting my "ad." in F.A.S. I
3�' Anarchism and OlherEssays (I�JIO).
33. Presumably a qllolalion from onc of Ihe rcviews Ihal claimed Goldman's book was
inspiring widespn�ad suppol'l for anan;i1islll.
34. Yano\'sky's Yiddish anan;hisl papers, Fraye tI rhetn- Shtimp (Free voice oflabol') and IJi
FI"tIJI! Geulslwjl (The free so(ieLy), and Goldman's II
..tolhn- f;m1h. De Cleyn: published in all

three.
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think Nathanson must have written it, because it's like one he put in for
me here, which I would � have written myself. I do not pretend to
teach either elocution or mathematics (beyond algebra). But anyhow
the ad has been very useful and much more than the local paper. I have
received no bill for it. To whom shall I write about it; the manager? You
see I really do nOI know what to do because I am unused to advertising,
altogether.
Please write to m e as I have to you, not as one writes for p ubli cation ,
but '-0 one's friend who is able to understand.
v.

de C1eyre

2038, Potomac Ave.
Chicago, Mar. 29, 1 9 1 I .
Dear Comrade :No, I don't feel "lnlllih the least resemblance to indignation at any
thing YOll wrote me; I'm just glad you said what you felt. It makes me feel
all the more that I hadn't Ihe least real idea OfyOll all those years. I never
knew at all that under your apparent face of sneering and craft (that's
what I didn't like about you-that appearance of guile, cunning, the
devil knows what it is, that used to repulse me) you carried a sore and bit
ter heart-bitter at yourself.
I don't care that you call me a coward; maybe I am one, though it
seems to me the trouble is something else: ir I know myselr, the trouble
is this, that I dm.L.t know ill iill what I believe; and when I try to find out,
my mind crumbles down in the effort; a terrible apathy comes over me,
a mental Sit:t stupor; I sit staring at my own problems, like an idiot. I can't
drive myself to go on.
It used to sound so sensible to me, years ago, when we said that "the
economic concerns of the world can be adjusted etc., etc." Now, I say to
myself� "What in the world do I know about economic concerns? Let any
common business man ask me how any matter should be arranged, and
I could not answer him. And I don't know if it is because I was a fool
then, or I am a fool now, or � a fool both times.
Now, in the name or common sense, why shall I go out in public sim
ply to proclaim a mixed up state of mind, that changes from hour to
hour, and lands nowhere; especially since I have nOl the mental force or
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persistence to straighten myself? r think I'd have the courage to be a
renegade, if I really were a renegade; but I'm not even that. The other
fellow's propositions look just as idiotic to me as my own.
Yes: you're right. Anarchism wouldn't lose much, ifthe whole bunch
of us bolted tomorrow. Maybe it would be even beller off.
Last Sunday night I met A.Johanssen. 00 you know him? Well, for an
hour or so, I felt a sort of injection of life. The man is nothing, by con
viction; but inclined anarchistically. But he is the coarse, virile, alert
workingman-boisterous, offensive, heany, strong. I think he "sleeps 0 '
nights".35-1 felt that such men accomplish the changes in the world;
that if one could talk intelligibly to such people, it would be worth while
being an anarchist The trouble is, we are all a bunch ofsmall editions of
Hamiel, "sicklied o'er with the pale cast of thought." At least
maybe;
and maybe not.36 I'm uncertain about evel),thing.
Now as to Emma's book; cui bono?3i The thing isn't worth doing. Per
haps I should really be a coward,3l:! if I could think it was worth while
doing. Then it would be up to me to consider whether it I had courage
to offend her, etc. But if I were ever so much her enemy, I shouldn' t
think it was worth while.
I don't think she is consciously deceiving; I think she somehow works
herself into the com�ction that she is doing wonders.
As for being accused of "envy", well they would say the same of me;
they did say it-my own best-known comrades in Phila.-during the
years when for personal reasons I was at odds with her. They said I was
envious of her as a speaker, etc. All of which was nonsense, just as it's
nonsense III your case . . . .
You haven't any idea how hard it is for me to write,--especially on
Anarchism. It seems to me I have to put my brains in a press and just
squeeze every word out. Maybe that \\�ll change some time. I tell you,
because you seem to have the impression that it would be easy for me to
write for the two papers.39 And I would gladly enough write, if it wasn't
--

35. From Shakespeare'sJu/ius Cai'sar I ,2'32IT. Caesar notes Cassius's " lean and hungry
look" as a sign of too much thinking: "Such men are dangerous," He would prefer to have
about him mcn "such as sleep a-nights.- The allusion to Hamlet, whose \\�IHling and phi
losophizing ("to be-or not to be?�) de Cieyre next likens to anarchist ovcnheorizing at
the expense of action, is in the ';''1me \Tin.
36. Perhaps Oile of de Cleyre '�. r.lrcjokes-or perhaps not.
37. I"'ltin: \\'ho ocnefit); from it? \Vhal. good is il?
38. A refcn;m;l; to Yano\"sky's reply to her earlier (kpressed letter of Mardl 6.
39. Yanov�ky\ twu Yiddish anan:hi�t new�paper�.
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such killing hard work to me. I can easier teach 10 fools than write one
anicle!
I too am sorry, and very sorry, and wondering very much how it came
about, that we never had any real insight into each other's personality so
many years.
Now about the Ieclllres, I must copy them because you couldn't read
them as they are. I \V'<l.S so tired and disgusted when I finished them, that
I never wrote them in readable shape.
I also wam 1.0 send you (probably next week) a: pairor two compan
ion-piece sketches for Freie Gesellschaft.<I<> The first was printed in M.
Earth some 4 years ago; but the second, which is its sequel, I wrote last
week. Both are literally true . . . .
Have patience with me, dear comrade, and maybe I'll be some use to
you yet. The best thing you can do [or me, is to write me sometime as you
have in this letter. And never hesitate to say just what you feel; if you call
me a co\vard 20 times over, or any other d_n thing, it's no offense,
because it's spoken out of the same somber self-dissatisfaction, which is
just as honest with itself.
I'll send that MSS. soon.
Voltairine

40.

�At tilt.: End oCtile Alky."
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Impracticall Hell!

Letter to Adelaide de ClaiJ"C Tha),er, August 15, I. 9 I I 41

Aug. 15, 1 9 1 1
Dearest Sister: Your iellers just came this morning. . . .
Well, if things cannot be arranged for OClfOil,-(or ewea lor Mother
to board even at $4.50) then I shall have to give up my western idea4�
and go and stay with her for a year. I have money enough to do that,
but-what al lhe end of the year?-And a northern winter for me, a win
ter i n a .s..till place which is worst of all, (where there is much noise the
ears don't trouble so much)43 is a slire hell. I had torture enough here,
and yet there were days together when I didn't go outofthe hOllse,-ten
days sometimes. And even so I froze.
Yes, she writes just as sadly LO me as LO you. What you say aboUl the
coldness of Purilan morality is only too true; I have never paid any atten
tion to said morality since I got old enough "to take notice" ; I have let
myselfbe myself in that respect. BUl l, no more than you, have any incli
nation to be affectionate with Mother. In fact, it's sometimes rather
repulsive to me. She and Gordon once (Oh, they were a delectable pair!)
were objecting LO me as "impractical." Impractical! Hell!-And I gave
those I:\vo people over $1000 bel:\veen them! Addie, when I think of it
now, my throat shuts up like a vise, and I pretty near strangle!-They
wanted me to forsake my ideas thallhe world could be a free world, that
some/things are more worth than money and position; above all 1
shouldn't ride a diamond frame bicycle!! ! ! ! ! ! !44
'VI/ell, Mothe,· saw I was getting hurl, and threw her arm around me, .I.I.

1 1 . Source: Houghton 1 .i1Jf<I1Y, Harvard University, hr.,·ISAm 1 6 1 1 ( 1 7....J ).

42. An unrealized plan to go to California.
43. The ringing in her ears that she had sufTered since '904 (Avrich. 1111 184).
44. Perhaps a reference to the cost of a bicycle or the controversy about whether
women should ride; SUs<1n B. Anthony described a bicycling woman as �the picture of free,
llntrammelled womanhood- (gtd. L1.rrabee g l ) . This controversy peaked in the 1 8gos,
howcver (sec L'lrrabec), and it seems unlikely that Gordon, at leasl, would be worried
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and said some nice thing or other; it was all I could do to keep from
jerking loose. If I had been like them I would have shrieked in their faces,
"If I have to be practical I have to begin on you two first!"-They said that
to me, to me that had gone \\�thout clothes, and shoes, and even food for
them both!-It isn't that I wanted their thanks; but I can't stand that little
mean limited way of talking and thinking; Mother is honest in it, of course;
she thinks that way. But it irritates me; she to talk of "practicality", who
couldn't "play the game" that is laid out according to mles she believes in;
and I can play it., and have played ir., and rlon'[ believe in it, because I know
its [illegible heavy strike-out] a mean handicapped arrangement with no
square chances for g/ l o af the people; and so I am "impractical."
Now don't you ever think for one minute that it's any easier for her
and me to live together than for you two. She isjusl as offensive about my
friends as about yours. Mary Hansen (a saint if there ever was one)-she
always makes a sneering face when she speaks of Mary. Mary isn't neat;
that's true; and every little uncleanliness Mother magnified into a capital
crime. And when Mary in the goodness of her heart made me things to
wear that didn't cost much, Mother thought she dressed me badly
because she wasjealous orme. Now imagine anything so stupid!
Well, I don't want to go on recalling (hose things; I just walll you to
know it isn't because it's you Mother says offensive things; it's because it's
her nature. And I know you are wrong in thinking she has contempt for
you. As much as is in her broken-down, aged, infirm, and Puritan
poisoned soul to love you, she does,-as much as she does me. ] see it in
her talk to me about you.
Your marriage, dear girl, was maybe not such a wise move; but it was
loving, and that's better than wise, And since Judd is at bottom good, I
guess it's "not so worse" all in all.-I think perhaps, now, Mother is so
lonely she wouldn't find so much fault as she used, if she were with him.
But I hardly think she will want to go north. However she surprised me
\\�th that Soldiers' Home propositioIlY,-I don't like it much, but there
are some homes, I think, which are not so bad.
wa

about Lhis asp�ct of de Ck}'re's bi<:}'c1ing, alLhough �diall1ol1d fr:all1�� may Sllgg�st that de
Cle)'l'� '.� bik� was uot a ladies' drop.frame or op�u frame, which <l1Iowed for \\,�;II'ing a dress
while c)'ding, an issue thaI. mighL ha\'� concerned her moth�L Tht: <:onl�xl sllgg�sL� Lhat
tIlt: t:xtr.l\'agance of buying a bikt: in dt: f:1eyrt:'s tight fillaT,,:i,,1 circlllllstanu:s was tht: issut:.
She talks happily of riding her bike in another letter.

45. The reference is to the possibility of their mother moving north to live with Addie
and her husband, with whom she had found fault in the past. or to moving into a Soldiers'
Home (her suggestion) or somc other such homc. Dc Clcyrc's father, Hcctor Dc Claire,
scparated from Harriet during most of de Clcyrc's childhood, had died at the Soldiers'
Home in Milwaukce in I go6 (Avrich, AA 1 9 l ) .
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It's all nonsense about Harry De Claire4ii becoming a priest; he is an
ignoram boy and an alcoholic wreck; they wouldn't take him in for a
minute.
St. Johns47 appears to be a cripple of a place altogether, the people
are either self-sufficient ex-fanners, or old folks waiting to go to each
other's funerals.-By the way, did Mother have the waler fixed when you
were there? I have asked her twice but she hasn't answered.
Just at present J am barely won)'ing along maki ng expenses. First sum
mer in a strange ci'-Y'IH is always so; and I'll have '-he same fighr over in I.os
Angeles if I go there; bUl l really can't spend another winter in Chicago.
I'm too restless.
Yes: Mother didn't care 10 go take care of her mother when she
needed her children. I don't blame here either. Grandmotller was the
limit.
The waist is after all very nice; it washes and irons beautifully; I \\�sh its
tail had been a little longer; but anyhow it's nice.
I went to see airshifs aeroplanes yesterday. Ten of 'em in the air
together. Three accidents; they got too fresh, and one flew low into a
telegraph post, and two flew into the lake. The first machine burned up;
the men were not drowned. I suppose it's like looking at the steamboat
in 1807. By 2007, the air ships will be practical carriers likely. . . .
Cood-bye, old girl; comforl that poor man of yours; and you'll get
comfort yourself thereby I expect. I wasn't able 10 send Mother cash this
month, and she said she didn't need it.
With love,
Voltai

46. Her son, hornJulle J :.! , 1890, no\\' tll"cnly-om:.
47. SLJohns, Michigan, de Ckyre's childhood horne, where her 1Il0lIJC:;r continucd to
livc.
48. She writo from Chit:ago, wherc sho; had rnovt:d ill Odober 1910.
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Report of the Work of the Chicago
Mexican Defense League49

AboUl lhe middle of May, 1 9 1 I , a few comrades in Chicago, ,"csponding
to the appeal of theJunta of the Mexican Liberal Party, lOok up the task
of informing themselves as LO the underlying causes of the great revolu
tionalY stmggle in Mexico, and of spreading that information among
others, (0 the end that they, too, contribUle their share in making this
mighty effort of a people fruitful in the minds of the enslaved of the
world.
The longer we studied developments, the clearer it became thal lhis
was a social phenomenon otlering Lhe greatest field for genuine Anar
chist propaganda.�o that has ever been persented [presented] on this
continent; for here was an immense number of oppressed people
endeavoring to destroy a fundamental wrong, private property in land,
nOl through any sort of governmental scheme, bm by direct expropria
tion,
We, thel'dol'e, used every opportunity we could to win a hearing for
the voice of the Mexican Liberals, Regeneracion, and to support it finan
cially. We have not accomplished wonders, but we have done something;
and it is with the hope of stimulating workers in other cities to do as well
as we-and if better, we shall be only too glad-that I submit the follow
ing report.
At various picnics, private gatherings, and mass meetings we have sold
copies of Regeneracion, or disllibuted freely the unsold copies, to the
number of sixteen hundred, We have distributed four thousand copies
of the leaflet "The Mexican Revolt" among the unions of this city; five
thousand copies ofW, C. Owen's leaflet on the MeN am am case, showing
that revolutionalJ' action is the only possible cure for the evils under
49, Source: Mul/llff t."(j,-Ih 7.2 (Apr. 1 9 1 2 ) : 60-62. She wrote this for the March 1 9 1 2
Commune Commemoration, "the most beautiful I ha\'e known in rears� (letter to Berk
man, March 18, 1 9 1 2 ) .
50, Spread ofinfonnation; a neutral tenn 11\(.:n.
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which all civilized countries are suffering. We have sold some two hun
dred copies of Owen's pamphlet on the Cause, Progress, Purpose, and
Probable Outcome of the Mexican Revolution, and figure on distribut
ing two hundred more during the coming month.
We have given a good many lectures and short lalks in the city, at the
Scandinavian Liberty League, at I.W.W. Local 85, and the Open Forum.
We have held one very successful international meeting, and are now
a'Tanging for another on the fil"st of May.51 Our secretary, Honore
.faxon, old-r.ime land rebel of r.he C1.nadian nonhwest, visited England
from August till March; had an excellent stalemelll or Mexican condi
tions and the purposes of the revolution printed and distributed by the
Standing Orders Committee of the Brirish Trade Unions, beside several
excellent interviews. . . Returning through Canada, similar interviews
were printed in the largest newspapers . . , ,
I earnestly hope that those who read these lines will feel moved to
form little local groups to do the same; no matter how little it is, it is
something, And when we consider the uncomplaining poverty to which
Regeneracion's workers reduce themselves (which may be seen from its
weekly financial statements,-and I know no more speaking appeal than
those careful accounts giving family men $3,00 or $.�.oo a week to live
upon) for the sake of thundering in the ears of this deaf world the bat
tle-Cl), "Down with Authority-L and and Liberty," I really wonder how
the mass of those who are sympathetic in idea with libertarian move
ments can continue to prattle about "art," "literature," the latest
imported violinist, and the aestlletic beauty of the concepts of Anar
chism! While these men fight the battle, with starvation as companion.
Comrades! We are apparently on the eve of a war of invasion5� to pro
tect scoundrels in possession of the stolen lands of Mexico, ag'dinst lhe
revolt of a people who are being exterminated through this iniquity.
Have you, you who read this, done anything to stop this crime? At least
to register your protest? Have you circulated a paper, a pamphlet, or a
leaflet against it? Have you given a dollar to maintain the Word of
Revolt?
I know many or you who sit in cafes hours at a time and discuss "Chan
ticleer"; spend dollars on theater tickets and concerts, and think nothing
of expensive suppers. Do you think you are Anarchists? Do you know that
:; I .

inh;rnalionai day of labor agitalion and l;l;kim.ltion Silll;!: lhe late 18Ros.
Refcl'l;ncc to possibk U.s. intervcntion 10 protcl;l properly (espe6ally Alllel'il;an
properly) from expropriation by i\kxil;an revolutionariC$.
:;�.
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your comrades whose very lives are voluntarily thrown in jeopardy,
hourly, are living on less than you throw away? And asking no beLler than
to go on doing it, ifyou will bear your share i n spreading the propaganda
of Revolt?
The trouble with us all has been that for many years we lived in the
clouds of theory, because conditions made it impossible to do much else;
and now that the condition for real work is here, we are so theory-rotted
that we are helpless to face it. In the words of the editor of the Chicago
Po,�l: "The Anarchists look lo hiuing games. " I who wrile have been as much
to blame as any; let me shake oIl my blame by stirring you to awaken
now. Cease theory-spinning about future society, and deal with what is
before us, with what can be accomplished now.
Herewith I give financial statement of money received by me as trea
surer of the League, and transmitted to theJunta at Los Angeles:
Collected on Subscription Lists in Chicago
"
"
"
" in Philadelphia . . . . . .
"
" in Rochester . . . . . . .
"
"
"
"
"
" in Butblo . . . . . . . .
in S1. Louis . . . . . .
"
"
"
" in Atlantic City . . . . .
Donated by three Chicago Arbeiter Ring Branches . . . .
Donated by Bakers Local 237 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sales of Regeneracion
Individual subscriptions
. .
. . .
. . .
ColleClions and sales for leaflets and pamphlets . . . .
Proceeds of meeting
Collections of Group for Regeneracion . . . . . . . . . .
.
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$66.06

. . . . . g.oo
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.
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9.75
10.00
2.7.11
1 .00
. 8.00
. 5.00
41.50
. 7.30
.
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. . 3 1 .3.",
20.60
. . 35.65
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$247.96

April 1st, 1 g 1 2 , Chicago.
VOLTA I R I N t: ot: CLE:YR�:,

Treasurer.
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Section Two

FREEDOM , JUSTICE ,
ANARCHISM

As the letters in the preceding seClion show, from de Cleyre's earliest
days as a [reethought agitator in Grand Rapids her attention was fixed on
the inequality, desperation, and crime bred by the violence inherent in
any so-called social "order" not founded on liberty. The pieces included
in section 2-a11 central to the discussion i n part I, chapters I and 2give some idea of the range of her writing, from her early poem "The
Hunicane" to her exultant lecture "The Commune Is Risen" a few
months before she died.
The imagery of "The Hurricane" ( 1 88g)-of inevitable upheavals,
torrential explosions of Lhe human will i n the face of deprivation and
despair-is central to her view that the oppressed inevitably rise up in
the end. In "A Rockct ofIron" ( 1 902), she figures such an uprising in an
explosion at an ironworks. Discusscd at length in chapter 2 , this story
deserves to be as wcll known as other ninetccnth-century works about
industrial labor, most notably Rebecca Harding Davis's now widely
taught "Life in the Iron Mills" ( 1 8 6 1 ) . Like Davis's story, de Cleyre's cen
ters on a sensitive man, an ironworker, with a suppressed-finally tnlgi
cally lost-heroic potential. As in that sLOry, too, thc narrative is ren-
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dered in the first person by a somewhat enigmatic observer about whom
we know almost nothing, and who seems at the same time intimate with
and strangely distant from the events. If it can be established that de
Cleyre read Davis, these links will become even more interesting. In any
case, the contrast is instructive: the difference in their approaches
bespeaks not only a difference of fony years in publication, but the dif
ference de Cleyre's anarchism makes in her handling of the subject.
Both these works present de Cleyre's sense that the intolerable pl-es
sures of life under rhe present. system produce inevirable explosions of
the human will. Sometimes these explosions are heroic and transforma
tive; at other times merely violent and tragic. Her own experience of
such a tragedy, Herman Helcher's attempt on her life in December
Ig02, gave a personal dimension to her theorizing on the subject oflaw
and violence, which can be seen in her appeal to comrades for money
for Helcller's legal fees, published January I I , Ig03. A few years later, a
trip to Georgia, the same visit on which she overheard the Mrican Amer
ican church service mentioned in chapter I , inspired her sketch "The
Chain Gang" ( l g07), which Goldman considered one of de Cleyre's
highest literal), achievements. It expl-esses once again, both in personal
and theoretical rerms, her horror at the 'Justice" system. It is also one of
her most powerful renderings of the indomitable human will to freedom
and seWexpression-the will she had early discovered in herself; the will
in which she placed her faith that social revolution would finally suc
ceed.
The will to imagine a new social order requires faith that such an
order is possible-a faith that must in some sense be sustained by histor
ical precedents. On March 1 8 , 1 8 7 1 , in the midst of the chaos produced
by the Franco-German war, ordinary working-people took over the city
of Paris as government officials, the army, business owners, and mem
bers of the ruling class fled. The result was the Paris Commune, a revo
lutionary restructuring of social and economic life i n which the old
bureaucracy was dismantled; Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity-includ
ing righlS for women-were proclaimed; power was vesred in elected
representatives subject to recall in the space ofa day; professional police
and army were replaced by a "people in al-ms" who elected theil- own
officers; workers managed their own factories; co-ops proliferated. On
May 28 the French government retook the city in a bloody siege of rape,
torture, and massacre that left twenty-five thousand Communards dead
and proved, Kropotkin said, "that there really are two classes in our mod
ern society; on one side, the man who works and yields up to lhe monop-
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olisls of property more than half of what he produces and yet lightly
passes over the wrong done him by his masters; on the other, the idler,
the spoiler, hating his slave, ready to kill him like game, animated by the
most savage instincts as soon as he is menaced in his possession" (Ander
son; AVlich, AP 231-34; KropoLkin, "Commune") .
I n de Clcyrc's day as in ours, anarchists were oftcn cliticized as idcal
ists whose ideas of social order could never be put into prdctice. The
Commune, brief though it was, offered proof those criticisms were
wrong. Ah.hough it. was not. a r.horoughgoing anarchisr. experimenT. or
even an experiment based on full economic cquality and liberty, il had
many anarchist aspects and participants, and inspired anarchist theolJ'
and practice all over {he world (Avlich, AP 234-35). At the lime de
Cleyre wrolc her speech "The Commune Is Risen" for a commemoration
in March 1 9 1 2, she saw the Mexican Revolution as its latest incarnation;
into it she poured all her hopes and energies in the lasl year of her life.
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The Hurricane!
!889

("We are the birds 01" the coming sLOrm."-Augusl Spies.) "
The tide is out, the wind blows off the shore;
Bare burn the white sands in the scorching sun;
The sea complains, but its great voice is low.
Bitler Lhy woes, 0 People,
And the burden
Hardly to be borne!
Wearily grows, 0 People,
All lhe aching
Ofthy pierced heart, bruised and torn!
But yel lhy time is nOl,
And low thy moaning.
Desert lhy sands!
Not yet is thy breath hot,
Vengefully blowing;
It walts o'er lifted hands.
The lide has turned; the vane veers slowly round;
Slow clouds are sweeping o'er the blinding light;
White crests curl on the sea,-its voice grows deep.
Angry thy heart, 0 People,
And its bleeding
Fire-lipped with rising hate!
Thy clasped hands pan. 0 People,
For thy praying
Warmed not {he desolate!
I . Sn; pp. 68-69, 1 37-38. Source: SIV:H-JiS. This ed ilion indudcs a nole;: "Since lin:
de;alh of the <luthOl· this pocm has been pUl tu lllusic by the young Amelican composcr,
George Edwards" (35).
::. Spil;�: a Haymarkct martyr.
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God did not hear thy moan:
Now it is swelling
To a great drowning cry;
A dark wind-cloud, a groan,
Now backward veering
From thai deaf sky!
The tide nows in, the wind roars from the depths,
The whirled-white sand heaps with the foam-white waves;
Thundering the sea rolls o'er its shell-crunched wall!
Strong is thy rage, 0 People,
In its fury
Hurling thy tyranlS down!
Thou metest wage, 0 People.
Very swiftly,
Now that thy hate is grown:
Thy time at last is come;
Thou heapest anguish,
vVhere thou thyselfwert bare!
No longer to Ihy dumb
God clasped and kneeling,
711011 answerest l/tine own prayer.
Sea Isle City. N.j.. August. 188g
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A Rocket of Iron3
1902

It was one of those misty October nightfalls of the north, when the white
fog creeps up from (he river, and winds itself like a corpse-sheet around
the black, ant-like m ass of human insignificance, a cold menace Ii"om
Nature to Man, till the foreboding of that irresistible fatality which will
one day lay us all beneath the ice-death sits upon your breast, and stifles
you, till you start up desperately crying, "Let me oul, let me out!'"
For an hour I had been staring through the window at that chill
sleam, thickening and bluning out the lines thal lig-zagged through it
indefinitely, pale drunken images of facts, staggering against the invul
nerable vapor that walled me in-a sublimated grave marble. Were they
all ghosts, those figures wandering across the white night, hardly distin
guishable from the posts and pickets that wove in and out, like haH�is
membered bodies writhing in pain? Myown finge rs we re curiously numb
and inert; had I, too, become a shadow?
It grew unbearable at last, the pressure of the foreboding at my heart,
the sense of that on-creeping of Universal Death. I ran out of doors,
impelled by the vague impulse to assert my own being, to seek relief i n
struggle, even though foredoomed futile-to seek warmth, fellowship,
somewhere, though but with those ineffective pallors in the mist, that
dissolved even while I looked at them. Once in the street, I ran on indif·
ferently, glad to be jostled, glad of the snarling of dogs and the curses of
laborers calling to one another. The penumbra of the mist, that menac
ing dim foreshadow, had not chilled these, then! On, on, through [he
alleys where human flesh was close, and when one listened one could
hear b.·eathings and many feet, drifti ng at last into the current that swept
through (he main channel ohhe city, and presently, whirled round in an
eddy, I found myself staring through the open door of the great Iron
Works. Perhaps it was the sensation of warmtll that held me there first,
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some feeling of exhilaration and wakening defiance in the flash and
swirl of the yellow flames-this, mixed with an indistinct desire to clutch
at something, anything, that seemed stationary in the midst of all this
that slipped and w'..t.vered and fell aw..t.y . . . No, I remember now: there
was something before that; there was a sound-a sound that had stopped
my feet in their going, and smOle me with a long shudder-a sound of
hammers, beating, beating, beating a terrific hail, momentarily faster
and louder, and in between a panting as of some great monster catching
breath beneath the driving of that. iron rain, Faster, fasr.er-CI.ANc.! A
long reverberalll shriek! The giant had rolled and shivered in his pain,
Involuntarily I was drawn down into the Valley of the Sound, words mut
tering themselves through my lips as I passed: "Forging, forging-what
are they forging there? Frankenstein makes his Monster. How the iron
screams!" But I heard it no more now; I only saw!-saw the curling yel
low flames, and the red, red iron that panted, and the Masters of the
Hammers. How they moved there, like demons in the abyss, their bodies
swinging, their eyes tense and a-glitter, their faces covered with the
gloom of the torture-chamberl
Only one face I saw, young and f�
l ir-young and very fair-whereon
the gloom seemed not to settle. The skin of it was white and shining
there in the midst of that black haze; over the wide forehead fell tum
bling waves of thick brown hair, and two great dark eyes looked steadily
inLO the red iron, as if they saw therein something I did not see; only now
and then they were lifted, and looked away upward, as if beyond the
smoke-pall they beheld a vision. Once he turned so that the rose-light
cast fonh his profile as a silhouette; and I shivered, it was so fine and
hard! Hard with the hardness of beaten iron, and fllle with the fineness
of a keen chisel. Had the hammers been beating on that fair young face?
A comrade called, a sudden terrified cry. There was a wild rush, a mad
stampede offeet, a horrible screech of hissing metal, and a rocket of iron
shot upward toward the black roof, bursting and falling in a burning
shower. Three figures lay writhing along the floor, among the leaping,
demoniac sparks.
The f'irst LO lift them was the Man with the white face. He had sLOod
still in the storm, and ran fonvard when the others shrank back. Now he
passed by me, bearing his dying burden, and I saw no quiver upon brow
or chin; only. when he laid it in the ambulance, I fancied I saw upon the
delicate curved lips a line of purpose deepen, and the reflection of the
iron-fire glow in the str..t.nge eyes, as if for an insLant lhe door of a hidden
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furnace had been opened and smouldering coals had breathed the air.
And even then he looked up!
It was all over in half an hour. There would be weeping in three little
homes; and one was dead, and one would die, and one would crawl, a
seared human stump, to the end of his weary days. The crowd that had
gathered was gone; they would not know the Stump when i t begged from
them with its maimed hands, six months after, on some street corner.
"Fakir," they would say, and laugh. There would be an entry on the com
pany's books, and a brief line in the newspapers next day. Bur. rhe weld
ing of the iron would go on, and the man who gave his easy money for it
would fancy he had paid for it, not seeing the stiff figures in their graves,
nor the Clippled beggar, nor the broken homes.
The rocket of iron is already cold; dull, inert, fireless, the black lrag
ments lie upon the floor whereon they lately rained their red revenge.
Do with them what you will, you cannot undo their work. The men are
clearing way. Only he with the white face does not go back to his place.
Still set and silent he takes his coat, "presses his soft hat down upon his
thick, damp locks," and goes out into the fog and nighl. So close he
passed me, I might have touched him; but he never saw me. Perhaps he
was still carrying the burden of the dying man upon his heart; perhaps
some mightier burden. For one instant the shapely, boyish figure was in
full light, then it vanished away in the engulfing mist-the mist which
the vision of him had made me {orgel. For I knew I had seen a Man of
Iron, into whose soul the iron had driven, whose nerves were tempered
as cold steel, but behind whose still, impassive features slumbered a
white-hot heart. And others should see a rocket and a ruin, and feel the
Vengeance of Beaten Iron, before the mist comes and swallows all.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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I had forgouen! Upon that face, that young, fair face, so smooth and
fine that even the black smoke would not rest upon it, there bloomed the
roses of Early Death. Hot-house flowers!
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Appeal for Herman Helcher'

Dear Comrades,

I write LO appeal to you on behalf of the unfortunate child (for in
intellect he has never been more than a child) who made the assault
upon me. He is friendless, he is in prison, he is sick;-had h e not been
sick i n brain he would never have done this thing.
Nothing can be done to relieve him until a lawyer is secured, and for
that money is needed. I know it is hard to ask, for our comrades are
always giving mon:: than they can afford. But I think this is a case where
all anarchists are concerned thal the world may learn our ideas con
cerning the treatment of so-called "criminals," and that they will therc
fore be willing to make even unusual sacri fices.
What this poor halt�crazed boy needs is not [the] silence and cruelty
of a prison, but the kindness, care and sympathy which heaL
These all have been given to me, in unstinted quantity. I can never
express the hean of my gratilude for it all. Be as ready now to help the
other who is perhaps the greater sufferer. With love to all,
Voltairine de Cleyre
Philadelphia, 807 Fairmount Av.

4. Printed in Frce Sociel)', .fanu,uy
University. bMS Am 1 6 1 4-.
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I I , I!}03.

Source:

illS.

Houghton Libr.IIY. Harvard

The Chain Gangs

It is tar, far down in the sOUlhland, and I am back again, thanks be, in [he
land of wind and snow, where life lives. BUl lhat was in the days when I
was a wrelched thing, that crept and crawled, and shrunk when the wind
blew, and feared the snow. So they sent me away down there [0 the world
of the sun, whe re the wind and the snow arc afraid. And the sun was kind
to me, and the soft air that does not move lay around me like folds of
down, and t.he poor creeping life in me winked in the light and slared
OUl al the wide caressing air; stared away to the north, LO the land of wind
and rain, where my heart was,-Iny heart that would be at home.
Yes, there, in the tender south, my heart was bitLer and bowed, for the
love of the singing wind and the frost whose edge was death,-biller and
bowed for the strength to bear that was gone, and the strength to love
that abode. Day after day I climbed the hills with my face to the north
and home. And there, on those southern h eights, where the air was resin
and balm, there smote on my ears the sound that all the wind of the
north can never sing down again, the sound I shall hear till I st.:"1nd at the
door of the last silence.
Cling-clang-c1ing-From (he Georgian hills i t sounds; and the
snow and the storm cannot drown it -the far-off, terrible music of the
Chain Gang.
I met i t there on the road, face to face, ,,�th all the light of the sun
upon it. Do you know what it is? Do you know that every day men run in
long procession, upon the road they build for others' safe and easy
going, bound to a chain? And that other men, with guns upon their
shoulders, ride beside them-with orders to kill if the living links break?
There it stretched before me, a serpent of human bodies, bound to the
iron and wrapped in the merciless folds ofjustified cruelty.
Clank-c1ink-c1ank-There was an order given. The living chain
,
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divided; groups fell to work upon the road; and then I saw and heard a
miracle.
Have you ever, out of a drowsy, lazy conviction that all knowledges, all
arts, all dreams, are only patient sums of many toils of many millions
dead and hying, suddenly Slarted into an uncanny consciousness that
knowledges and arts and dreams are things more real than any living
being ever was, which suddenly reveal themselves, unasked and
unawaited, in the most obscure corners of soul-life, flashing out in pris
marie glory to dazzle and shock all your security of thought, wppling it
with vague questions of what is reali[)" that you cannot silence? When
you hear that an untaught child is able, he knows not how, to do the
works of the magicians of mathematics, has it never seemed to you that
suddenly all books were swept away, and there before you stood a superb,
sphinx-like creation, Mathematics itself, posing problems to men whose
eyes are cast down, and all at once, out of whim, incorporating itself in
that wide-eyed, mysterious child? Have you ever felt that all the works of
the masters were swept aside in the burst of a singing voice, unconscious
that i t sings, and that Music itself, a master-presence, has entered the
throat and sung?
No, you have never felt it? But you have never heard the Chain Gang
sing!
Their f�lCes were b lack and brutal and hopeless; their brows were low,
their jaws were heavy, their eyes were hard; three hundred years of the
scorn that brands had burned its scar upon the face and form of 19no
rance,-ignorance that had sought dully, stupidly, blindly, and been
answered with that pitiless brand. But wide beyond the limits of high
man and his little scorn, the great, sweet old Music-Soul, the chords of
the World, smote through the black man's fibre in the days of the mak
ing of men; and it sings, it sings, with its ever-thrumming slrings, through
all the voices of the Chain Gan g. And never one so low that it does not
fill with the humming vibrdncy that quivers and bursts out singing things
always new and new and new.
I heard i t that day.
The leader struck his pick inw the earth, and for a moment whistled
like some wild, free, living flute in the [ol-est. Then his voice floated out,
like a low booming wind, crying an instant, and fell; there was the mea
sure ofa grave in the fall of it. Another voice rose up, and lifted the dead
note aloft, like a mourner raising his beloved with a kiss. It drifted away
to the hills and the sun. Then many voices rolled fonvard, like a great
plunging wave, in a chorus never heard before, perhaps never again; for
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each man sung his own song as it came, yet all blenL. The words were few,
simple, fille d with a great plaint; the wail of the sea was in it; and no man
knew what his brother would sing, yet added his own without thought, as
the rhythm swept on, and no voice knew what note its fellow voice would
sing, yet they fell in one another as the billow falls in the trough or rolls
to the crest, one upon the other, one within the other, over, under, all in
the great wave; and now one led and others followed, then it dropped
back and anothel" swelled up".rard, and every voice was soloist and cho
risler, and never one seemed conscious of ilself� but only 1.0 sing out rhe
great song.
And always, as the voices rose and sank, the axes swung and fell. And
the lean white face of the man with the gun looked on with a stolid, par
alyzed smile,
Oh, that wild, sombre melody, that long, appealing plaint, with its
hope laid beyond death,-that melody that was made only there, just
now, before me, and passing away before me! If I could only seize it, hold
it, stop it from passing! that all the world might hear the song of the
Chain Gang! might know that here, in these red Georgian hills, convicts,
black, bmtal convicts, are making the music that is of no man's com
pelling, that floods like the tide and ebbs away like the ride, and will not
be held-and is gone, far away and forever, out into the abyss where the
voices of the centuries have dl�fted and are lost!
Something aboutJesus, and a Lamp in the darkness-a gulfing dark
ness. Oh, in the mass of sunshine must they still cry for light? All around
the sweep and the glo,!' of shimmering ether, sun, sun, a world of SUIl,
and these still calling for light! Sun for the road, sun for the stones, sun
for the red clay-and no light for this dark living clay? Only heat that
burns and blaze that blinds, but does not lift the darkness!
"And lead me to that Lamp--"
The pathetic pl"ayer for light went trembling away out into the lumi
nous gulf of day, and the axes swung and fell; and the grim dry face of
the man with the gun looked on with iLs frozen smile. "So long as they
sing, they work," said the smile, still and ironical.
"A friend to them thal's got no friend"-Man of Sorrows, lifted up
upon Golgotha,6 in the day when the forces of the Law and the might of
Social Order set you there, in the moment of your pain and desperate
accusation against Heaven, when that piercing "Eloi, Eloi, lama

G. Golgotha, or the Pla<.;c ofSkulb, site of.Je�ll�' (;["ll<.;ifixion.
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sabachthani?"i went up to a deaf sky, did you presage this desolate
appeal coming to you out of the unlived depths of nineteen hundred
years?
Hopeless hope, that cries to the deadl Futile pleading that the cup
may pass,8 while still lhe lips drinkl For, as of old, Order and the Law, in
shining helmets and gleaming spears, ringed round the felon of Golgo
tha, so stand they still in that lean, merciless figure, with its shouldered
gun and passive smile. And the moan that died within the Place of Skulls
is born again in (his great dark cry rising up againsT. the sun.
If but the living might hear it. not the dead! For these are dead who
walk about with vengeance and despite within their hearts, and scorn for
things dark and lowly, in the odor of selt�righteousness, with se1t:'vaunt
ing wisdom in their souls, and pride of race, and iron-shod order, and
the preselVation o[ Things that Are; walking stones are these, that can
not hear. But the living are those who seek to know, who wot not of
things lowly or things high, but only of things wonderful; and who turn
sorrowfully from Things that Are, hoping [or Things that May Be. If
these should hear the Chain Gang chorus, seize it, make all the living
hear it, see it!
If� from among themselves, one man might find "the Lamp," lift it up!
Paint for all the world these Geoq,rian hills, these red, sunburned roads,
these toiling figures with their rhythmic axes, these brutal, unillumined
faces, dull, groping, depth-covered,-and then unloose that song upon
their ears, till they feel the smitten, quivering hearts of the Sons of Music
beating against their own; and under and over and around it, the chain
that the dead have forged clinking between the heart-beats!
Clang--ding-clang-ng-It is sundown. They are running over the
red road now. The voices are silent; only the chain clinks.

7.

Jesus' words on the cross: "My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?" (Mark

J !",::14).
8. TILt: cup of slIfft:ring lILal.Jt:slIs prayt:d ht: miglLl bt: spart:d (�·Iatl. :.:6:39, 4:':) '
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The Commune Is Risen9
March , 1 9 1 2

They say "She is dead; the Commune is dead";
That "If she were living her earthquake tread
Would scalter the honeyless hornets' hive."
I am not dead, nor yet asleep;
Nor tardy, though my steps seem slow;
Nor feeble from the ccntUlies' sweep;
Nor cold, though chill the north winds blow.
My legions muster in all lands,
From field, from facr.ory, from mine,
The workers of lhe world join hands
Across the centuries and brine.

Never since those lines were sung by the great unknown poet, whose
heart shone red through his words, has the pulse of the world beat so
true a response as it is beating now. We do not sland to-day as mourners
at the bier of a Dead Cause. hut with thejoy of those who behold it living
in the Resurrection.
What was it the Commune proclaimed? With what hope did it greet
the world? And why did it fall?
The Commune proclaimed the autonomy of Paris. It broke the chain
that fellered her to the heels of her step-mother, the State . . . .
The Commune was a splendid eHart t.o b."eak lhe Lyr<mny of lhe cen
tralized domination with which modern societies are cursed; a revolt at
artifICial ties. . . .
"Paris is a social unit," said the communards; "Paris is, within itself, an
organic whole. Paris needs no outside shell of coercion to hold it
9. Till; n;fcn:nCl; to thl; Rl;sulTl;ction in thc opl;ning par;lgl.lph of thl; l;ssay confirms
thal thl; tilk alludl;s to llll; angel's words to 11ll; womcn who sCl;k .Jl;SUS' body in thc tom\}
"Hl; is not hnl;: for Ill; is risl;n" (Matt. :l8:6). Soun:c;: !HQlhe,.Em1h 7.1 (Mar. 1 9 1 � ) : 10-14.
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togeLher. But Paris owes no subservient allegiance to that traitorous tool
at Versailles, which calls itself the government of France, , . .
This was the word of the Commune, spoken to the world in the wild
morning of the year 1 8 7 1 .
And the hope it buill upon was this: When France beholds Paris fight
ing, the dream of '4810 will rise again; and all her communes will pro
claim their freedom, even as we. And then we are bound to win, for the
Versailles government cannot conquer a revolt which breaks out evel),
where. And France once kindled, the peoples of other nar.ions will 1ike
wise rise; and this monster, "the State," which is everywhere devouring
liberty, will be annihilated.
This was the hope that lit the eyes of the Commune with dreaming
fire, that March day, forty-one years ago.
The hope was doomed to disappointment; within three months the
glorious rebel fell. She had called, but the response did not come. Why?
Because she had not asked enough. Because making war upon the State,
she had not made war upon that which creates the State, that to preserve
which the State exists.
With the scrupulous, pitiful Conscience which Authority has cun
ningly bred in men, the Commune had respected property; had kept its
enemy's books, and duly handed over the balances; had starved itself to
feed its foes; had left common resources in private hands. And when
McMahon's troops" rode sabering through the streets of Paris, when
Ganifet'� the butcher was dashing out children's brains with his own
devil's hands upon her conquered pavements, the vel)' horses they rode,
the very sabers that cut, had been paid for by the murdered.
Every day, throughout the life of the Commune, the Bank of France
had been allowed to trdnsmit the sinews of war to Versailles, '3 the social
blood been drained to supply the social foe . . . .
In short, though thel'c wCI'e other reasons why lhe Commune fell, the
chief one was that in the hour of necessity, the Communards were not
Communists. They aLLempted to break political chains without breaking
economic ones; and it cannot be done . . . .
I cannot speak f'or others. I cannot say how my comrades have felt dur
ing the long stagnant years, when spl'ing after spring we have come
"

10. 1848, ycar of rcvolutions in Europc.

I. �
larie·EdlTIe-Patric<A
..
lallric<; i\-lac-Mahon, head of Veniailks Anny in sllppres.�ion
of CornTlluru;; latel' president of France (�Mac-Mahon").
I :.! . Gallifa, gcneral who led the suppression of t.he COllUTIUtle.
13. Scat Qfthe FI'elH,;h gQVenullent.
I
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togeLher to repeat dead men's names and deeds, and weep over those
whose bones lie scattered from Cayenne LO New Caledonia. I know that
for myself! often felt I was doing a weary and a useless thing, wearing out
a habit, so to speak,-trying to warm my cold hands at a painted fire. For
all these years since we of this generation have lived in Amelica, there
has been no stirring movement of the people of this continent to do a
deed worth doing.
""e have listened with curious fascination to our elders' stories of the
abolition movement; we have welcomed the Russian revolmionisLS, and
enviously listened LO their accounts of deeds done or undone. We have
watched the sharp crossing of weapons here and there in the ominous
massing of Capital and Labor against each other all around us; but we
have known perfectly well that there was little place for us in that com
bat, till it shall assume other lines than those which dominate i t now, till
i t shall proclaim other purposes and other means.
All in vain it was for us to ll)' to waken any profound enthusiasm in
ourselves over the struggle of some limited body of workers, asking for a
petty per cent. of wage. We understand too well that such a fight deter
mines nothing, is like the continuous slipping backward of the feet in an
attempt to climb a hill of gliding sand.
But now has come this glorious year of 1 9 1 1 - 1 2 , this year of world
wide revolt. Out of the enigmatic East a great storm sweeps; and though
but liLLie of its real breadth and height is visible or comprehensible to us,
we understand so much: the immemorial silence has been broken, the
crouching figure has up-straightened. The sources ofour infonnation are
such thal we cannot tell whether the economic regeneration of enslaved
China has actually begun, or the revolt is political merely as our reports
make it appear. Which ever it may be, one thing is certain: China is no
longer motionless; she is touched with the breath of life; she struggles.
ACI"oss the sea, in the island of our stolid forbears, a portentous sound
has risen from the depths; in the roots of human life, in coal-caverns,
RevolL speaks. And England faces Famine; faces the Property-system,
faces a miglHy army of voluntarily idle men; beholds the upper and the
nether SLOne of economic folly, and feels the crunching of those merci
less wheels, and undel·ground the earthquake mmbles wide,-France,
Germany, Austria-the mines growl.
And yet this mighty massing, inspiring and threatening as it is, is for a
petty demand-a minimum wage! Such situations produce enlighten
ment; at any moment the demand may change to "The Mines for the
Miners"; but as yet i t has not come.
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Only here in our America, on this continent cursed with land-gr..t.b
bing syndicates, into whose unspoiled fatness every devouring shark has
set his triple row of teeth,-this land whose mercenary spirit is the butt
of Europe--{)nly here, under the burning Mexican sun, we know men
are revolling for something; for the great, common, fundamental eco
nomic right, before which all others fade,-the right of man to the earth.
Not in concentr..t.led camps and solid phalanxes; not at the breath of
some leader's word; but over all the land, from the border to Yucatan,
animated by sponraneous desire and resolur.ion, in mmually gathered
bands, as freemen fight, not uniformed slaves. And leaders come, and
leaders go; they use the revolution and the revolution uses them; but
whether they come or go, the land battle goes on.
I n that quickening soil, the sower's response is ready; and the peasant
uproots his master's sugar cane and tobacco, replanting corn and beans
instead, that himself and the fighting bands may have sustenance. He
does not make the mistake that Paris made; he sends no munitions to the
enemy; he is an unlettered man, but he knows the use of the soil. And no
man can make peace ,,�th him, unless that use is guaranteed to him . . . .
Stronger and stronger blows the hurricane, and those who listen to
the singing in [he wind know that Senawr Lodge was right when he said:
"I am against intervention, but it's like having a fire next door."
That fire is burning away the paper of artificial land-holding. That fire
is destroying the delusion that any human creature on the face of the
earth has the right to keep any other from going straight to the sources
of life, and using them. That fire is shooting a white illumination upon
the labor struggle, which \\�II make the futile wage war conducted in the
United States look like baby's play.
Yes, honor..t.ble Senators and Congressmen, the house next door is on
fire-the house of Tyranny, the house of Shame, the house that is buill
by Robbery and Extortion, out of the sold bodies of a hapless race-its
murdered men, its outraged women, its orphaned babies.
Yes, it is on fire. And let it bum,-burn to the ground-utterly. And
do not seek 10 quench it by pouring out the blood of the people of the
United States, in a vile defense of those financial adventurers who wear
the name American . . . .
Let it crumble to the ground, that House of Infamy; and if the burn
ing gleeds ny hithenvard, and the rotten structure of our own life starts
to blaze, welcome, thrice welcome, purifying fire, that shall set us, too,
upon the earth once more,-free men upon free land,-no tenant
dwellers on a landlord's domain.
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In the roar of lhal fire we hear the Commune's "earthquake lread,"'4
and know thal OUl of the graves at Pere-Ia-chaise, OUl of the trenches of
Salol)" out of the fever-plains of Guiana, oul of the barren burial sands
of Caledonia, ' r, lhe Greal Ghost has risen, crying across lhe world, vive La

Commune!

An image from '-/e{{{/s, by Shdley, one of de Ckyre's favOl-ite poet;>;_
Sites oflhe suppn;ssion of uprisings_ Pi::re Lu:hais<; C<;metel)' and the S"tOl), D<;pot
in Paris 'H;re �(;enc� OfCQIIlTllUnard ma��ane� (Avri<;h, AP:.!:.!9, :.!35)]4-

' f,-
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Section Three

ON WOMEN , SEXUALITY,
AND THE BODY

"The questions of souls is old; we demand our bodies, now," Dc Cleyre
wrote these words i n 1 890; they could just as easily have been written in
1970, in any manifesto associated with the second wave of feminism.
Although the anarchist feminism of Emma Goldman had a significalll
resurgence at exacLiy that point, de Cleyre's feminist theory, arguably
even more radical and far-reaching in its implications, has been until
now for the most part unavailable to modern readers. For that reasol1and because it is in de C1eyre's feminisl lheory that we find her most rad
ical leg-..t.cy to progressive thought-this section of parL II is more inclu
sive than the olhers, encompassing most of her available published
writings on women, sexuality, and the body, together with some passages
from letters in which she discusses women's issues, including her own
relations with men. Most of the works included are discussed extensively,
others morc briefly, in chapters 3 and 4 in part I. A few need a fuller
i11lroduClion, provided below.
In 1886 de Cleyre established herself in Grand R.:1.pids as an indepen
dent young woman, contributing to, then editing, the freethought paper
P'7)gressive A,f,TC and lecturing on the midwestern rreethought circuit
(Avrich, AA 40). In January 1888, in the letter here titled "Selling Their
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Bodies," she wrote her sister about the city, emphasizing its once unfamil
iar aspects but implying that all lhis is now old hat LO her: "Oh! But it used
to seem to me the funniest thing to see a lodging house empty itself of its
occupants mornings . . . . " In a turn toward the subject of women's issues,
de Cleyre alludes to Lillie Devereux Blake ( 1 833-1g13), a suffrage advo
cate, novelist, and (later) part of (he " Revising Committee" that produced
Elizabeth Cady Stanton's Woman s Bible, a feminist freethinking commen
tall' that historicized sexism in the Bible and provided feminist readings
of key passages on women. In January 1 888 de Cleyre would have been
imerested in Blake's suffrage agitation (although soon thereafter, as an
anarchist, she would scorn the ballot box), and probably in her novel Fel
tered Jor Life; or, Her Lord and Master ( 1 874). The mention of Blake is fol
lowed immediately by a paragraph detailing the kinds of misery de Cleyre
has witnessed in Grand Rapids, focusing especially on women.
At the time she wrote Addie about prostitutes in Grand Rapids, she
was reading the sex-radical publication LuciJel�' two years later in 1890
she wrote "Sex Slavery," in defense of its editor Moses Hannan, sen
tenced to five years' hard labor under Anthony Comstock's obscenity
laws (see chap. 3). De Cleyre's object in presenting this lectul'e was to
gather signatures on a petition for Harman's release. What will be to
some readers the rather puzzling ending is an ironic reference to the
anal'chist purity of those who might refuse to sign on the grounds that by
definition, petitions to government authoritics acknowledge that
authority and thus constitutc the kind of political participation that
helps sustain the life of the state. The anger she expresses at the end of
the essay is dircCled as wcll at anarchist mcn in the audience wh o,
despite thcir supposedly advanced opinions, may be "'tyrant radicals,"
obliviously subjecting women to "sex slave."," and also at those who
might actually agree that Harman's publication is "obscene."
The following year, Lucifer printed one of de C1eyre's most acerbic
calls for women's liberation, "The Gates of Freedom," a lecture origi
nally delivered at a Liberal convention in Kansas in 1 8 g l . It i ncludes a
scathing metaphor of desexualized images of women as " ' too high, too
pure, too cthereal, LOO angelic,' etc., ad nau.\·emn"-"draperou s adj ec
tives" that obscure the truth. To the clear-eyed, this "diaphanous vision"
is "far too much like a stage angel, rising, not upon wings, but on a
trap.'" Probably sometime around the midnineties (judging from the
reference to Impressionism) , she wrote "The White Room," a fictional
I . I.e., a lmp door that brings the angclup through the stage floor, but the word li.mc
lions also as a pun.
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meditation onjust that sort of "trap." It appeared in the London Hemld
ojReuolt ("An Organ of the Coming Social Revolution") in the memorial
Voltairine de Cleyre issue of September 1 9 1 3, advertised in the preced
ing issue as one in which "Much unpublished maLler will be brought to
lighl." This story, listed on the first page as one of those included in the
issue "from the pen of our late comrade" (99), may be the "maLler"
referred to.
One of de Cleyre's great predecessors in the disruption of false
images of women wa<; Mary Wollstonecraft ( 1 759-1 797), whose perva
sive influence on her feminism is evident not only in her ideas but even
in such rhetorical strategies as the attack on Cope in "The Gates of Free
dom," which resembles Wollstonecraft's attacks on Rousseau in A Vindi
cation oj the Righlj,' oj WO!fl(Ln ( 1 79 2 ) . De Cleyre was demonstrably
influenced by Wollstonecraft's view of marriage as a form of prostitution,
her comparison of (white middle-class) women to slaves, her core anal
ogy between political tyranny and men's domination of women, her call
for women's economic self-sufficiency, her refusal to distinguish
between male and female virtue, her view that infelior education causes
women's apparent intellectual inferiolity, and above all her insistence
that woman's first duty is not in relation to family members but as an
individual, to her own self-developmenl.
The poem "Mary Wollstonecraft" ( 1 893) is inspired not only by the
Vindication but by WollsLOnecraft's life, which included childhood expe
riences of domestic violence, a tormented affair that led to a suicide
attempt, a desperate struggle [or self-sufficiency in the absence of eco
nomic opportunities for women, a happy aflair with William Godwin that
nonetheless caused social ostracism even after their marriage, and an
early, tragic death afler childbirth (God\\�n 10, 83-85, 103 ) . De Cleyre
had read Elizabeth Robins Pennell's biography Mal)' Wollstonecraft
( 1 885), which she cites in "The Case of Woman vs. Orthodoxy" (3), and
which opens with a description that infonns de Cleyre's poetic vision of
Wollstonecraft as a mother of sorrows, a suffeling sainl. As Pennell said,
for many years "The young were bidden not 10 read her books, and the
more mature warned not to rollow her example, the miseries she
endured being declared the just retribution of her actions" ( I ) . De
Cleyre may also have encountered Wollstonecrah's life in Godwin·s
memoir, which scandalized many readers with its frank treatment of her
sexual freedom. Ifso, she had probably not finished the book at the time
of this poem, since she wrote her mother several months later (summer
1893) ofjust having learned that after their marriage Wollstonecraft and
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Godwin arranged separate spaces in which to work and have time to
themselves (Godwin rented an aparunelll near their house)-a detail
Godwin includes ( l og). "Vhatever the sources of her knowledge, 'Wol1stonecraft's life impressed her with its tragedies and pain, born of a pas
sionate struggle against gender norms with which de Cleyre would have
identified. She paints Wollstonecraft as a pioneer long scorned and
neglected, finally receiving her own vindication a century after her
death.
The lener to her mother in which de Cleyre refers '-0 Wollsronecraft
is reprimed next under the title "If I Had Married Him." This is the
rather startling and in some ways uncharacteristic letter, discussed in
chapter 3, in which she refers to once having considered marrying for
economic security, It thus provides an intriguing glimpse of her personal
insights into the profoundly economic basis of gender inequality in mar
riages-something Wol1stonecraft emphasized as well-and the pres
sures on women to succumb to that inequality. This letter is also note
worthy for its inclusion of one of the few passages in which de Cleyre
envisions an ideal future in specific terms. Those who took exception to
the present "order," as de Cleyre termed it in quotation marks, were
called on, then as now, to come up with some alternatives. Creating such
alternatives was an important aspect of anarchism, whether they took the
form of experimental schools, "time stores" that substituted certificates
of equivalent-hours-in-labor for money, free-love sexual arrangements,
or model communities based on horizontal principles of organization.
Although de Cleyre visited her friend Mary Hansen in an experi mental
"colony," Arden (leuer to Hansen, June 3. I g l l ) , and watched with
interest experiments in the modem school movement, even teaching in
one briefly, for the most part she did not herself participate directly in
such alternatives. She was, however, deeply involved in creating the alter
native forms of org-dnizalion represented by the decentralized analThist
committees, conferences, and societies in which she collaborated with
her comrades. Usual1y content to deflect questions about the future by
saying that true liberty would bring about social forms we cannot yet
imagine, she did in this leller describe her idea of the ideal home. Most
of the remainder of the letter is included, not only for its relevance to
other aspects of de Cleyre's work (her illlerest in Thomas Paine, for
example; her comments on GovernorJohn Allgeld's courageous pardon
of the Haymarket anarchists ) , but also to set tlle reference to Bentley in
the broader context of her life, in which it was only one episode, con
signed, in her mind, LO a psychological low point.
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At the time de Cleyre wrote the preceding letter, she was involved in
the Ladies' Libe ral League. founded in 1 89Z; her accoulll of the league
is included next, followed by "The Case of Woman vs. Orthodoxy" (both
discussed in chapter 3) and "The Woman Question," a briefexcerpt that
the editor of the de Cleyre memolial issue of the Herald oj Revolt says
comes "From a IeclUre delivered in Scotland." It dates from her first vsit
there; she refers in a letter of September 27, 1897, to "an audience of
1 zoo last nigh t at the 'Woman Question ' " (lettel" to William, Maggie,
and Peter Duff). The style, som� of which is recognizably nO'- hers, and
the uncharaCLeristic pun ctuation-i ncluding erratic commas in the first
paragraph and an uneven number of double and single quotation
m arks-suggeslS that this must be a summary of a speech heard by her
Scottish friend Will Dutf, who is described as contributing "Much of the
matter . . . from his private collection ofVoltairine's MSS" to this special
issue (Herald of Revolt 3.8, 108). If so, the single quotation marks might
indicate direct quotations [rom the speech, and the rest, in double quo
tations, Duff's redaction. The ellipsis appears in the original.
A5 in other feminist lectures before liberal, freethinking, or anarchist
audiences, de C1eyre enters once again into the debate as to whether the
"woman q uesti on has any relevance to social revolution. As in "The
Gates of Freedom" and "The Past and Future of the Ladies' Liberal
League," one of her targets is the pseudoscience that pUI"ports to ide ntify
women's place as "nalUrally" and biologically in the home. Here agai n
she points to the underlying c1assism of many generalizations about
woman's essential nature that are i n fact based on a socially constructed
middle-class woman; here. as in her later piece "They Who Marry Do III,"
she attacks marriage i ncludi ng supposedly liberated free-love arrange
ments-as detrimental to women. With regard to birth control, interest
ingly, she tells women not only to use it, bUl to avoid having a child-or
even wan tin g one-unless they can support i t financially in depen den t
of a man. Later, back home from her tour, she mentions the issue in a
more personal context in a letter to Will Duff, whose wife Maggie will
have just had her new baby. She writes in a congratulatOl), mode but
adds. "I hope this will be the extelll of your "am ily for some time, and
that Maggie will make use of the advice I gave her to lim il the number,
no use to tell you men anything. You're all irresponsible (Mar. 28,
1 8g8).
The story reprinted next, "The Heart of Angiolillo" (discussed exten
sively in chapter 3 ) , explores many of the themes of de Cleyre's theoret
ical writings on feminism, especially "They Who Marry Do Ill" and "The
i

"

-
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Gales of Freedom," as well as her \vriLingon labor and economic inequal
ity. The iaslline of the SlOlY hints thal "Ellie" and "David" are masks for
names ofa real couple; ifso, their identity is unclear. Michele Angiolillo,
however, was an identifiable historical figure (see chap. 2 ) , as were Anto
nio Nogues, Tomas Ascheri , andJose Molas, anarchists arrested and horribly tortured in [he fortress of Mon�juich after a bomb was thrown at a
Corpus Christi festival procession June 7, 1896. (The perpetrator was
later, most probably, revealed as French anarchislJean Cirdult). Three
hundred anarchists, as well as many supposed sympar.hizcrs (free
thinkers, republicans, ClC.) were jailed. Nogues, Ascheri, and Molas were
among eighty-seven tried in closed court. Their tortures, described in
leuers smuggled out of prison, were published worldwide in both the
mainstream and alternative press. Some prisoners who were released
described their experiences and showed their scars at the 1897 Trafalgar
Square demonstration described in this story, which de Cleyre auended.
Angiolillo, an Italian anarchist overwhelmed by news of these events,
traveled to Santa Agueda where Spanish prime minister Antonio Cano
vas del Castillo was staying, posed as a journalist, entered C<.i.novas' hotel,
and shot him point blank with a revolver.2 He was executed by garrote
shortly thereafter. Like anarchists everywhere, de Cieyre was haunted
and inspired by his dying word, "Genninal!" She heard it both as a
description, meaning that his death had only planted the seed of a resis
tance larger than his individual act, and as a call for that resistance, so
that his defiance of tyranny would yield a hanrest all over the world.
The antiromance elements of this story, discussed in chapter 3,
appear in a different form in "The Death of Love" ( 1 90 I ) , de Cleyre's
contribution to a Luciferdebate on why love dies. This brief piece encap
sulates de Cleyre's contempt for romantic love, but behind that con
tempt, which blazes \\�th its own romantic intensity, is the shadow of her
personal experience-from a devastating rejection by her first lover (see
Avrich, AA 5 1 -53) to her affair \\�th James Elliott, which ended with the
birth of their child (although their friendship did not), to her stormy
affair with Samuel Gordon, whom she rejected aher his evidem desire
for a conventional domestic arrangement became impossible [Q recon
cile with her opposition to marriage. Although de Cleyre was an advo
cate of free love and birth cOlllrol and insisted on keeping the "woman
question" in the forefrolll of anarchist debate, she rejected the intense
focus on questions of love and sexuality that made up the core of
::. Tl.i� '\(;(.;ount is lab;n from [Sl;nw(.;in 19 1�J7.
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Lucifds feminism. The reference in this essay to those who are obsessed
exclusively with sexual issues is echoed in a letter to Will Duff after she
sent him an edition of WaIL 'Whitman: "I trust you are reading Whitman
of a Sabbath morning regularly, and that you are becoming convinced
that 'Sex contains all.' Poor old Hannan can't get away from that, and no
matter how sound he is on everything else, he is certainly 'balmy' on sex"

(Map l , 18g8),
In de Cleyre's day the question of sex inevitably raised the question of
prostitution. De Cleyre contrihur.ed again to a 1.1lcifN' debate in 1902,
this time responding to a discussion of the term fallen women, by another
reader, K.1.te Austin. Austin had argued that "the only way to help a so
called fallen woman is to refuse point blank 10 recognize that she is
fallen." Why should the woman who sells her body be "fallen" when the
buyer is not? Prostitution is caused by unnatural suppression of sexuality,
together with "economic slavery." Austin urged that we treat prostitutes
as equals, conversing with them about topics of interest, [rom beer to
books, De Cleyre attacks this argument as naive. Always alert to the ideo
IOhqcal substratum of words used i n everyday discussions, she first rejects
the idea that prostitutes should not be seen as "fallen," then builds up to
a rhetorical twist in which she describes them as indeed not "fallen" in
the conventional sense, but fallen in that they are "felled" by a system
beyond their control. Although elsewhere she subsc.�bes La the \�ew that
marriage is prostitution-a man exchanges material benefits lor the
right to a woman's body-here she critiques sex radicals who allow that
insight to blind them to the utter degradation of prostitutes under the
preselll economic, religious, educational, and gender institUlions of
society. Her inclusion of "heredity" in the list of factors in prostitution
should be understood in the context of the anarchist sex-radical idea,
tied to Harman's version of eugenics, that sexual coercion (the norm
under present gender arrangements that opp."ess women) produces
inferior offspring; the implication is probably that prostitutes themselves
were the children of oppressive sexual relationships.
The site of de Cleyre's descriptions of prostitution would be Philadel
phia, where she lived at the time; the specific reformer she cites is Carrie
(or Carry) Nation ( 1 846-. 9 I I ) , an in ternationally famous Kansas tem
perance crusader who smashed saloons with hatchelS, rocks, clubs,
bricks, and hammers while singing, praying, and shouting religious
imprecations, As she told the House of Representatives in Kansas, "You
refused me the vote and I had to use a rock." Typically photographed
with a Bible and hatchet (she sold souvenir hatchets to pay expenses,
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including often-needed bail), she had made a \\�dely publicized lecture
tour the year before de C1cyre wrote this article (Kansas Slate; "Nation" ) .
Part o f her campaign was to "make converts of the prostitutes," whom
she harangued and urged to give up their sinful ways, claiming status as
"the prophet of God Almighty." An exhortation to prostitutes i n Denver
in 1 906 captures the essence of her approach: "Shame on you! . . . Poor
girls! Wash that red paint off of your cheeks. Wash off the marks of the
thousands of false lips that have bumed their lusts into your powdered
thr03rs" (Grace 244-47). De C1eyre had a different. view of the causes
and remedies----of the sale of women's bodies.
In her view, of course, marriage wasjust such a sale. "They Who Marl)'
Do Ill" ( 1 907) is the last, or one of the last, of de Cleyre's works specifi
cally focused on her feminist theory. h is discussed in chapter 3; here it
should be noted that, as is often the case in the works reprinted in this
volume, de Cleyre's allusions to now almost forgotten figures of radical
histolY open windows on dimensions of her argument that would ordi
narily be lost to modern readers. Her reference to Ernest Crosby ( 1 8.56?
66?-1907) is an example. She cites his marriage in order LO illustrate a
couple's tragic ideological divergence in a case where, for practical and
emotional reasons, it is impossible for them to separate. Crosby married
a conservative woman, then, as de Cleyre says, "came into his soul's own
at the age of thirty-eight" when he resigned his position as judge of the
Intemational Court at Cairo after Tolstoy's pacifist writings led him to
oppose militarism and imperialism. He subsequently becamc an impor
tant leader of the anti-imperialist movement in the United States,
actively opposing the war in thc Philippines and mililal}' imperialism in
general, along with other anti-imperialist writers and activists such as
Mark Twain and \rVilliam Dean Howells. A proud member of what he
called "The Noble Army of Traitors and Heretics," he wrote an antiwar
novel, CaptainJinh, Hem ( 1 902); a book of poetry, Swords and Plowsha1"f!s
(1902); and trenchant essays which, like de Cleyre's, have a startlingly
contemporary resonance today. They include "The Absurdities of Mili
larism" ( 1 90 1 ) , an ironic account of peace conferences conducted by
men of war, and "Imperialism and Labor" ( 1 900), which drew on his
experiences in Egypt to analyze "The effect upon wages of annexing new
countries overrunning with the cheapest kind of labor. " Most in teresting
in the contextof de C1cyre's argument is the fact that Crosby was an early
theorist of what we would now call the social construction of masculinity.
His essay "The Military Idea of Manliness" ( 19° 1 ) analyzed a critical shift
in conceplions of masculinity associaled with lhe move LOward imperial-
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ism in U.S. foreign policy at the turn of the century. The new ideal, he
said, privileges the soldier as the embodiment of a manliness proudly
associated with violence, bullying, destructive competition, and unthink
ing obedience to authority.:! Whether de Cleyre read this essay is not
clear; if so, she would have recognized Crosby's theolies of gender as
compatible with her own.
Other significant allusions include a reference to the recently
deceased Hugh O. Pentecost, sometime anarchist and editor ofa promi
nem freer.hough tj ou rn al , Twentieth Gmtw),. A m omh before this lecrure,
de C1eyre had written an article about his ideological vacillations, includ
ing his craven recanting of an earlier defense of the Haymarket martyrs,
foll owed by swings back to some fonn of liberalism and then socialism.
Long angered by his betrayal of the Chicago martyrs and his self-inter
ested abandonment of anarchism during a failed bid to secure a position
as district attorney, de Cleyre had finally achieved something of a recon
ciliation with Pentecost, which must have included his confiding in her
the fillancial pressures, created by his marriage, that led to some of these
betrayals. De Cleyre concluded that "in the summing up of his life, the
balance must go to the credit side" but ended her ambiguous elegy on a
sadly bitter note: "Would that he had died sooner, or not so soon"
("Hugh" 16).
Such betrayals on the basis of a desire for greater S�ltus or material
comiort, driven by an inescapable emotional bond with a more consen'
ative spouse, must have struck de Cleyre with personal force. Her earlier
lover Gordon had drifted away from anarchism toward more material
pleasures; Pelllecost's and Crosby's marriages were a mirror of the com
promises she had renounced-perhaps escaped-by refusing a penna
nent domestic bond with Gordon or even Bentley. Throughout her fem
inist writings, de Cleyre engages i n a passionate struggle for women's
emotional, intellectual, and economic independence. It seems she
achieved that independence i n her own life-and managed to reconcile
i t with the equally passionate bonds she eSlablished with friends, com
rades, and lovers.

3. $n; Zwick for the biographical details included hen: and all edilion of Croshy's ant.i
impcriali�t \\·(Rkl;.
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Selling Their Bodies

Letter lo Adelaide de Claire Thayer, janum) I6, I8884
No. 54. Kent St.
Gr. Rapids,Jan. 16, 288

My Dearest Little Sis,
I'm so ashamed of myself to think I haven't answered your New Year's
leLLer. It was such a nice letter too; so full of good things. But do you
know I have on the average two letters evel), day and one's postage bill
gels to be quile an item . . . .
Yes I get paid for my iCcLures, and on all but thal Kalamawo lIip paid
wel!.5 BUl lhen you know it costs morc to live here (han at home. Yes I
board by the m eal . You sec this is a greal LOwn lor boarding; onc half the
town boards the other half. Those who do not keep boarders do what is
more popular; that is "keep roomers." And I'm a roomer. Oh! But it used
to seem to me lhe funniest thing to see a lodging house empty iLSelfofiLS
occupan ts mornings like a rat nest, when the rats went out.-I had a
lovely room last summer with dresser, marble-top table, commode, nice
bed, rocker and all, and visitors received in a lovely parlor. But it was so
far from the city, 8 blocks, I nearly killed myself walking. Rent is $1.50
per week for room, and a meal ticket at restaurant 3.50 for 2 1 meals. I
have never eaten but two meals a day in C.R., so my ticket's good for 1 0
days. You see this makes one's expenses about $4.80 a week.
I'm glad you're in the journalism business and you'll assuredly "win
the Derby" if you keep on long enough. There's nothi ng like persever
ance and desire, in that, as in everything else, but it takes an amount of
patience that exhausts me sometimes. Why of course let the editor copy

4. Sounx: Houghtun l.ibr;.u)', Har"l'OlHi Unil'l:n;ilY, hMS Am I G 1 4 ( 1 75)'
5 . In later rl:ars sh<.: refused to k<.:lul"<.: fUI' pay; this shows she was paid 011 thl:
frl:l:thollgllt cir<':lIit.
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that poem ifhe thinks it worth. By the way that was printed in the Buffalo
Express one time. That liule decoration day poem LOO was in the SUndfl)1
News (Buffalo) last May. I've got another one too, a temperance poemG
that I declaimed all over Montcalm county last spring. I'll send you that
if you like, and another one, "Song in the Night," tho' I don't know as
you'd like that so well.
o yes, you asked me who Mrs. Blake was. I ought to have said her
other name, and you would have recognized it. It was, Lillie Devel"eux
Blake, the grear. woman's suffrage advocate.
I think you're about right on the question of being oblivious LO sui:"
fering in order to be happy. I think I'm happier than I've ever been since
I have been in this city, but yet one sees every day misery enough to make
one's heart ache.-Within a month two children living a couple of
blocks north . . . have died of starvation, and a week ago, a little woman
I used to see last summer, died in a house on Spring St., all alone, of
typhoid fever, and there wasn't a thing in the house to eat when they
found her. The brick blocks are full of girls not more than 1,1), 1 6, and
1 8, who make their living by selling their bodies; and since the new chief
of police has "pulled" so many houses, they have been compelled to seek
positions at liule or no wages in hotels. The result has been that the labor
market in that direction is flooded while many mouths are empty. As one
poor old woman pathetically said to me: "An honest woman can't gel no
job now, 'cause the places is all full of them girls." And where are the men
who ruined those girls, though IheJ' are recognized in society as much as
ever.-They're down in some hell hole of a saloon bragging about the
wickedness they have done as quite an accomplishment and then going
home (like Aleck) i and accusing their wives of extravagance.
That \\�dS a pitiful lhing you told me about the woman.8 Maybe it was
all her fault, but I'm not quite so ready to believe her husband is any
angel. IL was awful to think of that terrible tramp through twelve miles of
lonely woods and snow. She must have some dim remnants of ferocious
courage about her. It's awful to think of her and the husband, and the
children-but she is still a human being.
6. Many latc-ninctccnth-ccIllUl), feminists wcrc invohTd in thc tcmpcrancc movcmcnt
against aleohol consumption, in part bccause of ils cconomic impact on familics and its
conncction with domcstic violencc. This leucr suggcsts that de Cleyrc campaigncd, at least

this once, on lhc [cmpt:rance circuil QI- indudcd t<.:mpCI'Il1(X in hCI- rrccthollghl lectures,
hllt lhc isslI<': plap;d no lllajor role in hcr carecr.
7. Thcir cousin t\hggi<.:'s husband.
8. I ha"<,: nut benl able lo id<.:ntiry this incid<.:nl.
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No I won't gel sick-nothing shall persuade me.
I sian on Monday next for Linesville, Penn., where I have a three day's
work ($1,1),00) and then to Pittsburg where I am on [or two weeks I guess,
Maybe I shall make [an] engagement at Alliance Ohio on return trip.
Allogelher I shall make $40.00 clear beside board while there anyhow.
Maybe more. That will take me out of debt and get me a new dress, and
let me help mother a little. I'm going up to G'ville9 when I come back,
and have my dr'ess made. What would you think I ought to gel. I want a
nice dress 10 wear on the streeL I would like black cashmere, bur. I sup
pose it isn't stylish, What is? You can always keep track of those things,
and I don't know any more about them than the man in the moon. I wish
I did, but somehow it seems as if that pan of me was all a hole.
I would like to come and see you next spring, Do you suppose 1 could
get a school to teach, or don't you think 1 could do il.-I like the city best
in winter but I would so much like to get a whiff of the north.
I'll write you all about the smoky city, when 1 come back, or before if
I can, and, how I get along.-By-bye-with lots of love-Voltai,
[Inserted al top of first page] Oh! Please return Pa s lciters. [ want them.
ThaI parly [triple underline] is-well, I'll tell you later'. Who is the S1.
J. picture of [illegible]?

9.

Her aunl's home in Greenville, Michigan. where she lived briefly aner graduating.
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Sex Slavery lO
1890

Night in a plison cell! A chair, a bed, a small washstand, four blank walls,
ghastly in the dim light from the corridor without, a narrow window,
barred and sunken in the slone , a grated door! Beyond its hideous iron
latticework, within the ghastly walls,-a man! An old man, gray-haired
and wrinkled, lame and sulTering. There he sits, in his great loneliness,
shut in [rom all the earth. There he walks, to and fro, within his mea
sured space, arart. from all he loves! There, for every night. in five long
years to come, he will walk alone, while lhe while age-flakes drop upon
his head, while the last years of the winter of life gather and pass, and his
body drdws near the ashes. Every night, for five long years Lo come, he
will si t alone, this chaue! slave, whose hard toil is laken by the Slate,
and without recompense save that the Southern planter gave his
Negroes,----every night he will sit there so within those four white walls.
EveI)' night, fOI" five long years to come, a suffering woman will lie upon
her bed, longing, longing for the end ofthose three thousand days; long
ing lor the kind face, the patient hand, that in so many years had never
failed her. EveI)' nigh t, for five long years to come, the proud spirit must
rebel, the 100�ng heart must bleed, the broken home must lie desecrated.
As I am speaking now, as you are listening, there within the cell of that
accursed penitentiary whose stones have soaked up the sufferings of so
many victims, murdered, as truly as any outside their walls, by that slow
rot which eats away existence inch-meal,-as I am speaking now, as you
are listening, lhere sits Moses Harman!
"'-'hy? 'Why, when murder now is stalking in your streets, when dens of
infamy are so th ick within your ci ty that co mpe tition has forced down the
price of prostitution Lo the level of the wages of your sLan�ng shirt-mak
ers; when robbers sit in State and national Senate and House, when the
boasted "buhvark of our liberties," the elective franchise, has become a
U. S. dice-box, wherewith great gamblers play away your libenies; when
10. Soun:t:: SlV34�-58.
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debauchees of the worst type hold all your public offices and dine off the
food of fools who suppon them, why, then, sits Moses Harman there
within his prison cell? If he is so grea.t a criminal, why is he not with the
rest of the spawn of crime, dining at Delmonico's or enjoying a trip to
Europe? Ifhe is so bad a man, why in tlle name of wonder did he ever get
in the penitentiary?
Ah, no; it is not because he has done any evil thing; but because he, a
pure enthusiast, sealThing, searching always for the cause of misery of
the kind which he loved with lhal broad love of which only the pur� soul
is capable, searched for the data of evil. And searching so he found the
vestibule of life to be a prison cell; the holiest and purest part of the tem
ple of the body, if indeed one pan can be holier or purer than another,
the altar where the most devotional love in truth should be laid, he
found this altar ravished, despoiled, trampled upon. He found little
babies, helpless, voiceless little things, generated in lust, cursed with
impure moral natures, cursed, prenatally, with the germs of disease,
forced into the world to struggle and to suffer, to hate themselves, to
hate their mothers for bealing them, to hate society and to be hated by
i t in re turn,-a bane upon self and race, drai ni ng the lees of crime. An d
he said, (his felon with the stripes upon his body. "Let the mothers ohhe
race go free! Let the liLLie children be pure love children, born of the
mutual desire for parentage. Let the manacles be broken from the
shackled slave, thal no more slaves be born, no more tyrants conceived."
He looked, this obscenist, looked with clear eyes into this ill-got thing
you call morality, sealed with the seal of marriage, and saw in it the con
summation of immorality, impurity. and injustice. He beheld every mar
ried woman what she is, a bonded slave, who takes her master's name,
her master's bread, her master's commands, and serves her master's pas
sion; who passes through the ordeal of pregnancy and the throes of tra
wai l at his dictation,-not at her desire; who can control no property, not
even her own body, without his consent, and from whose stntining anns
the children she bears may be torn at his pleasure, or \\�lled away while
they are yet unborn. It is said the English language has a sweeter word
than any other,-home. But Moses Hannan looked beneath the word and
saw the fact,-a pri son more horrible than that where he is sitting now,
whose conidors radiate over all the eanh, and with so many cells, that
none may count them.
Yes, our masters! The earth is a prison, the marriage-bed is a cell,
women are the prisoners, and you are the keepers!
He saw, this corruptionist, how in those cells are perpetrated such out-
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rages as are enough to make the cold sweat stand upon the forehead,
and the nails clench, and the teeth set, and the lips grow white in agony
and hatred. And he saw too how from those cells might none come forth
to break her fetters, how no slave dare cry out, how all these murders are
done quietly, beneath the sheller-shadow of home, and sanctified by the
angelic benediction of a piece of paper, within the silence-shade of a
marriage certificate, Adultery and Rape stalk freely and at ease.
Yes, fOI- that is adultery where woman submilS herself sexually to man,
withom desire on her pan, for the sake of "keeping him virtuous," "keep
ing him at home." the women say. (Well, if a man did not love me and
respect himself enough to be "virtuous" without prostituting me, he
might go, and welcome. He has no virtue to keep.) And that is rape,
where a man forces himself sexually upon a woman whether he is
licensed by the marriage law to do it or not. And that is the vilest o[ all
tyranny where a man compels the woman he says he loves, to endure the
agony of bearing children that she does not want, and [or whom, as is the
rule rather than the exception, they cannot properly provide. It is worse
than any other human oppression; it is fairly God-like! To the sexual
tyrant there is no parallel upon earth; one must go t.o the skies to find a
fiend who thrusts life upon his children only 1.0 Slarve and curse and out
cast and damn them! And only through the marriage law is such tyranny
possible. The man who deceives a woman oUlSide of marriage (and mind
you, such a amn [man) will deceive in marriage too) may deny his own
child, if he is mean enough. He cannot tear il from her arms-he cannOl
touch it! The girl he wronged, thanks to your very pure and tender
morality-standard, may die in the street for want or food. /-Ie cannot force
his hated presence upon her again. But his wife. gentlemen, his wife, the
woman he respects so much that he consents to let her merge her indi
viduality into his, lose her identity and become his challel, his wife he
may not only force unwelcome children upon, outrage at his own good
pleasure, and keep as a generdl cheap and convenient piece offumiture,
but if she does not get a divorce (and she cannot for such cause) he can
follow her wherever she goes, come into her house, eat her food, force
her into the cell, kill her by virtue of his sexual authority! And she has no
redress unless he is indiscreet enough to abuse her in some less brutal
but unlicensed manner. I know a case in your city where a woman was
followed so lor ten years by her husband. I believe he finally developed
grace enough to die: please applaud him for the only decent thing he
ever did.
Oh, is it not rare, all this talk about the preservation of morality by
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marriage law! 0 splendid carefulness to preserve that which you have
not got! 0 height and depth of purity, which fears so much that the chil
dren will not know who their fathers are, because, forsooth, they must
rely upon their mother's word instead of the hired certification of some
priest of the Church, or the Law! I wonder if the children would be
i mproved to know what their fathers have done. I would rather, much
rather, not know who my father was than know he had been a lyrdnt to
my mother. I would rather, much rather, be illegitimate according to the
SlaUHeS of men, rhan ilIegirimale according to the unchanging law of
Nature. For what is it to be legitimate, born "according to l aw"? I t is to be,
nine cases out of ten, the child of a man who acknowledges his father
hood simply because he is forced to do so, and whose conception of
virtue is realized by the statement that "a woman's duty is to keep her
husband at home"; to be the child o[ a woman who cares more for the
benediction of Mrs. Grundy" than the simple honor of her lover's word,
and conceives prostitution to be purity and duty when exacted of her by
her husband. It is to have Tyranny as your progenitor, and slavery as your
prenatal cradle. It is to run the risk of unwelcome birth, "legal" constitu
tional weakness, mOl"als corrupted before birth, possibly a murder
instinct, the inheritance of excessive sexual ity or no sexuality, either of
which is disease. I :! It is to have the value of a piece of paper, a rag from
the tattered garments of the "Social Contract,"13 set above health,
beauty, talent or goodness; for I never yet had difficul ty in obtaining the
admission that illegitimate children are nearly always prettier and
brighter than others, even [rom conservative women. And how
supremely disgusting it is to see them look from their own puny, sickly,
lust-born children, upon whom lie the chain-traces of their own terrible
servitude, look from these to some healthy, beautiful "natural" child, and
say, "�'hal a pity its mOlherwasn't virtuous!" Never a word about lheirchilJ I . Prlldish liten
ll)' cha1<lcter [nltn the lale eighteenlh (ellll11)' (he11(:e "de;ld� later in
tile essay) ; her name denotes the \'oi(e of cOl1\'elltion.

1 2 . Sex radicals like Hannan and. apparently, de Cleyre. believed that children con
cei\·ed during intercourse undesired by the mother would be biologically defective---one
basis of the unfortunate entanglement of feminism and eugenics in this period, Because
anarchists opposed the state and any kind of coercion in general, howe\ocr, anarchist
eugenics was an argument for birth control and women's control ofthcir sexuality, not lor
rcgulmOl), policies (sec chap, 3)'

J 3. As an anarchist, de Cleyn.: scm-ned the idea that go\,er1l1m;nt owes iL� lcgitimaq t.o
the �SQ(ial (ontra(;tn thcol-i/.ed hyJohn Locke and othen;; in her metaphol- the social (011tr<l(l is a set of lattered garlllenL� (i.e., an inadeqllate (over-up for .�o11 1ething dse-(:m;r
cion and violence. prnu111ably) . and thc man-iagc liv:I1Sc is a Hnlgn takcn hom it.
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dren's fathers' virtue, they know too much! Virtue! Disease, stupidity,
criminality! What an obscene thing "virtue" is!
""hat is it to be illegitimate? To be despised, or pitied, by those whose
spite or whose pity isn't worth the breath it takes to return it. To be, pos
sibly, the child of some man contemptible enough to deceive a woman;
the child of some woman whose chief crime was belief in the man she
loved. To be free from the prenatal curse ofa slave mother, to come into
the world without the permission of any law-making set of tyrants who
a<;sume 1.0 corner the eanh, and say whal terms the unborn must make
for the privilege of coming into existence. This is legitimacy and illegiti
macy! Choose.
The man who walks to and fro in his cell in Lansing penitentiaryL4 10night, this vicious man, said: "The mothers of the race are Jilting their
dumb eyes to me, their scaled lips to me, their agonizing hearts to me.
They are seeking, seeking for a voice! The unborn in their helplessness,
are pleading from their prisons, pleading for a voice! The criminals, with
the unseen ban upon their souls, that has pushed them, pushed them to
the vortex, out of their whirling hells, are looking, waiting for a voice! 1
will be their voice. I will unmask the outrages of the marriage-bed. I will
make known how criminals are born. I will make one outcry that shall be
heard, and let what will be, be!" He cried out through the letler of Dr.
Markland, that a young mother lacerated by unskilful [.'.ic] su rgery in the
binh of her babe, but recovering from a subsequent successful opera
tion, had been stabbed, remorselessly, cruelly, bmtally stabbed, not with
a knife, but with the procreative organ of her husband, stabbed to the
doors of death, and yet there was no redress!
And because he called a spade a spade, because he named that organ
by its own name, so given in Webster's dictionary and in every medical
journal in the country, because of this Moses Harman walks to and fro in
his cell to-night. He gave a concrete example of the eHect of sex slavery,
and for it he is imprisoned. It remains for us now to carry on the battle,
and lift the standard where they struck him down, to scatter broadcast
the knowledge of this crime of society against a man and the reason for
it; LO inquire into this vast system of licensed crime, its cause and its
effect, broadly upon the I"<lce. The Cause! Let woman ask herself, "''''hy
am I the slave of Man? Why is my brain said not to be the equal of his
brain? Why is my work not paid equally with his? Why must my body be
controlled by my husband? Why may he take my labor in the household,
14. .
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giving me in exchange what he deems fit? Why may he take my children
from me? Will them away while yet unborn?" Let every woman ask.
There are two reasons why, and these ultimately reducible to a single
principle-the authoritarian, supreme-power, God-idea, and its two
instruments, the Church-that is, the priests-and the State-that is, the
legislators.
From the birth of the Church, out of the womb of Fear and the father
hood of Ignorance, it has taughl lhe inferiority of woman. In one form
or another through the various mythical legends of the various mythical
creeds, runs the undercurrelll of the belief in the fall of man through
the persuasion of woman, her subjective condition as punishment, her
natural vileness, total depravity, etc.; and from the days of Adam ulllil
now the Christian Church, with which we have specially to deal, has
made woman the excuse, the scapegoat for the evil deeds of man. So thor
oughly has this idea permeated Society that numbers of those who have
utterly repudiated the Church, are nevertheless soaked i n this stupefying
narcotic to true morality. So pickled is the male creation with the vinegar
of AuthOliLarianism, that even those who have gone further and repudi
ated the S�lte still cling to the god, Society as it is, stili hug the old theo
logical idea that they are to be "heads of the family"-I.O that wonderful
formula "of simple proportion" that "Man is the head of the Woman
even as Christ is the head of the Church."15 No longer than a week since
an Anarchist (?) t!i said to me, "I will be boss in my own house"-a "Com
munist-Anarchist," if you please, who doesn't believe in "my house,"
About a year ago a noted libertarian speaker said, in my presence, that
his sister, who possessed a fine voice and had joined a concert troupe,
should "stay at home with her children; that is her place." The old Church
idea! This man was a Socialist, and since an Anarchist; yet his highest
idea for woman was serfhood to husband and children, in the present
mockery called "home." Stay at home, ye malcontents! Be patient, obe
dient, submissive! Darn our socks, mend our shirts, \\�dsh our dishes, get
our meals, wait on us and mind the children! Your fine voices are not to
delight the public nor yourselves; your inventive genius is not to work,
your fine art taste is not to be cultivated, your business facilities are not
to be developed; you made the great miSl.:'lke of being born with them,
15.

I

Cor. 1 1 :3.

16. As Wilh hiler parenLhelical (lueSLion mad;.s after "radical,� �respel;lahk," and
�purity,� Lhis is in lhe original, lo l;al1 atll;ntion lo lhe irony of I;ertain words. Dc Ckyre
implies lhat no lrue anarchi.�t would choose lhe n)k of"boss�; no real Hradil;al" would he a
�lyrant�; what pas�o for "re�pcctabkn or �purity" i� ill fact Hob�I;CnC."
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suffer for your folly! You are women.' therefore housekeepers, servants,
waiters, and child's nurses!
At Macon, in the sixth century, says August Bebel, '7 the fathers of the
Church met and proposed the decision of the question, "Has woman a
soul?" Having ascerLained that the permission to own a nonentity wasn't
going to injure any of their parsnips, a small majority vote decided the
momentous question in our favor. Now, holy fathers, it was a tolerably
good scheme on your part to offer the reward of your pitiable "salvation
or damnalion" (odds in favor of fhe lalter) as a bail for the hook of
earthly submission; it wasn't a bad sop in those days of Faith and Igno
rance. But fortunately fourteen hundred years have made it stale. You,
tyrant radicals ( ? ) , have no heaven to otler,-you have no delightful
chimeras in the form of "merit cards"; you have (save the mark) the
respect, the good offices, the smiles-of a slave-holder! , 8 This in return
for our chains! Thanks!
The question of souls is old-we demand our bodies, now. vVe are
tired of promises, God is deaf, and his church is our worst enemy.
Against it we bring the charge of being the moral (or immoral) force
which lies behind the tyranny of the StaLe. And the State has divided the
loaves and fishes with the Church, the magistrates, like the priests take
marriage fees; the two fetters of Authority have gone into partnership in
the business of granting patent-right.s to parents fix the pri,�lege of
reproducing themselves. and the State cries as the Church cried of old,
and cries now: "See how we protect women!" The State has done more.
It has often been said to me, by women with decent masters, who had no
idea of the outrages practiced on their less fortunate sisters, "Why don't
the wives leave?"
Why don't you run, when your feet are chained together? Why don't
you cry out when a gag is on your lips? Why don't you raise your hands
above your head when they are pinned tast to your sides? vVhy don't you
spend thousands of dollars when you haven't a cent in your pocket? Why
don't you go to the seashore or the mounLains, you fools scorching with
city heat? Ifthere is one thing more than another in this whole accursed
tissue of false society. which makes me angry. it is the asinine stupidity
which with the true phlegm of impenetmble dullness says, "Why don't
the women leave!" Will you tell me where they will go and what they shall
17. August Ikbd ( 1 840- 1 9 1 3) , author of \VOIllIlIl fllld Sociali.nll, das.�ic Marxist analysis
of the n;orlomie origins of patriarchy.
18. i.e., instead of offering W01lH:n heaven in exchange fOI- obedience to men, YOIl can
off-.:r unly YOllr �Illik�-ll,-.: �mik� ufa �Ia"d'ukkr.
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do? When the State, the legislators, has given to itself, the politicians, the
Uller and absolute control of the opportuni[)1 to live; when, through this
precious monopoly, already the market of labor is so overstocked that
workmen and workwomen are cutting each others' throats for the dear
privilege of sen�ng their lords; when girls are shipped from Boston to
the south and north, shipped in carloads, like caule, to fill the dives of
New Orleans or the lumber-camp hells of my own state (Michigan),
when seeing and hea.-ing these things reponed every day, the proper
prudes exclaim, "Why don't. the women leave," they simply beggar the
language of COlllempl.
When America passed the fugitive slave law compelling men to catch
their fellows more brutally than runaway dogs, Canada, aristocratic,
unrepublican Canada, still stretched her arms to those who might reach
her. But there is no refuge upon earth for the enslaved sex. Right where
we are, there we must dig our trenches, and win or die.
This, then, is the tyranny of the State; it denies, to hoth woman and
man, the right to earn a living, and grants it as a privilege to a favored few
who for that favor must pay ninety per cenl. toll to the granters of il.
These two things, the Illind domination of the Church, and the body
domination of the State are the causes of Sex Slavery.
First of all, it has introduced into the world the constructed crime of
obscenity: i t has set up such a peculiar standard of morals that to speak
the names of the sexual organs is to commit the most brutal outrage. It
reminds me that in your city you have a street called "Callowhill." Once
it was called Gallows' Hill, for the elevation to which it leads, now known
as "Cherry Hill," has been the last touching place on earth for the feet of
many a victim murdered by the Law. But the sound of the word became
too harsh; so they softened it, though the murders are still done, and the
black shadow of the Gallows still hangs on the City of Brotherly Love.19
Obscenity has done the same; it has placed virtue in the shell of an idea,
and labelled all "good" which dwells within the sanction of Law and
respectable (?) custom; and all bad which contravenes the usage of the
shell. It has lowered the dignity ofthe human body, below the level of all
other animals. Who thinks a dog is impure or obscene because its body
is not covered with suffocating and annoying clothes? What would you
think of the meanness of a man who would put a skin upon his horse
and compel it to walk or run with such a thing impeding its limbs? ""hy,
I !). Philaddphia. De Ckyn: had moved lhere in 1 88!) (Avrieh. AA 70), bUl references
to Hrour city� and "my uwn �tate� (Michig,m) �ugge�t �he did nut ret see it a� home.
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the "Society for the Prevention of Cmeity to Animals" would arrest him,
take the beast from him, and he would be scm to a lunatic asylum for
treatment on the score of an irnjmre mind. And yet, gentlemen, you
expect your \\�ves, the creatures you say you respect and love, to wear the
longest skirts and the highest necked clothing, in order to conceal the
ob.�cene human body. There is no society for the prevention of cruelty to
women. And you, yourselves, though a little better, look at the heat you
wear in this roasting weathed How you curse your poor body with the
wool you steal from the sheep! How you punish yourselves to sit in a
crowded house with coats and vests on, because dead Mme. Grundy is
shocked at the "vulgarity" of shirt sleeves, or the naked arm!
Look how the ideal of beauty has been marred by this obscenity
notion. Divest yourselves of prejudice for once. Look at some fashion
slaved woman, her waist surrounded by a high-board fence called a
corset, her shoulders and hips angular from the pressure above and
below, her feet narrowest where they should be widest, the body fettered
by her everlasting prison skirt, her hair fastened tight enough to make
her head ache and surmounted by a thing of neither sense nor beauty,
called a hat, ten to one a hump upon her back like a dromedary,-Iook
at her, and then imagine such a thing as that carved in marble! Fancy a
statue in Fairmount Park with a corset and bustle on. Picture to your
selves the image of the equestrienne. We are permitted to ride, provid
ing we sit in a position ruinous to the horse; providing we wear a riding
habit long enough to hide the obscene human [oot, weighed down by
ten pounds o[gravel to cheat the wind in its free blowing, so running the
risk of disabling ourselves completely should accident throw us from the
saddle. Think how we swim! We must even wear clothing in the water,
and run the gauntlet of derision, if we dare battle in the surf minus stock
ings! Imagine a fish trying to make headway \\�th a water-soaked flannel
garment upon it. Nor are you yet content. The vile standard of obscenity
even kills the little babies with clothes. The human race is murdered,
horribly, "in the name of' Dress.
And in the name of Purity what lies are told! What queer morality it
has engendered. For fear of it you dare not tell your own children the
truth about their birth; the most sacred of all functions, the creation of a
human being, is a su�ject for the most miserable falsehood. When they
come to you with a simple, straight-forward question, which they have a
right to ask, you say, "Don't ask such questions," or tell some silly hollow
log story; or you explain the incomprehensibility by another-God! You
say "God made you." You know you are lying when you say it. You know,
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or you ought to know, that the source of inquiry will not be dammed up
so. You know that what you could explain purely, reverently, rightly (if
you have any purity in you), will be learned through many blind grop
ings, and that around it will be cast the shadow-thought of wrong, embry
o'd by your denial and nurlured by this social opinion everywhere preva
lent. If you do not know this, then you are blind to facts and deaf to
Experience.
Think of the double social slanda.·d the enslavement of our sex has
evolved. Women considering t.hemselves very pure and very moral, will
sneer at the street-walker, yet admit to their homes the velY men who vic
timized the street-walker. Men, at their best, will pity the prostitute, while
they themselves are the worst kind of prostitutes. Pity yourselves, gentle
men-you need it!
How many times do you see where a man or woman has shot another
throughjealousyl The standard of purit)' has decided that it is right, "it
shows spirit," "it is justifiable" La-murder a human being [or doing
exactly what you did yourself,-Iove the same woman or same man!
Morality! Honor! Virtue! l Passing from the moml lo the physical phase;
take the statistics of any insane asylum, and you wi ll find that, out of the
different classes, unmalTied women furnish the largest one. To preserve
your cruel, ,�cious, indecent standard of purity (?) you drive your daugh
ters insane, while your wives are killed with excess. Such is marriage.
Don't take my word for it; go through the repon of any asylum or the
annals of any graveyard.
Look how your children grow up. Taught from their earliest infancy
to curb their love natures-restrained at every turn! Your blasting lies
would even blacken a child's kiss. Little girls must nol be tomboyish,
must not go barefoot, must not climb trees, must not learn to swim, must
not do anything they desire to do which Madame Grundy has decreed
"improper." Little boys are laughed at as effeminate, si lly gi rl-boys if they
want to make patchwork or play \\�th a doll. Then when they grow up,
"Oh! Men don't care for home or children as women do!" Why should
they, when the deliberate etlon of your life has been to crush that nature
OUl of them. "Women can't rough il like men." Train any animal, or any
plant, as you train your gi rls, and it won't be able to rough it eilhel". Now
will somebody tell me why either sex should hold a corner on athletic
sports? Why any child should not have free use of its limbs?
These are the effects of your purity standard, your marriage Jaw. This
is your work-look at it! Half your children dying under five years of age,
your girls insane, your married women walking corpses, your men so bad
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that they themselves often admit Prostitution holds against PURtTY a bond oj
indebledness.�" This is the beautiful eflect of your god, Marriage, before
which Natural Desire must abase and belie itself. Be proud of it!
Now for the remedy. It is in one word, the only word that ever brought
equity anywhere-LIBERTY! Centuries upon centuries of liberty is the
only thing that will cause the disintegration and decay of these pestifer
ous ideas. Liberty was all that calmed the blood-waves of religious perse
cution! You cannot cure serfhood by any other substitution. Not for you
to say "in this way shall the race� I love." Let the race alone.
Will there not be atrocious crimes? Certainly. He is a fool who says
there will not be. But you can't stop them by committing the arch-crime
and setting a block between the spokes of Progress-wheels. You will never
get right until you start right.
As [or the final outcome, it matters not one iota. I have my ideal, and
it is very pure, and very sacred to me. But yours, equally sacred, may be
different and we may both be wrong. But certain am I that with free con
tract, that form o[ sexual association will sunlive which is best adapted to
time and place, thus producing the highest evolution of the lype.
vVhether that shall be monogamy, variety, 01" promiscuity mattel""S naught
to us; it is the business of the future, to which we dare not dictate.
For freedom spoke Moses Hannan, and for this he received the
felon's brdnd. For this he sits in his cell to-night. Whether i t is possible
that his sentence be shortened, we do not know. We can only try. Those
who would help us try, let me ask to put your signatures to this simple
request for pardon addressed to Benjamin Harrison. To those who
desire more fully to inform themselves before signing; I say: Your consci
entiousness is praiseworthy-come to me at the close of the meeting and
I will quote the exact language of the Markland letler. To those extreme
.Anarchists who cannol bend their dignity to ask pardon for an offense
not committed, and of an authority they cannot recognize, let me say:
Moses Hannan's back is bent, low bent, by the brute force of the Law,
and though I would never ask anyone to bow for himself, I can ask il, and
easily ask it, for him who fights the slave's battle. Your dignity is criminal;
every hour behind the bars is a seal LO your partnership with Comstock.22
20. Reference to a common argument that prostitution is a regrettable but necessary
outlet for the male sexual drive in order to presenT the purity of marriage.
:! I . Used gt;nerically in this way. "ract;� in de Clcyn;'s wriling always mcan.� by (kfaull
Hthe human nux."
:!:.!. Anthony COln.�tock. aulllor of the obscenilY laws IlIHkr whi!;h Harman was impris
oned.
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No one can hate petitions worse than I; and no one has less faith in them
than I. But for m),champion 1 am willing to try any means that invades no
other's right. even though I have little hope in it.
If. beyond these. there are those here to-night who have ever forced
sexual servitude from a wife. those who have prostituted themselves in
the name ofVinue, those who have brought diseased. immoral or unwel
come children to the light, without the means of provision for them, and
yet will go from this hall and say, "Moses Harman is an unclean man-a
man rewarded byjust punishm em," then to ),011 1 say, and may the words
ring deep within your ears UNTIL YOU un:: Go on! Drive your sheep to
the shambles! Crush that old, sick, crippled man beneath your Jugger
naut! In the name of Virtue, Purity and Morality, do it! In the name of
God, Home, and Heaven, do it! I n the name of the Nazarene who
preached the golden rule,:?3 do it! In the name ofJustice, Principle, and
Honor, do it! In the name of Brdvery and Magnanimity put YOllrseif on
the side of the robber in the government halls, the murderer in the polit
ical convention, the libertine in public places, the whole brute force of
the police, the constabulary, the court, and the penitentiary. to perse
cute one poor old man who stood alone against your licensed crime!�4
Do it. And if Moses Harman dies within your "Kansas Hell," be satisfied
when )'OU have murdered him! Kill him! And you hasten the day \-'t'hen the
future shall bury you ten thousand f�lthoms deep beneath its curses. Kill
him! And the stripes upon his prison clothes shall lash you like the
knout! Kill him! And the insane shall glitter hate at you with their wild
eyes, the unborn babes shall cry their blood upon you, and the graves
that you have filled in the name of Marriage, shall yield food for a race
that will pillory you, until the memory of your atrocity has become a
nameless ghost, flitting with the shades ofTorquemada, Calvin andJeho
vahZ!, over the horiwl1 of the World!
Would you smile to see him dead? Would you say, "We are rid of this
obscenist"? Fools! The corpse would laugh at you from its cold eyelids!
23. Jesus.
24. Licensed crime: marital rape.
25. Tomas de Torquemada ( 1 420-1498), Grand Inquisitor during the repressive
reign of Ferdinand and Isabella in Spain, responsible for the torture of supposed heretics
and sinners in the name of the Catholic Church and for the deaths of perhaps two thou
sand people at the stake; influential in the persecution of the ]\.100rs and the expulsion of

some 1 60,00<>.Jews frolll Spain (�Tonluernada�) . .Joh[1 Calvin ( I fJO�1 1 564 ), leader of the
Protestant Rt;fonnatioll, founder of a proverbially allllloritariall theocracy ill Gcru;va. \Vith
calculated blasphelllY, de Ckyn; includes the God of the Hebrew Scriptun:s, Jehovah, in
lhi� li�t of ofknden; again�t lnnll<m fn;t;dolll.
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The motionless lips would mock, and the solemn hands, the pulseless,
folded hands, in their quiemess would wrile lhe lasl indictmem, which
neither time nor you can efface. Kill him! And you write his glory and
your shame! Moses Hannan in his felon stripes stands far above you now,
and Moses Harman dead ,'fill live on, immortal in the race he died to
free! Kill him!
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The Gates of Freedom 26

[Address delivered before the Liberal Convention at Top eka,
1<..:'111 ., March 1 5 , 1 89 1 . ]

"They have rights who dare maintain them." This is my text.
And the pUlllose of my lecture is threefold. First to sLaLe the facts con
cerning the actual of [sic] status of woman in relation to society as a
whole-what position she really holds in human economy. Not, mind
you, what classes of men regard her, not how "she is considered by the
law," not what she herself imagines, but the bald fact of what she is.
Second-to show upon what ground we demand cerk"lin "rights" in
protest against conditions, which, however necessary they may have been
in the past evolution of the race no longer satisty the demands of a
higher civilization.
And lastly-to point out the gates through which woman must pass to
freedom.
What then is woman? Propenyl Since the days when Proudhon
uttered his famous sentence, "Property is robbery"'1i the word has had an
ugly sound in the ears of those who aim to realize the ideal glory of
humanity. And I have no doubt that there are those among you-men
whose hearlS have outgrown YOUi' heads, whose aspirations rise higher
than your inheritances, who clothe hard faclS \\�th sentimental fancies,
as ivy clothes the ruin, some of you who will feel outmged at me that I
should declare this ugly actuality-that woman is property.
8Ul faclS are facts and stubborn things; and it is better to face a fact,
staring it in the teeth, than to shield your eyes until you run against it
unaware. Certainly there is no one to whom this truth is more unpalat:.:6. S<.:c pp. 96-10:':. Souru:: l.w:ifcr R.35, 8'36, 8.37. 8.:)8., 8'3!). 8,40, 8.4 1 (Apr. 10,
1 7. :':4, �lay 8, If" :.: :.: , :':9, 1 8 9 1 ) . Labadie Collection. Ull in:rsity of Michigan Libl.lry.
:':7. S<.:C part J, chapt<.:r I for dt: Ckyrc's debtli tn Pit:lTc:Jo.�t:ph Proudhon
( 18°9-1865), t:�pn:i"lly hn llletaphor� of tht:ft.
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able than to me-a woman. I remember well the lingering indignation
that I felt when I read in the first issue of a scientific quarterly, The
Monst,
i an article on "The Material Relations of Sex," by no less a person
than the noted evolutionist, Prof. E. D. Cope, proving the existence of
property in woman beyond the possibility of cavil, and, what was worse,
held up this condition of hers as an ideal in perpetuity, to cease follow
ing after which was for the race to virtually commit suicide.
I t is very aggravating, (though perhaps I had beLler not admit it or the
Cope s [sic] will sneer "emotional sensibility-t.o be aggravated by a fact,
womanish") in othcr words it is mildly annoying, after one has success
fully disposed of a mumbling theologian, or an artful doctor of laws, to
then have a scientific man appear upon the scene, and, with all (he dis
passionate gravity of intellect proceed to prove that the theologian and
the lawyer were right. The worst is, that while priest and law draw their
arguments from faith and prejudice, the scientist always backs his up
with facts. This was what most chagrined me in the article to which I
refer. There is no denying Prof. Cope's facts, the only thing which is left
is to dispute his conclusions.
vVhat then were those facts? Learn, 0 you mothers, for what and to
what you are blinging your daughters to the world, educating them to
adorn themselves with all the graces of person, of intellect, and of
morals! And learn what position it is you yourself hold, in this world
which never tires of singing the glory of motherhood! Says Prof. Cope,
(after speaking of the struggle of man against nature) "Woman, consid
ered by herself, is subject to identical conditions. Her needs are the
same, and her environmenlS the same. Bm she is not so well endowed as
man to supply the one or to meet the other. Her disabilities are of two
kinds, physical and mental. The physical are: first, inferior muscular
strength, and secondly child-bearing. The laller means more or less
incompetence for active work at monthly periods, or several months of
gestation and lactation, and some years care of children. The mental
disabilities are: first, inferior power of mental co-ordination; and sec
ondly greater emotional sensibility which more or less interferes with
rational aClion." After expatiating upon her resultant inability LO cope
with man in the competitive struggle for existence, ( to which expatia
tions I shall refer later on,) he proceeds: "8m Nature has supplied a
most effective remedy. Woman, not being of the same sex as man, sup
plies a necessity which is almost universal, so that she is placed if she
exercise reasonable care, in a position beLLer than that of man in rela
tion to the struggle for existence. Thc antagonist of man, his rello\\''

,
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man, is eliminated from the list of the antagonists of woman, and that is
an advanLage which can not be overestimated. Not only is man removed
from the field as a competitor, but he becomes an active helper in resist
ing the forces of nature. More than this, he is willing, under the cir
cumstances, to divide with her what he extracts from both man and
nature. Were these the only benefilS which woman derives from man
they would constitute a sufficient reason for the usual preference she
displays for his protection r<llher than for a life of independence. But
she is herself possessed of a sex interest which is satisfied by such a rela
tion. Not only this bUl her love of children constitUles a further induce
ment which is highly effective in bringing about her customalY relations
with man." . . . [ellipses in original] " The suppor' and protection given to
woman by man, is, then, cleml). rendered (IS an equivolent [sic] for lhe services
!,he renders him28 i n the capacity of a wife. It is universally implied, if not
distinctly stated in the contract between them, that she shall not be the
wife o[ some other man, and that the children she bears shall be nIOSF.
OF nl£ MALE PM?TY TO '/111� CONrIlJICT. " (Emphasis mine.) I wish that every
word of these two sentences might plough deep furrows where they fall
upon your woman's hearts. I wish you t.o understand clearly their full
significance, realizing what this scientist means by "your services as a
wife." He has so worded his sentences as to leave no doubt thaL the mar
riage contract is an agreement of man to protect and support woman in
return for the gratification of his sexual appetite, and the bearing of
children [or him, not [or her.
What is it then to occupy this position, this enviable position, i[ we are
to credit Prof. Cope. in which the "antagonist of man, his fellow-man is
eliminated": this honorable position of wife to which the wise, wise editors
of the silly correspondence columns of societyjournals continually point
young girls as the grand desideratum of courtship; what is i t to be a
woman? To be property! To be sure, you are a lillie higher kind of prop
erty than the rest of man's effects; the chattel-slave was a little higher
kind of property than the planter's horse. You supply a somewhat more
"universal need" than carriage-driving or even corn-planting. Hence you
are somewhat dearer property. Nevertheless you are treated with upon
exactly the same basis as the .·est of man's live stock. You are housed, fed,
clothed, "protected," loved (for men pal even their dogs' heads at times)
in return for-what? The superintendence of Man 's home, and the
definite paternity, care and education of Man's children.
::8. Typo� in the urigin"\ render thi� as ��or tin; �<.:n'i(;es sh<.: r<.:nderi him."
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Young girls! If any one of you is contemplating marriage remember
that is what the contract means. The sale of the control of your person in
return for "protection and support." The sad part of it is, the m<ti0rit}' of
women think it is all right. I have heard it from the lips of young girls,
who, unwitLing the meaning of their own words, talked earnestly of dis
posi ng of themselves 10 the individual most likely to house and clothe
and protect them best. I have heard well-educated, bright. intelligent
gi rls exp.·ess themselves complacently concerning the fact that Lhey were
of no eanhly use in rhe world save '-0 adorn rhe di splay cautHers of rhe
matrimonial market, where he who came to purchase might choose
them. And I have turned away in disgust that they could be content to
thus sacrifice their i ndividual i ry to, as Prof. Cope says, display "her usual
preference for m an 's proledion rather than for a life of independence,"
turned from them in contempt only to go among the self-supporting
working girls and find the same old sickening story. These reg-lI.rd with
envy their i dle sisters, as occupying the true position of unmarried
women; and they, themselves, look forward to the same ultimatum; the
day when they will no longer compete in the struggle for an indepen
dent livelihood, but be wedded, and supported, and protected, and bear
ch ildren , for some man!
Worse than tJlis prattle of girls, I have heard it from the lips of young
married women whose dream oflove has changed to ashes in a few short
months; I have heard them helplessly accept the burden, so much heav
ier than they had dreamed, and despairingly say: "It is the lot of women.
I am housed, fed, clothed, and protecled. It was for this I surrendered the
control of myself; and if my husband wishes me to have children I must
bear them." "Ah ! " said one WOIlla n to me, a woman who, though married

but five years, had already borne three children, "it seems to me when
my husband approaches me�9 as if my heart would turn to stone. But I
.wppose I can do tIly duty 1')1 him. " Her duty! Saddest of all, I have heard
from the lips of white haired grandmothers who had gone down into the
cold winter of woman's saClificial existence, this same old lie, that the
burden of i n digni ty, and misery, and very martyrdom which Man puts
upon this chattel which he houses, clothes, feeds and /mJlecis, is
inevitable; and there is nothing for her to do but bear it-patiently. lL is
needless to repeat the justifications, the fli msy ti nsellings, with which
men cover up the facts conce rn ing woman's posi tion in relation 1O them
selves. Even Prof. Cope degrades the intellect of his readers by assuring
them that it is a much-to-be-coveted position, after distinctly proving
29. i.e., sexually.
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Property in Woman. When those individuals who wish to protect women
have dressed the truth in draperous adjectives of superlative falsity. such
as "too high, too pure, too ethereal, too angelic," etc., ad nausea1Tt, it is,
to one who looks with clear eyes at this diaphanous vision which they
would have us believe the image of ourselves, far too much like a stage
angel, rising, not upon wings, but on a Irap.30
I say right here, candidly, that as a class I have nothing to hope from
men.* [*Author's note: I have been criticised for this I"emark as "too
sweeping." I said then, and I say now, "as a class."] No Tyrant. ever
renounced his I)'ranny ulllil he had to. If history teaches us anything it
teaches this. Therefore my hope lies in creating rebellion in the breasts
of women. And when I am discouraged it is never because of the attitude
of men, since that is always to be counted upon; but because of the apa
thy, the passivity, the can't-help-iHless, or the religious slavishness of my
own sex. r say religious slavishness because, with a very large percentage
of women, the idea of her "lawful subjection" to man is a profound reli
gious conviction, the result of a superfllle theological deduction strong
along through the Scriptures from Genesis to the Epistles beginning
with "Unto the woman He said, I will greatly multiply thy sorrows and thy
conception; in sorrow shalt thou bring forth children; and thy desire
shall be to thy husband and he shall rule over thee"; and conduding
with, "Let the woman learn in silence with due submission, for the man
is the head of the woman even as Christ is the head of the Church." It is
true that the major portion of Christian women, who believe the Bible,
but don't read it, know very little of those sentences; either they have
never heard them, or, having heard, have simply lent to their reading the
mechanical selVice of their ears, letting the sounds slide out as they slid
in. Nevertheless this curse ascribed to Jehovah, and this command
recorded by Paul, sank deep into woman ages ago----deep into her
unconscious nature; that part of her which lies below the domain of
intellect, but which in its dark, unknown soil ripens the genns of all her
acLionY Submission has become a part of woman's moral instinct. It is
charaCleristic of woman, that what she believe.�, she lives; it becomes her. In
this way the opinions of Messrs. the Gods,:P sanctified by much prayer,
30. I.e., <I Inlp door th<lt hrings the angel up IJl1-ough the stage floor, hut the word i.� of
(out'Se also a pun hen;:.
3 1 . Theories of the un(otls(ious were in (ir(ulalion in psydlOlogi(al diseours<.:, bUl de

Clcyre's use of the term most often refers to evolutional)' theory.
32. " J\lonsieurs les [namer: polite form of reference in French-but for humans, not

gods, ill which case it would be ostentatiously iJ"l"e\"t�l·eut. De Cle),re, who belicves in no God
or gods all)'wa)', thus IlSCS it with double sarcasm.
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burning of tapers and smoking of incense, have made the ideal of wife
hood uncomplaining slave'1" Now why should it be otherwise? If the Law
sanctions, and Religion sanctifies, and our ancestors were satisfied, and
a large portion of humanity is still satisfied with this condition of affairs,
why do we complain? This brinbrs us to the second consideration, viz.:
upon what grounds is our protest offered? And in answering the ques
tion I appeal from Prof. Cope to Sociology.:!3 Now the first decision of
Sociology is, that the very fact that a question is being agitated, the very
fact. that any considerable number of individuals, members of a class, or
race, or sex. are, in popular vernacular, "kicking" about something,
protesting against class, or race, or sex condition, is proof that the time
for change is ripening. It is proofthal lhis especial form of social growth
is no longer adapted to the environment; that through many throes of
death and birth the old idea ofjustice is dying, and the new is being
born. All progress is marked by this tnmsition from content to discon
tent, from satisfaction to pain, that is to say, from unconsciousness to
consciousness.
Now justice is progressive! It does not follow thatjustice of one age is jus
tice of the next. On the contrary lhe bUI"den which our ancestors bore in
no wise34 fits our shoulders; yet that is nOI to say it did not fit theirs. If
Humanity, in its upward course must needs pass through the pack mule
stage of development, that is no reason to curse it on the one hand, nor
insist that the race shall continue as pack mules on the other. I insist on
this point of the progressiveness ofjustice, first because I do not wish you
to think me a metaphysical dreamer, holding to the exploded theory
that "rights" arc positive, unalterable, inddinite somethings passed
down from one generation to another after the fashion of an entailed
estate,:!!' and come into existence in some mysterious manner at the
exact moment that humanity emerges from apedom, It would be quile
:33. A IIt:W scieru;e in Lhe late nineteenth cenllll)', ;L�so!;iated with Danvinislll, nell' (:on
(:eptions of the term "social,� and a nell' fO(:lLs on lhe possibilily of scienlifically improving

�society"-also a newly innected word (see Riley chap. 3) ' Subsequent references to " the
pack mule stage of development" and Humanity'S natural "upward course" (i.e" upward
evolutional), course) renect popular misconceptions that Darwinian evolution implied
progress. Cope was a theorist of e\'olulioll (although L'lmarckiall); hellce, perhaps, her
choice of c\'olmiollary theol)' as a way of hoislillg him 011 his OWIl petard.
34. III 110 way.
3"-,. A lat<;-nilu;r.c<;Tllh-<.:<;ntlu)' audi<;nc<; would r<.:cogni/.e LIl<.: r<.:f<.:r<.:n(:<.: to <.:ntaikd

<.:stat<;s (lypi<.:ally a way of prot<.:!;ting a male line of d<.:s(:<;nt) as a sublk jok<.: about Lh<.:
assulllpliOlI in moSI natul-;:ll 1ights th<.:OI)' l11al lll<': h<.:ir of lh<.:s<.: natural "righb� is by (kfaull
m<ll<;.
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too difficult a matter to settle on the emerging point. I insist on the pro
gressiveness ofjustice, because, however fierce my denunciation of pre
sent i njustice may be, I none the less recognize it to have been thejustice

of the past, the hi ghest possible condition so long as the aspirations of
the general mind rose no farther-a part of invincible Necessity. And,
last, I need the admission of the progressiveness of justice in order to

explain my text, and prove my assertion that, however necessary the slav
ery of woman may have been, i t is no longer in accord with the ideals of
our present civilization,
In what consists the progress oljustice?

Sociology,36 putting its finger upon the movements of man i n the
past, ,�ewing him in all the various stages of his social development, as
the naturalist examines the pe trifications of rocks and traces back the
lineage of a country' s flora or fauna, deduces from its carefully gathered

facts this conclusion: Social progress consists in a constantly wi deni n g
sphere of activi ty to individuals, and, of n ecessi ty, a corresponding
diminution of the power of one individual, or set of individuals ove r oth
ers, That is, Sociolohl)' confirms what '9337 proclaimed; Science applauds
the Red Flag,3R and carries as its bannel, the motto of the Commune: Lib

erty, Equality, Fraternity.
Gradually, one after another, various forms of slavery, such as feudal
ism, chaueiism, monarchism, have disappeared, or are disappearing.

(Between you and me I think Republ ic an ism is going along with them ) .
Gradually Destiny, God, Law, Adaptation, whatever you choose to call
this glorious fact, has "put down the mighty from their seat, and exalted
them of low degree. ";IV Yet, through it all, every inch of the ground has
been disputed, and not one iota yielded up until those, upon whom had

come the vision of greater li berty, a fore taste of "rights," had "dared
maintain them," and through great struggle, risen to the dignity of a
higher order of existence. It is in contemplating this stmggle that we,
who cry for the abolition of woman's slavery, receive our i nspiration , It is
in remem be ring that always before the coming of a "new dispensation"
voices must cry in the wilderness, birds beat broken wings before the
storm, that we take up our task, certain that where we lead or are driven
36. Thc ncw Msocial scicncc,- a tcrm that implicd not mcrely study of socicty bIll slUdy
lI'ith a vic\\' to improvement.
37. Revolutionary FrarH;e in 1 793 ·
38. Synrhol of tIle Paris f'..ommUlle of 1 8 7 1 , a .�horl-livedl-en)llition lI'ith an,uchis[ t;har
'K[eristi(.� (sce inlroduClion to see :.:).
39· Lllke J :5:.!·
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"by the might of the inward must,"'I" others will follow. It is in realizing
the vasLness of humanity,

the

sublimity of the

new ideal, the

insignificance of "self," that we forget pain in our endeavor to arouse this
slumbering soul, that it may conceive its rights and dare maintain them.
But to the application of the deduction of Sociology, we say, if social
progress consists in a constant tendency towards the equalization of the
liberties of the social units, then the demands of progress are not
satisfied so long as half society, Woman, is in subjection. I f men are
enjoying all t.heir own "rights" and some of ours as well, that. is not. equal
ity-that is privilege and spoliation. That is to say, the old conception of
justice must give place to a new one. because Woman through a dimly
roused consciousness, is beginning to feel her servitude; that (here is a
requisite acknowledgement to be won from her master before he is put
down and she exalted to-Equality. This acknowledgement is, lhefreedom

to control her own person.
You can have no free. or just, or equal society, nor anything approach
ing it, so long as womanhood is bought, sold, housed, clothed, fed, and
protected, as a chattel. We upon whom the gray light has dawned,4J whose
perceptions are no longer locked in the dull sleep of base content, we
point you to our weary sisters who week after week, month after month,
till years have dragged away, rise early in the morning to go through the
discouraging round of peuy duties which must be done j ust so often,
every day, and all day long---often borrowing from the night the hours of
sleep that she may fill ish some little thing the value of which will never
be known, never even counted-less than a cipher. We point you to her
sitting tonight perhaps. with folded hands at last, sitting alone by the
firelight, after the long harassing day of little tortures, that wear the soul
as pin-points gingerly pressed against the flesh wear the body, trying in
the silence, to learn, (not from her husband-he's at the lodge) but
h'om her own poor unknown soul, this helpless chrysalis, which faintly
stirs within her. Trying to learn if this is a fair bargain, a just thing, a
righteous thing, that she should give the labor of her hands all these
years, continually pUl in the background all her own desires and wait,
wait, wait-till, from long denial, aspiration dies, and she is left an
uncomplaining clod of clay, vested with the awful patience of despair.
Sitting there, in the light of (he fire, looking forward to this utter desola40. From a poem by Gc:;rald MasM:Y (set; chap. 3)'
4 J . Undoubtedly a refcrc:;m;c:; to Lhe �gr;l}' dawn" aL the Lra!:,'ic dimax ofSchreiner's Siory
Qf all Afri((/Il Farm (�cc:; chap. 3)
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tion of spirit, which is creeping upon her as surely as time is creeping
upon eternity; looking forward LO the lime when her husband shall have
grown so far beyond her intellectually that he will pity her-Good God!
Pit)' her, at the same time that her company is irksome to him because of
her "inferior powers of mental co-ordination," silting there in her dumb
sorrow, bleeding to death inwardly, silently asking herself, "Is this jus
tice? Is it equality?" Perhaps then she remembers the small beds lip stairs
with theil" glowing, health kissed sleepers, (pel"haps a smile flits over her
face as she dreams, followed by a spasm of reproach thal she should,
even by by [sic] a thought, begrudge them the life, the strength they have
taken from her-those beloved children.) But after that comes the bitter
remembrance, they are not my children-they are his. That, too, was
pan of tile contract, that 1 should bear children lor him, care and edu
cate them for him. It was what 1 was to do in return for food, clothing,
shelter and protection. They are not my children, any more than the calf
men sell for veal, belongs to the cow.
After all---did she want them? When they were born, well, yes-she
would not have them die. But before that, would she have chosen, vol
untarily, 1.0 go through these years of martyrdom? Even for them? So
many and so close together (hat to no one could she give the care requi
site to really devlope [sic] its nature? Terrible question! And the pang
that goes with it, quivering outward to a visible shudder, till she shades
her face from the firelight! The thought: "to which of them, uncon
scious, sleeping, trusting, am I the traitor? To the first and second in
cheating them of their higher training by dividing my care with the fifth
or sixth; or the fifth and sixth in deeming their existence a burden. Any
way, how could he decide what it was possible for me 10 do. How?" And
so the biller reverie goes on, concluded, no doubt, by a self-accusing
start when she hears her husband's hand upon the latch, and remem
bers that she has not put his slippers by the fire.
We point you to this picture because it is not an extreme case. We do
not show you the awful slavery of wifehood among the bitterly poor; we
give no overdrawn example ofa large family, no instance of horrible cru
elty such as would be easy to give, such as our divorce courts teem with,
but which it is a penitential1' offense to discuss in plain terms in a liberal
paper. We give only the pathetic facts of the ordinary woman's life; and
we say the social contract between man and woman is an unjust, unfair,
unrighteous contract-a contract which does not square with the law of
equal freedom. We say this is the reason why there should be a radical
change in tile preselll relation of the sexes; and this brings us to tile dis-
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cussion of what most properly comes under the title of the lecture, The
Gates of Freedom.
Clearly, if this contract which stipulates that there shall be protection
and support from man in return for child bearing, rearing, and nursing,
and home-making on the part of woman, if this contract is to be
annulled, and woman to become a free individual, then certainly she
must be self-sustaining; that is to say, become an industrial competitor
with man. "But," says Prof. Cope: "It is self-evident that any system which
looks r.o a carf:er for woman independent of man, such as man pursues,
is abnormal and injurious to her interest." For, "It is evident that were
woman of the same sex as man, that is, were she simply another kind of
man, she would soon be eliminated ti'om the earth under the operation
of the ordinary law of tile survival of the finest This need not be through
any agencies different [rom tllOse now actually in operation among men
under the ordinary circumstances of peaceful trade. And such is often
the actual history of male men who possess marked feminine character
istics. It does not follow from this, that some women might not sustain
themselves apart from men, in agriculture, trade, and the professions.
This is especially possible where the struggle is not vel)' severe; but in the
cases which exist few are really independent of male assiSlallCe, which
has furnished the capital, either of cleared land or money or as an
appointing power. The general 're.mit, as above slaled, ,is .�elf-cvidenl from the
facts." (Italics mine.)
I know there is a large class of sentiment.:"1l reformers who hope to
"enact" universal harmony, repeal the law of centrifugal force, and make
facts to suit theories, to whom the mention of the word competition is
like "flaunting a red flag" etc., and whose comprehension of the woman
question is about as deep as their understanding of socialism; I know
these persons will be ready to supplement the position of Prof. Cope
with a scheme of State organization which they call co-operation, whose
moUo instead of being equal liberty is equal slavery, and one of whose
intents is to make woman dependent upon "the State" instead of upon a
husband. Their argument is very specious. II runs like this: One of the
most important and necessary services is rendered to the State by
woman, viz: race-reproduction. Every mother therefore deserves the sup
port and protection of the State. 0 tempora! 0 Ulores!l� Proteus'13 reap4�' "0

Linu;s!

0

manncn;!� from Roman aULhor Marcus Tullius Cict:ro.

43. In Roman mythology, a son of the sea god Neptune, noted for his shape-changing
ability. The allusion implies that in centralized versions of socialism. as opposed to anar
chism, th� husband, palrian.:hal "pr()l�<:tO]'" of th� wif� h� exploits, shap�-shifLS into Llle

sate,
l
whi<:h plays th� same ]·ok.
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pears! Again to be protected and supported! And her children to belong
to-whom? The State!
With all due respect to the intentions of my sentimental friends, let
me say that any scheme which proposes to pay women for being mothers,
is a degrading thing to her; and I care not whether it comes from Prof.
Cope or Edward Bellamy.44 We have declared war-a few of us-and we
accept no such treaLy; we will be satisfied with nothing less than that

maternity shall be put beyond the necessity of price-dependence. This
means t.hal. we intend to be industrially independcm; that we consider
ourselves perfectly able to compete with men in a Jreef"ield and when our
,

battle is won, as won it will be some day though none of us will live to see
it, the body of woman will be her own, and husbands must meet their
wives on the proud footing of equality,
But Prof. Cope says that in that case we shall die ofT the fac e of the
earth under the operation of the law of the survival of the fiuest, we are
an inferior kind of beings who must necessarily go to the wall in the
fierce competition for tile means of existence; our selVices would not be
in demand; we should be continually out of work! How ill squares this

pronunciamento of the scientist with the laboring-man's protest: "The
women are taking our places." Haven't you heard it? Haven't you heard
how in the New England factories, one after another the male weavers

have disappeared and the "women have taken their places." Haven't you
heard how in the shoe factories of Philadelphia and New York and
Boston shoe-workers are out o[ employment because in the fierce com
petition for places women have learned to work cheaper and live
cheaper than men. I'm not defending this suicide of the giant Labor
which takes place when the people combat each otller [or the chance to
serve masters. But I am taking Prof. Cope on his own ground, and show
ing that even were this present horrible throttling of free competition by

monopoly to go on, this "cut-throat competition" of handicapped labor
ers, there is quite as much likelihood that "men would die off the face of
the earth" as women. I have mentioned textile manufactures and shoe
making; add to (his hatting, tailoring, shirt-making, glove-making, book
binding, thread manufacture, in which the number of women OUl-num
bel' the Illen three to one (and i t would be easy to make the list l onger) ;

and you will perceive that in these cases under the law of (he survival of
the fiuest, men have been obliged to succumb. 00 you tell me "man fur44.

Edward Bellamy ( 1 8so-d3g8), author of thc widely rcad utopian noYel Looking
( 1 888), which de Clcyre hcre criticizes for its cClltralized vcrsioll of
socialism.
Buckwu/{l, 2uuo-I887
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nished the capital?" Bless my soul, why don't you say that of the men
whose places they took! No! "Man" didn't furnish the capital. But certain
individual men, by means of a masculinely instituted law, have stolen the

capital which both men and women produced. I don't think we owe
them any particular acknowledgement of inferiority on that account;
unless, perhaps, an inferiority of rascality.
Inferior! Yes I am willing to admit that in certain things we are inferior
to men. Also in certain things, men are inferior to crocodiles. For
inslance, their leer.h are nor. as long and savage; their mourhs are hardly
as capacious. The time was when the mastodon trod through might geo
logic forests, king of the earth, the fiLtest to survive. The forests are gone,
the environment is altered, the mastodon has disappeared. In strength
he was superior to man; but the demand for strength gave way before the
development of brain. The age of the dominion of muscular force is
past; in the language of Oliver Schreiner, "the age of the dominion of
Nervous Force, has cut the band of lnevit..:
..ble Necessity with the knife o[
Mechanical Invention." It doesn't require a great body nor a powerful
arm in order to engage in the productive labor of the day. No terrible

amount of power is needed to press an electric button, or turn a screw. I
have seen a most splendidly developed muscular negro45 breaking cob
ble stones at $ 1 per day, while a white-handed delicate girl was operating

a typewriter at $ 1 ,000 a year. I do not pretend to say that these rewards
were just; but thal if you will instance muscular strength I must show that
the greatest rewards of your own economic system are not [or muscular
strength. Dexterity and skill are the requirements of the age. It is often
urged, as proof of woman's inferiority, thal she is not able to "bear arms."
I don't think any of us feel very bad about this. I think the majority of
enlightened women regard war as a barbarism, and the phrase "bearing
anns" a sinister satire on modern christianity. Nevertheless if it comes to
that Gens. Grant and Sherman4/j could have learned a lot fmm Sophia
Perovskai.47 The dreadful science of modem warfare teaches that there
too, it is skill, not numbers, not muscular strength, which counts. No
longer the forced marches, the masses of foot and horse, the unwieldy
4[,' The lower case negro is 1I0t, in this period, a sign of disrespecr; the move 10 capilal
i�t: it call1 t: laler; s<;<; HOnlsby ( 1 35): Harley (�36). The lise of 101l'<;r (;LK for Clulslirmily,

however. is surely intended as a sign of deliberate disrespect from an atheist, in a
rreethought newspaper.
46. Ulysses S. Gr,m t, eOrrlrrrand�r of 11r� Union fore�s irr Lhe Civil \Var'; \Villiarn T�crrrrr
seh Sherman, Union general famous for his devastating mareh Lhrough Georgia.
47. Solya I'erovskaya, member of the Russian revolutionary group Narodnaya Volya,
whieh planned Lhe 1881 assassinaLion of Cz..1r Alexander II. I'erovskaya was hanged.
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movements of a thousand, or a hundred thousand men. No! A single
figure in the darkness, a flash, a blast-and the work of an army is done!
Was the figure man or woman?
Such is the progress of mechanics and chemistry, and with their fur
ther development we may look for a race of people constantly degener
ating in muscles and strengthening in nervous power. So the first objec
tion is invalid. The second is that woman labors under an irremedial

physical disadvantage in that she must bear and train children .
Regarding the periodical "unfimess of woman for active work," I
hardly think it worth while noticing. The thousands upon thousands of
actively employed women toiling ten hours a day year in and year out in
our factories and shops disprove that. It is the exception, not [he rule,
that there is any discontinuance of work on that account. Regarding the
bearing of children, while we have not sufficient evidence to prove that
i t can ever be a purely painless affair, universally speaking, yet recent
experiments in sanit.:'1ry science go to prove that a moderate amount of
exertion during gestation is not only uninjurious, but rather beneficial;
and by far the greater part of the suffeling incident to maternity is due

to ignorance, i mpmper diet, im prop er dress, uncongenial surroundings
and sexual slavery to a husband. Yet, withal, this physical disabi1ity, even

as i t is, need not prove the perpetual barrier to independence which
Prof. Cope would make of il. For in the fU lUre society, the future, which

even while we speak is beginning to shape and glow among the mists that
seethe up from the cauldron of change, in the future society the price of
independence, either for man or woman, will not be what it is today. In
the future society, under the operation of the same inexorable law which

scientists constantly invoke, the isolated home and its entire economy
\\�ll have passed away. Division of Labor and Socialism \\�ll have entered
the household. Not only will there be economy of time, labor, and adapt

ability so

tal'

as washing, ironing, cooking, sweeping, dusting, sewing,

patching, darning and dish-washing is concerned, but it will also be
learned that not every woman should give her eneq,l)' to a species of hen
with-one-chicken raising of a child because she happens to be its mother.
It will be learned that while one woman may be a very good mOlher, it
does not follow that she is a good nurse or good teacher; that there can
be no greater curse to a child than to take it for granted that because a
certain man and woman were its progenitors, that therefore it must sub
mit to their method of nursing, training and education no matter how
utterly incompetent they may be. I am a perfect rebel to this idea. I know
that it is quite possible to love one's parents, even to revere them; and yet
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be so thoroughly incompatible with them that both love and reverence
may be worn out by the constallL friction of tendency and repression. I
believe that more children are ruined by their fathers' and mothers' mis
understandings and general incapability than would be safe to enumer
ate. And I look forward to the time when the selfishness and the narrow
ness engendered by the individual home and individual training, the
freaks of character born of this blundering of incongruous natures upon
on e another, as a day golden in the skies of c hi ldren no less than women.
What do I mean? The socialistic nursery where women and men who
succeed in reaching the natures of children, who recognize their task to
be one worth learning well, making a specialty of, not an addenda to
some other life work, will be employed

as

teachers are employed in col

leges. No one today doubts that for by far the largest portion of our chil
dren, the educational institution is a much more sen'iceable instrument
than a private tutor. No one imagines any more that every mother
should teach "reading, writing, and arithmetic," to her children. That
work has gone into more competent hands. So it will be with the nursel)'.
Is this shocking? Yet i t is true that I mean just this-an economy of

mothers. It is true that I believe no more pitiable waste of life attends our
present social system than (he unnecessary and mischievous waste of
child-nurses! Anyhow, whether i t is shocking or not, whether I advocate
it or don't, this very thing is already growing up in your cities. I know of
more than fifty cases where women have found it beLler to enter the lists
of industrial competition, and engage for their young babies the care of
others by nature much better filled for the task. And these cases I know
from no special investigation on my part. They came under my notice in
my daily life i n a large city.
Thus Socialism disposes of the physical bars to independence. We are

now to consider the mental disabilities. These are, says Prof. Cope, "first,
inferior powers of mental co-ordination, and second greate.· emotional
sensibility which more or less interferes with nlLional action." I admit
these things. But given equal opportunity, and the same em�ronment
which developed Lhe present intellectual superiority of man will soon
develop the intellectual equality of woman. We are inferior in these

things, because we have never had the chance to be equal. See! My left
hand is less dexterous than my right. Why?

All my life long I have been doing mosL things with my right hand. I
button shoes with the left; in that particular work it is the more cunning

of the two. So with men and women. Men are exceedingly awkward
about those things to which Lhey are not accustomed; so are we. But as
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the left hand may grow to do the same things that the right does, so we
too shall learn, as soon as opportunity is free and we have had time to
adapt ourselves to the conditions of self-dependence. Mind you, I never
expect men to give us liberty. No, Women, we are not worth it, until we
take it.
How shall we take it? By the ballot? A fillip for your paper rag! The bal
lot hasn't made men free, and it won't make us free.
By advocating the destruction of any and every barrier, the abolition
of every law whereby the sources of wealth are held Ollt of Ilse;-in other
words by advocating the complete liberation orland and capital. By hold
ing in view the ideal of a society so organized that two hours labor per
day would be more than sutlicient for the needs of the day. By insisting
on a new code of ethics founded on the law of equal freedom; a code rec
ognizing the complete individuality of woman. By making rebels wher
ever we can. By ourselves living our beliefs. "Propaganda by the deed""H is
the favorite expression of the revolutionist. We are revolutionists. And
we shall use propaganda by speech, deed, and most of all, life-being
what we teach.
My libel-ly is dearer to me than any slavery of silk. My individuality is
worth all the opprobrious epithets, all the gall and wormwood, it has
ever cost to maintain it; and not because it is I, but because of the truth
which I live.
o Woman! When I think of all the ages you have waited-waited!
When I think how man has asked of you evelything, every desire born of
his selfishness, accepted of you every sacrifice, L:'lken from you ruthlessly
even your few dear hours or peace, as the Rich, who have appropriated it
all, strike from his hand the Beggar's crust, for pastime; when I remem
ber how he has studied and achieved at your expense, while you drudged
patiently to \\�n time for him, till all your hopes lay white, and still, and
stin� within your breast; when I remember the arid, barren, unchanging
days that come aftenvard-and then---death in the desert!49-when I
remember it all, and think of it all, it seems as ifmy heart had turned to
tears, and they-were frozen.
And then, in my dreams, I see the figure or a giantess, a lonely figure
out in the desolate prairie wi th nothing over her but the gmy sky, and no
light upon her face but the chill pallor of the morning. And I see her
looking upward and whispering: "How broad it is! It is cold and dark and
48. S<.:c chaptl;]- � for till; IT!<.:aning.� of this cUlllpkx tnlT!.
49. Rck]-<;JH:<; to S(:lIr<.:incr'� figur<.: ufth<.: wOlT!an in LII<.: dc�(:rt (�(:c (:hap. 3).
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frowning; but it is broad-and high! Such will be your figure, 0
Woman, such your words in the day of your emancipation. In the day
when you break from your cell, this warmed, round cell, whose horizon
wall is your children's life, whose light is your husband's eyes, whose
zenith is your husband's smile. Better the pitiless gray ofthe clouds Lhan
the white ceiling of a plison; better the loneliness of the prailie than [he
caress ofa slave-born child; belLer the cold biting ofthe wind than a Mas
ter's kiss. "Better the war of freedom than the peace of slavery."
"
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The White Room5 0
Datc u ncertain

It was an artist's masterpiece. He had wrought it all with his own hands,
after his idea, which grew as he wrought It was not square nor long nor
round, nor any regular shape, such as we are lIsed to thinking of rooms;
it was wider here and narrower there, and had strange turns and niches,
and carvings, and arches; and in all these there were bits of statuary, or
tiny foullt.:"1ins, or flowers, or curious sea-things, gathered from many
shores, shells and corals and ocean feathers, picked up years apart. The
light came from above, as all lighl should, and the dazzling beauty of the
ceiling was like a broken arc from a cave's roof, so white and gleaming
was it with the sLnmge substance he had made; and the walls had all the
wild, fantastic tracel)' of the frost forest.s on our winter windows, which
God paints-but no manY The statues were all white, of un flawed mar
ble; and the silken curtains, looped back from the small bed, were snow.
The fish in the liule fountains had silver scales, and in the recess where
he had made an aviary were four pure-plumed birds. And all the flowers
and all the curious sea-things were white. The divans were of spotless vel
vet, and the rugs upon the glistening floor, wrought in strange patterns
by his own deft fingers, were of white velvet, too. There was a Iiule case
of books, bound in blanch covers, and beside it a silver-stringed harp
mantled in a strainless [sic: stainless?] sheath. There was one picture,
only one. lfit had been made for sale! But now there is only I to write of
it-I. who saw i t once long after all was finished. He was an impression
ist. my artist, long before the impressionists began to make a noise in the
world. He painted the white light of a day as it lies on sky and water
only a st.retch of sky and water-seen of a summer afternoon, when the
clouds drift like curled feathers and the boats are sleeping on Canarsie
50.

S<.:e pp. I 1 5-:0:3' SOUf<x: Hemld of RP.l101l (London) 3.8 (S<.:pt. I !jlg): log.
Th<.: rekr<.:nlx to God ,L� th<.: frost artist is pr<.:s(unably not that of lh<.: ath<.:ist Ii<.:
Cl<.:yn; but rath<.:r a n<.:titiolls nrsl-p<.:rson narrator, whos<.: i(knlit)' we do not know, who
daims to hav<.: �cen thi� (nuional) painting.
51.
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BayY That was the last touch to the White Room, except the Easter lilies
he placed in the great vase between the tall wax tapers. He had been
working fifteen years till that day-for her, the Soul of the ""hite Room,
herself the whitest thing, his pure-faced Scandinavian girl, with the chis
elled face that looked out with saint's eyes from under its aureole of pale
hair, as ifthe breath ohhe High One had blown upon her, and no other.
So she had seemed to him when he married her, and so, with his stead
fast love, she seemed to him now. Fifteen years! And he had said no word
to her in all thai r.i me ohhe marvel he was crear.ing for her-all with his
own hands, which was the only true art. It had taken very long. And all
that time he had wondered and searched and wrought, for her, only for
her, she had been li'�ng with that beautiful, meek, white patience of
hers, in the dirty, narrow city alley, where they had had to live when
young and poor, complaining of nothing-only now and then wishing
for a little more of his presence, suggesting, perhaps, some little trifle,
which he did not buy, partly to prove her excellence, partly because of
the great thing he was making. And when he saw a darker blue of disap
pointment seule in her eyes, he would say, "My girl shall have something
far betler some day."
And now it had come to pass. To-molTow he would take her, when the
third lily should have opened a lillie wider. She would see his white
dream, of which she was the angel-had been for so many years. She
would then understand what she had been to him, who had not wrought
for the praise of men, but for one wOlllan only,
And, thinking so, he turned into the alley-way, lifting his eyes to the
small-paned window.
There WllS no light.
Yes, she had gone. There was a leLLer, badly spelt and written, but it
told a world. She had waited, she had been patient, she had sen'ed, she
had not asked much, she had been pmmised, as we promise child.'en
stars in the morning if they sleep now. She had wanted a little, only a lit
tle, every day; nothing gmnd, nothing more than ordinary; a common
rag-carpet would have done, a cheap frame or so for the bright prints she
had saved to trim the naked walls; some other Hule things, no maller
what now; she knew she would never get them. He had not noticed, per
haps; his life had lain outside; he had seen things. But for her it had been
so weary. She was going away; it was wrong, mosl like, but she would not
come back.
5:.! ' In Brooklyn, Nl;w York.
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Now, the artist was a little more than an artist. He was a philosopher,
too. So he did not act like a common man. He did not groan LO his
friends, nor take to drink, nor talk of suicide, nor grow sour to men and
bilter to women. He lived on in the old place, quite the same. He played
\\�tb other women's children, and sal late at the door on summer nighlS
reading his paper by the street-light. But still he went alone to the house
under the trees by the waterside, and saw that the White Room was kept
very white, long after the lilies had withered.
And the end of it all was that one night he found her in the gutter,
quite drunk and dying. And he took her in his arms and rode with her to
the water-side, and carried her into the White Room and laid her, all
soiled, on the white bed, and there she died. Just before, she unclosed
her misty eyes and shuddered: "Ugh! The horrid fancies in the liquor! I t
looks all white, WI·IITE, like a dead-house! Powdered gravestones! Ugh! If
there were only a bit of blue or red."
He dug her grave with his own hands. He worked all night to line it
with the gayest blooms of Life, and laid her in when the morning was
streaking crimson against the a:mre. To-day she sleeps under violets and
carnations, with no white stone at foot or head.
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Mary Wollstonecraft53
1893

The dust of a hundred years
Is on lhy breast,
.And lhy day and thy night of lears
Are centurian5'1 rest;
Thou to whom Joy was dumb,
Life a broken rhyme,
1.0, thy smiling rime is come,
And our weeping lime.
Thou who hadst sponge and myrrh,
And a biLter cross,
Smile, for the day is here
That we know OUf loss;
Loss of the undone deed,
Thy unfinished song,
Th' unspoken word for our need,
Th' unrighted wrong;
Smile, for we weep, we weep,
O'er the unsoathed pain,
The unbound wound. burned deep
That we might gain.
Mother, of sorrowful eyes,
In the dead old days,
Mother of many sighs,
Of pain-shod ways;
Mother of resolute feel
Through all the thorns,
53. S<.:c pp. :.! l �-13. Sourc<;: holograpll 1m., Labadie (;oll(;(;tiun. In SWa slightly difT<;r·
<;nl vnsion <;mis Wilh a l;olllpu.�iliQn dat<;: "Philaddphia, April ot7lh, , 893.�
54. Cl;lltlll)'-long. PI·intl;d as "l;<;llturine" in SH� which h,L� many 01hn minor l'ariantJi
alld Oil!; lTlun; �ignifil;ant: "Lh!;just lIIan" in�t(.:ad Qf ':Ju�tiv;" ill line 1p.
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MOLher, soul-sLrong, soul-sweeL!
1.,0, alter the SLOrms
Have broken and beaL thy dust
For a hundred years,
Thy memory is madej usL,
AndJustice hears!
Thy children kneel and repeal:
"Though dust be dust,
Though sod and coffin and sheet.
And mOLh and rust
Have folded and molded and pressed,
Yet they cannot kill;
In the Heart of the World at Rest
She liveth still."
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If I Had Married Him55

Letter 10 her mother [Between June 30 and August 29, 1 893]

Dearest Mother:
Yes, I did forget to enclose the Bentley leller last lime-or rather I
looked in the envelope and tho't I saw it inside and let i t go without fur
ther examination. It's in this time sure. Not much of it, which is thor
oughly characteristic.
You ask me if I had married him would I have said: "All right, you can
have her, but not me too." No indeed. If I had married him I would have
done i t as a pure business transaction. That's all I ever considered it. I
would nevel� under any circumstances marl)' a man I loved. And I didn't
want him for his person, but for his mont!)'. I only would have marneli then,
as a leg-ctl means of geuing the money. If I could have got i l just as well
\\�thoUl marrying him, I'd have lived with him that way. But I knew who
I was dealing with. And since I had I"esigned principle and made up my
mind to a bargain and sale business, I wasn't going to sell withoUl surety
for my bargain. And as for what he did with himself after he paid me,
what did I care. He might have had mistresses by the score for all of me.
For all thal l illlended to be square with my part of the bargain, and
would have done my best to have made his home pleasant.
Needless to go over the circumstances thaL got me in so degraded a
5:,.

Source: ms. Labadie Collection, University or l\Iichigan Library. Labadie Collec

tion !1OIt:s !·t:f�r to a dak suppli�d in tht: mamLsuipt, � r 893 JamLa!)' 13," as appal'�ntlr
ilH;OrL"�ct, bast:d on tht: rt:fcr�lH;� to Ahgdd's panlon, sign�d ()l1 .Jun� �6, I 8�)3. A h�ading
of Sl1111l1lcr J 895 i.� .�l1ppliedin anothCl'llalld but is obviously also ilKorr�(:l. Dc Cle)'r�'s n+
�renees [0 �I he pani(;" amI the president's fishing Irip allow for an aeUlrate dating of t.he
letter as sometime after June 30 and before August 29, 1893, The economic "Panicn of
.

I 893 was overtaking the countr)' when President CleYeland needed surgery for oral cancer;
press reports of his ostensible fishing trip \I'ere a cO\'er-up to allow him to undergo the
operation and renlperate without exacerbating economic instability ("SecondM). Although
the truth did not fully become public lor many years, the Philadelphia press reponed on
the real reason for the trip on August 29 ("'Grover Cle\Tland").
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state of mind. You know how the finances were; and perhaps, a littJe, of
how badly I wanted to write, which I could not do (and have never since
been able to do) for want ofa lillie quiet security. But all that was an old
story, and would not, of itself, have been sufficient to break down princi
ples of action. It was just simply that I didn't see any use in living anyhow
so rar as love was concerned. It didn't make much difference to me who
I lived with; and I thought I could make you and Addie a nice place to
rest in after so many yeal"s of misel),. I admit it was a disgraceful sklte of
mind r.o be in and that no one ever condemned that son of thing more
than I have. BUl thal's the way it was. (And I don't imagine the life would
have been more unpleasant than lots of people live either).
He wouldn't have been a bit more faithful to �me than to ofAoe-her
not a bit. Faithfulness depends on one's own character-not on that of
the person you happen to love. It may influence it you for a season-but
innate tendencies will ever assert themselves. But I wouldn't have cared.
The idea of laking from one we love, is also an old point of disagree
ment, bet,,"een you and me. I am more willing to take from a stranger
than a lover. I do not speak of gifts, or tokens of love, which are always
precious and impose no sense of obligation. But to me, any dependence,
any thing which destroys (he complete selthood of the individual, is in
the line of slavel)" and destroys the pure spontaneity of love. [t is com
munism, and communism, in any rOrTn, is revolting to me.-For the
same reason, while I would do away with the individual "home" with its
waste of forces (as Andrews says, 1 2 matches, 1 2 little fires, 1 2 1ittle tea
kettles where one match, one stove one tea-kettle would do), and have,
instead magnificent palaces, spacious grounds, all the glol)' of architec
ture and sculpture, a theatre in every house, a fine libral)', swimming
rooms, bath-rooms, everything on a large scale-l would also have an
arrangement where every individual should have a room, or rooms Jor
himself exclusivel)1, never su�jecL to the intrusive familiarities of our pre
,,
sent "family life." A "closet" where each could "pray in secret, �,6 without
some ette persons who "loves" Htet=t=t, him, assuming the light LO walk in
and do as they pleases.- And do you know I was pleased beyond measure
the other day to find that Wm Godwin/,7 the great Eng. philosopher and
!/i. Malt. fi:fi. .Jeslls criticizes those who pllhlicize their devotion: �Blltth()u, when thOll
prayest, enter into thy closet, and when thou hast shut thy door, pray to thy Father which is
in secret; and thy Father which seeth in secret shall reward thee openly."
57. William Godwin ( 1 756-1836), late-eighteenth<entury political theorist, whose
views on government in stich works as An E'llqui')' ConcemillgPoli/iml.lu,s/ice ( 1 793) led anar
chists to view him as a forerunner. Among the institutions Godwin attacked was marriage
(see chaps. 2 and 3).
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Mary Wollstonecraft, mother of Mrs. Shelley taught, and as far as possi
ble practised the same thingjust l OO years ago.
I began this letter last SaL, but had to break off; and it is now Monday.
And oh! I had such a beautiful present this morning. How I wish you
could see it I think you remember tJle old genLieman at Sanla Cruz who
sent me the sea-weeds. Well some time ago he wrote for my picture. Of
course I had none, but wrote him a nice letter, and told him how much
I liked the sea-weed and how I wished I had some more. And to-day he
sent. me the mOSI beautiful, beauliJul linle book, with all different. kinds,
25 separate pieces, more lovely than 1 ever saw. Oh, the work, that dear
old man (78 yrs. old) was at! And he puts in a very fine photo of himself
with these words; "I will put my picture in as pasteboard to protect the
moss-book."
About my kitty. . . . [There follows a discllssion of her cat, which had
died recently, and of some local gossip of interest to her mother].
Do you know I didn't even know there was a comet visible till I got your
letter. You don't know what it is to live in this accursed mass of brick and
stone. We see only patches of sky. I haven't seen the comet yet, and don't
expect to. . . .
[She responds to her mother's enclosure of an obituary of someone
she thought de Cleyre knew.]
Business is bad, worse, worst Phila. lies in the penumbra ohhe panic,
and the umbra steadily approaching. Banks fail daily, the factories are
slopping. Even the big "'Traction Company" (street-car) now making a
lot of improvements in order to use electricity had no money to pay its
hands, and negotiated a big loan from the banks, which, God knows,
may "bust" lo-morrow. And, as Elliolt5!:1 says: "Nero fiddles while Rome is
burning"-the newspapers report "how many fish the president caught
at Buzzard's Bay."
I have been reading Conway's Life of Paine.59 How I wish you could!
not so much for Paine's sake as for the magnificent piece of historical
work it is. I never understood either the American or French Revolution
half so much before. It is about 800 pages. Is full of the correspondence
ofJelferson, Washington, Monroe, Condorcet, Danton and others. He

!J8. Ont: of various casual rt:ft:rt:Tu;t:s [oJamt:s Elliott, falht:r of dt: Clt:yr-e's (hild, lha!
show lhq' rClllainl;d fl-il;nds m'l;r lhc ),l;ars. In 1893 shl; \\'a.�slill living in lhc samc rooming
holtS<: ;L� ElliO\L, his molhl;r, and Han),.
59.

Thomas Paine, author of '/1ullI.!,'e uf/u!(lSUIi and hero of freethinkers and American

anarchists (.qee chap. I ) .
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explored the archives of Eng. France and America, besides hunting up
private persons withoUl number.
Next week I shall send you the report of Gov. Altgeld in pardoning the
anarchists.50 And if the American people don't blush at their record,
they have no shame in them. Brave man! He has killed himselfpoliLically
to save three poor workingmen! He deserves a wreath of laurels. And in
the ages he'll get it too-as Paine is gelling his own now-after 100
yeal"s.
Elliott was pleased at. your lat.e praise of his Byron Y ' I would be glad 1.0
read Beecher's "Star Papers. ,,{j� No misrake, he was a fascinating writer.
I'm glad you wrote soon, and hope you will again.
Very Lovingly,
V.
Nothing from Addie yet. Oh-return B's leLter please.

60. See the introduction. John Peter Ahgeld ( 1 847-1902), governor of Illinois, whose
im·estigation of the Haymarket trial led him to pardon the three anarchists imprisoned
when the other live were condemned to death. Dc Cleyre's prediCiion that he was ending
his political career lor the sake of'·three poor workingmen" proved true; his bid lor reelec
tion failed in 1896, and he retired to private law praClice with Clarence Darroll' ('John 1'.

Altgdd�).
G I . His essay on Bynlll?
G:.!. Helll ]' ,Vanl Be<.:chcr's Sla)" Pa/!I�/s, 0/; EX/lelience.f ofArl and Nature ( 1 8r,5), prcsllln
ably n;collllm;nded lu de Ckyre by hel· lTlolh<:r.
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The Past and Future of the
Ladies' Liberal League 63
1 895-96

I have assumed a serious and severe office that of historian and prophet.
But. pardon me, I intend to be neither serious nor severe; lor this is an
occasion rather for exchanging greetings and putting ourselves in good
humor than being serious, and my talk will be somewhat governed
thereby.
OUf history is short, but, to borrow a ponderous phrase ofRenan's "of
interest to the philosophic mind."64 At last [least] it ought to be; if il is
not so much the worse for the philosophi c m ind.
We were born in February 1 892, and like the celebrated author of
InnocenlS Abroad,6" we ran alone len minutes afLer we were born,---oniy
he had the misfortune to gel tangled up in his long clothes , while we,
being the child of the New Woman and the New Man, (comparatively
new I mean, not of the "bloomer"'(j(j yet, but considerably outside ortho
dox traditions) we were never swaddled in long clothes, but kicked freely
and heallhily from the beginning. I spoke Wilh levity, but if we had
dubbed ourselves the Kicking Society, i n all seriousness it would not have
been amiss. The first act of our life was to kick ag-dinst an unjust decree
of our parents, and we have unflinchingly slood for the kicking plinciple
ever since. Now, if the word kicking is in bad repute with you, substitute
non-submission, insubordination , rebellion, revolt, revolution, whatever
6g. See pp. 87�)o. Smln;e: The Ri1H'i J .�, 1.3, J.4 (0<;1. �o and No\,. �O, 1 8�)!"J,JaJ\. 1 896).
64. Whal Renan actually says is Ihal, for the philosophic mind, there are only three his
tories of primary interest Greek, Jewish, and Roman ( I I ) . De C1eyre is adding the Lldies
Liberal League to this list.
65. Mark Twain. who was on the fringes. at least. of freethought. both as an admiring
reader of such ·'infidcls� as Roberl lngersoll and as a writer ofjoking accounts of Bible sto
ries and satires on Christianity, missionaries, and imperialism.
66. Baggy predecessor of modern pants for women, associated with feminist dress
refonn in de Cleyre's day and named for the woman who did most 10 popu1ari�,e it, Amelia

Jenks Bloomer ( 1 8 18-1 8�11) .
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name you please which expresses non-acquiescence to injustice. We have
done this because we love IiberlY and hate aUlhority, and the sentiment
is bound to find vent somehow, "as the sap climbs upward to the flower,"
to make use of an illustration from Kropotkine.
How then, some stmnger will inquire, does it happen that you, stand
ing for so bold a principle, have such an-innocuous name,-Ladies' Lib
erdl League? Sirs, though our parents were reformers, men and women
grown grdy in a good cause, we beg you t.o remember that they are grdY,
and to look leniemly on their foibles. We are the child of the Friendship
Liberal League. and that worthy society. grand and courageous as it has
been and still is, and no one enjoys paying so deserved a tribute better
than I, has yet approached that mellowness of age when i t has a tendency
to smoothness and respectability. Respectability is a sort of secular saint
to be considered in the matter of baptisms, and "Ladies" is a vel)'
respectable word. Besides our dear parents, as is often the case with par
ents, conceived us quite othenvise, than as we turned out to be. They had
an idea of forming a sort of machine wherethrough the working force of
the women of the Friendship League could be brought to bear upon the
Liberal Hall Association plan; in other words we were to be a Ladies Aid,
after the model of the church,6j and make money after the manner of
women, by fairs, sociables, picnics, excursions, et cetera. We were to
smile men into ticket-buying, and shame them int.o candy purchase, and
wheedle them into ice-cream. I presume that bedquilts done up gor
geously with silks and ramed at ten cents a ticket may have been distantly
in view. I could not say authoritatively; I did not join the society until
after the girls had decided they were born for other purposes. How came
it about? Well, the trouble lay right here: our parents assumed that the
child was \vise enough to earn the money. the best way it could, but not
\\�se enough to control it after it WdS earned; the child thought other
\vise. In that difference of opinion rebellion began, and continued till a
complete separdtion took place, and the L. L. L. set up in business for
itself.
It's a long way off now, but some of us still remember with pleasure
the quiet Monday evening gatherings at the home of our secreta'1',
where we used to meet and pass a cosy, neslled up time, gelling to under
stand ourselves. Time has weeded us out a little: three of us, one young,
one old, one middle-aged. have gone to shadow. Two of them had secuG7. A damningjoke on tIn; mall; frn;thinkers of the Friendship Liber;11 League. ac!;us
ing them of laking their nellH;�i� 11u; chun:h a� a model for the In;alnU;1l1 of women.
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lar funerals,m� a matter which might not have been easy to manage but
for the friendships formed and prolonged through and by the L. L. L.
(So we hold it out to you as an inducement, if any of you are thinking of
dyingo Come into the fold in order that you may go out of it as a true
rebel.) You may take that as ajoke, but it is really a very selious matter.
And no one knows till he gelS to be a freethinker and starts 10 die, or
some of his freethought friends do, what a difficult thing it is for a piece
of cold human clay to escape the clutch of the ChUlTho "Are you there,
my fri�nd", says she a�jlls'-ing her spectacles 10 Take a good survey of you:
"Aha! now I have you at last! Your obstreperous mouth is closed, and I
shall damn you at ease-with the fairest set of lies my agent69 can set
fonh. Oh, you all come 10 me in [he end." And donOt we though! Are we
not made mock of i n the very clods? Our whole lives belied? Our works
gainsaid?
Well, as I said, some have gone to the shadow; some concluding that
the trend of the more active spirits was too radical, have withdrawn.
Blessings go with them! We were sorry to part with them, we wish they
could have gone with us; but we couldn't halt. We remember them as
comrades; and when the evening tirelight throws its gleams on the wall,
and the pictures ohhe old quiet days before we dabbled in public-mix
ing matters flash in the illuminated rosy shadow, their faces are still
there. Some are dead, some left behind, and some gone, not of their will
but of the bitter Will oro-God or the Devil or whatever other cursed
tyrant it is who separates people who do not want to be separated, that
says to a man " 'Go thou', and he goeth."70 This is the worst of partings.
When a friend goes LO death, we know that it is well,-with him at
least; when he says, "I don't like your road; 1 like the other way better"
we may disagree with him, but we know that he is satisfying himself,
doing as we would choose to do under similar conditions; but when a
friend extends his hand and says, "Good-bye; I don't know when I'll see
you again. I've tramped the city over for ajob, but it's no use"; or when
one night he sits particularly quiet and you don't know quite what ails
68. SiJ1(;� religious fun�l,\l <':�I'�llloni�s W(T� Lhe norlll, fl'�dhinkeni lllighL noL lle<.:�s
s'll"il)' be blll'ied acconlin/{ 10 lh�il' wishes.
6�J. The officiaLing pri�SL, Illinisl�r, etc
70. A strange dlOice of bihlical allusions for a desniption of death, pedlaps intended
ironically, In Matthew 8 and Luke 7, a Roman centurion approachesjesus and asks that his
palsied servant be healed. I-Ie says he is unworthy to ha\'ejesus enter his house but knows,
as a man in a chain of authority, that a simple command will suffice: "speak the \\'ord only,
and my sen'ant shall be healed. For I am a man under authority, having soldiers under me:
and I say to this [man], Go, and he goeth; and to another, Come, and he cometh; and to
my servant, Do this, and he doeth [itl."jesus praises his exemplary faith (Matt. 8:8-13).
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him, and don't want [to ask] for fear of offending, and the next night
and the next and the next, a stranger sits in his chair, and he never
comes again, and you know in your unwilling heart that he is lost in the
eddy of the black night, that stnl.in eyes as you will you will never see
aught of him again but a wavering fading shape melting away i n the
unresting mist, then, then you feel l i ke taking down the Fathers of the
Church71 and learning how to curse systematically!
Dead, and deserted, and gone; but there are many of the old faces yet,
and we feel as stout-hearted as we ever did, and now and then some new
ones come in to help u s. Not many-we wish we were more; bUl "valu
able articles are done up in small packages", and I am sure the origina
tor of that clever saying must have had his prophetic eye on the L. L. L.
when he said it. These additions came about, principally. at the time we
joined our fortunes in part with those of the Radical Library, an institu
tion somewhat older in years and good works than ourselves. founded
for the purpose of supplying a defect in our public libraries by furnish
ing radical works upon all subjects at a slight expense to readers, and
being open at an hour when working men may avail themselves of it.
At this time we took upon ourselves the onerous dULy of paying rent,
which is, was, and ever shall be an everlasti ng, unmitigated curse, and
assuming a slightly more public character, though still retaining the
purely social form. It was in the room then occupied that the ques tion of
rising fi nances first became urgent In the beginning it had been m ostly
income and no outgo. The rent paying altered the situation, as did like
wise the panic72 which amicted us in common with the poor fellows
whom Ward McAllister73 te lls us were cut down from $ 1 5,000 to $ 1 0,000
a year. and cut most of us down to below zero. Our dues were only five
cents a week and most of them not paid. The outlook was dubious, sky
hea,�ly mottled and no light visible.
Just he re appeared the stroke of genius in th e shaping afOUl" destiny.
There were two members of the society, (out of respect to whose mod
esty I forbear to mention the names, but if anybody guesses I won't say
7 1 . The <.:h11n:h fathers, i.e., the early ChrisLian theologians. [n Iypi<.:a[ fr�ethink�rs'
slyk, de Ckyre suggesL� one mighL lake Lheil· old books down fnll]] Lhe shelf Lo l·ead-bllL
only in order to karn how Lo curse beLIer.
7"-'-. The finallcia[ Panic of 1R93 during Grover Cleveland's adminisLration. NOle hel·
later reference to the panic as having been "engineer[edl .�
73. Ward l\kAllister ( 1 827-1895), wealthy socialite and freelance journalist who fash
ioned a sort of profession out of upper<lass snobbery. De Cleyre refers sarcastically to his
writing on the woes of the superrich reduced to a meager len thOllS<1nd dollars a year dur
ing the Panic. Dc Clcyre did well to earn six hundred dollars a rear, her income for Igoo
(Avrich, AA 1 "-'-3-24).
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no) who proposed to wring success from despair, by doubling, nay
tripling, the expenses, and opening a public lecture course. There were
those orus who shrugged the shoulders as who should say, "I don't wish
to be answerable for the consequences." I was one of them. But the dar
ing lwo, who probably couldn't have paid a demand note for $ 1 .00
between them at the time, so deeply had (he iron of the engineers of the
panic been driven home, these daring two wenL ahead; and to the saving
grace of daring must be attributed our salvation at this critical j un c ture
The thing went! A good imelleCLUal l.real. was offered 1.0 r.he public, and
the public partook freely and didn't grumble about paying for it. And
such has been our experience all the time; whenever we have done our
selves justice in the matter of good speakers the audience has been will
ing to testify to its appreciation
Let us right here get an understanding of the principles which gov
erned the making up of these programs, in fact our existence as a Liberal
League. We know that there is forbidden fruit waiting to be gathered, the
fruit of the tree of knowledge, and we propose to put up a step-ladder
before every get-at-able apple and help ourselves and others to it. We do
1. 11y locke d
this by means of the h"ee platform Questions of science, uSl4
within the wails of colleges and only 10 be approached through tuition fees
and expensive books, and that with due reverence and non-questioning
belief: have been here presented, by sci en tific men and women who were
willing to break the trust and divulge the secrelS of science without money
or price; and afterward they have been discussed by the layman.
I don't mean to say that these discussions have been altogether with
out their am using and even objectionable features. Many wiil no doubt
be able to recall instances of that sort, when the layman has made rather
a mess of science, and spoken somewhat Lo the confusion of the scientist
and the ladies. But what of that? When we adopted the principle of lib
erty we accepted all that went with iL. We realized that the fool has as
good a right to his opinion as the wise man, and that only through the
expression of opinion can the wise man be discerned from the fool, or
the one capable of re ceivi ng enlightenment receive it.
Among our scientHic lecturers has been Or. M. V. Ball of the Eastern
Penitentiary, who is at present becoming noted as the opponent of the
scientific Presbyterianism of "that learned donkey Lombroso, "i4 as
.

.

.

74. Cesare Lombroso ( 1 835-19°9). author of influential pseudoscientinc proofs that
criminal tendencies are inherited. "Sdentific Presbyterianism- refers to the Calvinist/Pres
bytcrian doclrinc that an individual's s..1lvation or damnation is prcdcstincd. Dc Clcyrc
belicvcd incquality, not hcrcdity, produccs crimc.
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Alexander Berkman styles the celebrated Italian expounder of criminal
anthropology. Or. Ball has spoken a word before us for the criminals,
those voiceless children of the SacrifiCe. whom Society first creates, then
damns. Dr. Frances Emily White of the Woman's Medical Col1ege, has
spoken likewise a word for "humanity's eternal priestess", the pl'Ostitute,
another social sufferer. Prof. E. O. Cope,i5 the world's great paleontolo
gist, together with others of perhaps less distinction but not necessarily
less worthy of a hearing, have addl'essed us.
We have given a good ponion of our time 10 the discussion of eco
nomic questions. which LOgether with the sex question seem LO be of the
greatest interest to our attendance. The advocates of Co-operation, Pop
ulism, Proportional Representation, Single Tax, Prohibition, Woman
Sutlrage, Free Money. Socialism. Anarchism, Anarchist-Communism,
and Revolution all had a hearing. (And we are anxious to give it to them
ag'<l.in any time a good speaker is forthcoming.) We have listened to Doc
tor Metzler on socialism, Messrs. Hetzel and Stevens on the Single Tax,
Mr. Kitson on Free Money, all noted authors, with numerous other
speakers, including the well-beloved Chas. W. Mowbray, the jolly com
rade with the great head and greater hearl. We had the honor indeed of
introducing him to Philadelphia, though we had not the honor of his
subsequent arrest under our auspices. This arrest by the way, which
occurred between Christmas and New Years last year, had the eHect of
increasing our audience by a number or ambiguous personages, of large
girth, somewhat casklike in shape, big around the middle and pointy
towards top and bottom.7fi It is unfortunate to be built that way, because
there seems LO be some son or secret affiliation be[ween these human
casks and a very mal-odorous occupation. Whenever we see one particu
larly round and vicious and sleepy-looking, who gazes at the big gold ring
on his little finger when Prof. Cope is talking about the Tertiary and
Qual'ternary [sic] epoch as if he wished it were Aladdin's and would
transport him by wishing to a good beer saloon, we don't exactly know,
you know, but we strongly suspect what he is there for.
Of course this class of person is very unpromising; still, as St. Paul says,
"Faith, hope and Chari[y, and the greatest of these is Charity." These
people may have somewhere down in the immense fog-bank of their
understandings, a feebly fluneling thing that tries to beat ils unused
75. See the discussion of�The Gates of Freedom" (chap. 3).
76. Police detecti\·es. r-.Io\\,bray, an editor of the Rebel, ",as a militant, revolutionary
British anarchist lccwring in thc Unitcd StalCS, arrcstcd lor scdition and incitcmcnt to riot
at a mccting ofthc LLL in I 894,just aftcr his spccch. Dc C1cyrc organizcd a defense fund
and got him out ofjail (Avrich, AA 103).
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\\�ngs towards the lighL. The chances are it will be smothered;-but we'll
do our best to give this weak little subconscious ego a square show. We
will do our best to make these important issues interesting and instruc�
live to the detectives and police of Philadelphia, and we sincerely hope
that they may eventually be able to learn something.
We have again not been unmindful of the faCl that there are ethical
and mordl and educational questions pressing for consideration. We
were determined to run into no rut, to become no petty pmpagandist
"group"ii with bur. one idea to hawk, in and out. of season, to confine
ourselves to no particular class of sul�ects; we said: "Some people haven't
settled their account with God yet-let us let them tell us why; some peo
ple feel the need of a reconstruction of the principles of religion imo an
ethical system, and believe that the proper understanding of these prin
ciples will give a better nucleus [or the concentration of the efforts of
life, than he who is cast adrift without such can command. In some this
reconstruction has taken the form of theosophy,7ij in others unitarian
ism,79 in others spiritualism,8o in others WhiLInanism. 8 1 As to Unitarian
ism we have been addressed by the Rev. W. I. Nichols, a most courteous
and delightful speaker, from whom we learned that Unilarianism means
essemially (he development of the individual, no bars being placed on
his unfoldment-precisely what most of us are aiming aL. And indeed
the large tolerance of this Unitarian, with its sweet reverence for the indi
vidual's right, might serve as a gelllie lesson to our intolerant ones, who
want to scream God out of heaven, forgetting that he is not there but in
the human heart-the heart which bleeds bitterly for its idols. As to
Theosophy we have been favored by speakers from England, by Dr.
Charlotte Abbey, ij� by that stern thinker and exquisite poet, Wayland
Smith; while as to Whitmanism we have been instructed by that ardent

77. The ueg;.,tive terms here are "group" aud "hawk," uot "propagandist"; "propa
ganda" lacked the negative (onno!ations it has llO\\'.
78. �·I}'sti(al, qll;l.�i-rdigiolls movement as.�o6ated with interests in the occu11 and
supernatural and a commitment to uni\'ersal brotherhood.
79. A form of Protestantism that became a breeding grollnd for American transcen
dentalism, which celebrated the soul's divinity.
80. A popular ninctccnth-ccllIUI,' movcment involving attempts to communicate with
the dcad (manifestcd in spirit-rappings, floating tables, ctc.), and in many cascs a belief in
intuitively perccivcd ··spiritual aflinities" supcrior to legal marriage (Scars 7--<) .
8 I . A Illildly (at ka.�l) salirical t<.:rlll. Allhough anarchisL� g<.:nnally admi red Walt Whit

man's cdd)I,ltions of th<.: �body electric," (k Clcyn: and Goldman jok<.:d ahout thos<.: who
mack him a n:lib>ion.
8:.!. Au!llor of IVall W1lilman s UTHungSQngs ( 1 898) .
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exponent and disciple, Thomas HarnedR3 and right loyally has he spo
ken for his teacher.
Upon the strangely obscure but terribly important question of the
education of children we have been more than interested by that good
and gentle woman, Constance McKenzie, Superintendent of the kinder
garten of Philadelphia, and not less so by that equally good though not
so pleasantly employed lady, Mary O'Reilly,84 factory inspector, under
whose pitying eye the sorrows of enslaved childhood are daily revealed.
Finally the sex quesr.ion, more inr.ensely impon.3nr to us r.han any
other, because of the interdict which generally rests upon it, because of
its immediate bearing upon daily life, because of the stupendous mysteIJ'
of it and the awful consequences of ignorance of it. We have considered
the relative positions of the sexes, biologically, ethnologically, histori
cally, economically, politically,-if there is a way we haven't considered
them we would like to know it; it would make a good evening. Among
the speakers on this all absorbing topic was the brilliant halfbreed, Hon
ore J. Jaxon, one of the leaders of tlle Riel uprising in 1887, [or whose
head the British government wants to pay $ 1 0,000.8[> He told us how the
much belied aboribrinal woman lived in her aboriginal conditions, in
relation to lover and husband as well as in other matters. It isn't alto
gether satisfactory, but it has the advantage over the whites' system, in
that the squaw can at any time she pleases, tap the drum and say to the
council, "I here give away B1acktail to whoever wants him." We whites are
expected to fee a lawyer first.
The noted woman lawyer, Mrs. Kilgore/H'; has given us of her elo
quence; the bright little journalist, Mrs. Symonds, the strong though
quiet Henrietta Westbrook;8i the scholarly Miss Craddock, who has
made deep researches into ancient symbolism, believes in the possibility
of marriage between spirits and mortals, and has been denied a platform
83. A litt:rary t:xt:(lltor for \Vhitman; a \Vhitman colleClion at tht: Libmry of Congn:ss
hears his name.
84. Socialist labor advocate, later active as a publicist for unions in the 1910 Chicago
garment workers' strike (Buh]).
85. De Cleyre's anarchist friend Jaxon. a Canadian Metis (here rendered as "half
breed;' not necessarily disrespectful in their day), participant in the Metis rebellion led by
Louis Riel.
86. Carrie Sylvester Burnham Kilgore ( 1 838-1909), first woman graduate of the Uni
n;n.ily of Pennsyll'ania Llw S<:hool. After fierce slruggles. she was admitted to mort; and

rnore courtrooms, including the U.S. Suprerne ('..ourt in 1890 (Parker) .
87. AUlhor of nll� Aclm·:� Child: A Slud)' oj HP.n!dil)' 01" An/i-·/w/nl Injl/Umr:e.� ( 1 900); de
,
Clcyn:·s uppunent in the debate un whether �They Whu Man), ' du wdl ur ill.
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by every thin-shelled liberal society in the city, because she thinks that
can happen now which every ex-Christian freethinker once devoutly
believed did happen nineteen hundred years ago!H8 Observe how little
they are really changed, since they are now as ready to perseCllte belief as
once they were to persecute unbelief.
And there have been others and others and others, after all which oth
ers, (enough to make it modest) myself, who always go in as filling, when
no one else is available, which is what I am doing at pl"eSent, please your
worships. I truST. some well-disposed person will now say something
agreeable about lhe filling of the goose being the best pan.
Of course we have put fonvard all these questions because we, as a
society, do stand for equality, without which there is no liberty. Like oth
ers our idea of equality is more or less misty; that is, it is a vast principle
seen indistinctly in the twilight of dawning perception, whose outlines
\\�11 become sha'llly defined bit by bit in the noon-day of experience
only. Nevertheless it serves us as a guide, It goes without saying that had
we been without this guide we should not have been so impartial. From
the orthodox, in or out of an ism, you may expect to hear but one side;
h'om us you have a right to expect all sides. So we begged the reacLion
iSLS to come; and they came in the person of Prof. Cope and [he witty lit
terateur, Ralph Raleigh, who hankers deeply after the woman of King
Solomon's ideal, who looked well after the household and didn' 1 mix
into her husbands club-house aflairs, who LOok what he "provided for
her" and made the most of it. who sat near him when he made speeches
and wiped her eyes with tearful pride when the audience applauded
him, and LOok him home aftenvard and put him LO bed with a warm
toddy, and kept the children quiet so he could sleep, and brought the
paper to him so he could read about himself when he woke up, and said
"Yes, my dear," when he exclaimed "This reporter is a beast," and "No,
my dear," when he declared that "no true woman would evel" mix in pub
lic matters," and that and thal. Mr. Raleigh longs for the good old days,
and the ease and restful quiet of the woman who didn't know anytlling
and didn't want anything. Blessed woman! She got precisely what she
wanted.
Then Prof. Cope upset our whole keule of fish by telling us that our
bones weren't ohhe right sort for progress to get inside of them. That's
88. Immaculate eOlH;cption. This is probably Ida Craddock, a sex refOl-TIler hounded
hy AnLhony Comstock, author of the notorious obscenity laws opposed hy sex radicals.
"Repeatedly arrested . . . for sm;h pamphlcL� as 'The \Vedding Night' alld 'Right Marilal
Living,' n �he (';olTlllliuo:u �uiciuc; in 190� mtllCl" tllan return to pl-i�on ($cal>. �6o:).
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bad; that's very bad. Most women can get all around a man in the matLer
of fixing their skills and eyes and teeth and hair; but bones-bones now
are a hard matter to fix. It'sjust possible though that, because that is the
one thing we don't know how to do yet, the men, who don't know how
to make one hair look like ten or put a sparkle in a dull eye, or call1line
on a shriveled lip the men may have invented the superior advantages of
their bones for spite At any rate we are not convinced, which is perhaps
the I"eason we have bome it so complacently.
Again we have been smillen in the hOllse of our friends, when we least
expected it. It's hard to have smiled and smiled and wagged our heads in
satisfaction while compliments were being showered on us, only to find
in the end that we have been uicked into listening to a humiliating accu
sation. I t has an elfect so distressingly like those stories that begin so
charmingly in a quaint little log-cabin in the West, picturesquely embow
ered in sunflowers and com, and wind up with Warner's Log Cabin
Remedies, $1 .2S a bottle! It is aggravating to a degree to hear a person
suavely tell us he is the "friend of woman," that every right he has she
oughtlo have, that he hails the bicycle and bloomer withjoy,-and then
turn and bow and say, "But then, Madam Chairman, a woman ahvays has
been, is, and ever shall be (wo or three degrees behind-Me. There are
no sudden breaks in evolution; if woman should really advance abreast
of men it would overthrow our entire modernized conception of biol
ogy, in fact, our entire cosmogony, which is manifestly absurd, I am per
fectly willing that women should do whatever they wish, but they will
never be able to do anything as well as men. They are hopelessly, irre
deemably, everlastingly mediocre." This, I say, is painful. But we have
borne with this sort of person too. Are we not liberal?
One more item of history and I proceed to the prophecy. I refer to the
recognition, by an annual commemoration, of the life and services of
Mal), Wollslonecraft, the great pioneer of the woman's equality move
ment among English speaking people. It is to the discredit of our free
thinking world that while they have set apart a day to recognize the ser
vices of Thos. Paine, the friend of Mal)' Wollstonecratt, they have not
thought of giving to this, or any other woman, such recognition. It shows
that their pretended equality belief is largely on their lips alone. In this
little society we are endeavoring to right that wrong, and to place an illus
trious woman's name in the forefront, in its old companionship.
What do we intend to do in the future? Why to ker-p onlTo give every
creature ,,�th a grievance a chance to air it. If there were a poor knock
kneed, spavined, groaning old ovenvorked dray-horse in all Philadelphia
.
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that could talk, we'd have him here to tell us about il. And right sorry I
am that such cannot speak! If there is a woman or man in all this coun
try that has a proposition to better things, and can make it intelligible, let
him come! If there is a subject tabooed on every other plalfonn as dan
gerous, let it \\Talk up.
Strangers, come, give us your hands; be one of us; read our books, or
rather the books of the Radical Library;-the tax is small and the g'din
great. You will find poets, histol"ians, novelists, economists, back there, a
gloriolls company. Go make their acquaintance.
To the L. L. L. you may be admilled wilhout money or price. Give
what you are able and disposed; we have no dues. We open our doors,
our hands, our hearts to you, and (0 the future.
Strange feet are coming down the pathway of the dawn; fliuing shad
ows cross the earl)' streaks o[ light. An east wind is blowing. The weather
\\�se say that it brings stonn. Perhaps. Heavy mutLerings have for some
time been heard. Let us then, who are [or liberty, form here a circle of
comradeship that no storm can break.
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The Case of Woman v s . Orthodoxy89
1896

"] will greatly multiply thy sorrow and lhy conception; in sorrow shalt
thou bring forth children, and lhy desire shall be unto lhy husband. and
he shall rule over thee."90 Thus descended the anathema from the voice
which thundered upon Sinai; and thus has the curse gone echoing from
away back there in the misty darkness before the morning of his LOry rose
upon men. Sorrow, sorrow, sorrow-and oh! how many million voices
wail, wail endlessly. "Sorrow is my ponion and pain is my burden; for so

it was decreed of the Lord God, the Lord God who ruleth and whose
creature am I. But oh, the burden is heavy, vel)' heavy. I have been
patient; I have borne it long; 1 have not complained; I have not rebelled;
if J have wept, it has been at night and alone; if I have slum bled, I have
gone on the faster. When I have lain down in the desert and closed m)'
eyes and known no more, I have rebuked myself. I have remembered my
mother, and been patient and waited, waited. But the waiting is vel)'
long."9 1
This is the cry orthe woman heard in the night or the long ages; ghost
forms tlitting through the abyss, ghost-hands wrung in the ancient dark
ness come close and are laid upon the living, and the mournful cadence
is reintoned from the dead by the quick,9" and the mournful, hopeless
superstition which bound the hearts and the souls of our foremothers,
lengthens out [its] weary chain and binds us, too. Why it should be so,
why it has done so [or so long, is one of the mysteries which a sage of the
future may solve, but not I. I can see no reason, absolutely none, why
women have clung to the doom of the gods. I cannot understand why
they have not rebelled. I cannot imagine what Lhey evel" hoped to gain by
89. See pp. 1 O �-5. Source: Boslull hlveSligllluI"66.�4 (Sept. 18, 1896): 1-3. Annie L"lll
rie Gaylor points out that Easter was apparently the occasion or this lcclllre on woman·s
subordinate place in Christian orthodoxy (361' ) .
90.

Gen. 3: 1 6 (see chapta :{ on f<;lllillist analyses of this passage in de Ckp·e's day) .
9 1 . Not a (JllOlation, but an imagined monologue ullned hy millions of 1I"01l1en.
9". The living.
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it, that they should have watered their footsteps \\�th tears, and borne
their position with such abnegation. It is true that we are often offered
explanations, and much force may be in them, but these explanations
may serve only to account for the position. They do not account for
woman's centurian93 acceptance of, and resignation to, it. Women are,
we know, crealUres of their environments, the same as are men; and they
react on their environment i n proportion to their capacities.
""e know that women are not now, and, with some few tribal excep
tions, probably never were, as st.rong as men are physically. Bill why in
common sense sorrow should therefore be their lot, and their husbands
should rule over them, and why they should uncomplainingly accept this
regime, is one of the, to me, incomprehensible phenomena of human
history. Men, enslaved, have, to speak expressively, "kicked"-kicked vig
orously, even when the kicking brought to them heavier chains; but we
have never, till very recently, had anything like a revolt of women. They
have bowed, and knelt and kissed the hand which smote them. Why?
Notwithstanding all of its pretensions to be the uplifter and the glorifier
of women, there never has been, there never will be, anything for them
in orthodoxy but slavery. And whether thaL slavery be of the sordid,
gloomy, leaden, work-a-day sort or of the gilded toy-shop variery,
whether it be the hard toil and burden of workwomen or the canary-bird
style of the upper classes, who neither toil nor spin, the undertone and
the overtone are still the same: "Be in subjection; for such is the Lord's
will." In order to maintain this ideal of the relation of master and of sub
ject between men and women, a different method of education, a differ
ent code of morals and a different sphere of exertion were mapped out
for women, because of their sex, without reference to individual
qualifications. As a horse is designed to draw wheels because it is a horse,
so have women been allotted certain tasks, mosLly menial, because they
al"e women. The majority of men actually hold to that analogy, and with
out in the least believing themselves tyrannical or meddlesome, con
ceived themselves to be justified in making a tremendous row if the
horse auempted to get over the traces.
That splendid old veteran of FreeLhouglH, George Jacob Holyoake,94
in a recent article, one of a series now running in the Open Court, has
pertinently observed that the declararion that thought is by its very
93.

C<.:nllll)"-long.
G·<.:org<.: .Jacoh Holroak<.: ( 1 8 1 7-1 !l(6), English s<.:cularisl, l<.:adCl- in LIl<.: co-op lllOVC·
lll<.:nt, 1,lst pcrsun illlpri�oncd und<':l- Briti�ll bla�ph<.:ln)' laws ("Holroak<.:").
94.
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essence free is an error, because as long as speech, which is the necessary
tool of thouglu, is not free, the intellect is as much hampered in its dron
to think as a shoemaker without tools is in attempting to make a pair of
shoes. By this same method, viz., the denial of the means of altering it,
was the position of woman maintained, by subordinating her physical
development (0 what was called delicacy, which ought to have been called
by its proper name, weakness, by inculcating a scheme of morals which
made obedience the first virtue, suppression of the will in deference to
her husband (or father, or brother, or, failing these, her nearest male
relative) the first deduction therefrom, by a plan of education which
omitted all of those branches of knowledge which require the applica
tion of reason and ofjudgment, by all of these deprivals of the (Ools of
thinking the sphere was circumscribed and guarded well. And by the
penalties inflicted for the breaking through of these prescriptions,
whether said penalties were legal or purely social and voluntary, the little
spirit which was left in woman by these limitations was almost hopelessly
broken. It is apparent, therefore, that if in all these ages of submission
women have hopelessly accepted that destiny, if uley have never tried to
break these forbidding barrie."s, they will not do so now, with all of their
added centuries of inheritance, unless the relentless iron of circum
stances drives them across. (Later, it will be my endeavor to show that
this iron is already pressing down).
It may not be flattering to have this conviction thrust upon us; but it
may be less disagreeable ifl explain what I mean. In fanner times, when
people trod upon the toes of gods eveIJ' time they turned about, moral
ideals and social ideals were looked upon as things in themselves
descended from on high, the gift of the gods, Divine patterns laid down
\\�thout reference to climate, to race, to social development, or to other
malelial things, mallei'S of the soul ,\�thout relation to bodily require
ments. But now that gods speaking the tongues of men have vanished
like vapors at sunrise, it is necessary, since it is e,�dent that mordlity of
some sort exists everywhere out of very different sorts under different
conditions, to find some explanation of these psychic phenomena cor
related with the explanation of physical phenomena. For souls are no
longer perceived as monarchs of [bodies] laying down all manner oflaws
for the bringing into su�jection of the physical members, bm rather
soul, or mind, or whatever name may be given to the psychological
aspect of the bundle called an ego, is one with the body, subject to
growth, to expansion and to decay, adapting itself seasonably to time and
to circumstances, modified always by material conditions, intimately con-
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nected with the stomach, indissolubly related to the weather, to the
crops, and to all other baldly commonplace things. In contemplating
this revised version of the soul one will, according to the bent of one's
nature, reg-drd this view as a descent from spiritual height, rendering
things coarse and gross, or, on the other hand, he will see all things
clothed in the glory of superb equality, he will not say: "I am sunken to
the indignity of a cabbage," but "this common plant is my brother and,
the brother of things greater than I, serving equally well his part; there is
no more or Less, .n/utiler or greater; I .ife is common TO us all."
Now, therefore, upon this basis, the basis of the perpetual relation
between physical foundations and ethical superstructure, it is seen that if
this be an acting principle now, so it has ever been, and will be as long as
mind and matter constitute reality. Hence the ethics said to have been
delivered by Jehovah upon Sinai was truly the expression of social ideas
compatible with the existing physical conditions. Not less so the ethics of
bees, of ants, or birds, and of the Fiji Islanders; and not less so the ethics
of to-day, which, despite the presen'ation of the outward shell of the
decalogue, are indeed vastly changed.
The conclusion to be drawn from the fo,"ego i ng in rega,"d to the sta
tus of woman is this:-Material conditions determine the social rela
tions of men and women; and if material conditions are such as to make
these relations impossible of maintenance, they will be compelled to
assume others. This is the explanation of the expression, "driven across
the barriers." What no amount of unseasonable preaching can accom
plish material necessity will force even in the face of sermons to the con
traly. Not that I undervalue the service of the advance guard, the
preaching of new thought. On the contrary, the first and best praise is
due to the "voice crying in the wilderness." And I say that such a voice is
the first faint vibration of the world-soul in response to the unease of
world-body created by the shi fti ng of conditions, whether it so pm
claims or not, whether it cries wisely or not. I say that those who call for
the breaking of the baniers will always precede the general action of the
masses; bm I add that were it not for the compulsion of material neces
sity the preaching would be barren. What I wish to express in order to
illustrate my point clearly is, first, that the orthodox view of the ethics of
woman's relations and her social usefulness was a view c omp a tibl e with
a tribal organization, narrow geographical limits, th e rei gn of muscular
force, the necessity of rapid reproduction; second, that those condi
tions have given place to others demanding an uuerly different human
translation.
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Before the invention of the means of transportation, when, according
to the sLOry, it took forty years for the Israelites to explore a tract some
three hundred miles in length (though one may perhaps venture to
credit them with beLLer time than they credit themselves with ) , when, at
any rate, a high mountain was a serious obstacle and a good-sized river a
natural boundary for uibal wandelings, people were necessarily very
ignorant of the outside world. Within the limits valuable pasture and
farm lands were debatable gmunds, debaable
t
by different tribes, in
terms of hue and cry, of slungshot and arrows, and Qr.her such argu
ments. War was a constant condition, the chief occupation of men. Now
we who are evolutionists know that those tribes and species survived in
the world which obeyed the fundamental necessity of adaptation; and it
is easy to see that with a rapid rate of mortality and a non-correspondent
rate of increase a tribe must have rapidly gone to the wall. Any nation
which might have put its mothers up in battle would have been weeded
out simply because the part played by the mother in reproduction
requires so much longer a period than that played by the father. To pm
duce warriors-that was the chief purpose of a woman's existence! Noth
ing in herself, she became everything when regarded as the ."ace pre
server. Therein lay her great usefulness; and in reading the sometimes
nauseating accounts of the behavior ofwomen in ancienl limes in .J udah,
the phase of human development in its entirety should be borne in
mind. The mothers of Isaac and of Ishmael, Tamar, the daughter-in-law
ofJudah, the daughters of Lot, should never he viewed from the stand
point of nineteenth century morals, but from that of the tribal organiza
tion and the tribal necessities, which forced upon them the standard of
"Multiply and replenish the earth"95 as the highest possible conception
of conduct.
Yet, singular to observe, co-existent with this very ideal and with the
very polygamous p."actices of the pat."iarchs, are found ."ecords of the
most horrible punishments inflicted upon women for the breaking of
the seventh commandment. A5 may be seen in the story of Tamar and
Judah, the punishme11l to be inflicted upon her was burning alive,
though nothing is said of Judah's. The Talmud has many accounts of
tests by "the bitler water" for women, while men were subjected to noth
ing more than a fine. ( ] Biuer water was simply poisoned water; the
innocent were supposed not to be injured, the guihy to fall dead in the
9.',' TIl(: cOl1lmand gin;n to lll(; fir.�l l1lan and woman by God in Gen. I ::!8: "fk fruilful,
and multiply, and replenish the earlh, and �lllxllle it."
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markeLplace, exposed to the public g"aze) . Nevertheless, such was the
stringent necessity for rapid reproduClions [.�ic] that women defied dan
ger and instinctively continued to fulfill that race-purpose, though the
law of Moses, already codifying the conditions of peace (not as yet exis
tent) , recognized war and its accompaniments as transient, and giving
place to a stricter moral behavior.
As I said before, I do not perceive for the life of me what the women
saw in all of this for them; I don't see why they should have been inter
ested in the tribal welfare at all, or in the dreary business of bearing sons
for other women's sons to slay. But since the war-environment was the
one under which they were born and reared, since no other purpose for
them had ever been thought of, by either the dead or the living, it is not
surprising that they did not see matters at all as I do. Nowadays, that the
m<tiority of English and of French speaking peoples at least see that the
requisite ethics is the limitation ojpopulation wi thin the means of subsis
tence, these direct descendants of the Judaic ideal are subject rather to a
jest among the enlightened of their own race. Thus Zangwill,96 in the
"Children of the Ghetto,["] puts this speech in the mouth of one of the
Jewish grandmothers; "How is Fanny?" inquired the visitor. "Ah, poor
Pesach! He has never done well in business! But blessed be He. I am
soon to have my seventh grand-child." How fearfully potent is the force
of heredity may thus be seen, since to this day these women walk through
your streets, wan, faded, humped, distorted, hideous women-women
all bone and jaw and flabby flesh, grotesque shadows from the past, crea
tures once trim and beautiful, but whose beauty went long ago to fulfill
the order of the Lord of Sinai.
The primal division of labor is llms seen to have been one of sex. The
business of men was to fight, of women to produce fighters. To men were
the arts of war; to women were those of peace. Later in the time of
Solomon, when material conditions among the Jews had already altered,
we see the effect of the continuance of this division beyond the epoch
which created it. Already monadism [nomadism] has been abandoned;
and the settled mode of life has been begun. The conditions of war,
though still often maintaining, bore no comparison to former preva
lence; and the afol'eward warrior was hence frequently idle.97 Was it lhus
with woman? Oh, no,
96. Israd Zanbtwil1 ( I 864-1 �FG). alilhor of Childrell oj the Ghello: A Stud)' oj a Pew[ia/'
Peoj}e[ ( 1 89:!) ·
97. Like .�QlIle other st;lltences i n this essay, lhis Oilt; seems IInchar.tCtel-istit;al1y

�lrained and p<:dantic, perhap� a sign ofa heavy editorial hand.
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Men may come and men may go,
BUl she goes on forever9s
With her work.
Listen to this delectable account in Solomon, said to be the opinion
of King Lemuel concerning a truly blessed woman; behold how her
duties have gone on increasing. 'Tis the thirty-first chapter of Proverbs;
and let no one with an appl"eciation of the humorous miss it. It begins
ralher inconsequently wit.h something about. wine-drinking, and runs
imo the question at issue in the lemh verse; just why, no onc is able to
understand. It bears no relation to what has preceded it. Here it is:
"Who can find a virtuous woman? for her price is far above rubies."
(You'll be convinced of that belore you've done;-diamonds either.)
"The heart of her husband doth safely trust in her, so that he shall
have no need of spoil." (They don't generally need much of that if
Lemuel means the sort of "spoil" which most modern husbands get.)
"She will do him good and not evil all the days of her life." (That's in
general; what follows is specific.)
"She seeketh flax and wool and worketh willingly with her hands." (So
much for clothes; victuals now.)
"She is like the merchants' ships; she bringeth food from afa...." (Goes
where she can get it cheap, of course.)
["]She riseth also while it is night, and giveth meal to her houschold
and a portion to her maidens." (Careful that they should not overeat and
get sluggish. It is well to keep the girls tolerably hung'l' ifyou want them
up before daylight.)
"She considereth a field and buyeth it; with the fnlit of her hands she
planteth a vineyard." (Trades, too, see?)
"She girdeth her loins with strength and strengtheneth her anns."
(Nowadays she'd do that \\�th a bicycle99 instead of a plow.)
"She perceiveth that her merchandise is good; her candle goeth not
out by nighl." (That means that she works all night, too; for she wouldn't
burn candles for nothing, being economical.)
"She layeth her hands to the spindle, and her hands hold the distaff."
(The woman is all hands!)
98. Tennyso1l, �The Brook": �For men may cume and men may go, / Bul J go on for
t;"el "
9!J' Bicyding fur womt;1l was louted by feminisL� a.� physically and mentally liocraling
(Larr.lOCe).
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"She stretcheth out her hands to the poor; yea, she reacheth fOrLh her
hands La the needy." (Hands again!)
"She is not afraid of the snow for her household, for all her household
are clothed in scarleL." (How Mephistophelian the whole household
must have seemed.)
"She maketh herself coverings of tapestry; her clothing is silk and pur
ple." (The woman must have had forty days in a month and thirteen
months in a year.)
"Her hu.�fJand is known in the gate.� when he .�illelh among the eldm:� oj the
land." ( I thought that he'd be up somewhere about the gates! I thought
that he wouldn't be having much to do but sit with the elders! 1 thought
that he'd not be stopping about the house much ! )
"She maketh fine linen and sellelh it, and delivereth girdles unto the
merchant." (l should think that she might send him arollnd delivering.)
"Strength and honor are her clothing, and she shall rejoice i n time to
come." (There is certainly not much chance for her to rejoice in the time
which has already come.)
"She openeth her mouth with wisdom, and in her tongue is the law of
kindness." (Verily, I should have expected her to be shrewish.)
"She looketh well to the ways of her household, and eateth not the
bread of idleness." (This paragraph was unnecessary; we had reached
that conclusion before.)
"Her children arise up and call her blessed; her husband also, and he
praiseth her." (Well, in all conscience, 'tis as little as he could do; and he
ought to do it well, since there is a deal of fine rhetoric usually going
about among the elders and around the gates; and he has plenty or
leisure to "get onto it")
"Many daughters have done virtuously; but thou excellest them all."
("Sure. ")
"Favor is deceitful and beauty is vain; but a woman that feareth the
Lord, she shall be praised." (That is to console her for getting ugly with
all of that work.)
"Give her oJlheJruil oJhm' hands; and let her own works praise her in the
gates.'" Oh, thou who has bought and planted and reaped and sold, spun
and woven and girdled and clothed, risen and travelled and gathered
and given, borne all, done all, ordered all, saved all, we will "give thee of
the fruit or thy hands," and prate about it up at the gales! Verily, verily,
the woman is far above mbies.
But alas for Lemuel and for Solomon, conditions then were also muta
ble. And perhaps a friend of mine who has expressed herself upon this
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passage, is right in her judgment that, as men never exalt a thing until it
is bcginning to wanc and to vanish away, thereforc it must havc been that
this sort of woman was on the decrease before Solomon began to repeat
Lemuel. It does not lie within the scope of my lecture to trace the eco
nomic development which multiplied the diversion of labor, creating
classes having separate and confliCLing political intcrcsts, which will con
tinue to clash until the process has either, by being pushed to its extrem
ity, destroyed itself and reaccomplished independent production, or
umil some more correct polir.ical solution be found than any at prcsem
existing. What I wish 1O obselve is merely that up 1O the dawn of thc Rev
olutionary period this manifold splitting of humanity'S occupations did
not affect the primal division of the complcmclHary labors of the sexes.
Within the limits set by the original division, however, classes did arise.
Among women these classes were principally two; the ovenvorked
drudges of the poor, and the pampered daughters of wealth. Is it [It is]
not possible to say whose condition was the most lamentable. For to both
was still maintained by preacher, by teacher, by lawyer and by doctor the
old decree: "Thy husband shall rule over thee." Of the latter class there
were but few pl·evious to the Revolution. The rugged condition of pio
neer life in the New World affordcd small opportunity for the growth of
a purely pamsite class; that has arisen since. But in the Old World the
women of the landed aristocracy, as likewise those of the developing
mercantile class, constituted, though not a majority, yet a good percent
age of thc whole sex. So large a portion, in fact, that a whole stock of lit
erature, which might have been labelled, "The Gospel ofJesus specially
adapted 1O the use of socicty womcn," arose and flourished; prcachers
busied themselves with it; doctors wrote scores of verses on the preserva
tion of beauty and the delicacy of the lazy; rhetoricians frilled and furbe
lowed the human lay by way of exercising their art; lawyers rendered
learned opinions upon "lovely woman"-they all took theil· turn and
they all did her a bad turn. The entire science of life, as laid down in this
literature for these women, was to make husband-traps of themselves.
Thcir home training and their educational faciliries were in line there
with. Nothing solid, nothing 1O dcvelop or cvcn to awaken the logical fac
ulties, eve'l'thing to develop the petty and the frivolous. The art of dress
ing, the tricks of assumed modesty, the degradation of intellect by
continually curbing and straining it in 1O f'itlhe patterns or God and of his
servants-that the servants 5.:'l.id that is was God's pattern [sio--that the
seIY<l.nts said, that is, was God's pattem]-such was the feminine code.
About this timc (hcre arose the protest which conditions werc bound
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to force. It was all velJ' well for the dumb drudges and the well-fed toys;
but sociery has ever between its extremes a middle product which fits in
nowhere. This is recruited from both sides, but, at that time, mostly from
the upper classes being squeezed down into the ranks of the non-posses
sors. There were women, daughters of the formerly well-to-do, incapable
of the very laborious life of the lowly, unable to reascend to their fonner
superior position; upon these were forced the necessity of self-support.
Most of them regarded it as a hard and biLLer lot, and something to be
a<;hamed of Even lir.eramre, now considered a very fine source of sup
pon for women, was then a thing for a woman to keep still about if she
engaged in it. The proper thing to do was to lay hold of 011 [an] hon
orary sort of husband, support one's self and him, and pretend that he
did it. So disgraceful was social usefulness in woman! Such was the pre
mium on worthlessness!
Now, out of this class one who did not do the proper thing, one who
protested against the whole scheme arose,-the woman whose name
many now delight to honor as the author of the "Vindication of the
Rights of Woman,"-Mary Wollstonecraft. One of her biographers, Mrs
Pennel, s ales
t
that she was the first woman in England who openly fol
lowed literature as a means of livelihood. (It is worthy of note that Mr.
Jonson, 100 her employer, was one of the Freethinkers of the time, Paine's
printer, as well as Mary Wollstonecraft's.)
Nowadays the idea conveyed by the expression, "Women's Rights" is
the idea of casting a ballot. Then it meant the right to be treated as seri
ous beings having some faint claim to comprehension. The orthodox
code never had, never has, admitted, and never will admit, anything of
the kind until it is forced to do so. It is not surprising, therefore, to know
that this woman was not orthodox. She found out that if ever a woman
expected to have rights she must first pitch the teachings of the priests
overboard. And not only p liess, bUl their co-a�julors, men of the sci
entific "cloth" indeed,lol who see thal priestcraft is all wrong for them,
but all right for women-men who hunt scientificjustifications for keep
ing up the orthodox standard.
For a long time the seed sown by the author of the "Rights of Women"
[.�ic-Woman] lay on seemingly barren ground; and the great prophet of
t

100. Josepll Johnson, la(e-eighteeTllh<en(ur), publisher of sllch mdical writers as \\'011s(onecrafl, Paine, and \Villiam Blake.
1 0 1 . I.e., men CUl frolll (he same doth, a joke OIL Millen of Lhe dolh,� a cOlnmon (erm
for the clergy.
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the coming woman was, as usual, maligned, travestied, hissed and
hooted, save by the select few. The reason for this is now apparent. Con
ditions had not so far developed as to create a CUISS of women having
none to depend upon except themselves; there were only sporadic spec
imens here and there, thence the old traditions fortified by the ancient
possibilities remained firm. But now that the irresisrible tide of eco
nomic development is driving women out of the corner wherein they lay
drifted for so many thousand years, the case is different. And I, for one,
bless rhe hour when a sringing lash drove women fonh imo the indus
trial arena. I know that it is the habit of our labor reformers to bewail the
fact that men can no longer "support their wives and their daughters"; it
is held up as the chief iniquiry ofthe capitalist that he has broken up [he
poor man's family life; the "queen," poor tinsel queen, has been taken
from her realm, the home, into the factory. But while I credit the capi
talist with no beller motive than that of buying in the cheapest market, I
bless him from the crown of his head to the sole of his foot for this unin
tentioned good. This iron-shod heel has crushed the shell of "woman's
sphere"; L o� and the wings will grow-never fear, they will grow. No one
will accuse me of loving the hOlTors of modern society, no one \\�II sup
pose that I wam them to continue for one moment after the hour when
it is possible to be rid of them. I know all of the evils resultanL to woman
from the factory system; I would not prolong them. But I am glad that by
these velY horrors, these gigantic machines which give to me the night
mare with their jaws and teeth, these monstrous buildings bare and
many-windowed, stretching skyw"ard, brick, hard and loveless, which
daily swallow and spew out again thousands upon thousands of rrail lives,
each day a little frailer, weaker, more exhausted, these unhealthy, man
eating traps which I cannot see blotting the ground and the sky without
itching to tear down, by these very horrors women have learned La be
socially useful and economically independent-as much so as men are.
The basis of independence and of individuality is bread. As long as wives
take bread from husbands because they are not capable of gelling it in
any other way, so long will the decree obtain: "Thy desire shall be to thy
husband, and he shall rule over thee," so long will all talk about political
"rights" be empty vagaries, hopeless crying against the wind.
102. The doctrine that men and women had completely separate "spheres,- with
women's \.J.eing exdL Lsi, ely dOLneslic, was a linchpin of nineteenth-<;enlLlry gender
ideo[ob')'·
·
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There are those who contend that once the strain and the stress of
commercialism are over, women will resume their ancient position, "nat
ural," they call it, of child nurses and home-keepers, being ruled and
protected. I say, NO: the broken chain will never be re-forged. No more
"spheres," no more stops or lets or hindrances. I do not say that women
will not be nurses and home-keepers at all; but I do say that they will not
be such because they have to, because any priest so reads the ancient
law-because any social prejudice checks them and forces them into it
rather than allowing hill, free development of natural bent. I say that the
factory is laughing at the church; and the modern woman, who grasps
her own self-hood, is laughing at the priest. I say that the greater half of
the case ofOnhodoxy VJ. Woman is won-by woman; through pain, and
misery and sweat of brow and ache of hand, as all things worth winning
are won. I don't mean that nothing remains to be done; there is as much
in pursuing a victory as in winning it in the first place. But the citadel is
taken-the right of self-maintenance-and all else must follow.
From the aforetime sterile ground the seeds are springing green. This
is the season to pluck life from the tombs, the time of transfiguration
when evel}' scar upon the earth changes to glory, when before the eyes of
man appears that miracle, of which all traditions of resurrection and of
ascension are but faint, dim images, figures passing over the glass of the
human mind, the pr�jection orman's effort to identify himselfwith the
All of NaLUre. This miracle, this blooming of the mold, this shooting of
green peas where all was brown and barren, this resurrection of the
sunken snow in tree-crowns, these workings, these responses to the
knocking of the sunlight, these comings forth from burial, these rend
ings of shrouds, these ascensions [rom the graves, these f]ulterings, these
swift, winged shadows passing, these tremolos high up in the almos
phere,-is it possible to feel all of this miracle and not to dream? Is it pos
sible not to hope? The very fact that every religion has some kind of sym
bolic festival about the returning time of the spring, proves that man,
too, felt the upspringing in his breast-whether he rightly translates it or
nOl, 'tis sure (hat he felt it, like all organic things. And whether it be [he
festival ofa risen Christ, or of the passage ofJudah from the bondage of
Eb�Pt, or the old Pagan worship of light, 'tis ever the same-the celebra
tion of the breaking of bonds. We, too, may allow ourselves the poetic
dream. Abroad in the April sunlight we behold in every freedom-going
spark the risen dead-the name which burned in the souls of Hypatia,
Mary Wollstonecraft, Fnmces Wright, Ernestine L. Rose, Harriet Mar-
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tineau, Lucretia Mott, that grand old negress, Sojourner Truth, ollr own
brave old Lucy N. Colman, '''3 and all of lhe beloved unknown whose
lives ingrafted on the race whal their longues spoke. We, too, proclaim
the Resurreclion.

log. A distinguished list of feminist foremothers, all freethinkers noted lor sell�
assertive iconoclasm: Hypatia (ca. 370-415 LE.), ancient Greek philosoJlher; \\'011stonecrah ( 1 759-1797») English author of the feminist manifesto A Vj/uJiCtlliOIl ofIhe Nights

of WOIn!//!; Fralu;l;s Wright ( 1 79S-ISS:!), Scouish-born aboJitionist. advocate of women's
rigJIL�, hil-tJ, COllln)l. and secular eduealion; Fxnesline Rose ( J 8 , o-189:l). Polisll-bom aho
liLioni�t and �uffnlg<: ad\"o<:at<: who �park<:d r<:fonns ill women's prop<:rty rights; HalTi<: t
Martineau ( 1 802-1 i:l76). English founder of the sociological study ofwomen's condition,
induding: domestic I'iolenee; Lucretia Molt ( I 793-1 880), Anu:rican abolitionist, an 01"g<'
ni7.er of Lhe 1848 Seneca Falls women's righL� convenLion; Sojounler Tnlth (c.
I 797- 1 893), ex-.�la\"e, orator, abolitionist, woman's rights activist famous for her "Ain't J a

woman?" speech; Lucy Colman, abolitionist, women's rights advocate, education reformer.
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The Woman Question 104

(From a leefure delivered in Scotland.)
"A section ofAnarchists say there is no 'Women Question,' apart from
Ollr present industrial situation. But the assertion is mostly made by men,
and men are not lhe fittest to feel the slaveries of women. Scientists
argue that the nUlritivc functions of society are best performed by lhe
male-the reproductive by the female, the food finding is done away
h'om, the ,"caring of children at, home; and if woman ellle.·s the indus
trial arena she will suffer in her distinctive powers. Amongst the working
classes this is not so, as the women work hard at home duties, and some
times take in sewing, or go out washing for other people. Woman's
domestic work is the most ill-paid labour in Lhe world. Marriage is not in
the interest o[women. 'It is a pledge from the manying man to the male
half of society (women are not counted in the State ) , that he will not
shirk his responsibilities upon the m [ ' ] ! Marriage is discredited, by its
results as well as by its origin. Men may not mean to be tyrants when they
mar')', but they frequently grow to be such. It is insufficient to dispense
\\�th the p ..iest or rebJistrar. The spirit of marriage makes for slavel),.
Women are becoming more and more engaged in indusu)'. 'This means
that other doors are open to her than the door of menial service. It also
means that just as men have developed individuality, because of their
being thrown into all sons of employment and conditions,' so likewise
will women. And with the development of diversity will come the irre
pressible desire [or its expression, and by consequence tlle necessity of
such material conditions as will pennit that expression.
"The unauainability of quietude in the ordinal), home militates
against such conditions, whilst the 'abominably uneconomical' way in
which the work is done-being on an infinitesimally small scale a laun104. Soun::e: Herald QfRfilQII (London) 3.8 (Sept. 1 9 1 3): 1 08.
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dry, bakeI)', lodging-house, restaurant, and nursery rolled into one
also doom the home. 'With, however, the introduction of ideas bound to
follow the introduction of female labour into industrialism, the home in
its present fonn must go . . . . meanwhile, I would strongly advise every
woman contemplating sexual union of any kind, never to live together
with the man you love, in the sense of renting a house or rooms, and
becoming his housekeeper.' [Ellipsis in original.]
"As to the children, seeing the number of infants who die, the alarm
is rather hypocritical; bm, ignoring this consideration, 'first of all it
should be the business of women to study sex, and control parell(age
never to have a child unless you want it, and never to want it (selfishly,
for the pleasure of having a preuy plaything), unless you, yourself alone,
are able to provide for it'
"Men, on the other hand, may contribute to their children's support:
but in virtue of this support being voluntal)' they would be put into a
position where their opportunity of having anything to say in the man
agement of the children would depend on their good behaviour."
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The Heart of Angiolillo 10 5

Some women are born to love stories as the sparks fly upward. You see it
every time they glance at you, and you feel it every time they lay a finger
on your sleeve. There was a party the other night, and a four-year old
baby who couldn't sleep for the noise crept down into the parlor half
frightened to death and lr.msfixed with wonderment at the crude per
formances of an obtuse visitor who was shouting out the woes of Othello.
One kindly little woman took the baby in her anns and said: "What
would they do to you, if you made all thal noise."-"Whip me," whis
pered the child, her round black eyes half admiration and half lelTor,
and altogether coquettish, as she hid and peered round the woman's
neck. And every man in the room forthwith fell in love with her, and
wanted to smother his face in the bewitching rings of dark hair that
crowned the dainty head, and cany her aboUl on his shoulders, or get
down on his hands and knees to play horse for her, or let her walk on his
neck, or obliterate his dignity in any other way she might prefer. The
boys tolerated their lathers with a superior "huh!" Fourteen or fifteen
years from now they will be playing the humble cousin of the horse
before the same little ringed-haired lady, and having sported Nick Bot
tom's ears L 06 to no purpose, haifa dozen or so will go off and hang them
selves, or turn monk, or become "bold, bad men," and revenge them
selves on the sex. But her conquests will go on, and when those gr.-tcious
rings are white as snow the children of those boys will follow in their
grandfathers' and fathers' steps and dangle after her, and make draw
ings on their ny leaves of that sweet kiss-cup of a mOUlh of hers, and call
her their elder siSler, and other devotional names. And lhe other girls of
her generation, who were not born with that marvelous entangling grace
L 05.

Se<.: pp. I o�r I 5, � L 4- L 5· Source:

S\V4 �()-3�·

l
..fid.�wnmP.T Night'.i /)real/l,
L 06. JLl Shakesp<.:an:'s A '

th<.: qu<.:en of the fail'ics mak<.:s an ass
of Ni(;k Bottom by giving hilLl ,\ dOllk<.:y\ h<.:ad and pr<.:\<.:nding to lov<.: him.
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in every line and look, will dread her and spite her, and feel mean satis
faction when some poor fool does swallow laudanum "'7 on her account.
Smiles of glacial virtue will creep over their faces like slippery sunshine,
when one by one her devotees come trdiling off to them to say that such
a woman could never fill a man's heart nor become the ornament of his
hearthstone; the quiet virtues that wear, are all their desire; of course
they have just been studying her character and that of the foolish men
who dance her attendance, but even those are not doing it wi th any seri
ous motives. And the neglected girls will serve him with home-made cake
and wine which he will presently convert illlo agony lOS in that pearl shell
ear of hers. And all the while the baby will have done nothing but be
what she was born to be through none of her own choosing, which is her
lot and portion; and that is another thing the gods will have to explain
when the day comes that they go on trial before men; which is the real
day ofjudgment.
But this isn't the baby's story, which has yet to be made, but the story
of one who somehow received a wrong portion. Some inadvertent little
angel in the destiny shop took down her name when the heroine of a
romance was called for, and put her where she shouldn't have been, and
then ran off to play no doubt, not stopping to look twice. For even the
most insouciant angel that looked twice would have seen that Effie was
no woman to play the game of hearlS, and there's only one thing more
undiscerning than an angel, and that is a social reformer. Effie ran up
against both.
They say she had blood in her girlhood, that it shone red and steady
through thal thin, pure skin of hers; but when I saw her, with her nurs
ing baby in her arms, down in the smutching grime of London, there was
only a fluctuant blush, a sort of pink ghost of blood, hovering back and
forth on her face. And thal was for shame of the poverty of her neat bare
room. Not that she had ever known riches. She was the daughter of
Scotch peasanlS, and had gone out to service when she was still a child;
her chest was hollowed in and her back bowed with that unnatural labor.
There was no gloss on the pale sandy hair, no wilding tendrils clinging
round the straight smooth forehead, no light of coqueuy or grace in the
glimmering blue eyes, no beauty in her at all, unless it lay in the fine,
hard sculptured line of her nose and mouth and chin when she turned
her head sideways. You could read in that line that having spoken a word
107. Opium, <lvailabk as <I mcdicine.
108. I.c., into the agonized plcadinb'b of love.
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to her heart, she would not forget it nor unsay it; and if it took her down
imo Gethsemane, I OU she would never cry Oul though by all forsaken.
And that was where it had taken her then. Some ready condemner of
all that has been tried for less than a thousand years, will say it was
because she had the just reward of those who, holding that love is its own
sancrion and (hat it cannot be anything but degraded by seeking per
missions from social authorities, live their love lives without the consent
of Church and Slate. But you and I know that the same dark !rd"den has
awaited the woman whose love has been blessed by both, and thaI many
such a life lamp has nickered out in a night as profound as poverty and
utter loneliness could make it. So if it wasjustice to Effie, what is it to that
other woman? In trUlh,justice had nothing to do with it; she loved the
wrong man, that was all; and married or unmarried, it would have been
the same, for a formula doesn't make a man, nor the lack of it unmake
him. The fellow was superior i n intellect. It is honesty only which can
wring so much from those who knew them both, for as to any other thing
she sat as high over him as the stars are. Not that he was an actively bad
man; just one of those weak, uncerlain, tumbling about characters, hav
ing sense enough to know it is a tine thing to stand alone, and vanity
enough to want the name withoUl the game, and cowardice enough (0
creep around anything stronger than itself, and hang there, and spread
itself abouL, and say, "Lo, how strdight am 11" And if the stronger thing
happens to be a father or a brother or some such toleralll piece of
friendly, self-sufficient energy, he amuses himself awhile, and finally
gives the creeper a shake and says, "Here, now, go hang on somebody
else if you can't sland alone", and the world says he should have done it
before. But if it happens to be a mother or a sister or a wife or a sweet
heart, she encourages him to think he is a wonderful person, that all she
does is really his own merit, and she is proud and glad to serve him. If
after a while she doesn' t exactly believe it any more, she says and does
the same; and the world says she is a fool,-which she is. But if, in some
sudden spurt of masculine self-assertiveness, she decides to fling him off,
the world says she is an unwomanly woman,-which again she is; so
much the better.
Effie's creeper dabbled in literature. He wanted to be a translator and
several other things. His appearance was mild and gentlemanly. even
super-modest. He always spoke respectfully of Ellie, and as if momen1°9. The C<lrden of Celhselll<lne, whereJeslls wept <ll1d prayed the nighl of the <In'est
le<lding lo his c;nLc;ifixiol1.
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tously impressed with a sense of duty towards her. They had started out
to realize the free life together, and the glory of the new ideal had beck
oned them fonvard. So no doubt he believed, for a pretender always
deceives himself worse than anybody else. But still, at that particular
peliod, he used to droop his head wearily and admit that he had made a
great mistake. It was nobody's fault bUl his own, but of course-Effie and
he were hardly fiLLed for each other. She could not well enter into his
hopes and ambitions, nevel" having had the opportunity to develop when
she was younger. He had hoped r.o stimulate her in t.hat direct.ion, but. he
feared it was too late. So he said in a delicate and gentlemanly way, as he
went from one house to the other, and was invited to dinner and supper
and made himself believe he was looking for work. Effie, meanwhile, was
taking home boys' caps to make, and worlJ'ing along incredibly on bread
and tea, and walking the streets with the baby in her arms when she had
no caps to make.
Of course when a man drinks other people's teas a great many times,
and sits in their houses, and borrows odd shillings now and then, and
assumes the gentleman, he is ullimately brought to the necessity of ask
ing some one to tea with him; so one spl"ing night the creeper
approached Ettie rather dubiously with the statement that he had asked
two or three acquaintances to come i n the next evening, and he sup
posed she would need to prepare tea. The girl wasjust fainting from star
vation then, and she asked him wearily where he thought she was to get
it. He cast about a while in his pusillanimous way [or things that shemight
do, and finally proposed that she pawn the baby's dress,-the white dress
she had made from one of her own girlhood dresses, and the only thing
it had to wear when she took it out [or air. That was the limit, even for
Effie. She said she would take anything of her own if she had it, but not
the baby's; and she turned her face to the wall and clung to the child.
""hen the tea-time came next day she went out with the baby and
walked up and down the surging London streets looking in the windows
and crushing back tears. What the creeper did with his guests she never
knew, for she did not return till long aner dusk, when she was too weary
to wander any more, and she found no one there bUl himself and a dark
stranger, who spoke lillie and with an lLalian accent, but who measured
her with serious, intense eyes. He listened to the creeper, bUl he looked
at her; she was quite fagged oUI and more bloodless than ever as she sat
motionless on the edge of the bed. When he went away he lifted his hat
to her with the grdce of an old time courtier, and begged her pardon if
he had illlnided. Some days after that he came in again, and brouglll a
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toy for the baby, and asked her if he might carry the child out a liule for
her; it looked sickly shut up there. but he knew it must be heavy for her
to carry. The creeper suddenly discovered that he could carry the baby.
All this happened i n the days when a pious queen sat on the throne of
Spain. With eyes turned upward in much holiness, she failed to see the
things done in her prisons, or hear the groans (hat rose up from the
"zero " chamber in the fortress of Montiuich, though all Europe heard,
and even in America the echo rang. ''''h i le she told her beads her minis
ter gave t.he order to "t.onure the AnarchisTs"; and scarred with red-hot
irons, maimed and deformed and maddened with the name1ess horrors
that the good devise to correct the bad, even unto this day the evidences
of that infamous order live. But two men do not live,-the one who gave
the order, and the one who revenged it.
It happened one night, in April, that Effie and the creeper and their
sometime visitor met all three i n one of those long low smothering Lon
don halls where many movements have originated, which in their devel
oped proportions have taken possession of the House of Commons, and
even stirred the dust in the House of Lords. There was a crowd of excited
people talking all degrees of sense and nonsense in every language of
the conrinent. Letters smuggled from the prison had been received; new
tales of torture were passing from mouth to mouth; fresh propositions to
arouse a general protest fi'om civilization wel"e bubbling up with the
anger of every indignant man and woman. Drifting LO the buzzing knots
Effie heard some one translating: it was the letter of the tortured
Nogues, who a month later was shot beneath the fortress wall. The words
smote her ears like something hot and stinging:
"You know I am one of the three accusers (the other two are Ascheri
and Molas) 1 10 who figure in the trial. I could not bear the atrocious tor
tures of so many days. On my arrest I spent eight days without food or
drink, obliged to walk continually to and fro or be flogged; and as if that
did not suffice, I was made to trot as though I were a horse trained at the
riding school, until worn ,,�th fatigue I fell to the ground. Then the
hangmen burnt my lips with red-hot irons, and when I declared myself
the author of the attempt they replied, 'You do not tell the truth. We
know that the author is another one, but we want to know your accom
plices. Besides you still retain six bombs, and along with little Oller you
deposited [wo bombs in the Rue Fivaller. Who are your accomplices?'
"In spite of my desire to make an end of it I could not answer any1 1 0.
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thing. Whom should I accuse since all are innocent? Finally six comrades
were placed before me, whom I had LO accuse, and of whom I beg par
don. Thus the declarations and the accusations that I made .
. . . I cannot finish; the hangmen are coming.
Nogues."
Sick with horror Effie would have gone away, but her feet were like
lead. She heard the next letter, the pathetic pnl.yer of Sebastian Sunyer,
indistinctly; the tortures had already seared her ears, but the crying for
help seemed to go up over her head like great sob; she fell herself
washed round, sinking, in the desperate pain of it. The piteous reitera
tion, "Listen you with your honest hearts," "you with your pure souls,"
"good and right-minded people," "good and tight-feeling people,"
wailed through her like the wild pleading of a child who, shrieking
under the whip "Dear papa, good, sweet papa, please don't whip me,
please, please," seeks terror-wrung flattery to escape the lash. The last
ClY, "Aid us in our helplessness; think of our miselY." made her quiver
like a reed. She walked away and sat down in a corner alone; what could
she do, what could anyone do? Miserable creature that she was herself,
hel' own misery seemed so worthless beside that prison cry. And she
thought on, "Why does he want to live at all, why does any one want to
live, why do I want to live myself?"
After a while the creeper and his friend came to her, and the latter sat
down beside her. undemonstrative as usual. At the next buzz in the room
they two were left alone. She looked at him once as she said, "v"hat do
you think the people will do about it?"
He glanced at the crowd with a thin smile: "Do? Talk."
In a little time he said quietly: "It does you no good here. I will take
you home and come back for Da,�d afterw·<ud." She had no idea of con
tradicting him; so they wenl out together. At the threshold of her room
he said firmly, "I will come in for a few minutes; I have to speak to you."
She struck a light, put the baby on the bed, and looked at him ques
tioningly. He had sat down with his back against the wall, and with ligidly
folded arms stared straight ahead of him. Seeing that he did not speak,
she said softly, falling into her native dialect, as all Scotch women do
when they feel most: "{ canna get thae poor creetyer's cries OOL 0' ma
head. It's no human."
"No," he said shortly, and then with a sudden look at her, "Effie, what
do you think love is?"
She answered him with surprised eyes and said nothing. He went on:
"You love the child, don't you? You do for it, you sen'e it. That shows you
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love it. But do you think it's love that makes David act as he does to you?
If he loved you, would he let you work as you work? Would he live ofT
you? Wouldn't he wear the Oesh off his fillgers instead of yours? He does
n't love you. He isn't worth you. He isn't a bad man, but he isn't worth
you. And you make him less worth. You ruin him, you ruin yourself, you
kill the child. I can't see it any more. I come here, and I see you weaker
every time, whiter, thinner. And I know, if you keep on you'll die. I can't
see it. I want you to leave him; let me work for you. I don't make much,
but enough to leT. you rest. At least till you are well. I would wait till you
len him ofyourselC bUl l can't wait when I see you dying like this. I don't
want anything ofyou, except to senre you, to serve the child because it's
yours. Come away. to-night. You can have my room; I'll go somewhere
else. To-morrow I'll find you a better place. You needn't see him any
more. I'll tell him myself. He won't do anything, don't be afraid. Come."
And he stood up.
Effie had sat astonished and dumb. Now she looked up at the dark
tense eyes above her, and said quietly, "I dinna understand."
A sharp contraction went across the strong bent face: "No? You don't
understand what you are doing with yourself? You don't understand that
I love you, and I can't see it? I don't ask you to love me; I ask you to let me
serve you. Only a little, only so much as to give you health again; is that
too much? You don't know what you are to me. Others love beauty, but
I-I see in you the eternal sacrifice; your thin fingers that always work,
your face-when I look at it, it's just a white shadow; you are the child of
the people, that dies without crying. Oh, let me give myself for you. And
leave this man, who doesn't care for you, doesn't know you, thinks you
beneath him, uses you. l don't want you to be his slave any more,"
Effie clasped her hands and looked at them; then she looked at the
sleeping baby, smoothed the quill, and said quietly: "I didna take him
the day to leave him the morra. It's no my fault ifye're daft aboot me."
The dark face sharpened as one sees the agony in a dying man, but his
voice was very gentle, speaking always in his blurred English: "No, there
is no fault in you at all. Did I accuse you?"
The girl walked to the window and looked out. Some way it was a relief
from the burning eyes which seemed to fill the room, no matter that she
did not look at (hem. And staring off into the twinkling London night,
she heard again the terrible sobs of Sebastian Sunyer's letter rising up
and drowning her with its misery. Without turning around she said, low
and hard, "I wonder ye can thenk aboot thae things, an' yon deils
burnin' men alive."
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The man drew his hand across his forehead. "Would you like to hear
that they,---one,-the worst of them, was dead?"
"I thenk the worl' wadna be muckle the waur o't,"'" she answered,
still looking away from him. He came up and laid his hand on her shoul
der. "Will you kiss me once? I'll never ask again." She shook him off: "I
dinna feel for't." "Good-bye (hen. I'll go back for David." And he
returned to the hall and got the creeper and told him very honestly what
had taken place; and the creeper, to his credit be it said, respected him
for ir, and talked a great deal about being bener in ftuure to the girl. The
two men paned at the foot of the stairs, and the last words that echoed
through the hallway were: "No, I am going away. But you will hear of me
some day."
Now, what went on in his heart that night no one knows; nor what
indecision still kept him lingering fitfully about Effie's street a few days
more; nor when the indecision finally ceased; for no one spoke to him
after that, except as casual acquaintances meet, and in a week he was
gone. But what he did the whole world knows; for even the Queen of
Spain came out of her prayers to hear how her torturing prime minister
had been shot at Santa Agueda, by a stern-faced man, who, when the
widow, grief�mad, spit in his face, quietly wiped his cheek, saying,
"Madam, I have no quarrel with women." A few weeks later they garrot
ted him, and he said one word before he died,-one only, "Cerminal."
Over there in the long low London hall the gabbling was hushed, and
some one murmured how he had sat silent in the corner that night when
all were talking. The creeper passed round a book containing the histolJ'
of the tortures, watching it jealously all the while, for said he, "Angiolillo
gave it to me himself; he had it in his own hands."
Effie lay beside the baby in her room, and hid her face in the pillow La
keep out the stare ohhe burning eyes that were dead; and over and over
ag-din she repeated, "Was it my faull, was it my fault?" The hot summer
air lay still and smothering, and the immense munnur of the city came
muffled like thunder below the horizon. Her heart seemed beating
against the walls of a padded room. And gradually, without losing con
sciousness, she slipped into the world of illusion; around her grew the
stifling atmosphet'e of the torture-chamber of Mon�uich, and the
choked cries of men in agony. She was sure that if she looked up she
should see the demoniac face of Panas, the torturer. She tried to (11',
"Mercy, mercy," but her dry lips clave. She had a whirling sensation, and
I I I.

I think tin; world wouldn't be Iiluch WOfl;e for it.
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the illusion changed; now there was the clank of soldiers' arms, a
momem of insufferable stillness as the garrotte shaped itself out of the
shadows in her eyes, then loud and clear, breaking the sullen quiet like
the sharp ringing of a storm-bringing wind, "Germinal." She sprang up:
the long vibration of the bell of SL. Pancrasl l � was waving t.hrough the
room; bUl to her it was the prolongation of the word, "Genn-inal-l-l
germinal-l-l-" Then suddenly she threw out her anns in the darkness,
and whispered hoarsely, "Ay, I'll kiss ye the noo."" 3
An hour later she was back at the old question, "Was i t my tault?"
Poor girl, it is all over now, and all lhe same to the grass that roots in
her bone, whether it was her fault or not. For the end that the man who
had loved her foresaw, came, though it was slow in the coming. Let [he
creeper get credit for all that he did. He stifIened up in a year or so, and
went to Paris and got some work; and there the worn little creature went
to him, and wrote to her old friends that she was better off at last. But it
was too late for that thin shell ofa body that had starved so much; at the
first trial I 1 4 she broke and died. And so she sleeps and is forgotten. And
the careless boy-angel I I !. who mixed all these destinies up so unobser
vanlly has never yet whispel-ed her name in the ear of the widowed L.ady
Canovas del Castillo.
Nor will the birds that fly thither carry it now; for it was not "I:.!fie. "

I I �. A I.ondon chun;h .
I 1 3. Yes, I'll kiss you IIOW.
1 1 4. DifTi<;uhy, not COUl'l trial .
1 1 5.
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The Death of Lovel 1 6
1901

A very miscellaneous set of reasons, those which Lucifer has received as
to why love dies. May I add one morc to the assortment? And may I pref
ace that it seems to me all the answers I have read are open to the same
criticism, viz: that of hunting with a telescope [or reasons of all sorts of
doubtful probability, while the simple thing to do is La look with a naked
eye at immediate facts. Love dies just as every manifestation of life dies,
and dies the quicker in proportion to its intensity.
True, there can be no universal "standard of measurement," by which
it can be determined that love, if expended in such a degree of intensity,
will last so and so long. We are all mixed in diflerclH proportions, and
one may love long and fiercely and another but indifferently and for a
brief season also. But in general the love season of life is youth, and like
the other feelings of youth [it lives?] out its time and has done. The shill
ing environment of life presses upon the ego, and moulds it in this shape
today; tomorrow i n that. And as this or that element of the physical mix
ture comes uppermost the desires of it. the direction of its activities
change.
Truly, the change is not wrought out without \'rd.r i n the soul. Love, as
well as the mere animal playfulness of youth, is not relegated to the back
ground without protest. And as it is always hard, nay really impossible, to
see one's own true reflection in a looking-glass since the mere intent to
see stiffens the play of the features, so it is impossible for the individual
soul LO look impartially upon itself and realize the changes wrought
within it. In general I find, however, that it is your hard headed Philis
tine,! ! 7 your soul that never felt aught but the outmost ripples of a strong
6. S�� pp. !13�14, � 15-1fi. Source: I.ucifer 5·�fi (Sept. � I , I gO I ) : �90'
Ardlelypal �nemi�s ofl.he Chosen People ill LheJewish s<::riplures; conl.�rnpLuous
term for people of no culture or intellect.
! !
!

17.
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sensation, your creature of the earLh earthy, I I � who is able to recognize
the passing of love, much more tranquilly than our idealists, LO whom,
on account of the vortices of feeling within themselves, the death of love
comes in "storm and stress" 1 '9 and bitler surrender, and who, long after
the thing is dead, u1' to galvanize the corpse.
Useless to reason with such a one; he will go on painting conditions
under which it might have been othenvise; he will rake the skies ofimag
ination for fancies to reanimate his corpse, until the energy of his soul
has exhausled itself ForTUnate if then those other energies for which the
flowering time has come, and for whose sake love MUST ow, are called
into active play by outer circumstance. If not; if in their half-unfolded
Slate they sutler blight, if nothing stirs those faculties wherein the power
of growth still lies, then lite dies when but hal1�spent, and "the dead
buries the dead;"'20 all the days of their death they go on shoveling ashes
upon a grave, and planting dream-blooms whose roolS can suck no life
from that barren earth.
It has usually been my lot to stir up a veritable hornet buzz among the
contributors of Lucifer, (old readers will remember the controversy aris
ing over "His Confession," and other anic1es) and I presume my assertion
that love MUST DIE will again provoke the expression of opposition. Believe
me, it is from no desire to take a singular attitude, or to arouse the spirit of
opposition lor the sake of hearing what ,viII come out of it, that I am writ
ing this. For indeed it might be said, "Iryou have taken a seat among the
Philistines, and have come to an end of your idealism, you might be
5.:'ltisfied to hug your ugly barren fact to your own withered breast, and not
throw it among us, who will at least still maintain some hope ofjoy by seek
ing ways to prolong the echoes from the harp of love."""
1 1 8. Ironic allusion to I Cor. 1;",:42-47, a description of the Resurrection, in which a

"natural body" (�of the eal,t.h, eart.hy") is sown and a �spiritllal body" raised. As an atheist.,
de Ckyre doe.� not. believe in the resulTe<.:tioll of the dead, nor would her freethinking
opponenLs who belong: in the <.:amp of the "idealisL<;� sll<.:ked illto the vort.ex of rOlTlaTlti<.:
love. Love, de C1eYl-e illlplies, dies because it is, like t.he lovers, mOrlal, and t.here is no more
resurrection for love than there is for the human bod)'. The on ly resurrection available for
these idealists is an unnatural Frankenstein-like galvanizing of the corpse.
l t g. �Storm and stress�-SllIrm IInti llmng: late-eighteenth<entury German Romantic

litera!)' mo\'ement that involved simultan eous revel ing in and sufkring from the intenscst
passions, exemplified in Goethe's hero Young Werther ( I 774), who kills himselffor love.
120. J\-lan, 8:21-22: "And another of his disciples said unto him, Lord, suller me first
tn go and bury my father. BuL./esus said unto him, Folluw me; and let lhe dead bury their
dcad.�
I :.! I . From "I .m·e took up thc harp uf Life . . . n ill Tennysun's "l .o<.:ksky Hall,� tor
melltl:d dramatic Tllo,wlugul: ofa bctraycd 10\"1:]".
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But, comnl.des, I am not a Philistine; I am more of an idealist than any
one of you, ("dlOUgh I say it myself, that shouldn 'L.n) It is just because I
believe in living ideals, that I protest against this senseless waste of yours.
There is something beLLer than picturing the dreamy joy of watching a
man's face, or listening to the music of a woman's voice; it has its time
a time when it is graceful, when it is fit [0 fill a life ti'om center to cir
cumference; but for pity's sake, admit that "spooning"l 2 2 is not the busi
ness of exi stence for a man an d woman with the sap of life recedin g fmm
cheek and eyelid and flecks from the swollen rivers of Autumn upon
their heads. Something larger should dwell in the eyes of these than this
petty vision of each other. This love you strain yourselves so to preserve
and which sits so well on glossy brown heads, and rich red lips, but is so
ridiculous on age-shrunk skin and whitening hair, is a very selfish thing
compared with the immense vistas that should be opening out before
you. The beauty of color and curve is going from you, but the nobility
and grace ofform gro\VS hourly more beautiful ifit be fed upon thoughts
which broaden and lighten it up. Kisses for the cheeks' rounded
carmine, but an ocean-sweep of thought for the brow whose glory will
remain unto the end of age; eye to eye the lovers of youth, sensuous and
humid with the juices of physical life; but [he eyes of {he whole human
race, nay all that lives, reflected in the vision of him whose soul has come
upon the larger distances, the fathomless depths of even sympathy for all
that moves across the panorama of the world.
You, who sit with your head bent over your plate to avoid the gaze of
the eyes you once longed for, you who sit alone wondering why the hand
that once sought yours seeks it no more, have you nothing larger to do
wi th your life than mope away about yourself and your concerns? Have
YOll nothing more in your heart than the desire to experience an old
thrill? Are there no il�justices for you to protest against? Are there no
ideals of a beLLer soci ety for you to reali ze? Is there no cowardice in the
world into which you may throw the weight of your courage? Is there no
ignorance struggling its helpless way which you may do your share to
lighten? Do these, and you will begin to draw deep breaths again, the lan
guor of dying love will f'all away like a garment; you will experience not
the old sensation, but a n ew one, as li fe-giving in its season as the other
You will know (he strength of asserted personality. made good in [he
social stream. The emptiness of an existence, mawking and moaning in
.

I :.! :.! . Slightly dislllissin;, condescending tcrlll for COlll'[Jihip involving tender, Illostly
n;rbal cxprc��ion� of aff(;(lioll and a��ocia[ed e�pcciall)' with young 10\'(;,
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its eddy for what Time has swept beyond its commingling, will be filled
with upbearing force to carry it out once more to the mid-curre11l, and
this time with the power of being alone---strong and self-resourceful, win
ning the weaker to its side and imparting its strength to them in turn.
Freedom for sex, I will call with you, as I have ever done; and if tJlere
are Sapphosl 23 among us, why let them "burn down to the socket" 1 24
\\�th that driveling idea of soaking one's indi,�duality forever in the indi
viduality of some body or bodies. 12" BUl lhe most of mankind 1 2fi are not
so. I ,et. such realize that freedom for sex does not mean one must always
be worrying about his sexual existence. Let not his conviction that love
should be free l27 effervesce so much in his head that he is unable to rec
ognize himself as pan of the general processes of nature, and when he
finds his free bird dying as well as tJle caged one, construct all manner of
arrangements of dubious desirability for keeping it alive.
Love-when free--dies i n its due season. It dies to make way for other
activities, equally imperative in the building up of character. Don't seek
to prolong the agony; let it die in peace.

123. Sappho (ca. 6lo-ca. Sl:)o II.C.!::. ), Greek poet of 10\T, from the island of Lesoos,

J"t:m�mb�n:d tnday for c�kbraLing lo\'� b�tw��n \\'Oln�n bUIjust as likely in d� Ckyn:'s day
tn bc n:melTlhen;d for her suppos<.:d leap frum a diffafter a man, Phaun, n;je<;l<.:d heL
I :q. From \Vords\\,orth, T)u� t:
xr.ur.5ioll, bk. i, as quoln\ in the pn;face 10 Shelley's AItH
IU/�'

uThe good die first, / And those whose hearts are dryas summer dust / Burn to the

sockel!�

I �5' Probably a nod (al1x:it sarcastic, in Ih� context) to Ihos� s�x r:adi<.:als who adl'O
cal�d u\'al'i�lisTllH ralJI�r than monogamy or selial mollOgamy.
126. Here as elsewhere, de Ckyre and other kminists of her generation used I/Wllkilll(

and the generic he and his to refer to all humans, including women.
127. MFree 10veH referred to emotional and sexual commitments entered into without

cvn�idcr;.\tivn fur church vr �tatl; law VI' CC1-clllvny.
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The Hopelessly Fallen 1 2 8
1902

I generally like what Kate Austin says and always admire the spirited way
she says it; but I feel moved to write a word of disagreement with her and
others concerning this attitude towards "fallen women.""'9 I do not
know just what class of persons are included in that category; but [rom
KA.'s general blunt, slraightfon\�drd, non-equivocating nature, and her
strong determination to apply her faith under all circumstances, I sup
pose she means all, beginning with the young girl who has once deviated
from the rigid line of conventional morality, and been found out, to the
inmates of the vilest brothel.
Now I can but think (hat had she lived in a ciry, where she must
inevitably sooner or later, have seen prostitutes at their trade, that she
would be compelled to admit either that their native morality was of such
a low type lhatthey never could fall, or thal they had certainly rallen.
A week ago, at the corner of two busy streets not far from where I
write , a woman in a most shocking state of intoxication, her face bleed
ing rrom a fisticuff f·ighl Wilh other inmates or the house, with no cloth
ing but a long draggled torn chemise, rushed into the street, and com
menced shouting abuse at eveI)'thing and everybody; a policeman
arrested her; he was as decent about il as the case allowed, did no club
bing, used no bad language; lhe crowd thal always collect.s at such a
scene g"..t.thered r..t.pidly; at the patrol box, the woman jeered and mocked
the policeman, and finally taking i n her fingers the mass of corrupt mat
ter, blood, etc., streaming from her nostrils smeared it on the police
you," he growled "stop thal!" She laughed with the
man's back. "
satisfact.ion of one who has done something "smart," and winked <lt lhe
crowd. When the patrol wagon came she got in lightly and gaily as her
:.dl Source: I.JU:ijcr, 3d seL, 6.:! I (Julle 5, 190:':): J 6 I .
:':9' AULhorof"Who arc the Fallen?" l.ucijcr6. J 7 (May 8, J 90:!): 130. See inLrodllcLion
to thi� �cctioll.
J

J
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drunken reel permitLed, and calling to he crowd: "Ta-ta: see you
again," was driven away.
Now what is the use of pretending to yourself that such a creature has
not fallen? And she is the very ordinary type of the prostitute. In her
infinite degradation, she has one compensation: she does not care. She is
light-hearted about it. In her sober state, she eats her dinner, and if in
company with one of her kind discusses "the points" of her latest male
acquisition. I have heard one say to another: "She can't have that old
man-that old man's mine." If she is alone, she manages by evelY species
of vulgar ribaldlY to draw atLention LO herself. If she gets herself put out,
perhaps arrested, so much the betLer. She has no sense of shame at being
frowned or stared at; she feels complimented by it; she has advertised
hersell: If she finds a young man easy with his money and soft-hearted
she devises melting stories, which an hour later in company with some
old bald-headed customer she laughs at; or she drugs him and steals his
walch.
If Carrie Nation comes to pray, they all kneel down and shed tears and
are pious beyond conception; when she has gone they imitate her and
get especially drunk to celebrate the event. You can no mOI"e talk reform
to such women than to the paving stones. You cannot talk anything to
them. They understand nothing but how to get a drink and how to
"make something." To do something outrageous, shocking, auention
drawing-that is their trade. The foulness of their language is simply the
index of their thoughts, if what goes through their brain can be called
thoughts! It matters not how they came to be so, if you are going to do
anything with them at all you must begin by understanding that they are
so; that they are fallen to an almost unfathomable gulf of degradation.
It is useless to fly out with "the respectable married prostitute is just as
bad." Whether she is or not, is not to the point; it cures nothing; it does
not alter Ihis case. And my own personal belief, from much witnessing
and much reflecting, is that for women who have become confirmed
prostitutes there is no help. They do not want to be helped. They do not
admire your society. They do not like your company. They do not want
you. They like drinking, gambling, eating. and wallowing. They see oth
ers who are a liule older than themselves, hideous, diseased, beggars;
they hear these old hags proclaiming themselves cheap at the corner of
the saloon, and boasting how high-priced they were once. But not one of
them all but imagines she is gifted with a cunning to outwit that fate; and
they reason no further.
For the young woman who has made the mistake of deviating from
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her own rule of right-doing, the remedy is to give her a betler rule if her
mind is capable of receiving it-a knowledge of sexual physiology and its
demands; if not, then let her stick fast to her religion and its promise of
forgiveness to the trdnsgressor. For the beginner in the bargain and sale
business, even, it may be that much might be done, if she has any real
charaCler, firmness, decision. But for these others it seems to me, that
nature having mercifully administered the antidote of utter mor<ti paral
ysis and rot in return for their physical degradation, the most sensible
thing is 1.0 leI. rhem alone. You will not make a drunken man sober by
telling him that he is; you will not make the prostitute sell:'respecting by
talking to her as if she were Leo Tolstoi. '3() Let them both alone; that is
what they want of you. And spend your efforts where they will be of some
possible avail. Undoubtedly these poor wretches are the victims of eco
nomic conditions, of sexual superstitions, of religious lies, of bad hered
ity. \¥hile these institutions flourish, for every one you try to save, a hun
dred new ones will be made. Go your way and try rather to give light to
the young, and let those others alone to die upon the wheel whose revo
lutions hUrl you far more to look upon than them who are bound upon
it. They a-re hdlen; they are fe/uti; snapped off fi'om all mardI life <lt the
root. Such is our society. Smile.

J 30. Leu Tolstoy ( 1 8:!8-I!J 10). inlernaliOllally a<;daillled Russian lluvdislan(\ theorisl
of nonviolent I"esistanc;e. m udl admired hy de CleYI"c;. The Litle uf his novel lVar alld Peace
\\';L� taken frol11 anarc;hist lheurist Pierre:Joseph Proudhon. and freethinking anard,isls
like de Ckyre regarded him a$ unl; uf Lh(.:111 (\I;$pitl; hi$ Chri�lianiIY.
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They Who Marry Do Ill l 3 l

(A tectum presenting the negative side oj the question, whose t)ositive was
mgued under lhe heading "They who many do well, " by Dr. Henrietta P.
Westbrook; both lectures delivered before lhe Radical Liberal League,
Phiiadelj)hia, Aj)lii 28, 1907.)

Lel me make myself understood on two points, now, so that when dis
cussion arises later, words may not be wasted in considering things not in
question :
Fil"st-How shall we measure doing well or doing ill;
Second-Whal l mean by marriage.
So much as I have been able LO pUl LOgclher the pieces of lhe universe
in my small head, there is no absolute right or wrong; there is only a rel
a(i\�(y, depending upon the continuously though very slowly alrcling
condition of a social race in respect to the rest of the world. Right and
wrong are social conceptions: mind, I do not say human conceptions.
The names "right" and "wrong," truly, are of human invention only; but
the conception "right" and "wrong," dimly or clearly, has been wrought
out with more or less effectiveness by all intelligent social beings. And
the definition of Right, as sealed and approved by the successful conduct
of social beings is: That mode of behavior which best serves the growing
need of that society.
As to what that need is, certainly it has been in the past, and for the
most part is now indicated by the unconscious response of the structure
(social or individual) 1O the pressure of i{S environmelll. Up till a few
years since I believed with Huxley, Von Hartman, and my teacher
Lum,I:F that it was wholly so determined; that consciousness might dis,

1 3 1 . Sec pp. IOs-7. Source: Mol/iert;arlh � (Jail. Ig08): S00-51 I .

13�. Thomas Helll)' Huxley ( 1 8::5-1895), eminent pupularizer of Darwin's evolutiorr
ary theories. Karl Roher'l Eduard \'on Harlmann ( 1 84 ::-19°6), aUlhor of The Plrilo.m/Jh)' of
l/ie UII(:mr.�r.ioru ( 1 87u, English traIlS. r 884 ) Dyer D. Lum (d. 1893) anarchist comrade
mentor-lover of de Ckyn:.
.
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cern, and obey or oppose, but had no voice in deciding the course of
social development if it decided to oppose, it did so to its own ruin, not
to the modification of the unconsciously determined ideal.
Of late years I have been approaching the conclusion that conscious
ness has a continuously increasing part i n the decision of social prob
lems; that while it is still a minor voice, and must be for a long time to
come, it is, nevertheless, the dawning power which threatens to overhurl
old processes and old laws, and supplant them by other powers and
mher ideals. I know no more fascinating speculaT.ion t.han t.h is, of r.he
role of consciousness in present and fUlUre evolution. However, it is not
our present speculation. I speak of it only because in determin ing what
constitutes well-being at present, I shall maintain that the old ideal has
been considerably modified by conscious reaction against the
superfluities produced by unconscious striving towards a certain end.
The question now becomes: What is the growing ideal of human soci
ety, unconsciously indicated and consciously discerned and illuminated?
By all the readings of progress, this indication appears to be the free
individual; a society whose economic, political, social, and sexual organi
zation shall secure and constantly increase the scope of being to its sev
eral units; whose solidarity and continuity depend upon the free attrac
tion of its component parts, and in no wise upon compulsory forms.
Unless we are agreed that this is the discernable goal of our present
social striving, there is no hope that we shall agree in the rest of the argu
ment. For it would be vastly easy to prove tllat if the maintenance of the
old divisions of society into classes, each with specialized ser.�ces to per
form-the priesthood, the milita'1', the wage carner, the capitalist, the
domestic selVant, the breeder, etc.-is in accord with the growing force
of society, then marriage is the thing, and they who marry do well.
But this is the point at which I stand, and from which I shall measure
well and ill-doing; viz.: that the aim of social striving now is the free indi
\�dual, implying all the conditions necessary to that freedom.
Now the second thing: What shall we understand as marriage?
Some fifteen or eighteen years ago, when I had not been out of the
convent long enough to forget its teachings, nor lived and experienced
enough to work out my own definitions, J considered that marriage was
"a sacrament of the Church," or it was a "civil ceremony performed by
the State," by which a man and a woman were united for life, or until the
divorce court separated them. With all the energy of a neophyte free
thinker, I attacked religious marriage as a piece of unwarranted interfer
ence on the pan of the priest with the affairs of individuals, condemned
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the "until-death-do-us-part" promise as one of the immoralities which
made a person a slave through all his hnure to his preselll feelings, and
urged the miserable vulgarity of both the religious and civil ceremony,
by which the intimate personal relations of two indi,�duals are made
topic of comment and jest by the public. L 33
By all this I sti ll hold. Nothing is more disgustingly vulgar to me than
the so-called sacnunent of marriage; otltnl.ging all delicacy with the trum
pe ti ng of private malleI's in the general ear. Need I recall, as an example,
the unprimed and unplinrable floating lilerature concerning the mar
riage of Alice Roosevelt, 134 when the so-called "American princess" was
targeted by every lewd jester in the country, because, forsooth, the whole
world had to be informed of her torthcoming union '\�th Mr. Long
worth! But it is neither a religious nor a civil ceremony that 1 refer to
now, when I say that "those who marry do ill." The ceremony is only a
form, a ghost, a meatless shell. By marriage I mean the real thing, the
permanent relation of a man and a woman, sexual and economical,
whereby the present home and family life is maintained. It is of no
importance to me whether this is a polygamous, polyandric, or monoga
mous marriage, nor whe ther i t is blessed by a priest, permitted by a mag
istrate, contracted publicly or privately, or not contracted at all. It is the
permanent dependent relationship which, I affirm, is detlimental to the
growth of indi,�dual character, and to which I am unequivocally
opposed. Now my opponents know where to find me.
In the old days to which I have alluded, I contended, warmly and sin
cerely, for the exclusive union of one man and one woman as long as
they were held together by love, and for the dissolution of the arrange
ment upon the desire of either. We t.:'llked in tllOse days most enthusias
tically about the bond of love, and it only. Nowadays r would say that I
prefer to see a marriage based purely on business considerations, than a
ma'Tiage based on love. That is not be cause I am in the least concerned
for the success of the marriage, but because I am concerned with the suc
cess of love. And I believe that the easiest, surest and most applicable
method of killing love is marriage-marriage as I have defined it. I
133. A common sex-radical position--e.g., at the "autonomislic" marriage of Edwin C.
Walkcr and Lillian Harman, Walkcr began his statcmcLll by calling public marriagcs
"csscntiallyand incradicably indelicatc, a pandcring to thc morbid, vicious, and mcddle
some elcmcnt in human naturc" (Scars 85). It was also a vicw forccllillycxprcssed in Grant
Allen's L 89:1 novd '/7u: WomaJl Who /)irl, II'hiL;h (It; Ckyre admircd.

134. Daughter ofTheodon: Roosen:lt. Alice RoosevdL { I 884-1 980) was a favorite sub
ject of tht.: media. reL;cutly ohsesst.:d lI'iLh hcr 1906 marriagt.: to CongL-t.:ssman NidlOlas
Longworth.
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believe that the only way to preserve love in anything like the ecstatic
condition which renders it worthy of a distinctive name---otherwise it is
either lust or simply friendship--is to maintain the distances. Never
allow love to be vulgarized by the common indecencies of continuous
close communion. Better be in familiar contempt of your enemy than of
the one you love.
I presume that some who are unacquainted with my opposition to
legal and social forms, are ready to exclaim: "Do you want t.o do away
with the relation ofthe sexes altogether, and cover the eanh with monks
and nuns?" By no means. While I am not over and above anxious about
the repopulation of the earth, and should not shed any tears if I knew
that the last man had already been born, I am not advocating sexual total
abstinence. If the advocates of marriage had merely to prove the case
against complete sexual continence, their task would be easy. The statis
tics of insanity, and in generdl of all manner of aberrations, would alone
constitute a big item in the charge. No: I do not believe that the highest
human being is the unsexed one, or the one who extirpates his passions
by violence, whether religious or scientific violence. I would have people
regard all their normal instincts in a normal way, neither glultonizing
nor sk"lrving them, neither exalting them beyond their true service nor
denouncing them as the servitors of evil, both of which mankind are
wont to do in considel�ng the sexual passion. In short, I would have men
and women so arrange their lives that they shall always, at all times, be
free beings in this regard as in all others. The limit of abstinence or
indulgence can be fixed by the individual alone, what is normal for one
being excess for another, and what is excess at one period of life being
normal at another. And as to the effects of such normal gratification of
normal appetite upon population, I would have them consciously con
trolled, as they can be, are to some extent now, and \\�ll be more and
more through the pmgress of knowledge.135 The birth-rate of France
and of native Americans 1 36 gives evidence of such conscious control.
"But," say the advocates of marriage, "what is there in marriage to
135. Rererence to birth control devices and inrormation , which the Comstock Act or
1873 prevented rrom being distributed by mail. Sex radicals campaigned against the Com
stock statutcs and madc their originator, Anthony Comstock, a butt of manyjokcs, includ
ing naming a birth control device the Comstock Syringe. His statutes slll'vj\'Cd intaci until
the 1930S (Scars 7�4).
136. Th<.: I<.:rnl ill this p<.:riod meanl nalive-born (as oppos<.:d lo immigranl) t;ilizens of

lile United States. bYlkfalill Euro-Amerit;an. Dc Clcyn: (kdllc<':s from lowered birlhl'll<.:s in
lhis period thal noninunigl,Ull whites, like the gell<.:ral population of Frallt;<.:. use hirlh t;Oll
trol.
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interfere with the free development of the individual? What does the
free development of the individual mean, if not the expression of man
hood and womanhood? And what is more essential to either than parent
age and the rearing of young? And is not the fact that the lalter requires
a period of from fifteen to twenty years, the essential need which deter
mines the permanent home?" I t is the scientific advocate of marriage
that talks this way. The religious man bases his talk on the will of God, or
some other such metaphysical matte... I do not concem myself with him;
I concern myself only with (hose who contend that as Man is t.he latest
link in evolution , the same racial necessities which determine the social
and sexual relations of allied races'37 will be found shaping and deter
mining these relarions in Man; and that, as we find among the higher
animals that the period of rearing the young to the point of caring for
themselves usually determines the period of conjugality, it must be con
cluded that the greater attainments of Man, which have so greatly
lengthened the educational period of youth , must likewise have fixed
the permanent family relation as the ideal condition for humanity. ,:\8
This is but the conscious extension of what unconscious, or perhaps
semi-conscious adap ation,
t
had already determined in the higher ani
mals , and in savage races to an extent. Ifpeople are reasonable, sensible,
self-controlled (as to other people they ,,�ll keep themselves in trouble
anyway, no maU.er how things are arranged), does not the marriage stale
secure this great fundamental purpose of the primal social function,
which is at the same time an imperative demand of individual develop
ment, better than any other arrangement? With all its failures, is it not
the best that has been tried, or with our present light has been con
ceived?
In endeavoring to prove the opposite ofthis contention, I shall not go
to the failures to prove my point. It is not my purpose to show that a vast
number of marriages do nOl succeed; the divorce court recol"ds do that.
But as one swallow doesn't make a summer, nor a flock of sw..t.llows
either, so divorces do not prove that maniage in itself is a bad thing, only
that a goodly number of indi,�duals make mistakes. This is, indeed, an
unanswerable argument against the indissolubility of marriage, but not
against marriage itself. J will go to the successful marriages-the mar
riages in which whatever the friction, man and wife have spent a great
137, " Races," or species. closely allied to humans (" i\lan�)-presumably other primates,
138. Hcrc and through thc cnd of the paragraph dc Clcyre sutntnmizes her oppo
nents' views, whieh she intends to disprove, that present gender arrangements are evolu
tionarilr adapti\'e.
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deal of agreeable time togeLher; i n which the family has been provided
for by honest work decently paid (as the wage-system goes) , of the father,
and preserved within the home by the saving labor and attention of the
mother; the children given a reasonable education and started in life on
their own account, and the old folks left to finish up life together, each
resting secure in the knowledge (hat he has a tried friend until death sev
ers the bond. This, I conceive, is the best fonn that marriage can present,
and I opine it is oftener dreamed of than realized. But sometimes it is
realized. Yel from rhe viewpoi11l thaI the object of life should be rhe
development of individuality. such have lived less successfully than many
who may not have lived so happily.
And to the first great point-the point that physical parentage is one
of the fundamental necessities of self-expression: here. I think, is where
the factor of consciousness is in process of overturning the methods of
life. Life, working unconsciously, blindly sought to presen'e itself by gen
eration, by manifold generation. The mind is simply staggered at the
productivity of a single stalk of wheat, or of a fish, or of a queen bee, or
of a man. One is smitten by the appalling waste of generative effort;
numbed with helpless pity for the little things, the infinitude of little
lives, that must come forth and suffer and die of star
'V
ation, of exposure,
as a prey to other creatures, and all to no end but that out of the multi
tude a few may sun,ive and continue the type! Man, at war with Nature
and not yet master of the situation, obeyed the same instinct, and by
prolifIC parentage maintained his war. To the Hebrew patriarch as to the
American pioneer, a large family meant strength, the wealth of brawn
and sinew to continue the conquest of forest and field. It was the only
resource against annihilation. Therefore, the instinct towards physical
creation was one of the most impenl.tive determinants of action.
Now the law of all instinct is, that it sunrives long after the necessity
which created it has ceased to exist, and acts mischievously. The usual
method of reckoning with such a slilvival is that since sllch and such a
thing exists, it is an essential part of the structure, not obliged to account
for itself and bound to be gratified. I am perfectly certain, however, that
the more conscious consciousness becomes, or in other words, the more
we become aware of the conditions of life and our relations therein,
their new demands and (he best way of fulfilling them, the more speed
ily will instincts no longer demanded be dissolved from the structure. ' 3 V
How stands the war upon Nature now? Why, sO,-that short of a plan139. i.e., we can make conscious choices about gender arrangemenLS rather than
blindly following once-uschll bUI now superccdcd instincts lor maximizing procreation.
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etary catastrophe, we are certain of the conquesl. And what is perfecting
the conquest? Consciousness! The alen brain! The dominant will! Inven
tion, discovery, mastery of hidden forces. We are no longer compelled to
use the blind method of limitless propagation to equip the nl.Ce with
hunters and trappers and fishers and sheep-keepers and soil-tillers and
breeders.14° Therefore, the original n ecessity which gave rise to the
instinct of prolific parentage is gone; the instinct itself is bound to die,
and is dying, but will die the faster as men grasp more and mOI-e of the
whole situation. " I ' In proponion as t.he paremhood of r.he brain
becomes more and more prolific, as ideas spread, mulliply, and con
quer, the necessity for great physical production declines. This is my first
contention. Hence the development of individuality does no longer nee
e�·s(lril)' imply numerous children, nor indeed, nece�·sarily any children at
all. That is not to say that no one will want children, nor to prophesy race
suicide. " !".! It is simply to say that there will be fewer born, with beller
chances of surviving, developing, and achieving. Indeed, with all its clash
of tendencies, the consciousness of our present society is having this dri
ven home to it.
Supposing that the m,�jori ly will still desire, or let me go fUrlher and
say do still desire, this limited parentage, the question now becomes: Is
this the overshadowing need in the development of the individual, or are
there other needs equally imperative? If there are other needs equally
imperative, must not these be taken equally into accoulll in deciding the
best manner of conducting one's life? If there are not other needs
equally imperative, is it not still an open question whether the married
state is the best means 01" securing it? In answerin g these questions, I
think it will again be safe to separate into a m�ority and a minority.
There will be a minority to whom the rearing of children will be the
great dominant necessity of their being, and a majOlily to whom this will
be one of their necessities. Now what are the other necessities? The
other physical and mental appetites! The desire for food and raiment
and housing after the individual's own taste; the desire for sexual associ
ation, not for reproduction; the artistic desires; the desire to know, with
its thousand ramif·i cations, which may carry the soul from the depths 01"
140.

Compare her argument on "l\1echanical lnvcntion,n t'lken from Olive Schreiner,

in MThe Gales of Freedom.n
1 4 I . I.c lhrough cducation wc can consciollsly spccd lip this C"ollilional)' proccss ll,al
would havc happcllcd nat.urally in allY C;t.�t:.
1 4 ot . Allusioll to ont: arguntCllt against. birlh control. Dt: Ckyrc. ,·chcTllcntly opposcd
to raci�Tll, would llul havt: �harcd tht: undcrlyillg assumptioll.
.•
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the concrete to the heighLs of the abstract; the desire to do, that is, to
impri nt one's will upon the social structure, whether as a mechanical
contriver, a force harnesser, a social rebuilder, a combiner, a dream
translator,143-whatever may be the particular mode of the personal
org'dnization.
The necessity for food, shelter, and raiment, it should at all limes lie
\\�thin the individual's power to furnish for himself. But the method of
home-keeping is such that afLer the relation has been maintained for a
few years, lhe imerdependence of one on t.he other has become so great
that each is somewhat helpless when circumstance destroys the combi
nation, the man less so, and the woman wretchedly so. She has done one
thi ng in a secluded sphere, and while she may have learned to do that
thing well (which is not certain, the method of training is not at all satis
factory), it is not a thing which has equipped her with the confidence
necessary to go about making an independent living. She is timid above
all, incompetent to deal with the conditions of stmggle . The world of
production has swept past her; she knows nothing of it. On the other
hand, what sort of an occupation is it for her to take domestic service
under some other woman's rule? The conditions and pay of domestic
service are such that every independent spili t would prefer to slave in a
factory, where at least the slavery ends with the working hours. As for
men, only a few days since a staunch f."ee unionist told me, apparently
without shame, that were it not for his wife he would be a tramp and a
drunkard, simply because he is unable to keep a home; and in his eyes
the chief merit of the arrangement is that his stomach is properly cared
for. This is a degree of a helplessness which I should have thought he
would have shrunk [rom admilting, but is nevertheless probably true.
Now this is one of the greatest objections to the married condition, as it
is to any other condition which produces like resulLs. In choosing one's
economic posi ti on in society, one should always bear in mind thal it
should be such as should leave the indi\�dual uncrippled-an all-around
person, with both productive and preservative capacities, a being pivoted
\\� thi n.
Concern ing the sexual appetite, irrespective o f reproduction, the
143. A reference to Freud and the newvoeation ofpsyehoanalyst? Freud \\'as a topic of
discussion among anarchists. at least to some extent: his lectures in Vienna impressed
Goldman as early as 1896 (\Vexler 48). Although de Clcyre may be noting his rising impor
tance in this list of vocations, his influence is nowhere evident in her lISCS or the term
III1COIl.lciOIl,1

in 1his 1t:U.ure, whidl h,ll-ks back to Hartmann and eyolutional)' theol)' rather
Lhan the new pSYl;hologil;al lheories of Freud.
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advocates of marriage claim, and with some reason, that it tends to pre
serve normal appetite and satisfaction, and is both a physical and moral
safeguard against excesses, with their attendant results, disease. That it
does not do so entirely, we have ample and painful proof continuously
before our eyes. As to what it may accomplish, it is almost impossible to
find out the truth; for religious asceticism has so built the feeling of
shame into the human mind, on the subject of sex, that the first instinct,
when it is brought under discussion, seems to be to lie about it. This is
especially the case with women. Th� m�jority of women usually wish r.o
create the impression that they are devoid or sexual desires, and think
they have paid the highest compliment to themselves when they say,
"Personally, I am very cold; I have never experienced such attraction."
Sometimes this is true; but oftener it is a lie-a lie born of centuries of
the pernicious teachings of the Church. A roundly developed person will
understand that she pays no honor to herself by denying herself fullness
of being, whether to herself or of herself; though, without doubt, where
such a deficiency really exists, it may give room for an extra growth of
some other qualities, perhaps of higher value. In general, however,
notwithstanding women's lies, thel"e is no such deficiency. In general,
young, healthy beings of both sexes desire such relations. What then? Is
marriage the best answer to the need? Suppose they marry, say at twenty
years, or thereabout, which will be admiued as the time when sexual
appetite is most active: the consequence is (I am just now leaving chil
dren out of account) that the two are thrown too much and too con
stantly in contact, and speedily exhaust the delight of each other's pres
ence. Then irri tations begin. The familiarities of life in common breed
contempt. What was once a rare joy becomes a maller of course, and
loses all its delicacy. Very often it becomes a physical torture to one (usu
ally the woman), while it still retains some pleasure to the olher, for the
reason that bodies, like souls, do most seldom, almost never, parallel
each other's development. And this lack of parallelism is the greatest
argument to be produced against maniage. No matter how perfectly
adapted to each other two people may be at any given lime, it is not the
slightest evidence that they will continue to be so. And no period of life
is more deceptive as to what future development may be than the age I
have just been speaking of� the age when physical desires and attractions
being strongest, they obscure or hold in abeyance the other elements or
being.
The terrible trdgedies of sexual antipathy, mostly for shame's sake,
will never be revealed. But tlley have filled the earth with murder. And
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even In those homes where hannony has been maintained, and all is
apparelllly peaceful , it is mainly so through the resignation and sell�sup
pression of either the man or the woman. One has consented to be
largely effaced, for the preservation of the family and social respect.
But awful as these things are, these physical degradations, they are not
so terrible as the ruined souls. When the period of physical predomi
nance is past, and soul-tendencies begin more and more strongly to
assert themselves, how dreadful is the I'ecognition that one is bound by
the duties of common parent.1.ge and r.he necessities of home-keeping to
remain in the constalll company of one from whom one finds oneself
going farther away in thought every day.-"Not a day," exclaim the advo
cates of "free unions." I find such exclamation worse folly than the talk
of "holy matrimony" believers. The bonds are there, the bonds of lite in
common, the love of the home built byjoint labor, the habit of associa
tion and dependence; they are very real chains, binding both, and not to
be thrown off lightly. Not in a day nor a month, but only after long hesi
tation, struggle, and grievous, grievous pain , can the wrench of separa
tion come. Oftener it does not come at all.
A chapter from the lives of two men recently deceased will illustrate
my meaning. Ernest Crosby, wedded , and I assume happily, to a lady of
conservative thought and feeling, himself the conservative, came into his
soul's own at the age of thirty-eight, while occupying the position of
Judge orthe International Court at Cairo. From then on, the whole rad
ical world knows Ernest Crosby's work. Yet what a position was his, com
pelled by honor to continue the functions of a social life which he dis
liked! To quote the words of his friend, Leonard Abbott, q,. "a prisoner
in his palatial home, waited on by servants and lackeys. Yet to the end he
remained enslaved by his possessions." Had Crosby not been bOllnd, had
not union and family relations with one who holds very different views of
life in faith and honOI' held him, should we not have had a different life
sum? Like his great teacher, Tolstoi, likewise made absurd, his life con
tradicted by his works, because of his union ,,�th a woman who has not
developed along parallel lines.
The second case, Hugh O. Pentecost. From the year 1 887 on, what
ever were his special tendencies, Pentecost was in the main a sympathizer
\\�th the struggle of labor, an opposer of oppression, persecution and
prosecution in all forms. Yet through the influence of his ramily rela
tions, because he felt in honor bound to provide greater material com144.

Fl'il;nd of (\I; C1C}'I'I;; I;ducatiunal ]"I;fonnn, founder oftwo ana]"chi�t (;olonil;�.
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fort and a betLer standing in society than the position of a radical speaker
could give, he consented at one time to be the puppet of those he had
most strenuously condemned, to become a district attorney. a prosecu
tor. And worse than that, to paint himself as a misled baby for having
done the best act of his life, to protest against the execution of the
Chicago Anarchists. 14·') That this influence was brought 10 bear upon
him, I know from his own lips; a repetition, in a small way, of the treason
of Benedict Arnold, who fOI" his TO!), wife's sake laid everlas ting infamy
upon himself. I do not say there was no self�excllsing in this, no Eve-did
tempt-me Glint, but surely it had its influence. I speak of these (\\'0 men
because these instances are well known; but evel),one knows of sllch
instances among more obscure persons, and ohen where the woman is
the one whose higher nature is degraded by the bond be(\\'een herself
and her husband.
And this is one side of the story. What of the other side? What of the
conservative one who finds himself bound to one who outrages every
principle of his or hers? People will not, and cannot, think and feel the
same at the same moments, throughout any considerable period of life;
and therefore, their moments of union should be rare and of no binding
nature.

I return to the su�ject of children. Since this also is a normal desire,
can i t not be gratified without the sacrifice of individual freedom
required by marriage? I see no reason why it cannol. I believe thal chil
dren may be as well brought up in an individual home, or i n a commu
nal home, as in a dual home; and that impressions oflife will be far pleas
anter if received in an atmosphere of freedom and independent
strength than in an atmosphere of secret repression and discontent. I
have no very satisfactory solutions to offer to the various questions pre
sented by the child-problem; but neither have the advocates of marriage.
Certain to me it is, that no one of the demands of life should ever be
answered in a manner to preclude future free development. I have seen
no great success from the old method of raising children under the
indissoluble maniage yoke of the parents. (Our conservative parents no
doubt consider their radical children great failures, though it probably
does not occur to them that their system is in any way at fault.) Neither
have I observed a gain in the child of the free union. Neither have I
observed that the individually raised child is any more likely 10 be a suc
cess or a failure. Up to the present, no one has given a scientific answer
1 45. Thl; Haymarko.:t martyn hct: (.;hap�.
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to the child-problem. Those papers which make a specially ofil, sllch as
l.ucije}; are full of guesses and theories and suggested experiments; but
no infallible principles for the guidance of intentional or actual parents
have as yet been worked Ollt. Therefore, I see no reason why the rest of
life should be sacrificed to an uncertainly.
That love and respect may last, I would have unions rare and imper
manent. That life may grow, I would have men and women remain sepa
rale personalities. Have no common possessions wi th your lover more
than you might freely have with one not your lover. Because I believe
that marriage stales love, brings respect into contempt, outrages all the
privacies and limits the growth of both parties, I believe that "they who
malTY do ill."
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NOTES TO PART I

INTRODUCTION
I . N o one who writes o n de Cleyre can fail to be indebted to Avrich's meticu
IOllsly dOCUmCtHCd biography, based on mall)' oral histories as well as hundreds of

wriltcn anarchist sources, induding every word de Clcyre wrotc that is still available in
the m,�or archives of aflarchism as well as the an.:hivcs of even her Itlost lllillor corre
spondents. Readers of earlier biographies by Emma Goldman, Hippol}'lC Ha\'cl, and
others should be aware that Avrich correCL� many fundamental inaccuracies in all the
\mrk that precedes his. Since his biographical work, several scholars have made
irnportant contributions to our sense of de Cleyre's position in rem in i.�t history: ]\-1<11'
gart:t Marsh (Anarchist Women), Wendy McElroy (Freedom, Femillism, and t"e State), and
Catherine l'alczewski. who did the groundbreaking work on de Cleyre's rhetoric and
her views of sexuality in "Voltairine de Cleyre" and "Voltairine de Cleyre: Sexual Slav
ery and Sexual Pleasure in the Nineteenth Ccntury," respc(;thdy. A further study ten
tatively entitkd l\1um:liisl Women alld the Femilline ideal: Sex, Class, and SI)'U! ill the
Rhetoric of VO{[fliline de Cleyre, Emma Goff/mall, alld Lucy Parsons, by Linda Diane Hor
witz, Donna Marie Kowal, and Catherine Helen Palczewski, forthcoming from Midli
gan State University Press, will use further rhetorical analysis of de Cleyre to show how
her obstacles as a \,'oman "became areas of non-gendered possibility" in the creation
of anarchic feminist discourse.
2. De Cleyre does not lise the tenn often, but this casual lise of it is illustrated in
a leLler orJanuary 2 2 , 1 893, when she tells her mother how kind the editor of the
Investigator had been to her: "I enclose you his leller to see how nice he was, and so
yOll won't think all infidel men are bad men, like you said once."
3. On the histol), of freethought �ee S. 'Warren; Brown and Stein.
4. "[A]II eight were found guilt)'; seven were condellult:d to death and one
(Neebe) to fifteen )'ear� in jail (the �entence� of Schwab and Fidden were afterwards
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commuted to life im prisonmen t� (Avri ch, hW, i). The three condemned to impriwn 
ment were pardon ed in 1893 after Ahgeld's review of the case.
5. E.g. in Glasgow at sever,11 lectures in 1 897 and in Chicago on November I I .
1908 (Avrich. AA I 19. 2 05) . In 1903 she addressed an audience of eight hundred in
Christiania, Norway (Avridl , Itll 1 8 �) .
6. In "Crime and Punishment," �Anarchism and American Traditions�
( 1 23-�5), �Why I Am an Anarchist" ( 1 9 ) , �Anarchism and American Tr;lditions�
( 1 30), and �Llterature the r.,Iirror 01 Man" ( 3 75), respectively.

7. Users of this archive should note, hO\\'e\'er, that its goal thus far has not been
to prescl....e strict tcxtual accuracy but to make an enormous body of material ,.,.iddy
available. and occasionally more accessible to modern readers by means of some
modernizations of de Cleyre's original diction, phrasing , and punctuation. Some of
these changes affect access to original meanings and style. Although most orthe tran
scription errors are minor, a few (e.g., some reversals of "conscious" and "uncon
scious� ill �Thcy Who Many Do IW) distort or reverse meanings.

CHAPTER 1

I . On the volume of her work, see Avrich, AA 7.
2 . Sec Brown and Stein ; S. Warren; Sears; Blatt; and articles in a wide range of
Freethought periodicals, including Lw:ifer, 'I1u� Trulh SY.I!kfiT, 'f1te Boslolt hlVeslig(lI(//�
and The OIJtm Court.

3. The published lectu re is identified in I.ibfiTly, February 15, I 8go, as "delivered
before the Boston Secular Society"; Palczewski, in "Vohairine de Cleyre," identifies
the auspices as the American Secular Union; see also Avrich, AA 12-13. Sidney War
ren describes the origins and goals of the American Secular Union, originally the
National Liberal League, and iL� association with the Free Religious Association (30,
34-35, 36, 4 1 , 96ff.). On the focus of the AIllerican Secular Union on separation of
church and state, embodied in the �Nine Demands of Liberalislll," first p ublished in
1872 (rpt. in S. W,uTeli 16 1 -6 �) , see Se,u-s 36--39 ,md S. ·W,uTen 167-68. T he ilgendil
established by the nine demands included revoking tax exemptions from ecclesiasti
cal property; discontinuing employment of chaplai ns in national and state legisla
tures and institutions supported with p ublic funds (prisons, asylums, etc.); eliminat
ing lise of tile Bible in public schools; replacingjudicial oaths with simple affirmation;
repealing blue laws; repealing laws aimed at enforcing "Christian morality" instead of
natural morality and equal rights; eliminating privileges accorded to any religion in
the national and state constitutions or in administration of the la\\'o Avrich points out
that de Cleyre, �a lifelong secularist and anti-Catholic,� continued to publish and lec
ture in freethought \'enues "long after anarchism had displaced atheism as her pri

mary ideological commitment" (AA 3 9 ) .
4. Abbott quotes de Cleyre, in his review orher posthumous &lecled WOrk.I·, as say
ing she is an individualist anarchist, without explainin g (or realizin g?) that she later
changed that position.
5. The quotation is frolll de Cleyre's attack on one tendency in "radical
frecthought:· anrl the context is the question of a basis for ethics, �in the face of the
death ofGod� (2872). De Clcy re · s ethical position here, however, is one she applied
broadly throughout her career; it undoubtedly contributed to h er rejection of the
extrem e individ ualist position, as well as her attraction to Kropotkin 's emphasis on
"mutual aid."
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6. On the fear nonanan:hist fonm of socialism inspired in anarchists, see "A Sug
gestion," "Anarchism ," and de Cleyre's translation from Yiddish of L. I. Peretz's
"Hope and Fear.�
7. Lum, according to Avrich, was eclectic in his economics, scorning "the ultra
egoists� and inwlvcd throughout his life with labor unions, but also critical of colle(;
tivism, predicting that e\'elltually it would lead to a "Bismarckian \l'eb� (AA 56-57).
Avrich sees de Ckyre as following Dyer Lum's views in The Economics of Anarchy,
" rejecting both communism and collectivism in fa\·or of mutualism and YOIUnl<ll),
cooperation" (All. 58).
8. This is one of many reasons that de Cleyre ·s views should he sharply distin
guished from contemporary Ayn Rand-style libertarianism, the key tenets of which
are diametrically opposed to her views on capital and labor and her strong foclls on

union action as a means ofhringing abom social revolution.
g. In the context, this is a paraphrase of one of the Haymarket anarchists, in a
passage intended to resurrect their strallgkd voices, but de Cleyre's mallY eYoGllions
of a rUI,ll life as the ideal (;onfinn that she agreed .
10. On anarchism as not "inherently anti-indllStrial� see Avrich, /-1'1'88-89.
I I . As in "Anarchism and Amcrican Traditions." For othcr sources of American

anarchism see Reichert's discussions of such early figu res as Elihu Palmer
( 1 764- 1 806), a freethinkillg preacher and writer against "King-(;I,\ft and pricst-<::raft·'
(33); Sidney H. Morse ( 1 83�-1903), who argued, "If the law is within, there is liberty.
If it is withom there is bondage" (55); Nathan iel Rogers ( 1 794-18,,6); Henry Clarke
Wright ( 1 78g--1870), who said, "To swear allegiance to any human gO\'emment is to
call God to witness that you will obey a power that assumes the right to reverse his
decisions at pleasure" (48); Adin Ballo u ( 1 8°3-1890); and J. A. Etzl er, author in
1833 of The Paradise wilhill Ihe Reach of all JHen, wilhoul Lawl; by Powers of Nalure ami
Machillt?l)' (Reichert, chaps. 1-3).

1 2 . Kl'opotkin (�Anarchism"). and subsequent historians of anarchism, have
Proudhon's as the first such usc of the terlll.
13. Her lasting admiration of Swinburne is evident in her usc of two stanzas from

identified

his "Before a Cnl(;ifix" in �In Defense of Emma Goldman� ( � 1 8-19) in 1893, and

again of one stanz.1. in �The Defiance of August Spies� in I g l ° (43).
1 4 . Wexler sees Bakunin a.� having been supplanted by Kropotkin, ,\'horn she
regards a.� coming to "dominate the thinking of the movement in America� in the
1 890S (47), bill Avrich traces Bakunin's influence in the United States.

"a significant

rollowing,� through the eme rgence of an arch o-syndica lism and the 1905 founding of
the I\V'V, and on through ,Vorld War I, with a decline between the two world wars
and a significa nt revival in the I g60s and after (AP 3(}-3 1 ) .
1 5 . See abo David: "By the 'ninetie� . . . both the New York and Chicago Illove
Illents becallie more distinctly anarcho-communist, due largely to the influence of
Kropotki n" (533).
16. E.g., in the Haymarket speeches from 1895 to 1 9 1 0 collected i n The First J\tIayda)'.

17. Marsh refers to this as the "Women's National Liberal Union," but the sta

tionery on which de Cleyre wrote her mother from K.'lnsas on November 16, 1 8go,
has the letterhead "Woman's National Liberal Union.� The use of this letterhead sug
gesl� thal she was closely associated with the \VNI,U at this time.
18. In I g80, Most's biogl<\pher Frederic Trautmann �aid that ;'The God-Pesti
in several languages since its publication in
,
,88] ' ( 6 ) ,
1 9 . The style more closely resembles Goldman's, but d e Cleyre apparently edited

lence" had �been continuously in print
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much of what Goldman and Berkman wrote in
Inglis, Jan. 18, 19�·P, qtd. in Marsh 149).

Molher £(ull/ (Cnl

Nold to Agnes

CHAPTER 2

I . I.e., some quile �pecific �choob of anarchism-with-adjective�-"Iibertarian
�ocialist or anarcho-syndicalist or communist anarchist, in the tradition of say
Bakunin and Kropotkin and others" (:145)' However, the de�cription applies to de
Clcyre's views on this particular issue.
:1. Philadelphia Public Ledger, February :1 I , 1908, I , qtd. J\brsh I 13, Avrich, AA
:100.
3. �They" denotes the Trades Assembly; �we" denotes "we Socialisl�," anarchism
being, as Kropotkin s<1.YS, the "left wing" of socialism (kAnarchism").
4. On these debates and the role played in them by Ezra Heywood, a pivotal
figure between abolitionism and imarchi�m, see Blalt (chap. :1 ) . Sec also Forest, and
see Reichert's discussion of the New England Non-Resistance Society, founded in
1838 by such figures as Wendell Phillips, Amasa Walker, Abby Kelly, William Lloyd
Garrison, and Adin Ballou (46ft: ) . In their " Statement of Principles� they committed
them�clves, in Reichert's summary, �to a totally nonviolent rejection of formal gov
ernment on the grounds that political power and war so intertwined that it i� not pos
�ible to have one without the other" (47).
5. On these debates and the role played in them by Ezra I-Ieywood, a pivotal
figure between abolitionism and anarchism, see Blatt (chap. 2).
6. U1IIrllli/u Noun, August 25, 1 92 ] . "Anarchism and Violence: Selections from
Anarchist Writings, 1896-19�5 by Erriw Malatesta," ed. David Pooic, Radio 4 All,
hup://www.radi04all.org/redblack/books/a_violenLhtml (July 4, 2003),
7. Nrl/l·vinlrmce ill Americ((: A Docl1lT1rm/m)' J.1i.�/or)' (Indianapolis, 1966), xxxi, f1td.
Reichert (47). See also Reichert on the importance of nonresistanL" in the history of
anarchist thought (47).
8. See David 64-68.
g. Exceptions included �Olllt: newsp'lper 'lCcounts of Peter Kwpotkin's tour of
the United States in ]897 and ]901 (see Avrich, AP chap. 5), which occurred, how
ever, before the assassination of McKinley by a supposed �anarchist," as well as a news
paper account of de C!t::yrc's speech on "Crime and Punishment" after her rcfusal to
prosecute Helcher: "One reporter even wrote that 'anarchism is really the doctrine of
t.he Nazarene, the gospel of forgiveness'" (Avrich, AA I Ro). The view oranarchislll in
this account, of course, was almost as erroneous and unsubtle as the usual view it
reversed, as de Cleyre's "Ye '·Iave the Poor� explains.
10. This was Kropotkin's interpretation ofthe background of media views ofanar
chism as violent by nature: it seems clearly borne OUl by American labor history in this
period. See for example Zinn chaps. 10, 1 I ; David 57; Avrich, NT chaps. 2 , 3, 1 3 ; see
also Painter on violence against labor, reactions to American labor agitation in rela
tion to reactions to the Palis Commune, and the creation of armories and the
National Guard in response to labor unrest ( 1 5-�:1).
I ] . David 59. See Avricb on this strike and its long-lasting repercus�iom (NT
chap. 3); Painter ] 5-]7; Zinn 2'10-4 6.
] 2. Avrich 's' account of Albert Parsons's development as a thinker, activist, orga
nizer, and !t::cturer during this period suggests that the move toward "insulTccLionary
tactics" was a gradual one, in response to the violence brought to bear against labor
activism in this period. See his chapter on Parsons in Hu� NII)'TII('l'kei 'Ii·aged),.
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1 3 . k; Wexler has pointed out, Goldman began quickly to move ;'From a rea
soned plea for psychologi cal understanding . . . toward romantic glorification"; even
tually her passion for defending Czolgosz led her to say that he "was indeed 'one of
lIs'� (lOg. 2g8 n. 28). Her first statements to the press, however. were more repre
sen tative of the view taken in the wider anarchist (:onlUllinity, where Czolgosz, in his
brief (:ontact with anardlists, had used an alias and exhibited strange behavior that
led them to assume he was a spy.
1 4 . \-Vexler cites Martin A. Miller, Kro/J(}[kin (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1�}76), 175. David dates the tum away from emphasis on propaganda by deed from
thc Haymarkct incidcnt; indccd he riecs an immediate swing in this dircction on thc

part of anarchist periodicals, \\ith the exception or Most's (532-33). See the qUOla
tion from the Alarm in the note below.
1 5 . See Avrlch, AA xlii.
16. Apparently she cited the "logic� ofJesus on this issue in her dispme of 1 890
with Dyer LUIII, who was so oVel,(:Ollle Wilh ou tl-;Ige that he had to resorl to aspersiolls
on Jesus' masculinity: ':Jesus a logician ! A half-m an , who never-we ll ! " (letter to de
Cleyre, April I , 18go).
17. See n. 'I abo\'e.
18. On her circumspcction in this regard sce Marsh I I 2-1 3.
19. Cf. Dyer Lum's Alarm editoIial, November 5, 1 88 7, the issue in whkh he took
o\'er e di ton.hip for Parsons during his im prisonmen t for the Haym arke t bombing.
Despite Avrich's demonstration that tum was himself an admirer ordynamite and an

advocate of individual terrorist act�, David's analysis of this editorial as a mO\'e away
from Parsons's more incendiary rhetoric Kould also seem to be correct. Lum here

makes the distinction de C\eyre makes later, between violent uincidenl.!;� in a re\'olu
tion and the revolution itself: "When the Alarm reappeilrcd on No\'cmbcr 5, 1887,
under Dyer D. Lum's guidance, a leading editorial declared tbat force was not essen

tial 'to a revolution, nor is its use generally successful.' A revolution is not made by
; they are but incidents of one'" ( David 53 !.!-33).
20. Avrich identifies this bombin g as the context for the article (/tft 140).
2 1 . Sec Avridl, HT c hap . 27, AA 62; Pain ter 48 n. Ig.
22. E.g., �No\'ember Ele\'enth, Twenty Years Ago," 40.

'Barricades, revolts, riots. . .

23. E.g., "'Tis the roar of the whirlwind ye invoke

I When }'e scatter the wind of

your brothcr·s moans·' ("Bastard Born'·); "the rulers of the earth are sowing a fearful

\\ind. to reap a most terrible whirlwind" rEconomic Tendency") .

24. E.g., i n her poetry. for example the last stanza o f "Betrayed," and in "The Hur
ITllel7w{illT/([l, August 1 9 1 2 ,

ricane." See Abbott, "A Priestess of Pity and Vengeance,"

fltd. i n Avrich, A A 1 0 . This was double praise, since the phrase had been used of
famo us Communard Louise Michel (Avri ch, AA. J 4 ) .

C H A PT I':R 3

I . FI�milli.\'1II

is not a term de Cleyre used of herself", although in contemporary

terms Margare t Marsh is right

in �>ayillg that de C\eyre "considered hersdf a feminist"
( 1 28). Most of tbe thinkers whom Marsh aptly, from ollr contemporal)' \iewpoint,
refers to as �anarchist-feminists" would have associated the actual term feminist with
what Emma Goldman scorned as the pseudo-cmancipation that mistaken ly equ ated
freedom with bourgeois equal righ ts within a political status quo based on funda
m en tal inequalities of class. Cf. bell hooks's view that feminism is not agi tation for
righ ts equal 10 those of men (which Inen? of what class? what [,I(:e?) bUI resistalKe to
sexist oppression inseparable from rcsistanec to race and class oppression.
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�. On these figures see Sears; Blall; McElroy's Freedom, Feminism, and Ihe Siale
(including her introductory essay 'The RoOls of Individualist Feminism in 1 9th Cen
tury America"; Lillian Harman's "Some Problems of Social Freedom�; and Angela
-

Heywood's "Body HOlLsekeeping�); and Brammer.

3. On this 1ll0\'ellient in gener,11 sec the pioneeIing work of Sears and Spurlock.
4. On thisdebatesee $ears 76, 2 1 1-15.
5. For a different emphasis, sec Palczewski, �Voltairine de Cleyre: Sexual Slavery
and Sexual Pleasure in the Nineteenth Century," lor an argument that 'The central
ity of sexual freedom in de Cleyre's thinking cannot be underestimated" (57).
6. See Sears 1 201[; for a good �cientific overview of eugenics �ee Grave� chap . 6.

As Sears says. too. "Not to be confused with the later prescriptive eugenics of the Pro

could
only perpetuate a race of slavish humans. . . . a mother's submission to sexist laws, it
was believed, would alfectthe unborn ch ild� ( 1 2 I). On the other hand it must be said
gressive Era. anarchistic eugenics held that enslaved. male-dominated mothers

that some articles ill Lucifer have a decidedl)· classisl, ahhough never overtly 1,l(;ist,
inflection (Thomas Dixon, who bizarrely sent Lucifer a review copy of his book 'nle
One Woman [Lucifel; 3d ser., 7.3�: 252], is the butt of various sarcasms, and readers'
�hared opposition to racism was taken for gran ted ) . Harman 's inc reasing focus on
arguments from eugenics as the journal mo\'ed toward il� rl11al incarnation as the
Americun.loumal a/Eugenies in 1 907 points to the problematk nature of his belief that
"it is the quality of population . . that will baing 'salvation' from plutocratk rule"
(Hannan, "Remarks" 1 1 5)' De Cleyre ne\'er shared this locus; one of her few allu
sions to it is in "Sex Slavery," a lecture in the campaign to free Harman from p rison.
7. Other progressi\'e theorists and activisl� criticized eugenics as well; Clarence
Darrow, in his essay on Voltaire, remarked, "Had the modern professors of eugenics
had power in Franct: in 169+ . . . [tlheir scit:ntific knowledge would have shown con
clusively that no person of value could have come from the union of his father and

mother. In those days, nature had not been instructed by the professors of eugenics
and so Voltaire was born" (http://www.positivcathcism.org/hist/darrow5.hllll ) .
8 . For an excellent discussion of d e Cleyre's views o n sexuality sec Pakzewski's
"Voltairine de Cleyre: Sexual Slavery and Sexual Pleasure in the Nineteenth Century."
g. "Whiteness as Property," Hrlnmrd L(lw Review 106: I 7 1 0-45 (qtd. Nerad 36 1 ) .

CHAPTER 4

I . On the general context see Spurlock :!� 7ff. On this incident sec Se.ars 74-80,
107-17; J\'larsh 77; McElroy, �Roots" 14-15; and Day. For the letter, published spring
1 886, see Scars 7'1-76, \Vendy McEl roy identifies the leuer il�c1f as "perhaps thc ear
liest discussion in Americanjournalism of forced sex in marriage aR constituting rape"
(Freedoln 135). For details of Harman's various convictions and imp riso n ment see
Spurlock 228-29; and Day. By Day's account, Harman was first arrested for this and
other "obscene" aspecL� of LlIcifer in 1887 and was brought to trial on this particular
letter in I 8go, when the result was a five-year sentence and three-hundred-dollar rine.
He was released on a writ of error after seventeen weeks, then incarcerated again
when an adjusted sentence was imposed in 1895. By this time he had alre'lely serwd
lllore time in prison, in 1 8g:!, for publishing another "obscene" letter (Day 1 36-43).
If Day's dates afe correct, then de Cleyre's lecture would have been delivered in t8go
in the seventeen weeks before August 30 when he was released. Avrich dates it in this
year (Atl I58), whereas Pakzcwski dates it "probabl)' 1 890" ( 1 993, 154) and Marsh
dales it 1892 (77).
2. See Ryan, who quotes Florence Kelley, "\Vomen by natural instincts as well as
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long training have become the homekeeper� of the world, �o it i� only natural that
they �hould in time become effective municipal housekeepers iI� well" (�30) .
:1. See Frye on the eiron a� seif-depreCillor, and irony a� "a technique of appear
ing to be less than one is. which in literature becomes most commonly a technique of

�a)'ing a.s litLle and m eaning a� much as pos�ible, or, in a m ore general way, a pauern
ofword� that turn� alVa>' from direct �tatelllent or its own obvious m eaning . . ." (40 ) .
4. See for example Sadakichi Hartlllann, who emphasized her "logical

sequence," �abundance 01" information, thought and argument," and "subdued
enthusiasm" (g2); Goldman, who emphasized her brilliance, "original thought" and
';inner fire" ( Vol/(li/inti g, 32); George l\rown, ,\'ho described her as �rhetorical, showy,

and a little shallow" (qtd. in Kelly et aI.148); .Iay Fox ("she had the power of holding
one with her eloquence while she packed his mind full of ideas" (qtd. in Avrich, AA

4 2 J ) , and Avrich, who surmises that her style resembled the intense, im pressive, elec

trifying style of KropOlkin rather than the more Mflamboyant, histrionic" style of Gold
man or Johann �'Iost (l1A 4 I ) .
5 . Avrich notes, "Her comments and corrections, always careful and to the point,
afe pre�en ed in the Berkman Archive" (M 199)'
6. The spelling reflects the reformisl spelling policy of the Agitator: enuf, .fhud for
"should," etc.
7. Pakzewski sees de Ckyre as departing from a usual anarchist emphasis on the
prim acy of rationality and a tendency "to dismiss emotion" ( ' 993. ' 4 8 ) , an emphasis
that, considering the work of Emma Goldman (as opposed, for example, to that of
Benjamin Tucker), should not be overstated. (Marsh, in contrast, says de Cleyre
';exemplified the anarchist fascination with spontaneous emotion, with feeling, with
intuitive insight [ 1 02],) While it is dear that de Cleyre, as Palczewski says, directly
addfe�ses ;'fellow Anan:hists" who would prefer her to "(pro(;ccd] imme diately to rea
'

"

sons" (de Cleyre, "Why� 1 7 ) , and that in some senses she did see "emotion as equal to

rationality" (Palczewski 1993, 148), I would argue that de CleYl'e's focus is more
spedfkally on the ways in which conventional ideology constrains the intelle(;t by
illeam [0 whidl emotion is not so �usceptiblc. In suggesting that her emphasis is on
using the logic of feelings to circumvent the mystifying illogic of ideolob') , I thus also
read de Cleyre from a different perspective than Marsh, who sees her related essay
"The Making of an Anarchist'" as, among other things, "an attempt . . . to demonstrate
that rational conviction can grmv from temperamental predilections" ( 1 39).
8. Palczewski uses the term "catalogue" for this section of the speech and aptly
describes de Cleyre here as "guid[ingJ audience members through a monL.1.ge of
e"enL�, feelings, and sighIS that led her and, ifsuccessful, would lead them to embrace
anarchism" ( ' 993, 1 49) ·
g. Or, in Emma Goldman � ve rsion ( perhaps based on de Cleyre's private
recounting of the event?), "Hell, it's only about worms" (Vol/ai/inc).
'0. De Cleyre spells it "Aosta." Aasta Hansteen was one of the preemin en t figures
i n the Norwegian women's movement in the second half of the century, author of a
pamphlet entitled "Woman Created in the Image of God" ( 1 888-89) , and suppos
edly the modd for the char.u;ters Lona Hessel and Tante Uhikke in plays by Ibsen
and Gunnar Heiberg respectively (Raslllussen 24 .;, 257). Her early femi nist work met
with ridicule; her appearance, "her violent language, and quasi-philosophical way of
reasoning roused laughter, and her meetings often hroke up in disorder and rowdi
l1ess� (l1meriCllI/ SClIndinavia/l Review 26 [ 1 938]; 348). In respome to her notoriety she
left NOll...ay and lived in the United States lor nine years: "As she late,' expressed it,
'

'

Aasta Hansteen decided to emigrate because the ground was burning beneath her
fee!" (Rasmussen 246). As.lanet
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E. Rasmussen says, "Aasta Hansteen ( 1 824-1908)

wa� well known in the intellectual and upper-da�� cirde� in NOIl\'ay'� capital, for her
unconventional behavior �et her apart from her contemporaries. Aa�ta Han�teen had
the distinction of being Christiania's first femaie portrait painter. the first Norwegian
woman to deliver public lectures, the first woman to publish in

the lI)wrmk language,

and, along with Camilla Collt:n, a pioneer in the Norwegian \\'omcn'� movcmcnt "
(:qS), By the time de Clerrc wrote about Kristofcr Hansteen in 1906, Aasta, it seems,
wa� revered instead of mocked; after a nine-year exilt: in the United Statc� she had

returned to Norwar in 1 889, hr which time �the Norwegian feminist mo\'cment had
taken firm root, and Aasla I-Iansteen could he welcomed horne as o ne of it" pioneersn
( Rasmussen 265), An 1895 anicle i n the btglisllIlII!/IUlIt '.I' Rr.view o[S(){;ial allfl illflustriai
Questions reported on a celebration of her se\'entieth birthdar that a representative of
the newspaper Dagbladel "said the ladies who were about to greet her on her seventi

elh birthdar, would, no doubt, remember thai she had sutl'ered 'for her enlighten
ment,' at the same time as Ihey expressed their joy over the growth Iheir cause had
made from that day whell Asta [sic] HallSleell, mocked and ridiculed, had taken her
�tand among the foremost of their champions" (9:!)' Dc Clt:yre's mention of
Han�teen, then, i� a code for a long hi�tOl)' of coul':.geous felllini�t work and an obvi
ous reference, although somewhat vdled, to the absence of feminist practice in her
nephew's domestic arrangements,
I I , Karl Mannhdm, Ide% K)' and Utopia: An Introduction to Ihe Sociolo{!J' ofKnowledge
( 1 949; rpL New York: l-lan'est, 1 964), xxiii, quoted byJames H. Kavanagh in his dis
cussion of ideology in Lentricchia and McLaughlin's Crilical Terms [or Literm)' SllId),

(3°9)·

t 2. I- Ielen Thompson's term, from the title 01 the MLA session -'Political ItHerio/"
ilies, Femini�t Materialities: Haywood, ]a Meltrie, and de Cleyre" (Eugenia DeLun
oue, Natania Meeker, ,md Helen Thompson. MLA Convention, December 1 999)'
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